
September 23, 2022 

 

OHA, Public Health Division 

Administrative Rules Coordinator 

800 NE Oregon Street, Suite 930 

Portland, Oregon 97232 

 

Dear OHA, Public Health Division: 

 

This letter is in support of the repeal of OAR 333-019-1030, Covid-19 Vaccination Requirements 

for Teachers and School Staff. 

 

With limited exception, the law states, “Teachers, school staff and volunteers may not teach, 

work, learn, assist, observe, or volunteer at a school unless they are fully vaccinated or have 

provided documentation of a medical exception and the exception has been approved or 

accepted.” 

 

This law also makes reference to “variants that are more transmissible or cause severe 

disease.” It is not clear in the law where that statement is supported. 

 

Data from the CDC charting Covid-19 deaths by age in the U.S. from January 4, 2020 until 

September 17, 2022 show 1462 children died (ages 0-18 yrs). That is .14% nationwide. USA 

Facts reports a total of 885,963 cases, with 8,492 (0.96%) deaths in Oregon for all time. The 

Bioinformatics CRO ranks Oregon 47th in Age-Adjusted Covid Deaths. 

 

Clearly, Oregon is not suffering rampant Covid-19 deaths in its younger population, nor even 

older populations. The CDC reports nationwide that the majority of those succumbing to the 

disease (74.81%) are 65 and older and having preexisting conditions.  

 

The concern and care would rightly seem targeted toward the 65+ population, not the people 

and children who work and learn in schools. 

 

The Nuremberg Code, of which the United States is a signatory, prohibits mandating 

experimental vaccines which are designated as Emergency Use Authorization only. All Covid-19 

vaccines bear this designation. They are experimental, and have had the least amount of safety 

and efficacy testing of any vaccine ever. The new bivalent Covid vaccine was tested on eight 

mice–no humans. 

 

The first tenet of The Nuremberg Code is that voluntary consent is essential, and that the 

person is able to “exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any element of force, 

fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior forms of constraint or coercion.” 

 



If children are required to attend school and also required to receive double vaccinations by fiat, 

regardless of evidence of the drug’s safety or efficacy, then the State of Oregon is in violation of 

The Nuremberg Code and U. S. Law. 

 

Covid and its mutants appear to have devolved into a treatable illness that can be managed in 

numerous ways. It is unfortunate that both the states and the federal government have pursued 

only one venue which, in many cases, has caused serious side effects. I refer you to the 

VAERS report, published by the CDC. 

 

Counting the number of Covid-19 cases is a novelty in tracking disease. It certainly makes for 

an effective basis to scare the public. Children and adults are not normally assumed to be sick if 

symptoms are absent. More care should be taken to calm the fears of the public than have 

existed so far. 

 

Parents and teachers are the ones who should be the responsible parties that decide to 

vaccinate their children or themselves. The evidence is not there to mandate such draconian 

measures “for the greater good.” It didn’t happen during the Spanish Flu and it need not happen 

now. 

 

Our youth have suffered greatly at the hands of well-meaning adults. They have lost contact 

with peers, missed education, dealt with emotional trauma and even potentially lost I.Q. points. 

Let’s get them back to school, make vaccines optional and encourage people to be responsible 

for their own health–not the state. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Diane Manos 

 

Florence, OR 97439 

 

 

 

 



Andrew Smith 

                                                                                                  

Portland, OR  97204-2405                                                          

 

Friday, September 16, 2022 
 
 
 
Subject: Invitation for public comment on OAR 333-019-1030 
               Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers & 
               School Staff. 
 
 
 
OHA, Public Health Division 
Administrative Rules Coordinator 
800 N.E. Oregon St., Ste. 930 
Portland, OR  97232-2187 
 
 
In response to your “Invitation for public comment on OAR 333-019-1030”, dated 
09/16/2022, I am in favor to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, Covid-19 vaccination 
requirements for teachers and school staff. 
 
 
1. Complications 
Some people do have complications from the vaccine.  Many professional healthy 
athletes who have been recently vaccinated have a sharp increase with heart problems 
and passing out or having sudden cardiac arrest while engaging in sports.  Some people 
die from these complications. 
 
Some still argue, even after healthy athletes die from cardiac arrest, that getting 
vaccinated is still better because “the risk-benefit ratio here is heavily weighted towards 
benefit”. 
 
The fact that complications happen and do cause death is the point.  Would you risk 
gambling with the health and life of losing your child in a game of Russian roulette just to 
appease perceived statistics & the status quo of people around you?  No sane person 
would. 
 



 
2. Natural Immunity is Best 
In an interview with Dr. Fauci asking about related flu vaccinations, he says: 
 

". . . if she got the flu for 14 days, she’s as protected as anybody can be, 
because the best vaccination is to get infected yourself. . . She doesn’t need 
it [vaccine], because the most potent vaccination is getting infected 
yourself." 

 
Honor natural immunity and the personal choice for any person to govern and control 
their own health - whether or not you agree or disagree with them. 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



From: Jo Anna Shaw
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: "Comment on OAR 333-019-1031, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff"
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 4:37:16 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hey folks, it is time to follow the science. 
The Covid 19 shot does not work. Booster after Booster and the vaccinated still get
sick. 
Healthy children do not die from this virus. It has been proven for 2 years now.
Why continue with mandates that have no scientific support?

The President has stated that the pandemic is over. Mandates have been
lifted in businesses across the board. Masks don't work and have proven to cause
learning
and behavior issues in adults and children. Look at the studies from around the world.
Look at the lawsuits that have been won in support of no mask or vaccine mandates
in schools, specifically the LA and San Diego School Districts. WA DC too. It is time
to Follow the Science provided by all the nations that have kept track much better
than our CDC, which by the way was not able to provide evidence proving that these
shots are 'safe and effective'. One shot fits all is not at all good medicine. 

The EU needs to end because there is no emergency.
This rule needs to be repealed. And the requirements withdrawn!

Here is where you can see some of the science:
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/community-forum/its-time-to-follow-the-science/
https://thehighwire.com/news/lawsuit-strikes-down-san-diego-covid-19-vaccine-
mandate-for-school/
https://thehighwire.com/videos/cdc-fails-to-prove-covid-shot-variant-claim/
https://apnews.com/article/covid-science-health-pandemics-public-
ace8870b5e4ac4500aa06964db0544b8
https://thehighwire.com/news/u-s-federal-judge-declares-cdcs-mask-travel-
mandate-for-planes-and-trains-unlawful/

Thank you.
Jo Anna Shaw
Phoenix, OR
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*********************
“The greatest treasure you will mine in your life is being wholehearted YOU." -- Jo Anna Shaw

Jo Anna Shaw
Author, Poet and Mind-Body Coach
541-840-9671
Website
Book: Design and Live the Life You Love: A Guide for Living in Your Power and
Fulfilling Your Purpose
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From: meredithlowry
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: "Comment on OAR 333-019-1031, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff"
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To ODH and OHA members:

It is time that Oregon's Covid -19 public health policies be updated to reflect the current scientific research. The data is clear: 

• Natural immunity to Covid is superior to vaccination.. If someone has recovered from a prior Covid 19 infection, they should not be
required to be vaccinated. There are simple lab tests that reveal prior infection. 
• The risk/benefit for vaccination of children under 18 years, especially those under 12 and 5 years, is unacceptable, given the
adverse effects revealed through VAERS, UK ONS and Australian data. There are other serious adverse events, however, the
most significant in the younger population is myocarditis, which usually is a worsening and lifelong chronic illness resulting from the
vaccines that is just beginning to show up in the tracked data because of the lag in reporting and investigation.
• Masks do not significantly lessen transmission of Covid 19, and the adverse effects on childhood development and mental health
are well established.  

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2203965

https://www.ons.gov.uk/aboutus/transparencyandgovernance/freedomofinformationfoi/covid19deathsandautopsiesfeb2020todec2021

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(21)02867-1/fulltext

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-021-01578-1

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.21.21268209v1

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8185341/

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.10.21261846v1.full.pdf

https://www.cochrane.org/CD006207/ARI_do-physical-measures-such-hand-washing-or-wearing-masks-stop-or-slow-down-spread-
respiratory-viruses

https://brownstone.org/articles/more-than-150-comparative-studies-and-articles-on-mask-ineffectiveness-and-harms/
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: ~FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: ~FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Josh Atkins

Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: marvinsannes@msn.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: 33-19-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 9:59:12 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Repeal this rule.  

OHA has destroyed its credibility. 

marv Sannes

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Bethany Rohdy
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: 333-019-1030 COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2022 10:26:16 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Greetings,

As a parent, a community member and taxpayer, I request to immediately STOP the practice of requiring
a Covid vaccination for volunteers and school staff. I am appalled and disappointed that a discriminatory
and politicized rule like this was made in the first place. This ridiculous stand has lost thousands of
valuable volunteers and teachers across Oregon. 

Bethany Rohdy

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Karen Walker
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: 333-019-1030 COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff Comment.
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 5:49:06 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Whom it May Concern:

In light of the education situation and obvious lack of covid inoculation efficacy it would only
be prudent to repeal the rule for COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and
School Staff. There have been studied by renowned PHDs, scientists, medical doctors, in
conjunction with congressional hearings in reference to the potential risk far outweighing the
assumed efficacy of the shot along with any additional boosters. The Vaers report has shown
astronomical increases in the adverse reactions for this inoculation alone-many of which are
rendering life long term and excruciating disability and death.

The freedom of bodily autonomy in the case of a totally rushed injection must always be
considered as that rushed and dangerous. Protection from being used as lab rats  is what our
government and health authorities are responsible to discern.

A mandate is not a law. Staff members whose preference to abstain from the shot have been
treated as pariah. Medical information that was once personal has now been displayed in the
public square. Many have done their due diligence and found that the lack of informed consent
and disclaimer of pharmaceutical liability a huge red flag and of grave concern

The mental and emotional turmoil that this rule has thrust upon Oregon educators and staff has
done nothing to enhance the mental health and safety for either the students or staff. Students
have witnessed injustice and inequity in its cruelest form. The students are still unnerved from
the ludicrous lockdowns and now the teachers and staff that they grew to love and trust are
being discarded. I don't think that child resilience is going to protect some of the most
vulnerable students that developed psychological issues as a result of this situation.

It is disheartening that there are many otherwise ethical individuals that have caved and felt
forced to lie about their religious belief in order to retain their positions in their respective
school districts. They have been forced to lie to keep employment to feed their families and
make a living .Even at that, the OHA recommended protocol that follows is punitive and
irrational due to the lack of efficient data to back up efficacy and risk vs benefit for an
individual.

This has truly affected the quality of education in Oregon. The exodus of experienced and
wonderful teachers and staff is staggering. I saw a statistic that Oregon ranks 48th in school
quality. Governor Brown was totally okay with allowing anyone over the age of 18 with
no criminal record, a pulse, and a shot to be temporary "teachers"? That is totally irresponsible
and beyond anything that would be considered constructive. Hence they are hiring

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


babysitters. 
 
I am sure that in the future there are going to be lawsuits filed by injured individuals. I am not
sure where the responsibility will land. I do hope that in light of current CDC correction and
admissions regarding the misleading of the public regarding this nightmare OHA would deem
it their responsibility to  immediately rescind all rules associated with 333-019-1030 COVID-
19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.

Thank you for allowing public comment prior to this decision.

Respectfully,
Karen Walker
Mapleton Oregon



From: Elisa Koski
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: 333-019-1030 COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 11:43:04 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

This letter is in SUPPORT of the petition to REPEAL the requirement for teachers and
school staff to be vaccinated.  The COVID-19 injections are still experimental and
approved under the emergency use authorization (EUA).  Persons injured by
vaccines under EUA have little recourse for compensatory damages.  

Furthermore, as months have passed since many people have been vaccinated, it is
now becoming clear that the vaccine does not prevent contraction of COVID-19 nor
does it prevent the spread of COVID-19.  Some people have had severe reactions to
the vaccine, including death, Bell's Palsy, blood clots and myocarditis, to name a few.
 The evidence of such reactions can be viewed on the CDC website VAERS (vaccine
adverse event reporting system) database.

Elisa M. Koski, CIH (7501 CP)
Retired Cal/OSHA District Manager and California Occupational Safety & Health
Standards Board Staff Member
Portland, Oregon

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Chris Hanks
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: 333-019-1030 COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2022 10:47:34 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Whom It May Concern;
in my opinion as a clinician, OAR 137-001-007(3) should remain in place and not be repealed.

Thank you.

-- 
 Chris D. Hanks, PhD, MSN, RN
Pronouns: he/him/his
Immunization Nursing Supervisor

 

Please note, I work Tuesday through Saturday.
Notice: This message and/or the attachments may contain confidential information.  If you have received this transmission in error,
please notify the sender immediately by reply email and then destroy all copies of this transmission. Thank you.

This email was encrypted for your privacy and security

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Chuck Lukenbill
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: 3330191030 public comment
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 8:54:16 PM

[You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

I very strongly recommend removing the covid restrictions placed on teachers and staff at public and or private
schools. The supreme court recently ruled this type of restriction is unconstitutional. It is a clear violation of our
rights as citizens of the united states. I strongly urge the removal of all covid related restrictuins the state ohd has
placed on its citizens.

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Sunil Unadkat
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Cancel all vaccine mandates for state and school employees
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 10:36:08 PM
Attachments: 71-959-1-PB.pdf

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am contacting OHA in regards to Covid-19 vaccine mandates for
teachers and volunteers I would like to alert you to an excellent
recent study by Dr. Aseem Malhotra clearly exposing the high risk
and extremely low efficacy of the Covid Injections. I have attached
the study.
 
This man is a very highly respected cardiologist who was an
advocate of the vaccines earlier but after losing his fully
immunized father to inexplicable heart complications, studied the
shots in depth and concluded that they have an unacceptable risk
profile for anyone and should be withdrawn from use entirely.  

These mandates are baseless considering today’s information on the Covid 19
vaccines.
—————-

Sent from my iPad

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
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Vaccines save lives
The development of safe and highly effective vaccines during the latter half of the 20th century 
has been one of medicine’s greatest achievements. The prominent scars on my left arm are a 
constant reminder of the success of our ability to curb some of the deadliest diseases such as 
smallpox, tuberculosis (TB), measles, mumps and rubella to name but a few. Collectively, 
traditional vaccines are estimated to save approximately 4–5 million lives per year.1 The greatest 
success of vaccination was the global eradication of smallpox, which had a 30% mortality rate.2


In other words, almost one in three people who contracted it died. The development of a safe and 
effective vaccine after much trial and error resulted in 95 out of 100 individuals being protected from 
symptomatic infection from smallpox with immunity lasting five years, which by the 1970s resulted 
in complete eradication of the virus. Similarly, one dose of the measles vaccine is said to be ‘95% 
effective’. What is meant by this? What most people would assume is that 95 out of 100 who take the 
inoculation are protected from symptomatic infection, transmission and also have long-lasting 
immunity. Similarly, if exposed to chickenpox, only five out of 100 vaccinated children will catch it.


Vaccines are also some of the safest interventions in the world when compared to most drugs 
used in chronic disease management, as indeed we should expect, given that they are being 
administered to prevent something in healthy people, not treat an illness. It was therefore welcome 


Background: In response to severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2),  
several new pharmaceutical agents have been administered to billions of people worldwide, 
including the young and healthy at little risk from the virus. Considerable leeway has been 
afforded in terms of the pre-clinical and clinical testing of these agents, despite an entirely 
novel mechanism of action and concerning biodistribution characteristics.


Aim: To gain a better understanding of the true benefits and potential harms of the messenger 
ribonucleic acid (mRNA) coronavirus disease (COVID) vaccines.


Methods: A narrative review of the evidence from randomised trials and real world data of 
the COVID mRNA products with special emphasis on BionTech/Pfizer vaccine.


Results: In the non-elderly population the “number needed to treat” to prevent a single death 
runs into the thousands. Re-analysis of randomised controlled trials using the messenger 
ribonucleic acid (mRNA) technology suggests a greater risk of serious adverse events from the 
vaccines than being hospitalised from COVID-19. Pharmacovigilance systems and real-world 
safety data, coupled with plausible mechanisms of harm, are deeply concerning, especially in 
relation to cardiovascular safety. Mirroring a potential signal from the Pfizer Phase 3 trial, a 
significant rise in cardiac arrest calls to ambulances in England was seen in 2021, with similar 
data emerging from Israel in the 16–39-year-old age group. 


Conclusion: It cannot be said that the consent to receive these agents was fully informed, as is 
required ethically and legally. A pause and reappraisal of global vaccination policies for 
COVID-19 is long overdue.


Contribution: This article highlights the importance of addressing metabolic health to reduce 
chronic disease and that insulin resistance is also a major risk factor for poor outcomes from 
COVID-19.


Keywords: COVID-19; mRNA vaccine; cardiac arrests; real evidence-based medicine; shared 
decision-making.
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news that in the summer of 2020, several drug companies 
including both Pfizer and Moderna announced the results of 
their 2-month randomised controlled trial that they had 
developed a vaccine with more than ‘95% effectiveness’ at 
preventing infection from what at the time was the 
predominantly circulating strain of the coronavirus disease 
2019 (COVID-19).


A doctor’s experience
Volunteering in a vaccine centre, I was one of the first to 
receive two doses of Pfizer’s messenger ribonucleic acid 
(mRNA) vaccine, at the end of January 2021. Although I knew 
my individual risk was small from COVID-19 at age 43 with 
optimal metabolic health, the main reason I took the jab was 
to prevent transmission of the virus to my vulnerable patients. 
During early 2021, I was both surprised and concerned by a 
number of my vaccine-hesitant patients and people in my 
social network who were asking me to comment on what 
I regarded at the time as merely ‘anti-vax’ propaganda.


I was asked to appear on Good Morning Britain after a 
previously vaccine-hesitant film director Gurinder Chadha, 
Order of the British Empire (OBE), who was also interviewed, 
explained that I convinced her to take the jab. 


But a very unexpected and extremely harrowing personal 
tragedy was to happen a few months later that would be 
the start of my own journey into what would ultimately 
prove to be a revelatory and eye-opening experience so 
profound that after six months of critically appraising the 
data myself, speaking to eminent scientists involved in 
COVID-19 research, vaccine safety and development, and 
two investigative medical journalists, I have slowly and 
reluctantly concluded that contrary to my own initial 
dogmatic beliefs, Pfizer’s mRNA vaccine is far from being as 
safe and effective as we first thought. This critical appraisal is 
based upon the analytical framework for practicing and 
teaching evidence-based medicine, specifically utilising 
individual clinical expertise and/or experience with use of 
the best available evidence and taking into consideration 
patient preferences and values.


A case study 
Case studies are a useful way of conveying complex 
clinical information and can elicit useful data that would 
be lost or not be made apparent in the summary results of 
a clinical trial.


On 26 July 2021, my father, Dr Kailash Chand OBE, former 
deputy chair of the British Medical Association (BMA) and its 
honorary vice president (who had also taken both doses of 
the Pfizer mRNA vaccine six months earlier) suffered a 
cardiac arrest at home after experiencing chest pain. A 
subsequent inquiry revealed that a significant ambulance 
delay likely contributed to his death.3 But his post-mortem 
findings are what I found particularly shocking and 
inexplicable. Two of his three major arteries had severe 


blockages: 90% blockage in his left anterior descending artery 
and a 75% blockage in his right coronary. Given that he was 
an extremely fit and active 73-year-old man, having walked 
an average of 10–15 000 steps/day during the whole of 
lockdown, this was a shock to everyone who knew him, but 
most of all to me. I knew his medical history and lifestyle 
habits in great detail. My father who had been a keen 
sportsman all his life, was fitter than the overwhelming 
majority of men his age. Since the previous heart scans (a few 
years earlier, which had revealed no significant problems 
with perfect blood flow throughout his arteries and only mild 
furring), he had quit sugar, lost belly fat, reduced the dose of 
his blood pressure pills, started regular meditation, reversed 
his prediabetes and even massively dropped his blood 
triglycerides, significantly improving his cholesterol profile.


I couldn’t explain his post-mortem findings, especially as 
there was no evidence of an actual heart attack but with 
severe blockages. This was precisely my own special area of 
research. That is, how to delay progression of heart disease 
and even potentially reverse it. In fact, in my own clinic, I 
successfully prescribe a lifestyle protocol to my patients on 
the best available evidence on how to achieve this. I’ve even 
co-authored a high-impact peer-reviewed paper with two 
internationally reputed cardiologists (both editors of medical 
journals) on shifting the paradigm on how to most effectively 
prevent heart disease through lifestyle changes.4 We 
emphasised the fact that coronary artery disease is a chronic 
inflammatory condition that is exacerbated by insulin 
resistance. Then, in November 2021, I was made aware of a 
peer-reviewed abstract published in Circulation, with 
concerning findings. In over 500 middle-aged patients under 
regular follow up, using a predictive score model based on 
inflammatory markers that are strongly correlated with risk 
of heart attack, the mRNA vaccine was associated with 
significantly increasing the risk of a coronary event within 
five years from 11% pre-mRNA vaccine to 25% 2–10 weeks 
post mRNA vaccine. An early and relevant criticism of the 
validity of the findings was that there was no control group, 
but nevertheless, even if partially correct, that would mean 
that there would be a large acceleration in progression of 
coronary artery disease, and more importantly heart attack 
risk, within months of taking the jab.5 I wondered whether 
my father’s Pfizer vaccination, which he received six months 
earlier, could have contributed to his unexplained premature 
death and so I began to critically appraise the data.


Questioning the data
I recalled a cardiologist colleague of mine informing me, to 
my astonishment at the time, that he had made a decision not 
to take the vaccine for a number of reasons, including his 
personal low background COVID-19 risk (see Table 1)6 and 
concerns regarding unknown short- and longer-term harms. 
One thing that alarmed him about Pfizer’s pivotal mRNA 
trial published in The New England Journal of Medicine was the 
data in the supplementary appendix, specifically that there 
were four cardiac arrests in those who took the vaccine 
versus only one in the placebo group.7 These figures were 
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small in absolute terms and did not reach statistical 
significance in the trial, suggesting that it may just be 
coincidence, but without further studies it was not possible 
to rule out this being a genuinely causal relationship 
(especially without access to the raw data), in which case it 
could have the effect of causing a surge in cardiac arrests 
once the vaccine was rolled out to tens of millions of people 
across the globe. 


In terms of efficacy, headlines around the world made very 
bold claims of 95% effectiveness, the interchangeable use of 
‘efficacy’ and ‘effectiveness’ glossing over the big difference 
between controlled trial and real-world conditions.8 It would 
be understandable for the lay public and doctors to interpret 
this that if 100 people are vaccinated then 95% of people 
would be protected from getting the infection. Even the 
Centers of Disease Control (CDC) director Rochelle Walensky 
recently admitted in an interview that it was initial news 
from CNN that made her optimistic that the vaccine would 
significantly stop transmission and infection, but this was 
later to be proved far from true for the COVID-19 vaccines.9 
The original trial revealed that a person was 95% ‘less likely’ 
to catch the autumn 2020 variant of COVID-19. This is known 
in medical speak as relative risk reduction, but to know the 
true value of any treatment one needs to understand for that 
person, by how much is their individual risk reduced by the 
intervention – that is, the absolute individual risk reduction.


Importantly, it turns out that the trial results suggest that 
the vaccine was only preventing a person from having a 
symptomatic positive test, and the absolute risk reduction for 
this was 0.84% (0.88% reduced to 0.04%). In other words, if 
10 000 people had been vaccinated and 10 000 had not, for 
every 10 000 people vaccinated in trial 4 would have tested 
positive with symptoms compared to 88 who were 
unvaccinated. Even in the unvaccinated group, 9912 of the 
10 000 (over 99%) would not have tested positive during the 
trial period. Another way of expressing this is that you would 
need to vaccinate 119 people to prevent one such symptomatic 
positive test (assumed to be indicative of an infection, which, 
in itself, is potentially misleading but beyond the scope of 
this article).10


This absolute risk reduction figure (0.84%) is extremely 
important for doctors and patients to know but how many of 
them were told this when they received the shot? Transparent 
communication of risk and benefit of any intervention is a 
core principle of ethical evidence-based medical practice and 
informed consent.11


The Academy of Medical Royal Colleges made this clear in a 
paper published in the BMJ in 2015.12 A co-author at the time 
was also the then chair of the General Medical Council. In 
fact, in a 2009 World Health Organization (WHO) bulletin 
Gerd Gigerenzer, the director of the Max Planck institute 
stated, ‘It’s an ethical imperative that every doctor and 
patient understand the difference between relative and 
absolute risks to protect patients against unnecessary anxiety 
and manipulation’.13


Contrary to popular belief, what the trial did not show was 
any statistically significant reduction in serious illness or 
COVID-19 mortality from the vaccine over the 6-month period 
of the trial, but the actual numbers of deaths (attributed to 
COVID-19) are still important to note. There were only two 
deaths from COVID-19 in the placebo group and one death 
from COVID-19 in the vaccine group. Looking at all-cause 
mortality over a longer period, there were actually slightly 
more deaths14 in the vaccine group (19 deaths) than in the 
placebo group (17 deaths). Also of note was the extremely low 
rate of COVID-19 illness classed as severe in the placebo group 
(nine severe cases out of 21 686 subjects, 0.04%), reflecting a 
very low risk of severe illness even in regions chosen for the 
trial because of perceived high prevalence of infection. 


Finally, the trials in children did not even show a reduction 
in symptomatic infections but instead used the surrogate 
measure of antibody levels in the blood to define efficacy, 
even though the relationship between Wuhan-spike vaccine-
induced antibody levels and protection from infection is 
tenuous, at best. The Food and Drug Administration’s (FDAs) 
own website states that:


[R]esults from currently authorised SARS-COV-2 antibody tests 
should not be used to evaluate a person’s level of immunity or 
protection from COVID-19 at any time, and especially after the 
person received a COVID-19 vaccination.15


TABLE 1: Infection fatality rate of ancestral variants of COVID-19 pre-vaccination 
by age.
Age Median IFR % Median IFR 


(absolute) 
Survival rate 
estimate (%)


0–19 0.0027 1 in 37 037 99.9973
20–29 0.0140 1 in 7143 99.9860
30–39 0.0310 1 in 3225 99.9690
40–49 0.0820 1 in 1220 99.9180
50–59 0.2700 1 in 370 99.7300
60–69 0.5900 1 in 169 99.4100
> 70 community 2.4000 1 in 42 97.6000
> 70 overall 5.5000 1 in 18 94.5000


Source: Adapted from Axfors C, Ioannidis JPA. Infection fatality rate of COVID-19 in 
community-dwelling elderly populations. Eur J Epidemiol. In press 2022;37(3):235–249. 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10654-022-00853-w
IFR, infection fatality rate.


TABLE 2: Deaths prevented, and number needed to vaccinate to prevent a death 
based on death rates and case fatality rates from UKHSA data for England during 
Delta wave. 
Age Deaths prevented 


(in England) based on 
differences in death 


rates per 100 000


Number needed to vaccinate 
per death prevented based 


on differences in death rates 
per 100 000


< 18 -0.1 Negative
18–29 70 93 000
30–39 240 27 000
40–49 640 10 000
50–59 2740 2600
60–69 4580 1300
70–79 9100 520
80+ 11 900 230
Total 29 270 -


Source: Adapted from HART. How many injections to prevent one covid death? [homepage 
on the Internet]. No date. Available from: https://www.hartgroup.org/number-needed-to-
vaccinate/
UKHSA, United Kingdom Health Security Agency.
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Now that we know what the published trial did and did not 
show in terms of the vaccine efficacy, we can attempt to 
extrapolate what the effect of the vaccine would be in reducing 
mortality or any other adverse outcome from the virus. If there 
is a 1 in 119 chance the vaccine protects you from getting 
symptomatic infection from ancestral variants, then to find the 
protection against death, this figure (n = 119) must be multiplied 
by the number of infections that lead to a single death for each 
age group. This would give (for up to two months after the 
inoculation) the absolute risk reduction (for death) from the 
vaccine. For example, if my risk at age 44 from dying from 
Delta (should I get infected with it) is 1 in 3000, then the 
absolute risk reduction from the vaccine protecting me from 
death is 1 over 3000 multiplied by 119, that is, 1 per 357 000.


Of course, even for those people who do become infected the 
vaccination may provide some protection against death. 
From observational data it is possible to calculate the number 
who would need to be vaccinated to prevent a COVID-19 
death. For example, comparing the population death rates16 
during the Delta wave gives 230 for people over 80s needing 
to be vaccinated to prevent a single death in that period with 
that number rising to 520 for people in their 70s and 10 000 
for people in their 40s (see Table 2 and Figure 117). However, 
these figures will be distorted by inaccuracies in the measure 
of the size of the unvaccinated population. As also 
pointed out in a recent editorial by John Ioannidis in BMJ 
evidence-based medicine the inferred efficacy of the vaccine 
from non-randomised studies may be ‘spurious’, with bias 
being generated by ‘pre-existing immunity, vaccination 
misclassification, exposure differences, testing, disease risk 
factor confounding, hospital admission decision, treatment 
use differences and death attribution’.18


These numbers are for the whole population of England and 
do not necessarily apply to the healthy; more than 95% of 
deaths were in people with pre-existing conditions.19 It is 


also important to note that the vaccinated and unvaccinated 
populations are different in other ways, which could bias 
the death data. For example, the unvaccinated are more 
likely to be from a lower socioeconomic demographic, 
which puts them at a greater risk of severe illness or death 
should they be infected. 


Professor Carl Heneghan, the director of the Centre of 
Evidence Based Medicine in Oxford, has explained his own 
clinical experience of healthy user bias. Some of his own 
patients who ended up in intensive care unit (ICU) with 
COVID-19 (classified as unvaccinated) did not take the vaccine 
because they were already suffering from terminal illness.


Given these limitations, the above figures are likely an 
overestimate of the individual benefit of vaccination; the 
open and frank discussion of such uncertainties is an essential 
component of shared decision-making. 


What should be part of the shared decision-making 
informed consent discussion when any member of the 
public is considering taking the shot is something along 
these lines: Depending on your age, several hundreds or 
thousands of people like you would need to be injected in 
order to prevent one person from dying from the Delta 
variant of COVID-19 over a period of around three months. 
For the over 80s, this figure is at least 230, but it rises the 
younger you are, reaching at least 2600 for people in their 
50s, 10 000 for those in their 40s, and 93 000 for those 
between 18 and 29 years. For omicron, which has been 
shown to be 30% – 50% less lethal, meaning significantly 
more people would need to be vaccinated to prevent one 
death. How long any protection actually lasts for is 
unknown; boosters are currently being recommended after 
as short a period as 4 months in some countries.


But how many people have had a conversation that even 
approaches an explanation similar to that? This is before 
we get into the known, unknown and as yet to be fully 
quantified harms. 


Although many have proposed that omicron is intrinsically 
less lethal (supported by observed molecular differences 
between omicron and the Wuhan-type virus) immunity built 
up by prior exposure protecting against severe illness is 
likely to be relevant to some extent as well. The critical 
point to note that, whether it is a viral or immune-related 
phenomenon, the milder nature of omicron is evident in 
the unvaccinated and therefore the reduction in mortality 
should not be attributed to vaccines. ≤


What are the harms?
Concerns have already been raised about the under-
reporting of adverse events in the clinical trials for the 
COVID-19 vaccines. Investigative medical reporter 
Maryanne Demasi analysed the various ways that the 
pivotal mRNA trials failed to account for serious harms.20 
Not only were trial participants limited to the type of 
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Source: Fraiman J, Erviti J, Jones M, et al. Serious adverse events of special interest following 
mRNA COVID-19 vaccination in randomized trials in adults. Vaccine. 2022 Aug 30:S0264-
410X(22)01028-3. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.vaccine.2022.08.036
Note: Difference between proportion of unvaccinated and vaccinated population dying with 
COVID-19 from 27 Aug to 16 Dec 2021. 
UKHSA, United Kingdom Health Security Agency.


FIGURE 1: Calculation of number needed to be vaccinated from COVID-19 death 
rates in vaccinated and unvaccinated from UKHSA data for England during the 
Delta wave. The difference between the deaths that occurred in the vaccinated 
and that would have occurred if they had the same rate as the unvaccinated was 
used to calculate the number of people who would need to be vaccinated to 
prevent a single death.
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adverse event they could report on their digital apps, 
but some participants who were hospitalised after 
inoculation were withdrawn from the trial and not reported 
in the final results. After two months into the pivotal trials, 
the FDA allowed vaccine companies to offer the vaccine to 
subjects in the placebo group, essentially torpedoing any 
chance of properly recording adverse events from that point 
on, forcing a reliance of pharmacovigilance data.


Such data have shown that one of the most common mRNA 
COVID-19 vaccine-induced harms is myocarditis. A study 
across several Nordic countries showed an increased risk 
from mRNA vaccination over background, especially in 
young males.21 Authorities have repeatedly maintained that 
myocarditis is more common after COVID-19 infection than 
after vaccination.22 However, trial data demonstrating that 
vaccination reduces the risk of myocarditis in subsequent 
infection is elusive, and in fact the risks may be additive. 
Incidence of myocarditis rocketed from spring 2021 when 
vaccines were rolled out to the younger cohorts having 
remained within normal levels for the full year prior, 
despite COVID-19,23 with the most up-to-date evidence, a 
paper from Israel24 found that the infection itself, prior to roll-
out of the vaccine, conferred no increase in the risks of either 
myocarditis or pericarditis from COVID-19, strongly 
suggesting that the increases observed in earlier studies were 
because of the mRNA vaccines, with or without COVID-19 
infections as an additional risk in the vaccinated.24


Indeed, this reflects my own clinical experience of advising 
and managing several patients in the community who 
presented with a clear suggestion from the history of 
myocarditis post mRNA vaccination but aren’t necessarily 
unwell enough to require hospital admission. A very fit lady 
in her 50s developed fatigue and shortness of breath on 
exertion a few weeks after her second Pfizer injection. An 
echocardiogram revealed severe impairment of her left 
ventricular function. Another lady in her 30s experienced 
similar symptoms with distressing palpitations within a few 
days of her second shot; mild left ventricular impairment 
was also present on echo and a subsequent cardiac MRI scan 
revealed several areas of late gadolinium enhancement, a feature 
seen on the scan, which is consistent with damaged heart 
tissue, and given that heart cells cannot be replaced this is 
likely to have a long-term impact.


Although vaccine-induced myocarditis is not often fatal in 
young adults, MRI scans reveal that, of the ones admitted to 
hospital, approximately 80% have some degree of myocardial 
damage.25,26 It is like suffering a small heart attack and 
sustaining some – likely permanent – heart muscle injury. 
It is uncertain how this will play out in the longer-term, 
including if, and to what degree, it will increase the risk of 
poor quality of life or potentially more serious heart rhythm 
disturbances in the future. 


A number of reports have produced concerning rates of 
myocarditis, depending on age, ranging from 1 in 6000 in 


Israel27 to 1 in 2700 in a Hong Kong study in male children 
and adolescents aged 12–17 years.28 Most of the epidemiology 
studies that have been carried out have measured myocarditis 
cases that have been diagnosed in a hospital setting, and do 
not claim to be a comprehensive measure of more mild cases 
(from which long-term harm cannot be ruled out). In 
addition, under-reporting of adverse events is the scourge of 
pharmacovigilance data.29


The United Kingdom relies on the Medicines and Health 
Regulatory Agency’s (MHRAs) ‘Yellow Card’ reporting 
system,30 which is far from adequate to cope with a rapid roll-
out of a brand new product. It only detected the clotting 
problems that resulted in the withdrawal of the AstraZeneca 
product in April 2021 for younger people after 9.7 million 
doses had been given in the United Kingdom31; in contrast, 
Denmark detected the problem after only 150 000 doses had 
been administered.32


In the United Kingdom, since the vaccine roll-out there have 
been almost 500 000 adverse event reports recorded (via the 
Yellow Card system) in association with the mRNA COVID-19 
vaccinations involving over 150 000 individuals. In terms of 
the number of reports per person (i.e. having received at least 
one dose), the MHRA figures show around 1 in 120 suffering 
a likely adverse event that is beyond mild.30 However, the 
MHRA are unclear about the rate and furthermore do not 
separate out the serious adverse events. Nevertheless, this 
level of reporting is unprecedented in the modern medical 
era and equals the total number of reports received in the 
first 40 years of the Yellow Card reporting system (for all 
medicines – not just vaccines) up to 2020.33 In comparison, for 
the measles, mumps and rubella (MMR) vaccine, the number 
of reports per person vaccinated was around 1 in 4000, more 
than thirty times less frequent than the 1 in 120 Yellow Card 
reports for COVID-19 vaccine recipients.34 Norway does 
separate out the reported serious adverse reactions and has 
shown a rate of approximately 1 in 1000 after two doses of 
BioNTech/Pfizer mRNA product that result in hospitalisation 
or are life changing.35


Another, and more useful, source of information (because of 
the level of detail for each report made available to the public) 
is the United States (US) Vaccine Adverse Effect Reporting 
System (VAERS). As with the UK’s system, the level of 
reports – including serious ones – associated with COVID-19 
vaccines is completely unprecedented. For example, over 
24 000 deaths have now been recorded in VAERS as of 02 
March 2022; 29% of these occurred within 48 h of injection, and 
half within two weeks. The average reporting rate prior to 
2020 was less than 300 deaths per annum. One explanation 
often given for this is that the COVID-19 vaccine roll-out is 
unprecedented in scope; however, this is not valid, since 
(for the last decade at any rate) the United States has 
administered 150 million – 200 million vaccinations annually. 
Another criticism of VAERS is that ‘anyone can make an 
entry’, yet, in fact, an analysis of a sample of 250 early deaths 
suggested that the vast majority are hospital or physician 
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entries,36 and knowingly filing a false VAERS report is a 
violation of Federal law punishable by fine and imprisonment.37


Given that VAERS was set up to generate early signals of 
potential harm for new vaccines, and was instrumental in 
doing so for several products, it seems perverse to only now 
criticise it as unreliable when there seem to have been no 
changes in the way it operates.


It has been estimated that serious adverse effects that are 
officially reported are actually a gross underestimate, and this 
should be borne in mind when the above comments in 
relation to VAERS reports are considered. For example, a 
paper by David Kessler (a former FDA Commissioner) cites 
data suggesting that as few as 1% of serious adverse events 
are reported to the FDA.38 Similarly in relation to the Yellow 
Card scheme in the United Kingdom, it has been estimated 
that only 10% of serious adverse effects are reported.39,40 A 
recent pre-print publication co-authored by some of the most 
trusted medical scientists in the world in relation to data 
transparency adds validity to pharmacovigilance data. 
Accessing data from the FDA and health Canada websites 
and combining results from journal articles that published the 
Pfizer and Moderna trials, the authors concluded that the 
absolute risk of a serious adverse event from the mRNA 
vaccines (a rate of one in 800) significantly exceeded the risk 
of COVID-19 hospitalisation in randomised controlled trials.17


What VAERS and other reporting systems (including the yet 
to be accessed and independently evaluated raw data from 
randomised controlled trials) will miss are potential medium 
to longer term harms that neither patients nor doctors will 
automatically attribute to the drug. For example, if the mRNA 
vaccine increases the risk of a coronary event within a few 
months (in what was a likely contributory factor in my 
father’s sudden cardiac death), then this would increase 
event rates well beyond the first few weeks of the jab yet 
linking it back to the vaccine, and thus reporting it is highly 
unlikely to occur later on.


It is instructive to note that according to ambulance service 
data, in 2021 (the year of the vaccine roll-out), there were 
approximately an extra 20 000 (~20% increase) out-of-hospital 
cardiac arrest calls compared to 2019, and approximately 
14 000 more than in 2020. Data obtained under Freedom of 
Information laws from one of the largest ambulance trusts in 
England suggest that there was no increase from November 
2020 to March 2021, and thereafter the rise has been seen 
disproportionately in the young.41 This is a huge signal that 
surely needs investigating with some urgency.42


Similarly, a recent paper in Nature revealed a 25% increase in 
both acute coronary syndrome and cardiac arrest calls in the 
16- to 39-year-old age groups significantly associated with 
administration with the first and second doses of the mRNA 
vaccines but no association with COVID-19 infection.43 The 
authors state that:


[T]he findings raise concerns regarding vaccine-induced 
undetected severe cardiovascular side effects and underscore the 


already established causal relationship between vaccines and 
myocarditis, a frequent cause of unexpected cardiac arrest in 
young individuals. (p. 1)


The disturbing findings in this paper have resulted in calls 
for a retraction. In the past, scientists with a different view of 
how data should be analysed would have published a paper 
with differing assumptions and interpretation for discussion. 
Now they try to censor.


Many other concerns have been raised about potential harms 
from the vaccines in the mid- to long-term. Although some of 
these concerns remain hypothetical, it may be a grave mistake 
to focus only on what can be measured and not on the wider 
picture, especially for the young.


What could be the mechanism 
of harm?
For ‘conventional vaccines’, an inert part of the bacteria or 
virus is used to ‘educate’ the immune system. The immune 
stimulus is limited, localised and short-lived. For the COVID-19 
vaccines, spike protein has been shown to be produced 
continuously (and in unpredictable amounts) for at least four 
months after vaccination44 and is distributed throughout the 
body after intramuscular injection.45 For the severe acute 
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) vaccines, 
the spike protein was chosen, possibly because it enables cell 
entry. However, this protein is not inert, but rather it is the 
source of much of the pathology associated with severe 
COVID-19, including endothelial damage,46 clotting 
abnormalities47 and lung damage. It is instructive to note that 
prior to roll-out of the mRNA products, the WHO endorsed a 
priority list of potential serious adverse events of special 
interest that may occur as a direct result of COVID-19 vaccines. 
The list was based upon the specific vaccine platform, adverse 
events associated with prior vaccines in general, theoretical 
associations based upon animal models and COVID-19-
specific immunopathogenesis40 (see Figure 2).


Is the vaccine doing more harm 
than good? 
The most objective determinant of whether the benefits of the 
vaccines outweigh the harms is by analysing its effects on 
‘all-cause mortality’. This gets round the thorny issue as to 
what should be classified as a COVID-19 death, and also 
takes full account of any negative effects of the vaccine. It 
would be surprising – to say the least – if during an apparently 
deadly pandemic, an effective vaccine could not clearly and 
unequivocally be shown to reduce all-cause mortality.


Pfizer’s pivotal mRNA trial in adults did not show any 
statistically significant reduction in all-cause mortality, and 
in absolute terms there were actually slightly more deaths in 
the treatment arm versus in the placebo. 


Work by Fenton et al. showed an unusual spike in mortality 
in each age group of the unvaccinated population, which 
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coincides with the vaccine roll-out for each age group.48 
The rapid shrinking in the size of this population means a 
small-time lag could theoretically produce this effect 
artifactually. Alternative explanations must include the 
(more likely) possibility that a rise in mortality after 
vaccination was misattributed to the unvaccinated 
population: in other words, those counted as ‘unvaccinated 
deaths’ would in fact be those who had died within 14 days 
of being vaccinated (a freedom of information [FOI] request 
has now confirmed that authorities in Sweden were indeed 
categorising deaths within 14 days of dosing as unvaccinated, 
creating a misleading picture of efficacy vs death).


One has to raise the possibility that the excess cardiac 
arrests and continuing pressures on hospitals in 2021/2022 
from non-COVID-19 admissions may all be signalling a 
non-COVID-19 health crisis exacerbated by interventions, 
which would of course also include lockdowns and/or 
vaccines. 


Given these observations, and reappraisal of the randomised 
controlled trial data of mRNA products, it seems difficult to 
argue that the vaccine roll-out has been net beneficial in all age 
groups. While a case can be made that the vaccines may have 
saved some lives in the elderly or otherwise vulnerable groups, 
that case seems tenuous at best in other sections of the 
population, and when the possible short-, medium- and 
unknown longer-term harms are considered (especially for 
multiple injections, robust safety data for which simply does not 
exist), the roll-out into the entire population seems, at best, a 
reckless gamble. It’s important to acknowledge that the risks of 
adverse events from the vaccine remain constant, whereas the 
benefits reduce over time, as new variants are (1) less virulent 
and (2) not targeted by an outdated product. Having appraised 
the data, it remains a real possibility that my father’s sudden 
cardiac death was related to the vaccine. A pause and reappraisal 
of vaccination Policies for COVID-19 is long overdue.
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From: Bibiana Montoya
To: Public Health Rules
Cc: Sen Courtney; Sen Girod; sen.ginnyburdick@oregonlegislature.gov; Sen Manning; Sen Thatcher; SEN Wagner
Subject: Comment in support of petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 12:12:29 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear OHA official -Public Health Division Rules Coordinator,

Please allow me to comment on repealing OAR 333-19-1030 since the CDC
changed their covid guidance which now states that they do not differentiate
between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. 

This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the
CDC. Therefore, OAR 333-19-1030 should be repealed in order to prevent
loosing more teachers and staff and also support the return of those who
were forced to leave based on vaccination status.  Most schools in Oregon
are short of staff and it is essential to have all hands on board, teachers,
admin staff, and volunteers.  The children need all the help they can get to
catch up on two years of disruptive learning.

In the other hand, there has been multiple claims and publications of
medical evidence (in the USA and in other countries) that the covid vaccines
are causing unhealthy consequences (e.g. Journal of Insulin
Resistance: Curing the pandemic of misinformation on COVID-19 mRNA
vaccines through real evidence-based medicine - Part 1 | Malhotra | Journal
of Insulin Resistance
The novelty of the technology of these vaccines and rush for their
administration are sufficient grounds to wait for longer term studies and
results.  

Also, if you allow OAR 333-19-1030, it would create another  unnecessary
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economic challenge for Oregon since the segment of the population that
would opt for leaving employment or even leaving Oregon would lead to a
negative effect in the demand of products and services of Oregon
businesses.
 
Based on all of the above, please repeal OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status.

Thank you.
Regards,
Bibiana Greeny
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To: Public Health Rules
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You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hi,

I'm submitting a public comment on the petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19
Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff. 

Children have virtually zero risk of serious complications from COVID-19. A large study in
Germany which was posted on medRxiv showed zero deaths for healthy children ages 5-11
and a case fatality rate of 3 per million in all children without comorbidities. A Johns Hopkins
study monitoring 48,000 children diagnosed with COVID showed a zero mortality rate in
children under 18 without comorbidities. A study in Nature Medicine demonstrated that
children under 18 with no comorbidities had virtually no risk of death. Data from England and
Wales, published by the UK Office of National Statistics on January 17, 2022, revealed that
throughout 2020 and 2021, only one child under the age of five, without comorbidities, had
died from COVID in the two countries, whose total population is 60 million. According to The
Lancet, the infection fatality rate (IFR) from coronavirus in all children age seven and younger
is 0.0023%. Nearly all fatalities in this age group had one or more underlying health
conditions. With the emergence of the Omicron variant, the IFR is even lower.

The medical literature also shows that healthy children are more easily able to heal from this
virus than adults and therefore do not need this vaccine. A study in Nature Communications
from April suggests children’s bodies clear the virus more easily than adults. A study in Nature
Immunology, published in December, demonstrated how children efficiently mount effective,
robust and sustained immune responses. 

In addition, most children already have had COVID and have fully recovered. According to the
CDC, at least 58% of kids already have natural immunity. 

Recent studies show waning effectiveness of the COVID vaccine. The government of New
South Wales, Australia publishes a weekly COVID-19 Surveillance Report that recently showed
that 4 in every 5 deaths from COVID-19 were in the vaccinated. Recent data from the UK
Health Security Agency confirms deaths are rising dramatically among the triple vaccinated
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population while declining steadily among the unvaccinated population in England. Their most
recent figures showed the fully vaccinated accounted for 9 in every 10 COVID-19 deaths over
the past month; and the triple vaccinated accounted for 4 in every 5 COVID deaths. 

VAERS COVID-19 vaccine data as of September 9, 2022 shows a total of 1,407,409 adverse
events, including 257,227 rated as serious and 30,935 deaths. There are more than double the
reports of adverse events reported in connection with the COVID-19 vaccines than all other
vaccines combined in the last 30 years since the VAERS program was begun. Three out of
every four deaths in that system are connected to the COVID-19 vaccines.

Pfizer was ordered by a U.S. District Judge to release the data submitted to FDA from its
clinical trials in support of a COVID-19 vaccine license. Prior to the ruling, the FDA planned to
suppress the data for the next 75 years which the agency claimed was necessary, in part,
because of its “limited resources.”

This denied the American people access to the information that would have allowed them to
make a decision based on informed consent. Pfizer released a 38-page report including an
Appendix: “LIST OF ADVERSE EVENTS OF SPECIAL INTEREST,” that lists 1,291 different adverse
events.

This is one of the most dangerous vaccines in the history of the U.S. vaccination program.

Therefore, as COVID-19 does not pose a risk of serious complications to children, as studies
are showing the waning effectiveness of the COVID-19 vaccines, and as the vaccines have also
been demonstrated to pose very serious risks, it is clear that teachers and school staff should
not be required to receive them. Therefore, OAR 333-019-1030 must be repealed.

Thank you so much for your service,

Adrian Currier
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From: Timari Prevish
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comment on OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and,School Staff
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 10:50:12 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hi,
I'm submitting a public comment on the petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-
19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.

First, children have virtually zero risk of serious complications from COVID-19. A
large study in Germany which was posted on medRxiv
(https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.11.30.21267048v1) showed zero
deaths for healthy children ages 5-11 and a case fatality rate of 3 per million in all
children without comorbidities. 

Second, most children have already had and recovered from COVID.
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/health/2022/02/28/covid-cases-nationwide/)

Third, the effectiveness of the COVID vaccine is waning and may be causing more
cases of COVID.

Fourth, the COVID vaccines are the most dangerous in history
(https://openvaers.com/).  Since September 16, 2022 there have been 1,417,671
adverse events, (https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?
TABLE=ON&GROUP1=CAT&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19) including 31,071
deaths (https://www.medalerts.org/vaersdb/findfield.php?
TABLE=ON&GROUP1=AGE&EVENTS=ON&VAX=COVID19&DIED=Yes).

Last, this regulation is discriminatory toward religious and others who have firmly held
beliefs that these shots are hurting or killing people.  There are ways around getting
these shots by signing a different form, but isn't that discriminatory by its nature?  I
know several teachers and staff who have moved OUT of Oregon because of these
regulations.  They felt pressure to get the shot even though they did not want to, and
moved before the booster was required.  I have 3 school aged children and I do NOT
want to see these great teachers and staff leave the state.  

Please vote to eliminate this regulation.

--
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“When the people fear the government, there is tyranny.  When the government 
fears the people, there is liberty.”
 - Thomas Jefferson



From: Rebecca Lovett
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comment on OAR 333-019-1031, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff"
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 8:33:48 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

THIS IS ENOUGH! NO MANDATES

You can use this link: https://childrenshealthdefense.org/community-forum/its-time-to-
follow-the-science/

Read more details
here: https://sharedsystems.dhsoha.state.or.us/DHSForms/Served/le3874.pdf

-- 
Rebecca Lovett, PhD.
High School Chemistry
St. Mary's School

www.smschool.us

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the
individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please
notify the system manager. Please note that any views or opinions presented in this email are solely
those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. Finally, the recipient
should check this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. The company accepts no
liability for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by this email.
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From: Kathleen Karlovich
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comment on OAR 333-019-1031, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 1:31:19 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am concerned that Oregon may continue to require COVID-19 vaccines for teachers and
school staff. Both the CDC and the U.S. president have said that the pandemic is over, and we
still don't know what the long term consequences of the vaccine may be on our health. So at
this point, I believe that it no longer makes sense to require vaccination.

Kathleen Karlovich
Ashland, Oregon
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From: Ivy Ross
To: Public Health Rules
Cc: Ivy Ross
Subject: Comment on OAR 333-019-1031, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 1:14:55 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

These outlandish rules of yours have HURT our students and schools in so many
ways: physical, emotional, mental and academically! 

As a private tutor, I can’t keep up with the increased demands for my services
because Learning Loss has been so enormous :((  

Follow the Science. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/community-forum/its-time-to-follow-the-science/

Ivy Ross
Owner, Ross Reading
Co-founder, Oregon For Safer Technology 
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From: Miriam Reed
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comment on OAR 333-019-1031, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff"
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 7:56:42 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside 
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the 
sender before opening it.

No justification or reason exists for mandatory masks, which injure children especially and all 
humans physically and emotionally nor for vaccines, which are daily being shown to injure 
and kill.  

In addition: Unvaccinated children are healthier than those who are vaccinated

The below link to a peer-reviewed article by By James Lyons- Weiler and Blaylock Russell L.  
in International Journal of Vaccine Theory, Practice, and Research, a peer-reviewed journal shows 
without question how unvaccinated children are healthier than those who are vaccinated:

“When older children were studied, and those who had the most vaccines were 
compared to those to those of the same age who had fewer vaccines, a clear pattern 
emerged for most of the adverse health outcomes: the risk of having a higher adverse 
health outcome was higher in the most-vaccinated older children compared to the least-
vaccinated older children to a degree that was larger than that expected given any 
variation between the two groups in healthcare visit utilization.”

See https://ijvtpr.com/index.php/IJVTPR/article/view/59

"Revisiting Excess Diagnoses of Illnesses 
and Conditions in Children Whose Parents 
Provided Informed Permission to Vaccinate 
Them”
Lyons-Weiler, J., & Russell L, B. (2022). Revisiting Excess Diagnoses of Illnesses and Conditions in Children Whose Parents Provided Informed 
Permission to Vaccinate Them. International Journal of Vaccine Theory, Practice, and Research, 2(2), 603–618. 
https://doi.org/10.56098/ijvtpr.v2i2.59
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From: Peter St.Onge
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comment on OAR 333-019-1031, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staf
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 8:12:04 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

STOP the vaccine requirements!  There is so much information out now as to the inefficacy of
the vaccine and its detrimental effects.  The vaccine should be OPTIONAL.  

Follow the science.  If you have no idea what the actual science is, use the link below.

Thanks,

Sidney St.Onge

Medford, OR  97501

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/community-forum/its-time-to-follow-the-science/

It’s Time to Follow the Science •
Children's Health Defense
This campaign contains some of the latest
science related to the COVID vaccines and
masks. Share this content with friends, family,
and community members. Together, let’s get the
real science to those in our communities who
impact policy and make decisions regarding

 
childrenshealthdefense.org
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From: Brian Christopher Hamilton
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comment on OAR 333-19-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 2:21:36 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear Public Health Division,

Now that the CDC has changed their policy to no longer differentiate
between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals, OAR 333-19-1030 is out
of alignment with that policy and should be repealed so that the desperately
needed teachers who were forced to leave their jobs can return to teaching
students and providing support for other overwhelmed staff.

It will also allow a huge number of volunteers to return and begin helping the
students catch up on all they've missed in the educational upheaval of the
past two years.

Please do the right thing for the students and repeal OAR 333-19-1030 as
soon as possible.

Thank you for your time and service,

Brian Hamilton
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From: Rachael Esterkin
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comment on Petition to Repeal OAR 333-019-1030 - September 2022
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 4:50:29 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Please do not repeal OAR 333-019-1030. There are many reasons why this rule should
remain in effect.
The petitioner states that the rule has negatively impacted staffing and volunteer support
based on an observation that there were not historical shortages. This observation is wrong.
Going into the 2017-2018 school year, every state in the country was facing teacher
shortages in key subjects, and there have been documented teacher shortages since data
began to be collected over 30 years ago.
The COVID-19 pandemic has certainly exacerbated the issue of teacher shortages – indeed,
recent estimates suggest 4 million workers may have been knocked out of the workforce
due to long COVID. Furthermore, as schools have struggled to create safe environments
with adequate ventilation, some teachers have been forced to choose early retirement or to
leave their positions for their own safety or that of their family members.
Vaccination is an important piece of keeping students and teachers safe. COVID-19
continues to be a leading cause of death across all age groups. In addition to offering
personal protection, vaccination has been demonstrated to reduce transmissibility through
multiple mechanisms: reducing incidence of infection which can break the train of
transmission, reduced shedding of infectious viral particles in infected vaccinated
individuals compared with infected unvaccinated individuals, and also a reduction in the
average infectious time in vaccinated individuals compared with unvaccinated individuals.
Vaccinated teachers are less likely to become infected, and even in cases where they are,
they will be less likely to pass that infection on to their fellow teachers and to their students.
In an environment where there are teacher shortages, reducing unnecessary absences by
requiring vaccination is common sense. Vaccinated teachers are also less likely to develop
long-COVID which also supports maintaining adequate staffing.
We have safe and effective vaccines. No student should be faced with the trauma of a
teacher dying a preventable death. No student should be faced with the instability of
having to make a mid-year teacher transition because their teacher has developed long-
COVID and can no longer continue in their profession. No teacher should be faced with the
question of whether they should give up their profession to keep a vulnerable family
member safe, or themselves safe. We need to do more to support teacher and student
safety, not less, and requiring vaccinations is an essential part of this safety goal.
The petitioner presents an alternative mitigation strategy of increasing education around
preventing underlying conditions that make individuals high risk. This leaves behind our
vulnerable citizens. Nearly 40% of adults are currently at higher risk of developing serious
illness due to age or health conditions. The effect that education would have on reversing
this percentage would be minimal – many of the health conditions are not reversible, and
many are not preventable.
For these reasons, I urge you to reject the petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030.
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Sincerely,
Rachael Esterkin
SM Public Health, Parent and concerned Oregonian



From: Kelley Ricker
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comment on Petition to Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Saturday, September 24, 2022 3:38:40 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hello,

My comment is in support of the repeal of OAR 333-019-1030. The purpose of the rule is to
prevent the spread of COVID-19 in congregate school settings. 

Preventing the spread of COVID-19 is best done through adequate ventilation. Oregon has
received substantial funding toward this prevention measure. 

Vaccination has proven to be far less effective at preventing infection than was originally
advertised. In fact, it is now clearly true that COVID-19 variants have and can run through the
state’s vaccinated as well as unvaccinated population and infected vaccinated and
unvaccinated people have passed the virus to others. The rule is not necessary to help control
COVID-19 as it is ineffective as a control measure and causes a strain on schools to fill
necessary positions. Moreover, this rule is discriminatory and does not reflect current CDC
guidance. 

Please repeal this rule as that is the only way for Oregon to honor both science and justice. 

Thank you,
Kelley Ricker

Scappoose, OR 97056
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From: Susie Dewberry
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comment on repeal of OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 2:19:56 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Whom This May Concern,
I would like to substitute teach in my hometown of Florence, Oregon. Subs are greatly needed
and are in short supply. I completed all of the requirements for the Teachers' Standards and
Practices and Commission in order to sub. Then I found out that unless I am vaccinated or can
meet the requirements for a medical or religious exemption, I am disqualified to sub.
Given that President Biden proclaimed Covid as "over" and the fact that the CDC views
unvaccinated and vaccinated people as of the same status, Oregon would be out of step with
the rest of the country to require Covid vaccinations for teaching and subbing in the state.
Additionally, the fact that the vaccines currently available to the public have never been tested
on human beings (only on eight mice who were not autopsied), make this requirement not
based on science and not proven to be safe.
Please repeal OAR 333-019-1030.
Thank you,
Susan Dewberry
Florence, OR
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From: Jillian Powell
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comment on the petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 10:53:24 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Good morning, I am contacting you to comment on the petition to repeal OAR 333-
019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff. 

I do not believe this rule should be repealed. Vaccination is an essential disease
preventing tool throughout the community and especially for school aged children and
adults they interact with on a daily basis. Teachers, staff and children have
vaccination requirements to enter the school for many different diseases and COVID
should not be an exception.

If teachers and school staff are not able to be vaccinated for any reason (medical,
religious) they just need to file an exemption and they are still allowed to work and
volunteer in the school. 

We would not be losing staff or volunteers due to a vaccination mandate, we are only
gaining another layer of protection against disease in our schools.   

Thank you
Jillian Powell
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From: B G
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: comment on: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 10:39:41 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hello, I am submitting a comment on the Administrative Procedures Act, OAR 333-019-1030,
COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff. 

It is extremely troubling that this requirement still stands. The data are clear: the vaccines do
nothing to prevent transmission. The vaccinated can get and spread covid just as easily as the
unvaccinated. But we don't even need data to tell us this: look around you. How many
vaccinated people do you know that have had covid? Almost all of them! 

The vaccines don't stop transmission, therefore there is no logical reason to separate
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals.

Creating vaccinated-only spaces is discrimiation. It is not based in science. Please follow the
science, rationality, and common decency and repeal this act. Thank you.

William Glass

Portland, OR  
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From: Lisa Shelton
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comment Re petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, no vaccine should be mandated for anyone
Date: Friday, September 23, 2022 1:04:35 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am writing in regards to the petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, Covid-19 vaccination
requirements for teachers and school staff.  No teacher or staff should be mandated to take a
vaccine or loose their job.  Every person is unique and individual and should be able to make
their own decisions about what is best practice to optimize their own health.  Furthermore no
parent or student should ever be mandated to take a vaccine.  Additionally no vaccine
mandates should exist for anyone anywhere.  An adult should be able to consult with their
PCP and make their own choice regarding their health, and parents should be able to do the
same for their minor children.  If someone chooses to get the covid-19 vaccine it is available
to them and this choice is good enough.

Thank you,

Lisa Shelton
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From: genavie thomas
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comment repealing mandatory Vaccination
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:43:05 PM

You don't often get email from Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because
of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their
jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It will
also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of
learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless
of vaccination status. Thank you,

Genavie Thomas

Genavie Thomas M.S.  
Cultural Resources Consulting
503 358 4019
Committed to the principles of natural and cultural resources preservation 
while providing sound and cost effective solutions for valued clients~
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From: Darcy Wallace
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comment: It"s time to repeal Covid-19 mandates
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 12:13:32 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear Oregon Health Authority,

I am pleased to see that your agency is considering repeal of OAR 333-019-1030 mandating
vaccines for all school staff. For nearly three years, the world has wrestled with a pandemic,
and the ripple effects of public health measures that followed. It is time for these highly
invasive measures of vaccine and mask mandates, like OAR-333-019-1030, to be shelved
forever.

Teachers were offered the opportunity to vaccinate in Oregon before even other at-risk
groups. Despite this, schools still remained shut down well into 2021 in Oregon, even as most
teachers were not high-risk. In addition, overwhelming evidence has persisted that children
are at the lowest risk of severe Covid-19. However, they have been forced to sacrifice many of
their early developmental milestones and experiences. Yes, kids are resilient - but the long-
term effects of lockdowns and mandates may be felt for decades. 

To add insult to injury, mandating a vaccine that is so new in development, and whose side
effects include menstrual changes, myocarditis (heart damage), and sometimes even death, is
unbelievably cynical and short-sighted. 

I could send numerous research articles about the limited testing of Covid-19 vaccines, the
failure to prevent disease transmission, and side effects. Yet you already have access to the
research at your disposal, including from the WHO and CDC. So instead I will implore you to
consider the side effects of continuing these mandates, long after the vaccines ceased to
prevent the spread. 

How many tenured, experienced teachers have we lost due to these mandates already? How
many children saw their quality of life suffer, because a parent lost a source of income and no
longer can afford rent or decent food?

How many unpaid volunteers passionate about helping kids have we now denied the
opportunity to support their children? How many more teaching vacancies must we endure,
as class sizes continue to overwhelm current staff? How much further will test scores and
graduation rates drop before we say "Enough?" 
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Most of all: how many children are now suffering reduced social development, depression,
anxiety, and suicidal ideation after the turmoil of how this pandemic was handled? 

Vaccine mandates have divided families, reduced incomes, and damaged the credibility of
institutions like our medical system. As a result, trust has been severely damaged. How many
children, and teachers themselves, are losing access to needed healthcare because of lack of
trust, as their own doctors refuse to listen to them? How many parents are now refusing well-
studied vaccines that DO prevent transmission - as a result of health authorities abusing that
trust? 

It is no easy task to find ways to reduce disease risk, especially one so devastating as this
pandemic. However, the advances of sanitation, disease research, our understanding of the
immune system, therapeutics, and experience allow us to manage Covid as endemic even for
the highest-risk groups, as they can take many precautions to protect themselves. 

I know your goal is to protect the health of others. That is paramount to a functioning society.
But for an unelected, appointed board of health officials to mandate a medical treatment for
keeping a job, is a bridge too far and has been since 2020. Before Covid-19, there were
already pandemic management strategies for protecting at-risk communities without
lockdowns, mask mandates, and forced vaccination. Yet in the last several years, we threw
logic and research out the window with extreme isolation lockdowns, closing of medical
treatments, and shutting down schools - all of which was already known to be harmful. 

No matter the good intentions, resorting to coercion and threats to take a vaccine has
backfired immensely. At the end of the day, it should remain a choice what medicine one puts
in their body. Failing that, at least consider that the original OAR was supposedly never
intended to remain permanent. It is time to honor what you promised to Oregonians - that
these mandates were temporary protections in the midst of extreme crisis. It cannot always
be a crisis, or the word "emergency" ceases to hold meaning. 

Best regards,
Darcy 



From: Ali Rodgers
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comments on OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 12:35:41 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Whom It May Concern:

I support repealing the Covid-19 Vaccination requirement for teachers and staff, provided
in OAR 333-019-1030.  I believe it should be up to each individual to make their own health
choices.  In addition, science has proven that children are not at risk of serious harm from
Covid-19.  And lastly, the vaccination does not prevent the spread of Covid-19, it only
decreases the chance of serious illness from the Coronavirus.  Since science has proven that
Covid-19 does not provide a serious health risk for children, there is no longer a need for this
requirement.  Repealing this requirement will help recruit more teachers and staff for our
schools, which will benefit the children far more than a teacher/staff vaccination requirement
would.

Regards, from a proud parent,
Alison Rodgers
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From: Vicki Simpson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comments on OAR333-019-1031
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 12:40:15 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hello,
The facts #1) of the unprecedentedly enormous percentage in rise of excess deaths beginning
immediately after the rollout of the COVID-19 injectables #2) plus the continued deaths and
injuries from myocarditis and other heart injuries and bloodclots in healthy young people
following administration of 
the COVID-19 injectable products indicate that immediate precaution is necessary. 
This means halting the use of these mRNA "vaccines" until cases of injury and autopsies of
those who have died can be studied closely. The warning signs of harm are screaming out for
investigation. 

The massive numbers of excess deaths and injuries look like obvious cases of cause (mRNA
COVID-19 injectable products) and effect ( thousands of serious adverse effects in temporal
proximity to administration of mRNA COVID-19 injectable products).

In this situation, to mandate more of the COVID-19 injectable products is tantamount to a
criminal offense.  

The Oregon legislature should direct the OHA to do studies to determine how the correlations
of the Hill's Criteria of Causation apply to the rollout of these unique and experimental
products vis a vis all the adverse reactions recorded in the U.S. VAERS system, UK's Yellow
Card System, Israeli data, Australian data, and the data of other countries concerning cases of
adverse effects from these mRNA injectable products.  

OHA should not simply stay lazily on the list of state health authorities recklessly endorsing
an experimental product w/o doing their own due diligence to protect the people they are paid
to protect.

Sincerely,
Vicki Simpson  Ashland, Oregon
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From: George D Walton
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Comments on Petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 1:58:41 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I understand that the Oregon Health Authority (OHA), Public Health Division has received a
petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and
School Staff.  I would like to comment on this petition.

The petition should be granted.  

What we know today that was not known initially is that children are not at risk from Covid. 
They do not spread the disease to adults either in school settings or at home.  Further, we now
know that the wearing of masks, either N95 or others, has no measurable affect on the spread
or severity of the disease.  We also know that long term mask wearing has a detrimental effect
on both children and adults.

In essence we know that the following:

333-019-1030
COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff

(1) Children are required to attend school, which is a congregate setting where COVID-
19 can spread easily if precautions are not taken. COVID-19 undergoes frequent
mutations as it replicates, which over time has resulted in variants that are more
transmissible or cause more severe disease. Being vaccinated is critical to prevent the
spread of COVID-19. COVID-19 variants have and can run through the state’s
unvaccinated population and cause an increase in breakthrough cases for those who are
fully vaccinated. This rule is necessary to help control COVID-19, and to protect
students, teachers, school staff, and volunteers.

Is simply not true.  

In fact, there are a number of studies now that show that vaccinating younger people is
actually more likely to cause a medical condition than Covid-19.  The Covid vaccines are
especially dangerous to young men.  In any event, there are many substantiated reasons to
repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School
Staff, and no legitimate reasons to keep it in place.  It does more harm than good.  There is
growing evidence that the vaccines in fact do more harm than good.

Thank you for your time,

George D Walton
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From: charles lawson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Covid (vaccine) mandates
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 9:42:45 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

As a concerned citizen of the United States of America, and a member of society, it is my duty
to inform the state of Oregon, OHA, Oregon Health Authority, and/or any other entity that you
wish to bring into the picture, any mandates put forth for schools, daycares, or any
organizations, is an infringement of the constitution and our human rights, and must therefore
stop immediately. There is only one entity that is constitutionally allowed to make laws and
that is congress, and they have not made such law. Furthermore, there are many reasons why
the covid (vaccine), should not be considered, much data has come out and needs to be
verified and validated before the citizens are once again forced to inject their bodies with a
widely controversial substance.

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From:
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Covid 19 vaccination and booster
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:47:20 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The covid 19 vaccination or any of the boosters are an invitation to future
health problems up to and including death!!! GIVE THEM TO NOOOOOOOO
ONE!!!
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From: Russ Earnest
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Covid 19 Vaccines
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 6:35:17 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

The Covid 19 vaccine requirement should absolutely be lifted.  The science now is clear.  The vaccines did not stop
transmission or keep the vaccinated safe.  It was a horrible overreaction to make the vaccines mandatory to say the
least.
Sincerely Russell Earnest

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Palmer Vilagi
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Covid 19
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 5:51:31 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I’d like to comment on rule 333-019-1030 which requires the Covid-19 injection for all school
volunteers, teachers, and staff. Many schools are not allowing unvaccinated parents to volunteer
and firing teachers who refuse the injection. This must be stopped!!!

Palmer Vilagi

•Real Estate Investor
•Medical Freedom Warrior 
•Jesus is Lord
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From: elizabeth cable
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Covid injections and boosters
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 10:43:15 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

I, Elizabeth Cable do not support mandatory Covid injections for Teacher staff or children of any age.  Emergency
authorization for an experimental mRNA injection that is reeking havoc on human immunity all around the planet
should NO LONGER be a requirement. Currently the Influenza Virus has more of a deadly affect than what is
derived from Delta and it’s variants.  PLEASE I beg of you to do your due diligence in researching.  The country of
Denmark as a whole has just voted to END these injections for ALL people under the age of 50.  Please stop this
madness.  Thank you.

Sincerely, Elizabeth Cable former City of Eugene employee and BEST employee.
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From: Annie Major
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: covid shots
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 6:25:27 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

 
To whom it may concern,
In light of the recent CDC ruling that there is no difference between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals, it seems like it would be time to rescind the requirement that teachers and volunteers
be vaccinated.
Thank you, Annie Major
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: Catherine Hooper
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Covid Vaccine Mandates for Teachers
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 6:36:55 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

We as citizens of the great state of Oregon now know that the vaccine mandate was erroneously issued.

Please put our schools and teachers back to work with a focus on education. Repeal this mandate and strengthen
Oregon public schools with excellence and unity!

Thank you for your service to our community.

Best,
Catherine Hooper

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Terry Deaton
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: COVID vaccine requirements - schools
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 11:35:27 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

COS Oregon,

I would like Oregon teachers, staff and children to NOT require COVID
vaccinations.

In light of lack of protection and prevention by the COVID vaccines,
they should not be required.  Most adults and children are not
endangered by COVID even if they contract the disease.

The current reports coming from the medical universities and studies are
beginning to show serious concerns about the side effects and deaths
attributed to
COVID vaccine and asking for intensive evaluations before further COVID
vaccines be administered.

Thank you for asking,
Terry Deaton
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From: Kim Midanik
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Covid vaccine requirements
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 7:23:02 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Cancel all vaccine requirements and reinstate all who did not comply.  We need qualified teachers.

Thank You,
Kim Midanik
Bend, OR

Sent from my iPad
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From: Sheila Nielsen
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Covid-19 requirement for teachers & staff
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 12:26:02 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,

It is discriminatory & unlawful to require a person to have a shot that is neither safe or effective. It is also unlawful to inquire
regarding a persons genetic information. I recommend that you repeal your Covid-19 requirements for teachers & school
staff. 

Title II of the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA), which prohibits genetic information
discrimination in employment, took effect on November 21, 2009.
Under Title II of GINA, it is illegal to discriminate against employees or applicants because of genetic information. Title II of
GINA prohibits the use of genetic information in making employment decisions, restricts employers and other entities
covered by Title II (employment agencies, labor organizations and joint labor-management training and apprenticeship
programs - referred to as "covered entities") from requesting, requiring or purchasing genetic information, and strictly limits
the disclosure of genetic information.
Genetic information includes information about an individual's genetic tests and the genetic tests of an individual's family
members, as well as information about the manifestation of a disease or disorder in an individual's family members
(i.e. family medical history). Family medical history is included in the definition of genetic information because it is often
used to determine whether someone has an increased risk of getting a disease, disorder, or condition in the future.

Sheila Nielsen
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From: DOUG WARNEKE
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:54:56 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

It is time to join the rest of the world and go for business as usual.  Even the
President of the United States says that Covid-19 is over.

Doug Warneke
Scappoose, OR
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From:
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Covid-19 Vaccines for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 7:59:22 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

It is my opinion that if the vaccine mandate is lifted for teachers and school staff, then it should be
lifted state wide for all!  No special consideration just for teachers and school staff!!
 
Bob Auxier
President
DDC UNITED
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From: TOM BORG
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Criminal!!!
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:22:45 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

End this ridiculous, unconstitutional tyranny, NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Thanks
Tom Borg 
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From: telavir@hotmail.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Do not Amend OAR 333-019-1015 or Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:05:58 PM

You don't often get email from t . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To the Administrative Rules Coordinator of the OHA, Public Health Division,

It has come to my attention that some parents are asking to Amend OAR 333-019-1015 or
Repeal OAR 333-019-1030. More specifically they want to stop the mandated vaccination of
Volunteers and Staff. Their arguments are not based in science, but convenience. We are a
country and a state that will make requirements of its citizens when public safety is at risk. The
current pandemic is no exception.

I do not want unvaccinated adults & children near my own children at school. My family does
not need to be infected because of the ignorance of others. Why should we be punished
because some political party decided to spread disinformation? Require vaccinations. Block
those who could be vaccinated, but have ignorantly chosen to remain unvaccinated.
 
Evan Davis
Voter, Parent, and Human Being
Beaverton School District
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From: Robin Esterkin
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Do Not Repeal OAR 333-109-1030
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 2:30:20 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Please reject the petition to repeal OAR 333-109-1030.

The three options to reduce teacher shortages in light of Covid 19

 are to reduce transmission by requiring masks in schools, improve ventilation in schools and require vaccination

for teachers, school staff and volunteers. The mask requirement, while incredibly effective, has already been
removed.

Improvements with school ventilation have been unevenly implemented…this is a health equity concern and should
be

addressed, but this mitigation alone will not solve the staffing problem.

There is no evidence that eliminating the vaccine requirement will increase the number of teachers beyond the loss
in teachers

that may accrue if the requirement is repealed.

 Public health principles, particularly through a lens of health equity, require

that this well founded rule remain in place.

Repealing this rule would fly in the face of OHA’s commitment to eliminating health inequities.

Thank you for your attention,

     Robin Esterkin
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From: Tia Seran
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: End Mandates
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 8:25:57 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Please repeal OAR 33-019-1030 and STOP requiring these ineffective COVID-19
vaccinations for teachers and school staff. The vaccines do not stop transmission and there is
no reason to take away peoples' body autonomy for an ineffective vaccine. Sincerely-Tia
Seran
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From: k
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: End Permanent Rules
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 7:43:21 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear Administrative Rules Coordinator,
 
I’m writing you this morning in opposition to the permanent
vaccine and mask rules OAR 333-019-1030 and OAR 333-019-
1015. 
 
These rules are preventing parents from being able to be involved
in their child’s education; to volunteer in their child’s classroom,
for example. They are preventing healthy teachers who did not
want to be forced to take an emergency use authorized vaccine
from being able to hold their jobs. The unjust permanent rules
are discriminating against people who may already have
immunity to the Covid-19 virus and who do not want to be
forced to take an experimental vaccine.
 
The CDC has reported that there is no difference between the
vaccinated and the unvaccinated at this point. We also how have
information that the vaccine has 0% efficacy. With these current
scientific findings, it would be in the OHA best interest to end
these unjust and discriminatory permanent rules. Oregonians
deserve and demand their liberties and lives back. Do the right
thing and end the permanent rules immediately.
 

Blessings,
Kim Rice
Senate District 18 Candidate
www.KimRiceforOregon.com                                 
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https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.kimricefororegon.com%2F&data=05%7C01%7CPublicHealth.Rules%40odhsoha.oregon.gov%7C15802f1dfd414f8a795808daa228f2df%7C658e63e88d39499c8f4813adc9452f4c%7C0%7C0%7C638000594006959227%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=PAwlpDYdsPyVxZjGat1Q%2FGX6eqIs8mlch19Y2SutwzM%3D&reserved=0




From: Kristy Trione
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: End vaccine mandates
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:41:21 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am writing to plead for the end of vaccine mandates. Allow individuals  to decide for
themselves. End the mass illegal coersion into a potentially life threatening experimental
injection. 

Sincerely 
Kristy Trione 

Philomath 97370

Enviado desde mi HUAWEI P20

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From:
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Ending OAR 3330191030
Date: Saturday, September 17, 2022 8:00:38 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Per the recent CDC guidelines on COVID, there is absolutely no reason to continue the vaccine mandate
for Healthcare and education workers. The data clearly shows that the vaccines have been a miserable
failure in the stated goal of preventing infection and transmission of the virus. Moreover, there is a
mountain of date to suggest that the vaccinated are at greater risk of infection with each shot they get,
and that the risk of injury or death is much higher than reported. Therefore, in light of these facts, the
OHA has an obligation to immediately rescind OAR 3330191030. The following presentation should offer
all the proof you need to end this charade.
 
https://vimeo.com/750180722
 
 

https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: tbeers44
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Experimental vaccine
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 5:21:03 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

This requirement for the experimental vaccine has gone far enough. People that took the
vaccine were infected with the covid19 as well as people that haven't got the shot. With this in
mind employees that were terminated should be reinstated emediatly. Back pay should be paid
to those who's job was terminated because they chose not to put an experimental vaccine in
their body.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Mark Boyd
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Feed back OAR 137-001-0070(3).
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 11:29:10 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

It’s WAY overdue to repeal OAR 137-001-0070(3).  

We are already the laughing stock of the nation by being one the few remaining
states with this unscientific mandate. 

Stop the insanity and repeal this joke. 

Warm regards,

Mark Boyd

-
https://markboyd.com

www.linkedin.com/in/marksboyd

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2Fin%2Fmarksboyd&data=05%7C01%7Cpublichealth.rules%40odhsoha.oregon.gov%7Ced3e10efe13a4276049e08da98113d1c%7C658e63e88d39499c8f4813adc9452f4c%7C0%7C0%7C637989497495313870%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=PPIoRAibMeW8h0m1ac%2FZbchI9ewXaebiGYpXUcB66Sc%3D&reserved=0


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT - Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:54 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT - Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jessica Atkins

resham, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT vaccine mandate
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:12:24 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT vaccine mandate

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC recommendations have been changed so therefore public school teachers, workers
and volunteers should not be required to be vaccinated.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Karlene Dilger

 Eugene, OR 97401 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: End the Mandates: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: End the Mandates: No more outdated teacher/volunteer
policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lynn Barton

Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Get rid of vaccine requirements for teachers, staff, and volunteers
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:48:26 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Get rid of vaccine requirements for teachers, staff, and
volunteers

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m writing to you today to ask that you get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 that requires teachers,
staff and volunteers to be vaccinated. Volunteers are crucial to helping support teachers,
school staff and students, especially now when so many students are struggling to get caught
up on foundational skills in reading, writing and math. Requiring volunteers to be vaccinated
is keeping that critical support from ever reaching the classroom. The vast majority, if not all,
of the population that would be volunteering in classrooms have already been vaccinated
and/or already had COVID-19, thus making vaccines and additional booster requirements
outdated and unnecessary. As per the CDC: “CDC’s COVID-19 prevention recommendations
no longer differentiate based on a person’s vaccination status because breakthrough infections
occur, though they are generally mild, and persons who have had COVID-19 but are not
vaccinated have some degree of protection against severe illness from their previous
infection.” Vaccines are not going to stop the spread of COVID-19 in and amongst teachers,
staff, volunteers and students, so why would you continue to limit the potential benefit that
numerous volunteers, returning teachers and staff could have in the lives of Oregon’s students.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Susanne Werle

Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more discrimination against non vaccinated Staff, Volunteers and Teachers
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:48:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more discrimination against non vaccinated Staff,
Volunteers and Teachers

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus
on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.
Many people have religious views that prohibit them from being vaccinated and
discriminating against them is illegal and against the constitution.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Abigail Marie Eckhart

Salem, OR 97302 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:58 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Marianne G O'Sheeran

 MEDFORD, OR 97501 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:55 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Neil Parker

Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:38 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Angela Moneyhan

Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:35 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Mark Mullen

 Portland, OR 97206 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:13 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kimberly Gallella

 Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:04 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Susan Amderson

Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:52:54 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Dear Oregon Health Authority, I am an Instructional Assistant for the McMinnville School
District, and have been asked by my district to have weekly testing done in order to continue
working with students since I am not vaccinated. I also have two children in this same district
and am not allowed to help with volunteer events unless I am vaccinated or fill out an
exemption form. This makes me so angry that this is still being required. It follows no science,
and it is simply discrimination. Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It
is time to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and
allow volunteers to engage with students and get back into our schools to provide the support
our teachers need. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030
out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and
allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless
of vaccination status. Sincerely, Felecia Wertz Concerned Parent and School Employee

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Felecia Wertz

 McMinnville, OR 97128 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:24:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Melissa Budreau

 White City, OR 97503 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:24:39 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Brittany reichmuth

 Yamhill, OR 97148 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:24:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Gregorio Rodriguez

 Salem, OR 97302 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:24:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

It is far past time to admit what was done to our children was misguded and wrong. It is
equally far past the time to end these equally misguided gene therapy mandates. Our students
are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified teachers forced to
leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage with students and get
back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC changed their
guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s
time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Michael Steffen

 Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:24:12 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nichele Harp

 Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:24:01 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Shelesha Kelso

Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:23:22 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Nicholas A Peck

West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:23:09 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Cierra de Gruyter

Bend, OR 97703 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:23:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Daniel Smith

Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:22:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely, Stacy
Thomas

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Stacy Thomas

 Jacksonville, OR 97530 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:22:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Teachers and voulenteers have been openly discriminated against due to the OHA mandates
and rules. Central Linn school district stuck all unvaccinated teachers into distance learning, or
into tents during the fall winter of 2021 over these exact mandates. These rules are rediculious
and out dated and never should have been put in place. Ever. Our students are facing the
largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs
to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage with students and get back into our
schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC changed their guidance which now
states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This
makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of
OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Rachel seiders

Shedd, OR 97377 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:21:47 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Isaac Koehm

 STAYTON, OR 97383 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:21:09 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Teri Vander Stelr

 Hermiston, OR 97838 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:20:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Katelyn Ortiz

Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:20:52 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Lonnie Sexton

 West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:20:46 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Alan Mcninch

 Tigard, OR 97224 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:20:38 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Cher Croman

 Aurora, OR 97002 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:20:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Sarah Pederson

Clackamas, OR 97015 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:20:28 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Debbie Debons

 Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:20:24 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jessica Dille

 Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:20:16 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Dear Health Official, Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to
allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow
volunteers to engage with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our
teachers need. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030
out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and
allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless
of vaccination status. Sincerely, Kerri Harding

Sincerely, 
Ms. Kerri Harding

 Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:20:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Bonnie Waltz

 Eagle Point, OR 97524 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:19:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Amanda rivera

 Portland, OR 97239 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:19:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. S Riverman

Wallowa, OR 97885 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:19:31 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Grant etzel

 Stayton, OR 97383 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:19:26 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Riley Haragan

 Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:19:22 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Anastasia King

 Eugene, OR 97404 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:19:10 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Dear Public Officials, Our students are facing more anxiety causing issues and the largest
learning loss ever. Not allowing caring adults to work and volunteer in schools is wrong. It is
time to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow
volunteers to engage with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our
students and teachers need. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do
not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-
1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030
and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely, Laura Rauch

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Laura Rauch

 Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:18:06 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ashlie Thomas

Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:17:50 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Drop the darn
mandate. Its just ridiculous at this point.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Tony Meacham

ilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:17:47 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization
and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I submitted the original petition on this rule, and it was denied. Oregon continues to use outdated information
when making decisions. We will continue to petition until it changes or until those that are refusing to listen to
the people are held accountable to the full extent of the law by their decisions. There must be balance and we
must start focusing on what we are here to do and that is supposed to be what is in the mutual best interest of the
people. You are supposed to take into consideration 6 factors: 1) The continued need for the rule; 2) The nature
of complaints or comments received concerning the rule from the public; 3) The complexity of the rule; 4) The
extent to which the rule overlaps, duplicates or conflicts with other state rules or federal regulations and, to the
extent feasible, with local government regulations; 5) The degree to which technology, economic conditions or
other factors have changed in the subject area affected by the rule; and 6) The statutory citation or legal basis
for the rule. A denial is not reasonably justifiable.
*******************************************************************************************
Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified teachers forced to leave
their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage with students and get back into our schools
to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and
not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Chery Stritenberg

Shady Cove, OR 97539 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications tools for supporters
of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more information regarding our policies and services,
please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:17:41 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Andrea Smith

Gold hill, OR 97525 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:17:36 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Parris Cherico

 Mulino, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:17:29 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Dylan Pakes

West linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:17:23 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Candace Wing

 Aurora, OR 97002 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:17:20 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Richard Peil

 Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:17:05 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Melissa Voreis

Portland, OR 97266 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:16:51 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely, Tina
Schimpf

Sincerely, 
Mr. Tina Schimpf

Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:16:35 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lisa Lilles

Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:16:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Rebekah Fantroy

 Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:15:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Monica King

Beaverton, OR 97008 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:15:46 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Enjoli Pickett

 Salem, OR 97317 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:15:36 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Vickie Holdeman

 Eagle point, OR 97524 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:15:26 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. JASON DUNBAR

 CLACKAMAS, OR 97015 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:15:19 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Christiana Ramoso

Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

You are repeating history by enforcing and encouraging segregation. You justify it as medical
segregation. Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow
QUALIFIED teachers that were forced to leave their jobs BY YOU to now return to the
classroom and allow volunteers to engage with students and get back into our schools to
provide the support our teachers AND STUDENTS need. The CDC changed their guidance
which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s
time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. The vaccine only reduces
stress on hospitalization. People’s health preventative strategies are not your business to
control. We do not discriminate against those who have hepatitis or HIV; we do not
discriminate against those who aren’t vaccinated against these; we do not discriminate against
those who are not vaccinated against whooping cough though they could give it to children yet
they work and volunteer directly with them. This list goes on and on. End your segregation
policies and injustice practice that is oppressive, divisive and discriminatory. You can’t expect
people to improve and/or stop their deplorable behavior when our states leaders and health
authority advisors are the ones leading the charge.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Stephenie West

 Scappoose, OR 97056 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:56 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tarin Aguirre

Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:42 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Nicole Westing

 Hermiston, OR 97838 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:39 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Amy crump

Jacksonville, OR 97530 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:29 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Sheryl Murray

 Medford, OR 97501 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:42 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Susan Farber

Central Point, OR 97592 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:22 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Selena Roloson

Tigard, OR 97233 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:19 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Elizabeth Schaffer

Estacada, OR 97023 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:16 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Tamara Miletich

Grants pass, OR 97527 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Megan DuLong

 Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Michael Evanson

 Mapleton, OR 97453 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:10:58 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

We need to remove all obstacles to our students from getting the support they need. It is time
to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow
volunteers to engage with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our
teachers need. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030
out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and
allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless
of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Travis Kane

Portland, OR 97215 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:05:25 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. COVID has run its
course and is no longer an issue!!!!!!! Wake up!

Sincerely, 
Mrs. joe jumalon

Dayton, OR 97114 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:05:14 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Chelsea Ausland

Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:05:01 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely Carol
Cook

Sincerely, 
Ms. Carol Cook

Cloverdale, OR 97112 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:50 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Steven Wilson

unction City, OR 97448 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:39 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030. The vax is poison and no
one should take it, nor be required to take it. The data shows clearly that it is ineffective at
halting the spread of disease and increases death and other syndromes in otherwise healthy
individuals. Get over this insanity, and let the loving parents who want to be involved in their
kids education be involved. We must stop this dissent into complete desolation of education
and into indoctrination.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Stephanie Rice

 Milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Matthew Roseman

Junction City, OR 97448 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:10 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Lexie clarm

Salem, OR 97305 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:07 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jennifer Hetrick

Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:03:40 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Marion Anderson

 Estacada, OR 97023 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:49 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jaimie Coppola

 Saint Paul, OR 97137 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:44 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jill Kircher

Silverton, OR 97381 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:34 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Adrienne Stearns

 Mulino, OR 97042 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:22 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Matthew Carter

 Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:00 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus
on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ksenya Sharipoff

 Woodburn, OR 97071 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:06:50 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Michele stroh

Oregon city, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:06:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Merry Shervey

anby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:53:49 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. David Klaus

 Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:53:47 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Celine McCarthy

Gaston, OR 97119 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:53:43 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Cindy Cordray

 SHERWOOD, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:53:26 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Malinda Mercado

 Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:52:53 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Remove OAR 333-019-1030. Given relative risk to school age children, the wide availability
of vaccines for anyone who chooses to be vaccinated, and natural immunity built into the
populace, it is foolish to keep this rule in place. It deprives schools and school kids of valuable
volunteers to help improve their schooling. Lord knows they need it after the recent ODE data
release showing 39% proficiency in reading and writing & 28% in math. An utter disaster, by
choice. - Nathan Oleson, WLWV

Sincerely, 
Mr. Nathan Oleson

 West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:52:47 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Amanda Taylor

 Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:53 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Amy Crump

Jacksonville, OR 97530 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:36 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sarah Dunbar

 Clackamas, OR 97015 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:33 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus
on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Lisa Venable

Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:28 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Heather Macartney

Sheridan, OR 97378 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:24 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Noelle Ash

cMinnville, OR 97128 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:20 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Emily Edelman

Redmond, OR 97757 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:48:13 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Linda Greene

Oregon, OR 97754 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:47:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kim Brooks

Molalla, OR 97038 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:47:34 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Brenda Carlson

SHERWOOD, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:47:22 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Christopher Cousins

 Portland, OR 97212 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:47:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jenifer Cline

Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:47:03 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

My child’s academics has been greatly affected due to loss of quality education. Parents are
really the glue of education and it’s always been preached to have a strong connection
between home and school. Allow parents back into schools to support their child and teachers
regardless of vaccine status! Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is
time to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow
volunteers to engage with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our
teachers need. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030
out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and
allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless
of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Sedonia Darling

 Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:46:44 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely, Jennifer
LeBlanc

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jennifer LeBlanc

Redmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:46:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Mary O’Mara

Lake oswego, OR 97035 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:45:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Darcy Rapoza

SE Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:45:22 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Oregon is suffering a critical shortage in licensed teachers due to harmful policies requiring
masks and vaccinations. As a teacher who resigned on account of these mandates last year, I
can speak to the many forced "resignations" of unvaccinated staff who were denied
exemptions or would not comply with the discriminatory KN95 masks or weekly testing.
Schools are now left with unfilled positions on a DAILY basis or with extremely unqualified
substitutes, many only having a high school diploma. This is deplorable and needs to end now!
Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jenny Maguire

Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:45:15 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. James Lewis

Warren, OR 97053 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:45:11 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. Our
children and schools need a strong community of passionate people to help our youth grow.
There are many who are willing, who have the passion, but are prohibited from working and
volunteering. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate
between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date
and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Elisha Treacy

Happy Valley, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:44:15 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Vaccines are
personal and should be an individual choice and without anyone knowledge as to whether one
is vaccinated or not, i.e. freedom of choice without persecution.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jim Cundiff

 Sandy, OR 97055 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:43:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Linda Farrington

 Salem, OR 97302-5479 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:43:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kristi Brandt

Woodburn, OR 97071 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:43:12 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sandy ollila

Gresham, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:43:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Cheryl Farrens

troutdale, OR 97060 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:42:51 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Courtney Plett

 Oregon city, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:42:03 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Elise Schroeder

Portland, OR 97217-5711 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:58 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ryan J Murphy

West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:55 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Naomi Richard

Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:50 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ashley troy

Sandy, OR 97055 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. -Amber Stevens

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Amber Stevens

Dexter, OR 97431-9771 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:foreveramberyoung@yahoo.com
mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:23 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are experiencing massive learning loss and mental health issues exacerbated by
all of the interventions enacted towards their so-called protection in the last few years. It is
time to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow
volunteers to engage with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our
teachers need. It is also imperative that measures are dropped which single out unvaccinated
teachers and support staff by strapping them with additional requirements such as weekly
testing. There is currently no scientific justification for continuing this practice as it is now
proven that people who have been vaccinated are still subject to contracting and/or spreading
the virus just as unvaccinated people are. The CDC changed their guidance which now states
that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR
333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Valonda Leichty

 Salem, OR 97304 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:40:46 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I ask you to consider the physical violation that mandating vaccines imposes on individuals
who wish to serve in Oregon’s education sector. As stated below, this rule is outdated relative
to CDC guidance. Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to
allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow
volunteers to engage with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our
teachers need. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030
out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and
allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless
of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Sarah Grubbs

 Ashland, OR 97520 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:40:42 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I am a mother of three children in the Bend La Pine school district. Our students are facing the
largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs
to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage with students and get back into our
schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC changed their guidance which now
states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This
makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of
OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kalee DeBernardi

Culver, OR 97734 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:40:12 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jamie Stuart

Estacada, OR 97023 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:39:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Penny Roberts

Milw, OR 97267 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:39:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Grace Cargni

 West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:39:23 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kathy Olheiser

 GERVAIS OR, OR 97026 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:39:10 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Alissa Mullen

 Gladstone, OR 97027 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:38:38 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Denise Joyce

Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:38:12 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Letia Arendes

 Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:38:05 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Danielle Paskins

 West linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:15:19 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Mark Anderson

 McMinnville, OR 97128 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:15:11 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Debora Opitz

 DUNDEE, OR 97115 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:15:06 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Angelina Crocker

 Roseburg, OR 97471 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:15:00 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Heather Cox

Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:14:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Tamila Ilsley

 McMinnville, OR 97128 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:14:30 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Covid is over and
the Government needs to let loose of the strangle hold on the people. Beth Keyser

Sincerely, 
Mr. Beth Keyser

Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:14:18 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ashlee Simonson

 Grants Pass, OR 97527 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:14:11 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Stacy Dodson

Troutdale, OR 97060 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:14:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Julie Swift

 Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:34 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Lisa Robbins

Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:22 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Scott cochran

Happy valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:18 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lauren Bierer

Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:13 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Melody Whitlatch

 Keno, OR 97627 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jennifer Bentz

Sublimity, OR 97385 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:39 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Katrina Wyant

Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:11 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Shaleen Martin

 Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:11:52 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. The President
announced that the pandemic was over so the mask mandate, distancing, and remote learning
should also be over.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ruthann Richards

Portland, OR 97230 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:03:43 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. The President
himself said on 60 Minutes just recently that the Pandemic is OVER. Stop treating our
children, teacher, parents, and volunteers as though we are still in a pandemic!

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Hethre Gneiting

Independence, OR 97351 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:03:37 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Michelle Schwarz

 Bend, OR 97701 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:03:29 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jim Mitchell

 Prineville, OR 97754 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:03:09 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sarah Bovey

 Portland, OR 97223 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:02:46 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. S. Stanhope

 Corbett, OR 97019 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:02:42 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Iris Ringer

 Portland, OR 97219 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:02:31 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Lauren Robinson

Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:02:19 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kellie Parker

 Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:02:07 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tammy Goad

Salem, OR 97304 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:02:00 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Michelle Osborne

 Milwaukie, OR 97222 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:01:34 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. As a parent, and
avid volunteer this impacts myself and many other volunteers. Further, teachers that for
religious/conscientious or medical reasons were either ostracized or made to wear a scarlet
letter caused more teachers to quit or retire. It is time to end this forced compliance.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Dan Wade

 Forest Grove, OR 97116 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:01:31 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Christian Frederick Kruse

Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:01:12 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. my public comment
is the link to this video from Dr. Breggin and Dr. Palevsky regarding the science behind masks
and covid vaccine showing neither are scientifically effective in preventing the virus known as
covid. odysee.com/@sayerji:7/Sayer.Dr.Larry.Palevsky.Dr.Peter.Breggin:1

Sincerely, 
Mrs. DORINA KISS

 Drive SCAPPOOSE, OR, OR 97056 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:01:00 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ashley Neff

 Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:00:42 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Rob Hauer

 Portland, OR 97213 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:00:31 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. My kids in sports
teams have been seriously harmed by not letting parents volunteer to help out who are
unvaccinated. The sports teams are bigger than ever this year but parents are being
discriminated against because of their vaccination status. this is an out of date policy and
needs to be updated as soon as possible. Please stop harming our children and schools.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Patricia Swift

oring, OR 97009 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:00:10 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Alaina Birkland

Portland, OR 97225 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:59:49 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Brittany McFarlane

Pendleton, OR 97801 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:59:42 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Morgan Schumacher

 Milwaukoe, OR 97267 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:58:52 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Christine S Irwin

Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:58:48 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Charity masters

edford, OR 97501 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:58:19 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Melissa Norris

Redmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:58:12 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. The CDC admits that vaccination does not stop COVID-19 infection or
transmission, which are the sole purposes of the mandate. The vaccines' functions do not serve
the purpose of the mandate as we had hoped they would based on latest data. It’s time to
repeal OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers
into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Thank you for your thoughtful
consideration to these latest CDC updates.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Austin Daniel

Portland, OR 97206 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:57:57 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Anton Bakker

Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:57:54 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Misty Gutierrez

 HERMISTON, OR 97838 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:57:34 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Mia Farrington

 Portland, OR 97214 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:57:21 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Maria buttler

 Portland, OR 97202 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:57:20 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ashley Poyser

Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:12:55 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Lauren Lambert

Eugene, OR 97402 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:12:51 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Amy Richter

 Forest Grove, OR 97116 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:12:00 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Matthew Denny

Independence, OR 97351 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:11:51 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jason Bonebrake

 Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:11:29 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Why would you differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals? Our students
are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified teachers forced to
leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage with students and get
back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC changed their
guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s
time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Thank you for taking action
on this request, and for your service to the citizens of our state!

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kat Carpenter

CANBY, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:11:25 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Natalie L Nafziger-Parson

 sandy, OR 97055 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:11:17 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Stefanie Ward

Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:11:13 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jacelyn Engel

Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:11:09 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Tim Mones
.

 Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:11:05 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jenna Miller

Salem, OR 97304 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:10:44 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Brenda Brainard

Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:10:34 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Anfisa Piatkoff

 Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:10:26 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Erika Wilson

MCMINNVILLE, OR 97128 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:10:15 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Maria Morrow

edmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:10:10 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ann Marie Peterson

Corvallis, OR 97333 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:09:56 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Belinda Dodd

 Eugene, OR 97404 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:09:34 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Justine DeArmond

Roseburg, OR 97471 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:09:30 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’ve witnessed a dramatically negative impact to our students and schools as a result of the
policies over the last two years. It is unacceptable at this point to exclude qualified teachers
from the classroom and prevent enthusiastic volunteers from giving their time within our
schools on the basis of medical health choices, especially when the CDC no longer
distinguishes risk between vaccinated and unvaccinated. Teachers need the support of
volunteers and kids need the extra time with caring adults in large classrooms. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and in conflict with the
CDC. Vaccination requirements and mask requirements are no longer relevant in a population
that’s survives multiple rounds of new variants. It’s time to repeal OAR 333-19-1030 and
allow teachers to focus on providing high quality education to our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Our kids need to know they
are surrounded by communities that love and care for them.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lindsey Hunt

Portland, OR 97225 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:08:52 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Eli Dumitru

 Medford, OR 97501 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:08:36 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I am an Instructional Assistant at a SKSD elementary school. I have seen first hand the
learning loss our students have suffered over the past 2 years. I have seen good educators
walking away from careers they loved due to the vaccine mandates. We have a severe sub
shortage which adds stress to the educators who are left. It is time to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage with
students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Becky Williams

 Salem, OR 97305 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:08:14 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Courtney Landis

 Bend, OR 97701 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:07:51 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

As a former elementary public school teacher, I would ask you to repeal OAR 333-19-1030.
Prior to the pandemic there were not enough qualified teachers or substitute teachers. The
vaccine mandate has led many teachers to leave the profession and many potential substitute
teachers to not provide their much needed service: substitute teaching. Teachers in public
schools are still under an immense amount of stress as they attempt to make up for the lost
academic growth of their students due to the pandemic policies of closing schools. We
desperately need more teachers, more substitutes, and more volunteers. The fastest way to
begin to fill this need is to repeal OAR 33-19-1030. There are many of us who want to help
and find this mandate to be an obstacle to providing that help. The CDC changed their
guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s
time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Douglas Williams

 Salem, OR 97305 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:07:37 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Thank you, Naomi
Clark

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Naomi Clark

Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:06:56 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Charlotte Hottmann

 Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:06:21 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Maureen Christensen-McElroy

appy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:06:08 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

With all the science backed information now, this is completely outdated! People are being
secluded from their communities! I can not participate in my sons new community do to not
being vaccinated, yet Red Cross wants to pay me $1000 to donate plasma. They now know
that they can not use vaccinated plasma for convalescent patients. Only the non vaccinated can
achieve the high and tight immunity. We have to participate as a community, stop this insanity
of segregation and exclusion! There’s no science to back the segregation. Our students are
facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified teachers forced to leave
their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage with students and get back
into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC changed their guidance
which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s
time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tiffany Hartley

Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:05:21 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Angela Quinn

afayette, OR 97127 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:05:16 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Deborah Royer

Hermiston, OR 97838 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:25:02 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. ally kelly

Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:54 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tracy C Schlanser

Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:26 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jolene Lange

 Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:04 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Karen Birk

Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:23:54 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tara Lynn Nelson

 Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:23:50 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kay Kelly

 Scotts Mills, OR 97375 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:23:25 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

It is time to stop these mandates which are discriminating to so many. Park its are pulling their
kids in the masses and will continue. If you keep parents out of the schools, more will pull
their kids and eventually the public school system will feel this. Our students are facing the
largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs
to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage with students and get back into our
schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC changed their guidance which now
states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This
makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of
OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tracie C

eneta, OR 97487 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:23:07 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Amy Hayes

McMinnville, OR 97128 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:22:55 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Charity Hughes

Estacada, OR 97023 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:22:23 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jeff Harrison

 Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:22:16 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

On Sunday, Sept. 18, President Biden declared publicly that the pandemic is over. Our
students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage with
students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Scottie hendrickson

veneta, OR 97487 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:21:32 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

No one, not teachers or students, should be forced to get a medical procedure done in order to
be in a public school. We are now seeing so many adverse affects of the covid vaccines, it's
hard to fathom the schools are foolishly still endorsing them. I'm going to take care of my
brother today who had an unexpected stroke at 57 years old, after his 3rd shot. Please stop
endorsing shots that were clearly given to the public without enough research and vetting to
make sure they wouldn't be harmful.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jeannine Firestenberg

 Borinf, OR 97009 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:21:20 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Rachel Hughes

Albany, OR 97321 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:21:07 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely,
Kimberly Eng Portland, Oregon

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kimberly Eng

Portland, OR 97209 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:20:49 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Holly Larson

andy, OR 97055 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:20:40 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ellen Menaker

 Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:19:43 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Jennifer Baxter

Redmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:19:08 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Anali Aaron

 Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:19:06 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. David Fife

 Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:17:25 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Tiffany Beidler

Scappoose, OR 97056 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:17:08 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Katlyn ball

arren, OR 97053 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:16:59 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kori Tooke

Boring, OR 97009 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:16:45 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ronald Jacko

ing City, OR 97224 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:16:32 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Katherine Larson

Beaverton, OR 97008 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:16:17 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lindsey kenison

 Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:16:09 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Heidi Wismer

Gaston, OR 97119 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:15:43 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Andrea Esuk

Portland, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:15:35 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Connie Whelchel

Redmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:15:12 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Bonnie Booher

 Reedsport, OR 97467 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:14:54 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. KaylaMarie Hoard

Rainier, OR 97048 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:14:38 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Amanda Burchfield

Elmira, OR 97437 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:14:31 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Maria Endicott

 Monmouth, OR 97361 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:14:28 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The pandemic is over, our President said jist a day ago on national TV. When will we stop
with the unnecessary restrictions for anyone wanting to be in the schools? Our students are
facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified teachers forced to leave
their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage with students and get back
into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC changed their guidance
which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s
time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Tonya Striefel

 Eagle Creek, OR 97022 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:14:11 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Susan Rowley

 Forest Grove, OR 97116 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:22:35 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Thelma Peseau

 Salem, OR 97304 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:22:31 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Darlene Kieffaber

La Pine, OR 97739 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:22:25 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Sarah burke

 Coburg, OR 97408 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:21:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Furthermore,
CURRENT vaccines do NOT prevent infection, they do NOT stop transmission, do NOT
reduce hospitalizations/deaths and DO NOT prevent outbreaks. This is all supported by
scientific data and is CURRENTLY misrepresented by the Oregon Health Authority (OHA).

Sincerely, 
Dr. Jamie Kunkle

Salem, OR 97317 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:21:00 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I have been an active volunteer in my children's schools since they started school a decade and
a half ago and I know how valuable those hours are to learning. With students allowed in
school with NO restrictions any longer why are you keeping volunteers out? Even the CDC
says the pandemic is over, these unnecessary policies need to be done away with & allow help
into our schools ASAP. My children along with every student in Oregon are facing the largest
learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to
return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage with students and get back into our
schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC changed their guidance which now
states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This
makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of
OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely, Carol Bernhard Parent, volunteer &
education activist

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Carol Bernhard

appy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:20:53 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jaymi LaCount

ortland, OR 97233 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:20:03 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Nicole Bush

Toledo, OR 97391 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:19:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Natalie Cline

 Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:19:44 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Riley Hinds

Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:19:36 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Abby Patel

Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:19:20 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Elizabeth Donaldson

 Hillsboro, OR 97006 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:18:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Bethany Blumenschein

Bend, OR 97707 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:18:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Jennifer A Spreadborough

Boring, OR 97009 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:18:02 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nicole Silverman

 Portland, OR 97222 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:17:47 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Stacie beitzel

Redmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:17:43 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Nata Saper

Portland, OR 97209 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:17:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Laura Iler

 Portland, OR 97212 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:17:25 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Leslie K Risewick

 Keizer, OR, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:17:15 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Calea Finch

Central Point, OR 97502 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:16:34 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kimberly Eaton

 West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:16:25 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Brian Dolinar

 Amity, OR 97101-2604 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:16:07 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Laura Keating

Beaverton, OR 97078 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:15:51 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Laura Hale

Forest Grove, OR 97116 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:15:49 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ashlee ibrahi.

Jefferson, OR 97352 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:15:31 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Heather Curilovic

 Portland, OR 97224 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:15:28 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Megan Reed

 Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:megan.realfood@gmail.com
mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:14:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Margaret Ann Crowder

 Monmouth, OR 97361 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:14:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jessica schofield

Amity, OR 97101 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:14:20 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Dusten Gambrell

 portland, OR 97230 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:14:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Sylvia Colasacco

Portland, OR 97221 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Shelby Fagan

 Scappoose, OR 97056 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Kert Martin

 Eagle Creek, OR 97022 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:05 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. SUMMER PAUL

BORING, OR 97009 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:12:47 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sunshine Cecrle

Redmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:12:40 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sonya Van Raden

Terrebonne, OR 97760 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:12:36 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Sarah Littman

 Portland, OR 97206 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:12:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Rachel Klemmer

Eugene, OR 97404 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:11:50 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I firmly believe that the Oregon government is not representing ours or our children’s best
interest. Our students are already near the bottom when it comes to education. It is time to
allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow
volunteers to engage with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our
teachers need. Our children deserve the best! The current policies are based on old “science”
that we all know be be false. Vaccines should be a choice, always. Where there is risk, there
must be informed consent. Teachers as well as students and or parents should have the choice
to be vaccinated or not and our children should not be punished based on this. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jennifer Pfeffer

LaPine, OR 97739 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:11:47 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Heather Mellinger

 Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:11:43 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Leah O'Dell

 Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:11:16 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Shelley Kolb

Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:41 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. James Patterson

 St. Helens, OR 97051 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:15 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Let me start off by saying that we would like to volunteer at the schools and we are not able
to. Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Mark Bame

 Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:07 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Danielle Bethell

 Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:53 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Terri Cox

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Terri Cox

Rogue River, OR 97537 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:44 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. David A Minshew

errebonne, OR 97760 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:38 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jasmin Garner

Cheshire, OR 97419 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:36 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Whitney Petty

 Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:30 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Patricia Jermov

Beaver, OR 97108 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:24 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Shea N Coleman

Philomath, OR 97370 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:31:15 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Mary Phillips

Terrebonne, OR 97760 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:31:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Caryn Stoddart

 Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:30:13 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Josie Alexander

Sincerely, 
Mr. Josie Alexander

 Lake oswego, OR 97035 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:30:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

It is time to allow qualified teachers to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jennifer Brinkerhoff

 Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:29:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. In all honesty, we
all have been exposed to the virus and other diseases for centuries. Many people, regardless of
the vaccination status have contracted the flu, covid, and countless other maladies due to not
keeping healthy or using common sense. This is in part due to people not being able to take
time off from work when sick, myself included, but because the vaccination was a complete
disaster. It doesn't stop covid if your are vaccinated or not, people who have recovered are
blessed but also have stronger immunity than those who may have underlying problems they
were unaware of but worst of all that the vaccine was killing otherwise healthy people due to
the posion the government is trying to kill us with. Let people make their own decisions but
also teach and expect common sense from those who wish to help the next generation as well
as the rest of us. Thank you.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jonell Wendel

 Portland, OR 97233 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:29:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kristina Sturm

Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:29:07 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Dawn Davis

Salem, OR 97317 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:28:33 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Christina mergel

Coos bay, OR 97420 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:28:23 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The requirement for anyone to be vaccinated for any reason is generally understood to no
longer be valid or based on any science. Any requirements for covid vaccination should be
repealed. An unvaccinated person does not put anyone at risk because the vaccine does not
prevent or reduce transmission. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they
do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-
19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-
1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Michelle Lewis

 Salem, OR 97317 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:28:19 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. April Beaudin

Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:28:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lory Lynn Bardes

The Dalles, OR 97058 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:27:55 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Oregon continues
to be behind the rest of the country in Education and policy. As a result our children continue
to suffer. It is time for Oregon to respond and put our children's education first and remove
outdated and ridiculous vaccine policies.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Dana Schleichardt

Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:26:56 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. suzia aufderheide

ashland, OR 97520 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:26:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Misty Yost

drian, OR 97901 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:26:16 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. It’s hard to believe
that we have to submit comment to repeal gross government overreach. There is zero
accountability for the ineffectiveness of the policies put in place and no acceptance of any
responsibility for the damage that has been caused or continues to cause. Shameful that
anyone would be let go or continue to be unemployed for refusal to get a shot.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Joshua Reeve

 Hermiston, OR 97838 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:25:51 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Please put the
needs of the students first and get rid of this outdated rule.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kelly Rhodes

 Dorena, OR 97434 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:25:44 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Shelley Abruzzini

Tigard, OR 97224 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:25:42 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Angela Crist

Sherewood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:25:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Matt Massari

Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:25:24 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Nancy Peyton

alem, OR 97317 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:25:21 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Dr. Stephanie Sur

end, OR 97701 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:54:21 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ella Glowacki

 Florence, OR 97439 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:17:37 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: No more teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Kimberly Auker

 Bend, OR 97701 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: please don"t tetire teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:14:15 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: please don't tetire teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Please do not repeal the policy requiring people in our schools to be vaccinated. It is
absolutely absurd to put children and school staffs health at risk because people don't
understand science.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Sarah Marten

Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: PLEASE Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:11 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: PLEASE Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Marian Szewc

Grants Pass, OR 97526 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Please return to reasonable teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:19:47 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Please return to reasonable teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Schools across the state are understaffed and need help. Our local schools do not have a paid
librarian and without parent volunteers, children are missing this essential part of their
education. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate
between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date
and not in alignment with the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Harry Sanger

 Eugene, OR 97404 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal of OAR-333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:42:36 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal of OAR-333-019-1030

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

It is my understanding that under the Administrative Procedures Act, the Oregon Health
Authority (OHA), has received a petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19
Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff. At a time when Oregon School
continue to face hurdles in hiring licensed educators, classified staff, bus drivers and the
ability to return volunteers to the classroom, I am shocked that this rule was not previously
eliminated by the agency or the Governor. Oregon's school children suffered greatly during
the 2 years of lost learning and returning them to classrooms that are not fully staffed is a
continuation of Oregon's lack of commitment to a quality education. Taxpayers are paying for
an education for our children, businesses are paying the CAT for services to our kids, and the
state continues to limit the pool of eligible individuals that can fulfill that need. When the rule
went into effect on October 18th, 2021, the requirement was that anyone over the age of 16
who was employed or volunteering at a school be "Fully vaccinated". That meant "having
received both doses of a two-dose COVID19 vaccine or one dose of a single-dose COVID-19
vaccine". Since October of 2021, the medical community has recognized that the effectiveness
of the vaccine diminish overtime and have recommended boosters for some populations.
Populations whose medical reasons are protected by law. However, for most people they are
currently protected to some degree through natural immunity or vaccination. In addition, the
therapeutic treatment options are now readily available and very effective and have proven to
keep most of the people out of the hospital. There remain more tools in the toolbox compared
to October 2021. It is not helpful to limit who can work or volunteer in Oregon schools and is
creating unnecessary work for school administrators without a clear benefit, and a detriment to
our kids. We should instead be focused on helping children recover from the extreme learning
loss resulting from prolonged school closures. We should be giving them staff and resources
to help them catch up. Beginning April 1, 2022, the Department of Administrative Services no
longer requires vaccination as a condition of employment or as a condition for new hires. So,
employees can work for the Department of Education unvaccinated but cannot work in public
schools. This seems very contradictive. I urge OHA to eliminate this Administrative Rule and
give school children the classroom help they deserve.

Sincerely, 
Rep. Anna Scharf
rep.annascharf@oregonlegislature.gov
900 Court St NE Salem, OR 97301 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com



From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/classified employees/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:11:11 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/classified employees/volunteer
policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers, parapros and all classified
employees to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Teri McCoy

 Pendleton, OR 97801 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:54:13 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Lindsay Rawlins

Powell Butte, OR 97753 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:29 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Michael Williams

Medford, OR 97501 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:20 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Mark Birge

Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:08 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sybil Tremper

 Pendleton, OR 97801 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:52:58 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Cindy Hess

 Medgord, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:23:54 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Jennifer fitch

Gold hill, OR 97502 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:23:47 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kayla dow

 Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:23:40 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Brent T Smith

WEST LINN, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:23:36 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Jennifer Short

Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:22:52 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Marci Otis

 Roseburg, OR 97471 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:22:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Page Morrison

Portland, OR 97206 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:22:24 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Kimberly Groulx

 Warren, OR 97053 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:22:03 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Time to end the farce. Alicia
Cool

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Alicia Cool

 Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:21:58 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Christie Winchester

 Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:21:54 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Nancy Diskin

EUGENE, OR 97405-3944 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:21:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. -Amanda reyna-

Sincerely, 
Mr. Amanda reyna

Salem, OR 97301 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:21:33 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Katherine Green

 Ashland, OR 97520 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:21:02 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Dear Oregon Health Policy Board, The CDC changed their guidance which now states that
they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR
333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be
repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to
provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out
kids up on two years of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status. I am a highly qualified substitute teacher with over 30 years experience in
education at all levels. Because of these policies, I have allowed my license to lapse and will
not renew until these policies are dropped. I’m quite positive you have not taken the time to
read this, nor do I believe you care. Sincerely, Tamra Burleson, MA

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tamra Burleson

 Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:20:41 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kelly Salem

 Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:19:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Erika Mulconrey

 North Plains, OR 97133 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:19:06 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jinny Neiswanger

Gold Hill, OR 97525 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:18:46 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kelly Lambert

agle Point, OR 97524 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:18:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Daniel Mackenzie

 Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:18:28 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kelsey Weigel

 Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:18:22 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely,Abriana hari

Sincerely, 
Ms. Abriana hari

 Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:18:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tamra Sturdivant

Salem, OR 97304 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:17:34 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ivy Wiege

 Central Point, OR 97502 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:17:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Shari Lloyd

Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:16:53 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Natsuko Salcido

Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:16:39 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Angela Keylock

Central Point, OR 97502 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:16:12 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Michelle Hayes

Tigarz, OR 97224 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:16:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nicola Pedersen

Santa Cruz, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:15:33 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Hannah Carlson

ayton, OR 97114 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:15:30 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ashley Ayala

 Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:15:06 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Bridget Kowalski

 Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:15:02 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nicole Stricklan

lamath Falls, OR 97603 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:14:53 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Michelle Millette

Medford, OR 97501 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:14:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

My grandchildren have two years of learning loss along with children all over Oregon and it is
highly concerning to me. . Reading, writing, math, science and history is what the schools
should be concerned with and concentrating on. Parent volunteers should be and would be in
schools helping with learning and short staffing when you stop enforcing outdated policies
like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and
allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless
of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Theresa Madden

 Central Point, OR 97502 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:14:34 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Shayla Kent

 Rainier, OR 97048 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:14:21 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Leah moffat

 Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:14:12 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Meliah wilkinson

Oregon city, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:14:07 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Stop discriminating based on race a religion! The CDC changed their guidance which now
states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This
makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it
should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the
classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and
help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030
and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status. Be refusing staff and volunteers based on vaccination status
you are discriminating against staff and students based on their race and/or religious beliefs,
and creating a histile work and learning environment. Stop the racism and religious
persecution!

Sincerely, 
Ms. Brenda Edmunds

Toledo, OR 97391 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:14:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Anicia Meoak

 Aurora, OR 97002 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:49 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Deborah Romano

 Salem, OR 97302 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:46 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch kids up on two years of learning loss. It’s
time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Karie Jackson

Rogue River, OR 97537 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:25 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Karalee Dybdahl

 Grants Pass, OR 97527 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:10 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tari Roberts

 Medford, OR 97501 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:55 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Alicia Archibald

 Gold Hill, OR 97525 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:49 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Megan Terk

central point, OR 97502 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:31 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely, Sarah

Sincerely, 
Mr. Sarah Geer

Milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:01 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. James Gosnell

 Albany, OR 97322 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:05:20 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Hello, Please adjust the guidelines for requiring teachers and volunteers to be vaccinated with
the Covid vaccine. My child's school relies on volunteers to keep the school functioning well
and ease the burden on teachers. I know many incredible and capable parents who have a heart
to volunteer and help the school and students but are unable to due to these outdated rules. The
CDC has stated that the transmission rate is similar between vaccinated/unvaccinated. This
should easily translate into taking away a policy that doesn't serve to keep schools safe. This
policy is putting undue stress on schools, teachers and students. The CDC changed their
guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC.
Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to
return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to
come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR
333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Thank you for taking the time to read and listen
to the needs of the students.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Merri O'Brien

Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:05:14 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Lisa perkins

 Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:05:06 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jaclyn Carter

anby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:58 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Renee Jimenez

 Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:56 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Shannon Allee

anby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:44 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Amanda Flores

 Eugene, OR 97404 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:30 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Darren Davidson

Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:02 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jackie Coleman

anby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:03:56 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Susan M. Smith

 Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:03:50 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Beth Freeborn

 Salem, OR 97317 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:03:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Kristina Robbins

Jefferson, OR 97352 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:08:03 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ami Teigen

 OR 97477 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:55 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Cheryl Veale

herwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:39 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jennifer Hutchison

 Bend, OR 97701 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:31 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Dr. Jennifer Pitcairn

Gladstone, OR 97027 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:01 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jeannelle Sylvester

 BEND, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:06:46 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Our schools need more hands
on deck, this ordinance is keeping qualified volunteers out of the classroom. Our children need
all the help they can get, let us back in!! Quit trying to regulate what goes in our bodies!

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Fern Nelson

 Eagle Point, OR 97524 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:53:53 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Cynthia Holmlund

 Boring, OR 97009 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:53:34 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Susan Evey

Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:52:26 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Please return our state to a
Constitutional Republic with God given freedoms including privacy of health choices, body
sovereignty, and religious exemption freedom. Vaccination requirements violate federal law,
the U.S. Constitution, and destroy freedom. Please stop the mandates, I lost one of my best
friends after his first covid vaccination shot and that changed my life forever.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Estella Bitney

Philomath, OR 97370 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:57 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kimberly Criswell-Hernandez

Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:44 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Melissa Griffiths

 Bend, OR 97703 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:40 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Betty Steele

Redmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:02 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Oregon is, yet again, out of step with the CDC and the rest of the world. Banning parents from
classrooms over a vaccine that every public health body recognizes DOES NOT stop
transmission is just cruel and has no scientific basis. The CDC changed their guidance which
now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals.
This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of
this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the
classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and
help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030
and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Kim McGair

ortland, OR 97232 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:48:44 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Trista ayres

Sincerely, 
Mr. Trista ayres

Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:47:53 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Katie O'Halloran

 Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:47:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely, Tina M Truax

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tina Truax

 Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:47:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nicole Donnelly

 Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:47:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Brianna Schmitt

N Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:46:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kristen Anderson

alem, OR 97302 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:46:49 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Parents deserve unrestricted
access to the schools their children are in. It is LONG past time to repeal the vaccine
requirement.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Stephanie Schofhauser

 Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:46:35 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. On a different note, we are
seeing that the courts are ruling that forcing vaccinations on citizens is a violation of their
constitutional rights, and that citizens have the right to sue the companies, government
agencies and individuals that force this issue. Please repeal the vaccine mandate.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Aleta Rice

Roseburg, OR 97471 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:46:24 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Celie Bryant

Redmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:46:06 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Connie Froeber

Woodburn, OR 97071 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:45:54 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Steve Freeberg

Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:45:48 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
I personally know exhausted teachers. It breaks my heart to see them breaking their backs
when there is a qualified workforce ready to return to our schools. What is the point of
keeping them out of schools since the CDC has changed their guidance? It’s beating a dead
horse. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Please do the right
thing and repeal OAR 333-19-1030.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Robin Banks

 Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:45:42 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Susan and Keith Hunter

Beaverton, OR 97078 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:45:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Kevin Pohlschneider

 Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:45:05 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Follow the science. Repeal the vaccine mandate for teachers, staff, and volunteers in Oregon's
public schools. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030
out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow
qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for
burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years
of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Mary Bauer

ugene, OR 97403 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:44:39 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Brad Quirie

 SHERWOOD, OR 97140-7831 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:44:31 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tracey Ellison

 Astoria, OR 97103 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:44:21 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jared Carkin

 Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:44:09 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Rachael Brown

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Rachael Brown

 Philomath, OR 97370 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:43:51 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Krista Brenner

 Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:43:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Tony Brooks

Molalla, OR 97038 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:43:33 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Already many agencies,
bureaus, offices, stores etc are ending their vaccine mandates and re-hiring the "unvaccinated".
Please let us not have to go through all of that work when this is an easy fix.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Sonia French

 Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:43:22 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Joyce Browne

The Dalles, OR 97058 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:43:12 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Brandy Estorja

Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:42:25 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Dear OHA, and Pat Allen, The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030
out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow
qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for
burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years
of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely,
Valerie Sjodin

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Valerie Sjodin

Hillebordo, OR 97124-3227 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:42:20 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The state needs to get out of the vaccination industry. We do not want Vaccinations and
should not be punished for this. Do not allow any vaccine madnates to dictate the needs of
Oregon Citizens. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030
out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow
qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for
burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years
of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Annie Ocean

Portland, OR 97212 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jennifer Davis

 Portland, OR 97225 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:14 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Amanda Edwards

Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:40:51 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

This mandate is no longer based on science, only political science... There is NO scientific
reason to mandate inoculating people with a STILL non-approved shot, which has killed tens
of thousands (FACT VAERS DATABASE), and in light of the FACT Covid is no longer as
deadly as the Flu (if properly tracked with vs from COVID deaths). The CDC changed their
guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC.
Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to
return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to
come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR
333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Kevin Templeton

Portland, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:40:28 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kyleen Kohler

 CAVE JUNCTION, OR 97523 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:40:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Aja Davis

 Portland, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:40:07 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Debra Herold

Cottage Grove, OR 97424 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:39:47 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Steve Bernhardt

 Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:39:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Janet Bell

 Ashland, OR 97520 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:39:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Terri Bloesch

Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:38:47 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sara clements

 OR 97006 Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:38:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
As a school custodian of many years, I signed-up to receive my first dose of Moderna Covid-
19 vax. (a month later my 2nd dose while on blood thinner) offered to employees in my school
district long before it became required. Within the week of receiving my shot, I was

 
 It’s time to repeal

of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into
our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Bradley Barnhart

 Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:38:26 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Whitney Ziemak

Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:15:14 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Willis Baker

 Coos Bay, OR 97420 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:14:42 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Amy Kline

regon City, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:14:38 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Crystal Demler

Klamath Falls, OR 97601 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:53 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sara Allegre

  Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:46 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Kylee c

Philomath, OR 97370 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:31 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jaemie dominguez

 Salem, OR 97305 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:29 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Josh ring

  Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:42 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Concerned that we are still
pushing a vaccine that has been show to do more harm than good. I’ve been vaccinated and
boosted, but if I knew what I know now I would not have been. I’m an active, positive and
outstanding member of the Canby community and if I wasn’t vaccinated, I wouldn’t be able to
volunteer? Insane! It’s September 2022 and the president himself admitted on national tv that
the pandemic is over. Oregon Health Authority needs to get its act together and update these
outdated and quite frankly tyrannical policies. Thank you for listening. Much appreciated!

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jill Raeburn

 Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. PLEASE FOLLOW THE
SCIENCE AND NOT YOUR POLITICS.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Luke Kelly

Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:25 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Leah Kelly

Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:18 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Carol O'Halloran

Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:13 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. April Eaton

Corbett, OR 97019 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:00 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Danielle Hamilton

Salem, OR 97304 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:03:55 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Elena von Kaments

Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:03:32 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sandy Bielen

Hood River, OR 97031 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:03:13 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Elizabeth Molzahn

 Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:03:03 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tara Graham

 Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:02:56 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Melissa Pickard

o.
 Dallas, OR 97338 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:02:50 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely, Jane Herb, Keizer

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jane Herb

 Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:02:39 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Hansa Gutierrez

 Salem, OR 97304 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:02:23 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Penny Darling

 Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:02:10 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Lora Moye

cminnville, OR 97128 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:02:03 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nicole Donnelly

 Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:01:45 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Caralee Johnston

 Dayton, OR 97114 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:01:41 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. I work in education. Because
of these mandates Staffing is extremely shorted. We are down educators, the work
environment is extremely stressed and we are overworked. There are special needs kids that
are developmentally disabled that aren't even being fed lunch because we are so short on staff,
this is child abuse and neglect, thanks to Oregon Health authorities unlawfully mandates. We
will take legal action. Sincerely, Kayla S. Instructional Assistant

Sincerely, 
Ms. Kayla Schregardus

 Portland, OR 97206 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:01:27 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. It is also time to repeal OAR
333-019-1010 for the same reasons as stated above. As noted in a recent KEZI report EMS
agencies are desperately needing staff. Vaccination mandates have been given as a reason
volunteers have left the EMS agencies and many retirements have occurred.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jason Jantzi

 Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:01:03 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Dawn Pitts

Grants Pass, OR 97527 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:00:25 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Linda Moss

Sincerely, 
Ms. Linda Moss

Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:59:30 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Karen Cole

Klamath Falls, OR 97603 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:59:26 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Allison cook

 Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:59:15 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Barbara schnake

Philomath, OR 97370 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:58:40 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Fatemeh Carter

 West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:58:29 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Allison Brown

 Lafayette, OR 97127 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:57:47 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jenny Wiepert

Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:57:37 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
Current staff members should not have to test weekly and be treated differently then those that
have been vaccinated. This is outdated according to the CDC as well. It’s time to repeal of
OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely, Leanna Eckstein

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Leanna Eckstein

 Salem, OR 97305 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:57:24 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Stefanie Miller

ortland, OR 97202 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:57:18 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Janet Bailey

Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:56:55 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Whitney Trombley

amascus, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:56:52 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tricia Britton

 West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:12:59 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Outdated mandates that do not follow CDC guidelines are a form of religious persecution and
a violation of health privacy rights. You are neither following HIPAA guidelines for privacy
nor allowing individuals to freely execute their religious freedoms. The CDC changed their
guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC.
Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to
return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to
come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss. I am a school SpEd
employee suffering from lack of substitutes in our system, we are overworked and doubled up
with violent children. My co-workers and I are sustaining physical abuse and injuries on a
regular basis. Additionally, our neediest kids are being underserved. Groups are canceled,
classroom sizes are excessive, and the very necessary task of catching these kids up is not
happening. We need staff, substitutes and volunteers and you are shrinking our pool of people!
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kathy Church

 Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:12:34 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ronald D Meyer

 PORTLAND, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:12:19 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Kari Blaine

 Springfield, OR 97477 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:12:13 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Caitlin Mayfield

 PORTLAND, OR 97266 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:12:10 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Robin Stevens

 Salem, OR 97317 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:11:47 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Bree Hughes

 Stayton, OR 97383 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:11:34 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely John Van Schepen

Sincerely, 
Dr. John Van schepen

 Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:10:51 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Erika Porter

 Molalla, OR 97038 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:10:46 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Janie E Mones

 Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:10:30 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. You made YOUR best call
(against the overwhelming majority). Do you remember that? All those emails asking you
NOT to put in the ruling. Well you went ahead and did it anyway. Odds are good you are not
poor, you could afford it. You keep saying that you are for the little guy but when the rubber
hit the road, you just wanted to stay home. And who got hurt the most? Oh, that’s right, the
little guy. Moms and Dads who had to go to their “not stay at home” jobs. In the end the
vaccines made pharmaceutical companies very wealthy and ended up killing people (but we
are not allowed to talk about that - those lives didn’t matter, for the greater good, yada yada).
We are just to pretend that the vaccine really did save the .02 percent of the population that
Covid was after (oh, you thought it was after everyone? Dang no wonder you wanted everyone
to take an unknown vaccine technology. And how many people do you know who had
miscarriages this year? - but we’re not allowed to talk about that either, or those pesky blood
clots, or that myocarditis heart thingy.) You didn’t know that information back then, you were
talking your best guess based on some faulty information. No one is even asking for an
apology for making such a serious mistake and making so many people take an injection they
didn’t want to. Oh, and making so many others into second-class citizens for having another
opinion. (Hey, they might have been right too, weird.) All people are asking for is that you fix
the mistakes you’ve made, start looking out for the little guy and maybe even repenting a little
bit - good for the soul you know… Sincerely, A. Wright

Sincerely, 
Miss Anita Wright

Medford, OR 97601 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:09:59 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Matthew McAlpine

 Portland, OR 97239 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:09:43 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Falene Olson

Gold Hill, OR 97525 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:09:14 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Tpny Oliver

Redmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:09:11 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Patricia Chalupsky

 Stayton, OR 97383 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:09:06 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lynda Schar

Silverton, OR 97381 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:08:56 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Brandi Etzel

Stayton, OR 97383 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:08:44 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. gwen vilches

portland, OR 97217 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:08:07 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. The president said the
pandemic is over!!

Sincerely, 
Mr. Tehra Cloyd

Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:08:02 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Debby Rariden

 Eddyville, OR 97342 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:07:47 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Marcia Baker

Carlton, OR 97111 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:07:41 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students have a 99.997% chance of survival of COVID. That is about 4 times less deadly
than the seasonal flu. It is time to actually follow the science and stop following the narrative.
The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Glenn Sullivan

 Oak Grove, OR 97267 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:07:27 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Ciarra Larkin

Clackamas, OR 97015 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:07:19 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sydney Veenker

Portland, OR 97230 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:07:06 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ana miller

eaverton, OR 97003 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:07:03 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Marleece Davidson

Grants Pass, OR 97527 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:06:47 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Laine Ewry

 Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:06:43 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Natasha Holmes

 Warren, OR 97053 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:06:34 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Richard Summers

pringfield, OR 97477 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:06:00 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Michele Gerard

 Boring, OR 97009 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:05:56 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Patricia Bradley

 Saint Paul, OR 97137-9601 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:05:53 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Deborah Baker

 Eugene, OR 97401 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:05:50 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Savannah Wurzburg

 salem or Salem, OR 97302 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:05:32 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Dr. Emma Andre

Dr Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:58 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Marybeth Cardenas

 Salem, OR 97304 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:40 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lindsay barney

 Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:36 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I completely agree with the statement below. There there is absolutely no reason why
volunteers and students should have to be vaccinated to return to the classroom. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave
their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow
volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss. It’s time to
repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers
into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Adrienne Christian

alem, OR 97304 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:29 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Melissa Welch

 Salem, OR 97301 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:17 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Carole Vickery

 Jefferson, OR 97352 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:10 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lorilynn Bloomer

Portland, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:00 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jessica McNeely

 Salem, OR 97317 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:23:46 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sara Clements

Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:23:33 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Dr. Julie Hadley

Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:23:30 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Melinda Buss

Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:23:23 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Amy Hopkins

ortland Oregon, OR 97266 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:23:14 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Thank you!

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Angela Haragab

 Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:23:02 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Courtney retherford

Toledo, OR 97391 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:22:49 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Jina kim

Portland, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:22:41 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Shana McAllaster

 Tangent, OR 97389 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:22:21 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Janelle Huserik

 Gaston, OR 97119 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:21:23 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tani Brentano

 Saint Paul, OR 97137 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:21:01 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Rachel Kanui

Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:20:45 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Lisa Cushway

Monmouth, OR 97361 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:20:31 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Steve Sorensen

Dufur, OR 97021 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:20:23 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Megan Thompson

Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:20:06 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Kennan Williams

 Roseburg, OR 97470 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:19:59 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Marci Gazeley

Lebanon, OR 97355 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:19:47 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. susan stein

 Portland, OR 97219 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:19:39 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Margie Runia

 Gold Hill, OR 97525 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:19:35 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Shelley Love

Salem, OR 97301 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:18:03 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Monica Holady

Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:17:43 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Megan Wood

Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:17:34 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Amy Porter

West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:17:20 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to provide an equitable
professional business practice and working environment for all administrative staff, teachers,
classified staff, and volunteers regardless of vaccination and or exemption status. It’s time to
repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers
into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Alissa Conn

Salem, OR 97302 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:16:53 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Irina Thomas

Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:16:36 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Marzee Bentley

 Roseburg, OR 97471 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:16:25 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ashlee Garner

Elmira, OR 97437 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:16:05 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ranel McDaniel

 Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:15:39 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Whitney Callaghan
c

  Milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:15:22 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Dana Weinmann

 Bend, OR 97701 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:15:19 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nichoel Barone

Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:15:10 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Angi Lafontaine

 West linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:14:59 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

OHA and ODE are no longer, and have not for a long time, listened to the science. Are you
listening to the President of the United States: President Biden declared the COVID-19
pandemic “over” during an interview that aired Sunday night — and immediately sparked a
bitter backlash from progressives and liberal Democrats. Biden repeatedly asserted that the
pandemic was in the nation’s rear-view mirror while speaking to CBS’ “60 Minutes” at the
Detroit Auto Show last week. “The pandemic is over,” he said. “We still have a problem with
COVID. We’re still doing a lot of work on it. But the pandemic is over.” The CDC changed
their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave
their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow
volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss. It’s time to
repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers
into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Nicole Radin

 OR 97268 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:14:49 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tonya Hopkins

Scappoose, OR 97053 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:14:45 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Lisa Burril

Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:14:35 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Maria Lisboa

 City, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:14:19 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Julie Coffman

Elmira, OR 97437 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:14:07 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sheila Brown

 Lebanon, OR 97355 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:22:11 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Gabriella S Miller

Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:22:06 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. It's time to accept, these
pharmaceutical products are not effective as "vaccines" and they are not safe given any
previous pharmaceutical standard. Pfizer and Company are not to be trusted, given their
record. Their money has thoroughly infiltrated many federal agencies. This is not a theory. All
cause mortality is a fundamental endpoint of any pharmaceutical safety measure, and there is a
disturbing trend that needs to be understood before any further doses are administered. This is
also, not a theory. Stop it

Sincerely, 
Mr. Sam Holden

 Eugene, OR 97405 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:21:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Liv Lifefull

 Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:21:54 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sierra Larson

Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:21:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Rebecca Ford

Portland, OR 97266 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:21:30 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The president has stated the pandemic is over as of yesterday (9/18/22). It’s time to end
mandates of Emergency Use Authorized drugs and vaccines. The CDC changed their guidance
which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC.
Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to
return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to
come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR
333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ashley Monaco

Beaverton, OR 97008 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:21:26 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Kari A Kleinke

Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:20:47 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Mark Brenden

Mt Angel, OR 97362 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:20:38 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Allyson Aimers

Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:20:20 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Randall Esperas

end, OR 97707-1251 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:20:16 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Keeping the mandate in place
is discriminatory. Sincerely, Kirsten Pitzer

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kirsten Pitzer

andy, OR 97055 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:19:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Candy Barnett

 Maupin, OR 97037 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:19:56 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Stop putting politics ahead of
our childrens well being. Schools are short staffed and volunteers are highly needed!

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Vanessa Ellison

 Salem, OR 97305 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:19:28 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Judy Everley

 Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:19:25 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Dr. Meredith Peyton

 Salem, OR 97317 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:19:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Casity Troutt

 Salem, OR 97301 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:18:50 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jason Poore

Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:18:46 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nikki Smith

Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:18:09 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Parent volunteers, teachers and all other employees of the school district should not be held to
a vaccine requirement. If the vaccine works to stop transmission then requiring everyone to
get the vaccine doesn’t make logical sense (re: those that have it are protected). We now know
that this isn’t the case, the vaccine does not stop transmission OR the chances of getting CV-
19. Which makes this “requirement” illogical at best and discriminatory at worst. Furthermore,
the CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
This is very much needed and stops willing volunteers. Repeal OAR 333-19-1030. Please
remember the logical fallacies of these regulations. They hurt our children, our community
and countless people in Oregon. Thank you for your time.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Elizabeth Aley

 Silverton, OR 97381 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:17:50 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Isaac Koehn

Stayton, OR 97383 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:17:05 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Kim Lopez

Dundee, OR 97115 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:16:56 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Janae jasper

storia, OR 97103 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:16:52 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Natalya Ishenin

 NE Salem, OR 97301 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:16:42 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
As an unvaccinated senior I could be volunteering at the school but I refuse to subject myself
to untested and not approved except for emergency use. The covid crisis is no more. Stop the
mandates. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Anne Campbell

 MYRTLE POINT, OR 97458 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:16:29 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. I am also a MAFA member.
Make Americans Free Again. President Biden was all vaxed (jabbed) and boosted and still got
Covid. My neighbors were the same. I gave them the attached Covid document. They started
taking the vitamins and zinc and were well in three days. The jabs are not a vaccine. On the
lawsuit page of makingsenseofcovid dot com there exists a lawsuit to be filed soon against the
CDC. makingsenseofcovid dot com See science facts page

Sincerely, 
Professor Dave White

 PORTLAND, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:16:22 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Stephanie shuler

 Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:16:11 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Ashlie Crombie

 Estacada, OR 97023 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:15:55 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Taela Hattori

 Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:15:14 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It is most important that we put our differences and power struggles aside. The Children and
Parents are most important. We put our Confidence and work hard for what is important. You
need to Listen. There is no one that should rule what you put into your body. Especially when
it is something we know so little about. Be wise, as Teachers should be. It’s time to repeal of
OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Susan Johnson

 Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:15:09 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Allison mysiewicz

 Florence, OR 97439 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:14:55 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

As a nurse we do not have booster mandates or Covid vaccine mandates anymore, our schools
should not either. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030
out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow
qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for
burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years
of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Rebecca scott

Boring, OR 97009 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:14:50 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. These rules are outdated and
admittedly, policies by the state and federal government caused years of education loss to our
children.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sarah Anderson

 Lebanon, OR 97355 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:14:13 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. It is also time to rid the OHA
of its non-doctor -of- medicine as head of OHA.

Sincerely, 
Mr. David D. Hunter

Forest Grove, OR 97116 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:58 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Colleen Beyer

 Silverton, OR 97381 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:51 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Saralyn Dougall

Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:43 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Debra K Spencer

Albany, OR 97321 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:33 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. The gross over reach by Kate
Brown and OHA created a disaster for schools, students and parents. Fix the wrongs you
created.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Kimberly Green

Cottage Grove, OR 97424 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:23 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Angeline Nomie

HaPPY valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:20 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. KANDI PRICE

 GRESHAM, OR 97030 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Holly Holbrook

 GRESHAM, OR 97030 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:01 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Adrian Shannon

 Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:12:19 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Brandy smalley

Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:11:39 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Joe Roberts

 milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:11:28 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Chana Rosenberg

Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:11:20 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Roxanna Buchholz

 Dallas, OR 97338 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:11:02 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Sarah Pedersen

 Eugene, OR 97404 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Abagail Johnson

Albany, OR 97321 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:53 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Since the CDC has changed its guidance that it does not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals, OAR 333-19-1030 is now out of date and does not align with the
CDC. Therefore, the OAR should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their
jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burned-out staff and allow volunteers to
come in and help students catch up on two years of learning loss. It’s time to repeal OAR 333-
19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students and allow volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Sandra Nelson

Beaverton, OR 97008 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:48 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Tegean sefora

Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:24 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely, BD Napier

Sincerely, 
Mrs. BD Napier

Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:21 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Nikki Moore

 Salem, OR 97304 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:05 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Vivea Kuznetsov

Silverton, OR 97381 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:58 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Robyn Wheatley

 Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:40 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Tiffany Van Domelen

Oregon, OR 97267 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:05 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Rachel Wullbrandt

 Happy valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:02 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

On 60 Minutues last night, President Biden said the pandemic is officially over. Your “ruling”
is completely out of line when it comes to the freedom to choose what is put into our bodies.
The government cannot mandate someone inject themselves with something they do not want
in order to keep their job. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030
out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow
qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for
burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years
of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Elizabeth Lyon

 Veneta, OR 97487 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:00 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Diana Maxwell

Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:31:19 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. DENISE MORALES

Grants Pass, OR 97527 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:31:00 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Laura Gordon

 Eugene, OR 97404 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:30:56 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Brandon Davis

 Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:30:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Rob Brauer

 Milwaukie, OR 97269-0557 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:30:41 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Sofya Kuvaldin

 Mill City, OR 97360 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:30:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jessica Wolpe

Pleasant hill, OR 97455 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:30:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Barbara Schiember

 Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:30:26 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely, Allisa

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Allisa Wacek

 Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:30:00 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Lori Gamroth

Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:29:34 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch kids up on two years of learning loss. It’s
time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tracy Whittles

 Cloverdale, OR 97112 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:29:14 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Katie Himel

ORTLAND, OR 97202 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:28:58 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kim Harroun

Aumsville, OR 97325-9718 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:28:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Please consider the following information in taking action to improve our schools. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave
their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow
volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two years of learning loss. It’s time to
repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers
into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Haley Bradley

Yamhill, OR 97148 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:28:41 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. David Miller

 Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:28:36 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Rachel Janzen

 Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:28:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Daniel Olp

 The Dalles, OR 97058 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:27:33 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Christina Lakey

 Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:27:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Mijeong Andre

est Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:27:11 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Jade Slack

 OR, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:26:23 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Carmen Daffron

andy, OR 97055 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:26:05 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to REPEAL OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and
allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. To continue this makes
the OHA look ridiculous and on a power trip when the rest of the world has recognized the
negative impact this has had on our children, unwarranted from the beginning. REPEAL THIS
NOW!

Sincerely, 
Ms. Kris Rees

 Redmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:25:06 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Not allowing parents to
volunteer based on vaccination status is ridiculous and should be repealed immediately!

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nicole Gregory

 Hillsboro, OR 97006 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:25:03 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Todd Fankhauser

Portland, OR 97224 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:54:28 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kerry Melton

Salem, OR 97302 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:29:56 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers to
return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to
come in and help catch up kids on two years of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-
19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Anna Murphy

 Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:54:16 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Michelle Martinez

 Gaston, OR 97119 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:54:09 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jolene Dodge

Bend, OR 97701 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:54:07 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jesse Buttler

Portland, OR 97202 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:27 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Mary Starrett

 Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:24 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Keith Fuselier

 Eugene, OR 97405 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:17 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Chris Arnesen

Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:10 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Katie Kelley

 The Dalles, OR 97058 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:53:01 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Heather DeForrest

Grants Pass, OR 97526 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:24:53 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Beverlee Hill

Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:24:48 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Sara Soto

 Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:24:35 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I am a teacher in the Bend La Pine school district who was put on unlaid leave because of this
mandate. I was forced out and left behind my students and the cross country ski team that I
coached. It is time to drop this mandate. I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss
that my kids are facing, along with children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on
getting our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should
be in schools helping with learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop
enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid
of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into
our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely, Zach Webb La Pine Middle School
Teacher Bend, OR

Sincerely, 
Mr. Zach Webb

Bend, OR 97703 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:24:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Elena latch

ortland, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:24:21 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that our kids are facing, along with
children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the
basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. As of Aug. 11, 2022, the CDC recommended to no
longer differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated, recognizing that unfortunately the
vaccines do not stop transmission nor infection; and that natural immunity exists. Canada is
dropping all vaccination requirements for travel and entry into the country. My company has
dropped all vaccination and Covid-19 restrictions. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030
and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Amelia Barton

 Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:24:10 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Stacey Estes

Hood River, OR 97031 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:23:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Pamela Householder

 Central Point, OR 97502 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:23:31 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status! No one should be forced to get a newly developed “vaccine” just to keep their jobs. If
you keep this rule in place, you will see even more good teachers walking away. Parents have
started to take their kids out of the public school system because of acts like this. Oregon alone
is ranked very low with our education system, it’s time to stand up and repeal OAR 333–19-
1030!

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Calla Erickson

 Hermiston, OR 97838 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:23:14 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Melody Sloan

 Lebanon, OR 97355 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:21:49 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Elicia Brown

STAYTON, OR 97383 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:21:40 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Sincerely, Rachel Tarter

Sincerely, 
Ms. Rachel Tarter

resham, OR 97030 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:21:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Gwen Petes

 Lebanon, OR 97355 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:21:23 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nicole Kotera

Summerville, OR 97876 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:21:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sarah Feldhacker

 Eagle Creek, OR 97022 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:20:13 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Celina Holland

 Sandy, OR 97055 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:20:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Debra Jackson

 Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:19:43 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It is now a known fact according to the CDC that the Covid
vaccines never stopped the spread of Covid and definitely don't keep you from catching
Covid. This vaccine mandates were a devastating overreach of government officials. It’s time
to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Angela Pederson

Clackamas, OR 97015 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:19:15 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. AnneMarie Caldarazzo DuFault

 Salem, OR 97302 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:19:01 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Elisa Adams

 Sandy, OR 97055 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:18:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. This reach for power and bullying peoples’ health is barbaric and disgusting. Leave
peoples personal health and vaccine business private.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Caitlin Taylor

 Sandy, OR 97055 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:18:51 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lynnette Zimmer

Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:18:41 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Michelle McClenny

 Eagle Point, OR 97524 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:18:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jeanie Scott

Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:18:20 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ari Roberts

La Grande, OR 97850 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:18:03 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Rushell Wood

 Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:17:54 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Joyce Tong

 Fairview, OR 97024 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:17:01 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lisa Robbins

end, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:16:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Gina Janelli

 Klamath Falls, OR 97603 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:16:28 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Like thousands of other Oregonians, I’m very concerned about the two years-PLUS of
learning loss that our kids are facing, along with children all over the state. Schools should be
focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math. Parent
volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and short staffing to help with this. We
need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s
time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Science has shown this OAR
is no longer needed, if it ever was, for our students.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Mark Gilman

Salem, OR 97305 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:16:22 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Anna zimmer

 Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:16:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Laura claeys

 Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:15:55 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Monica Thompson

 Albany, OR 97321 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:15:51 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kaylie Bergerson

 Rainier, OR 97048 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:15:44 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. The time for this to be over is long overdue!

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Brittany Patricia Cambell

La Grande, OR 97850 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:14:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Diana Borcoman

 Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:14:49 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

There is a shortage of school employees due to this policy requiring school employees and
volunteers to be vaccinated. This policy needs to go! Even our President Biden said the
pandemic is over! ’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing,
along with children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up
on the basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. KATY HALLGREN

 Sandy, OR 97055 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:14:41 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sandy Boston

Umatilla, OR 97882 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:14:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Suzan Garcia

West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:14:29 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Sheila Stempf

 Milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:14:24 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that kids in my community are facing,
along with children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up
on the basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Christy Fuhrer

Klamath Falls, OR 97601 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:34 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Sincerely, Helen Spink

Sincerely, 
Ms. Helen Spink

Tillamook, OR 97141 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:16 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Ashlee Liaty

 Salem, OR 97317 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:13 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Rhonda Cloud

 Prospect, OR 97536 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:07 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m deeply concerned about the learning loss that my kids are facing due to the response to
Covid. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of reading,
writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and short
staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030
and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on
our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Magen Brown

Medford, OR 97501 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:13:01 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Jessica York

 Medford, OR 97501 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:58 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Lindsay Buoy

 Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:34 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Katherine Ellen Stone

 Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:12:28 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Gabrielle DiMatteo

Grants Pass, OR 97527 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 3:11:58 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that kids are facing all over Oregon. I am a
teacher and see the consequences of you shutting down schools for far too long. Schools
should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math.
Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and short staffing to help with
this. Parents are a valuable resource and we need them, and students need them. You need to
need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s
time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jo Plummer

 Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:05:30 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Justina Green

Klamath Falls, OR 97603 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:05:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Christopher Hill

Durham, OR 97224 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:05:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Michael Sheetz

Eugene, OR 97402 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:46 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Linda Henry

 Salem, OR 97305 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:33 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Amy Sheldon

 Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:26 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Amy Merckling

 Albany, OR 97321 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:22 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Chris Stewart

Troutdale, OR 97030 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:13 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Marjorie Wilkie

 Grants Pass, OR 97527 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:04:00 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Michelle Wells

 Bend, OR 97701 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:03:42 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. April watkins

 Bend, OR 97701 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Toni Ruef

 Mount Angel, OR 97362 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:26 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Krista Ross

 Bend, OR 97703 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:18 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ed Sylvester

BEND, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:13 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ed Sylvester

 BEND, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:09 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ed Sylvester

 BEND, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:07:05 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ed Sylvester

BEND, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:06:56 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Wendy Rudy

 Bend, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 4:06:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and short staffing to help with
this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our
kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and
allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. These are OUR children
we should have nothing preventing us from assisting them or or supporting them and their
education. Parents should be able to sit with their child throughout the day if needed. Time to
reevaluate how school is structured.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Leslie Harrison

angent, OR 97389 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:53:38 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my grandkids are facing, along with
children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the
basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Valerie Draper Woldeit

 Albany, OR 97322 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:53:30 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Lynda McClintock

loverdale, OR 97112 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:53:20 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my 3 kids are facing, along with
children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the
basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this! We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
all available teachers to focus on our students, and allow more volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status. Thank you! Melissa

Sincerely, 
Ms. Melissa DAgostine

Milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:53:16 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Heather Langdon

West linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:53:12 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Gerry Stearns

Redmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:53:07 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Sincerely, Karey Eastburn

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Karey Eastburn

BLACHLY, OR 97412 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:53:02 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jennifer Gaskill

 Eugene, OR 97401 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:52:57 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Roxy Ragozzino

Eugene, OR 97401 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:52:42 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Extremely large sets of data across the globe are demonstrating that covid vaccines are
neither safe, nor effective. Listen to the actual science- not the politicians claiming to be
scientists- and stop using your power for political purposes that harm our children and
communities.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Justin Isaac (Pete) Rusaw

 Newberg, OR 97132-1632 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:52:37 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Alisha Carlson

Corvallis, OR 97333 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:52:31 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Danielle White

 La Pine, OR 97739 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:52:21 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Leanne Cullen

Klamath Falls, OR 97603 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:52:15 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Chris Taaca

illsboro, OR 97123 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:52:10 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Eric happel

Portland, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:52:06 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Maria Morrow

Redmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:52:02 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Wendy Koch

 Dayton, OR 97114 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:48 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tiana Fough

 Joseph, OR 97846 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:16 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two ++ years of learning loss that my child is facing, along with
children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the
basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status. Please consider this as child abuse and stop violating laws by controlling
families with this nonsense.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sarah Jewett

Bend, OR 97709 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:11 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Krista Hagel

McMinnville, OR 97128 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 11:51:05 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Tge President has declared that pandemic is over, and I’m concerned about the two years of
learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children all over Oregon. Schools should be
focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math. Parent
volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and short staffing to help with this. We
need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s
time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Pamela Holden

 Rogue River, OR 97537 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:48:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Virginia Colton

Bend, OR 97703 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:48:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Hina Ivanov

Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:48:19 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ross Ziesemer

N KEIZER, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:47:40 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lisa Caraway

Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:47:13 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that kids in Lake Oswego are facing, along
with children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the
basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on students, and allow volunteers into classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Kathleen Grim

Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:46:54 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jennifer Hagen

 Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:46:39 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Erin Herrick

 Portland, OR 97225 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:46:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Tobias hedden

Milwaukie, OR 97222 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:46:11 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Sincerely Michelle Lilly

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Michelle Lilly

N Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:44:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Stephanie Moll

Aumsville, OR 97325 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:44:54 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. DeAnna Hutchinson

Clackamas, OR 97015 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:44:49 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that kids in the Medford School District are
facing, along with children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids
caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools
helping with learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated
policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. Under OHA rule OAR 333-019-1030,
teachers, staff and school volunteers are still required to be vaccinated. It is time for OHA to
repeal the permanent vaccine rule currently restricting who can work and volunteer in Oregon
schools. The CDC has changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate
between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes this rule outdated and no longer
aligns with the CDC recommendations. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status. Sincerely, Bette Strouth

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Bette Strouth

 Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:44:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Victoria Blodgett

West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:44:36 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Erin Anderson

Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:44:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Kelly lewis

 Portland, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:44:03 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Claudine Wentworth

 Portland, OR 97225 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:43:41 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. John Masterman

 Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:43:38 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss and social interaction with other adults that
my kids are facing, along with children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting
our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in
schools helping with learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing
outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR
333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Thank you.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Katy Jockelson

 Silverton, OR 97381 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:43:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Holly Sears

S Salem, OR 97302 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:42:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nicole Henderson

 Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:42:56 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Holly ekstrom

 Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:42:46 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. One-size-fits-all medicine is antiquated. Oregonians seek personalized and precision
medicine. 1. Informed consent is key 2. Every person has the right to make an informed
decision. 3. Every person has the right to keep their health information private 4. You don’t
have the right to make my choices for me 5. No one can make informed consent to treatment if
the information is unknown 6. Every person has the right to decline 7. You have to sign the
informed consent paper 8. No insert can be received from the pharmacist, so there is really
nothing to consent to 9. Emergency use authorization means that there cannot be informed
consent. 10. There are no studies on long-term effects of the shot 11. Vaccine indemnification
is associated with these shots. If a person injured by the shot, who is going to provide for their
family? 12. Requiring all to participate in this is not inclusive Sincerely, Heather Burden

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Heather Burden

 West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:42:41 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Threet Joanne Threet

Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:42:13 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Teira Wilson

 Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:42:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Let us back in the classroom to assist with the horrific need that has been created because of
the shutdowns. Teachers need help! Students need help! It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-
1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Arthella Starke

Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:42 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Crystal Wilson

 Oregon city, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:40 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Hillary McDaniel

Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:29 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Kevin Schurter

 Salem, OR 97317 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:25 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tracee Hiller

 Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:18 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Amy Stoffer

Corbett, OR 97019 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:09 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Pat Plett

 OREGON CITY, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:41:00 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kelly Cole

 Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:40:35 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Doris A Bedsole

Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:40:31 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Joy Schmoll

 Scappoose, OR 97056 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:40:21 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Emiley Pogioli

ortland, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:39:53 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Veronica Sheedy

 Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:39:44 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Natalie crowder

 Eugene, OR 97404 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:39:38 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jennifer Roebuck

ewberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:39:26 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Josh Gerdrum

pringfield, OR 97478 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 1:38:56 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. The CDC updated its guidelines that vaccinated and unvaccinated are no longer
differentiated due to increased vaccination, breakthrough cases among vaccinated, &
protection from previous infection in unvaccinated. The CDC states each individual shall
through community education weigh the risk versus benefit and make individual assessment to
protect from covid infection. Vaccines were given to protect the individual based on coal
versus benefit for that age category, never enforced or mandated to protect another age group.
Covid is a coronavirus, it is no longer a lovel virus

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kelly Sloop

West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:15:03 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Carol Morter

 New berg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:14:51 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Larissa DeHart

 dundee, OR 97115 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:14:46 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Heather Allen

 Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:14:24 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Christina Cook

orest Grove, OR 97116 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:14:21 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Catherine Gentle

 PORTLAND, OR 97213 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:14:05 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Paula Zitterkopf

 Eugene, OR 97401 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Julie Cummins

 Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:50 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Brooke Entz

 Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:41 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ted Claremont

 Philomath, OR 97370 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:09 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Mariah Mathews

 Oakland, OR 97462 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:03 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Deanna McCormack

Happy valley, OR 97096 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:13:00 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Darlene McGrady

 Sisters, OR 97759 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Lenore Shafer

Tigard, OR 97224 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

We all know that vaccination status has nothing to do with whether or not you spread or
contract Covid. We need to stop pretending that OHA made good decisions when it came to
Covid, and just except their mistakes as they are. The kids are the ones that are suffering.
Requiring volunteers to be vaccinated for a vaccine that doesn't work makes absolutely no
sense. Put your agenda away and do what is right for the kids. I work in a school and we all
have had Covid, over and over again, regardless of our vaccination status. All you are doing is
pushing away the people who care about our kids. Shame on you and your left liberal
agenda!!!

Sincerely, 
Mr. Julie Bauge

olalla, OR 97038 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:31 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Gina Reece

edford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:16 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize students.
The CDC recognized that vaxxed and unvaxxed people are equal in getting and transmitting
COVID. The CDC is not a regulatory body. Its guidelines do not have the force of law. It’s
time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Julie Niles-Fry

 Rogue River, OR 97537 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:12:06 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Danielle Espinosa

Sandy, OR 97055 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:11:55 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Gina Dimmitt

 Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Thursday, October 13, 2022 3:11:50 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Loretta DeJarnatt

Madras, OR 97741 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:03:51 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Laurie Miller

Salem, OR 97301 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:03:21 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Michelle Mehrabi

Portland, OR 97219 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:02:28 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that our kids are facing, along with
children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the
basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Chad Darling

 Happy Valley, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:01:52 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Veronica Darling

, Happy Valley Happy Valley, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:01:49 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I am a semi-retired special education teacher in Lincoln County, Oregon. It is time to stop the
unscientific, absurd, and illegal vaccination mandates in pubic schools. It’s time to get rid of
OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Janet E Johnson

Newport, OR 97365 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:01:23 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Petya Pohlschneider

 Lake Oswego, OR 97935 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:01:07 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my son has had along with children all
over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. I would LOVE to volunteer and be part of my students learning and the ONLY thing
preventing that is my vaccination status. Please stop making this mandatory for volunteering
inside my son’s school. Thank you

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Heather Valdovinos

  Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:00:51 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. OHA has pushed follow the science and follow CDC for two years. Now they are
following neither and the last of two states requiring masks in healthcare settling sand for jobs.
This is totalitarianism government overreach at its finest and none you are elected officials or
doctors. Replace Pat Allen with a mom. They know best

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nancy Joned

 Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:00:45 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

If you havent heard, the covid vaccine has been banned in Holland for ANYONE under 55
years old. Its not worth the risk. You have bribed coerced and lied. It seems you ignore the
science, to limit debate and avoid the real hypothesis. Wake up soon now!

Sincerely, 
Mr. Joshua DeLaFont

Portland, OR 97203 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:00:38 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sirena meyer

Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:00:21 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. We have been going through this long enough, you are destroying our school systems,
our partner/teacher relationships, locking moms (volunteers) out, who have wanted nothing
more then to help in their child’s classroom. It is sucking the authority you continue to try a
and assert over us. BACK OFF, WE ARE TIRED OF OSHA OVER REACH!!!!!! Free these
parents. Jami Peters

Sincerely, 
Mr. Peters, Jami

 Talent, OR 97540 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:59:55 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sharon Shelman

Saint Helen’s, OR 97051 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:59:45 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Corinna Hutchens

 N Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:59:33 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jamie Larkin

Monmouth, OR 97361 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:59:22 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Mary Lee Yentz

Springfield, OR 97477 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:59:11 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Joanne Keys

 Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:59:06 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Sincerely, Marlys Cook

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Marlys cook

 Dundee, OR 97115 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:59:03 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that children are facing. Schools should be
focusing on getting kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math. Parent
volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and short staffing to help with this. We
need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s
time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. The vaccine has proven to
NOT prevent infection, to be a possible cause of myocarditis especially in males age 18 to 40,
to be a spreader of covid, and it cannot be proven whether it truly lesson's one's symptoms. It
is well beyond time to end this so-called pandemic and state of emergency. Hospitals are not
over-crowded due to covid cases, and the therapeutic treatments are effective. To single out
school teachers and volunteers to have to get a vaccine to work is draconian and is hurting the
education of our children.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Peggy Atwood

 Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:58:44 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Heather Parker

 Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:58:33 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Emelia Wessel

 Eagle creek, OR 97022 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:58:24 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that children all over Oregon have suffered.
Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and
math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and short staffing to help
with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize
our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jennifer Miles

Albany, OR 97322 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:58:09 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that kids facing, along with children all
over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Debbie Meador

 Aurora, OR 97002 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:58:05 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Heidi Nelson

est Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:58:03 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Cecile Watts

West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:57:51 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Rachel Morrow

 Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:57:41 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Melanee Henkes

 Dundee, OR 97115 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:57:36 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lucinda Miller

 West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 10:57:12 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

This OAR is hurting children. They deserve all of us doing our level best to help close the gap
in learning loss. Especially for our most vulnerable populations. I’m concerned about the two
years of learning loss that children all over Oregon are facing. Schools should be focusing on
getting our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should
be in schools helping with learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop
enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid
of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into
our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. At this juncture, with the information we now
have, this administrative rule is just blatantly discriminatory.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Liz Vohland

 Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:13:06 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

To Oregon Health Policy Board: I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my
kids are facing, along with children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting
our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in
schools helping with learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing
outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR
333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Sincerely, Tenley Webb

Sincerely, 
Ms. Tenley Webb

Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:12:44 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jane Doty

 King City, OR 97224 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:12:30 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Shelley Luetke

 Forest Grove, OR 97116 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:12:22 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Wendy Preston

 Estacada, OR 97023 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:11:55 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Brenda Bounds

 PARKDALE, OR 97041 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:11:40 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tanya Hancock

Portland, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:10:56 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Dan Brinton

Cove, OR 97824 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:10:23 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tiffany Claeys

North Plains, OR 97133 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:10:04 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Heidi Klein

West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:09:38 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids.
Regarding accommodations It is a challenge to evolve policy as we know more about this
virus. My hope is to make things easier on the district and volunteers; my intent is not to
question decisions but to provide a volunteer perspective based on science and that leads to
more trust. I do feel like allowing unvaccinated volunteers to do their own self risk assessment
and then only tracking/providing needed accommodations to the high risk people would be
less paperwork for the districts and it would do what’s intended: prevent severe disease. You’d
be able to identify and ask those at high risk if they had any needs to prevent infection rather
than asking if they have had symptoms or contact you could provide assistance which should
be the intent. That model should also comply with the OHA/ODE ruling. Preventing severe
disease is humane; focusing on preventing spread dis not work. I’m concerned about the two
years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children all over Oregon. Schools
should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math.
Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and short staffing to help with
this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our
kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and
allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Becky Routaon

 Parkdale, OR 97041 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:09:03 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Kristin Camillo

SALEM, OR 97317 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:08:48 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Yvonne Burdick

Salem, OR 97305 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:08:31 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Marcus Dial

 portland, OR 97220 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:08:28 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Kevin Marx

 OR 97058 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:08:23 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jacquelin Muro

Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:08:11 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Richard Hammer

resham, OR 97030 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:07:22 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Christi Wrench

 Bend, OR 97701 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:07:14 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. There is absolutely no valid reason for this as it has been demonstrated repeatedly that
this is not a Vaccine and does not prevent transmission or acquisition of the disease. People
who got the shot still got sick, still went to the hospital, some still died. This is not a place for
OHA to be mandating. People deserve to have the ability to control their own health.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Taraza Lawrence

Dallas, OR 97338 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:06:59 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Melissa Cerda

 Cornelius, OR 97113 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:06:38 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kiersten Kane

West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:06:26 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Breanne Wilson

 Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:06:17 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kathy Godwin

Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:05:26 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Shannon shelton

Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:25:11 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Apryl Smith

Fall Creek, OR 97438 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:25:05 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Stephanie Luplow

 Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:47 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Anna Creel

Lebanon, OR 97355 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:43 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Shannon Bacon

 Central Point, OR 97502 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:21 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Monica christensen

 Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:24:06 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

We’ve done this how many times now? This is absurd. Oregons public school kids can not do
math or read anywhere near their grade level. More often that not they are 5 levels behind.
This is inexcusable. Additionally, I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my
kids are facing, along with children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting
our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in
schools helping with learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing
outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR
333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tammy Bennett

 Aumsville, OR 97325 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:23:43 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Konnie Perlenfein

 Albany, OR 97321 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:23:11 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Holly kurzhal

Noti, OR 97461 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:22:51 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Melissa aragon

 Scio, OR 97374 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:22:13 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Robin Yankus

Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:21:28 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Jessica Labrum

 Albany, OR 97322 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:21:14 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Simone stewart

 Rainier, OR 97048 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:21:10 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nancy Fenstermacher

 Salem, OR 97302 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:20:54 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kim Schroeder

Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:20:34 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that our kids are facing, along with
children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the
basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status. I volunteered for years in the Medford schools while my children were in
school. To think I wouldn't have been able to do that because of my vaccination status is
unthinkable. The schools need their volunteers!

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jennifer B Schneider

Medford, OR 97501 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:20:27 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I am a parent who has always volunteered in the classroom and throughout my childrens
schools until Covid. Now that has been declared over by the President of the United States we
should be allowed back. I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are
facing, along with children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids
caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools
helping with learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated
policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-
1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Rob Ryan

end, OR 97702 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:20:02 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Darlene Marquardt

 SCAPPOOSE, OR 97056 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:19:17 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Marc ellis

Butte falls, OR 97522 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:19:12 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Terri Johnson

 MALIN, OR 97632 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:18:10 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Dear OHA, I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along
with children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the
basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status. Kate

Sincerely, 
Miss Kate Bowers

 Cottage Grove, OR 97424 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:17:59 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Heather Mckinnis

Estacada, OR 97023 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:17:56 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Michelle Hopkins

 Scappoose, OR 97056 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:17:48 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jessica Wiltse

Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:17:15 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jon Kampen

 Silverton, OR 97381 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:16:50 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Joelle Camillo

S Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:16:29 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sarah McKinley

Eugene, OR 97404 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:16:13 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jaymi Silbernagel

  Scio, OR 97374 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:15:47 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Cindy Ollis

 McMinnville, OR 97128 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:22:49 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Sincerely Renee Powell

Sincerely, 
Mr. Renee Powell

 newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:21:23 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Rhonda Braun

Eugene, OR 97408 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:21:13 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jessy Shropshire

 Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:21:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and
math after a long and unnecessary two and half years. Parent volunteers should be in schools
assisting with learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated
policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-
1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Valerie Nichols

edmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:20:42 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Leslie Smizer

 Salem, OR 97301 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:20:29 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Sincerely, Ann Dunsworth

Sincerely, 
Mr. Ann Dunsworth

Salem, OR 97304 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:20:24 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Renée Carlson

Portland, OR 97211 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:20:07 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Casey Loerzel

 Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:19:40 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lindsay Farrimond

 Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:19:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Teyah Zornes

 Eugene, OR 97405 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:19:09 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. SHANNON TJOSTOLVSON

 Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:18:36 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jeffery Tribbett

Clackamas, OR 97015 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:18:21 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that the kids in my class are facing, along
with children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the
basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Alana Wells

Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:18:13 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Leah Gronner

 Hood River, OR 97031 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:18:05 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Sincerely, Kristi Cabrera

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kristi Cabrera

Buxton, OR 97109 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:17:54 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. William DeLashmutt

 LA GRANDE, OR 97850 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:17:36 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Vaccines for COVID-19 do not stop transmission, so this policy is useless and
discriminatory.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Hannah Fischer

ilwaukie, OR 97222 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:17:29 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that our kids are facing, along with
children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the
basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. At a time when everyone is short staffed and our
kids are behind, it further harms them by this ridiculous rule. It has been clearly proven
vaccines do not prevent illness. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Loretta Johnson

 McMinnville, OR 97128 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:17:12 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

This mandate is not proving to help stop our schools. The CDC has stated that adults get
COVID even when receiving the vaccine and student are have very minimal chances of having
CCOVID. I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along
with children all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the
basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Pamela Mitchell

 Prineville, OR 97754 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:17:09 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. MaryAnn Becker

Mulino, OR 97042 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:16:46 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Darlene Fisher

 Junction City, OR 97448 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:16:15 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Liz Hartman

Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:16:03 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Deana Roberts

agle Point, OR 97524 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:15:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

most important, read this: A new study published as a letter in the New England Journal of
Medicine reveals that not only did the Pfizer shots turn negative after five months during the
Omicron wave, making a vaccinated individual more likely to get the virus, but they actually
erased the immunity provided by prior infection, thereby ensuring that injected people can get
COVID again. In a one-of-a-kind observational study of over 273,000 children, the study
divided the groups into four camps: unvaccinated children with prior infection, unvaccinated
children with no prior infection, vaccinated children with prior infection, and vaccinated
children with no prior infection. What were the results? Shockingly, the authors conclude,
“The rapid decline in protection against omicron infection that was conferred by vaccination
and previous infection provides support for booster vaccination.” Except their study should
demonstrate the exact opposite conclusion. Take a look at these two figures side by side: The
figure on the left (C) shows the gradual waning of immunity among unvaccinated children
with prior infection. The figure on the right shows a precipitous waning of immunity among
children who got COVID but then got vaccinated. Among those infected in November 2021 in
the vaccine group, their level of protection went down to zero within a half-year, even though
they already had the virus! The authors suggest this is reason to constantly get boosters, but
that would only make sense if boosters offered temporary protection but retained the
protection accorded from prior infection. Clearly, this data shows that it slides the protection
from natural infection backward, as was previously hypothesized from other academic papers.
Then again, if you look at their first two figures (A and B), they appear to show negative
efficacy after five months for those without prior infection and just a slightly slower decline
into negative territory among the vaccinated children who already had prior infection. In other
words, either way – previously infected or not – the vaccine makes the children worse off.
This study lends credence to the findings of an NIH paper from earlier this year showing that
only 40% of people with a previous infection in the vaccinated group produced anti-
nucleocapsid antibodies, compared to 93% in the placebo group. The possible inhibition of N-
antibodies, which are more comprehensive than the S(spike)-antibodies, might be a possible
culprit for this negative efficacy even after having already been infected with the virus.
Another explanation might be original antigenic sin, which is the priming of the body to
respond to new variants with an antigen to the old strain. A study from Stanford published in
Cell earlier this year might shed light on this phenomenon. Researchers observed a decreased
immune response to new variants among those vaccinated for the original strain because the
shots are teaching the body to respond improperly. “We find that prior vaccination with
Wuhan-Hu-1-like antigens followed by infection with Alpha or Delta variants gives rise to
plasma antibody responses with apparent Wuhan-Hu-1-specific imprinting manifesting as

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


relatively decreased responses to the variant virus epitopes, compared with unvaccinated
patients infected with those variant viruses,” observed the Stanford pathologists. They note
that the extent to which this causes original antigenic sin “will be an important topic of
ongoing study.” Important indeed! Just as with Pfizer’s oral therapeutic, Paxlovid, the more
you use it, the more you need to use it! Behold the beauty of negative efficacy, rebounding of
the virus, erasing natural immunity, and the promise of endless doses to stanch the bleeding.
Imagine that these shots are still being foisted upon children. Even the U.K. government
quietly suspended the COVID shots for 5- to 11-year-olds. Yet we still have some cities in
America requiring them for school. What is further astounding is that even if the shots did
work to prevent COVID, the upper bounds of illness severity most children present with is no
worse than even the minor symptoms from the vaccine. Even putting aside the risk of serious
injury, such as heart inflammation, the CDC’s own research shows that a massive percentage
of toddlers who got the shots suffered what can only be described as flu-like symptoms. An
unfathomable 50%-60% of children 6 months to two years of age experienced systemic
reactions to one or both doses of either Pfizer or Moderna. This means they experienced some
sort of illness beyond just pain at the injection site. Furthermore, more than 15% of children 3-
5 experienced a “health impact” from the second dose of Moderna, and anywhere from
5%-18% of children couldn’t go to school the next day, depending on the type and dose of
shot. About 2% required medical care. Remember, this is for children and for Omicron, at a
time when most already got the virus, but now the shot will give them up front COVID-like
symptoms, possibly erase their prior immunity, thereby making them get the virus again, and
exposing a certain percentage to life-altering adverse effects. Could anyone possibly have
manufactured a more Orwellian counterproductive vaccine if they tried on purpose? I’m
concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children all
over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. H Jones

 Aurora, OR 97002 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com



From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:15:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Barbara Mockridge

 Bonanza, OR 97623 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:15:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Cheryl Doerr

 West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:15:05 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. PHILLIP A JOYNER

 Blodgett, OR 97326 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:14:58 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

End the damaging discrimination between vaccinated vs unvaccinated and allow unvaccinated
volunteers/staff back in schools. Its CLEAR that OAR 333-19-1030 is outdated when
vaccinated individuals are coming down with Covid (personally, I know only vaccinated
individuals who’ve contacted Covid in the last month) and the CDC states, “protection
provided by the current vaccine against symptomatic infection and transmission is less than
that against severe disease and diminishes over time, especially against the currently
circulating variants.” The evidence is well known at this point that vaccination does not
prevent transmission. In addition, the CDC stated, “High levels of population immunity due to
vaccination and previous infection and the many available tools to protect the general
population, and protect people at higher risk, allow us to focus on protecting people from
serious illness from Covid-19.” NOTE: “immunity due to… previous infection.” An
individual can be unvaccinated and have immunity from previous infection, and yet OAR
333–19-1030 excludes these individuals. The current focus has shifted to personal protection.
Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and
math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and short staffing to help
with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize
our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jessica Johnson

 Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:14:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Keri smith

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Keri smith

 Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:14:34 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Neal Unadkat

 Lake Oswegp, OR 97035 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:14:31 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kate Winfield

Portland, OR 97211-4212 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:14:10 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Shawn Best

Cloverdale, OR 97112 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:14:02 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030. It’s time to get rid of
OAR 333-19-1030 allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.
Scientists from Harvard & Johns Hopkins Found Covid-19 Vaccines 98 Times Worse Than
the Virus Data is also out stating the vaccine is not helpful for people under the age of 60 and
the CDC keeps changing its story on vaccine safety monitoring. Other countries like Sweden
have completely lifted requiring the vaccine. It’s time to allow this decision to be given back
to the individual not the government!

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Catherine Henninger

 Portland, OR 97219 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:54 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Natalie Dodd

Grants Pass, OR 97526 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:40 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Miss lee hall

 hillsboro, OR 97006 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:13:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Bridgett Francis

 Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:12:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Colleen Larson

Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:12:44 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Parent volunteers should be in schools supporting our teachers and children
by helping with learning and the staffing shortages. Our schools should be focused on getting
our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math. We need to stop enforcing
outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR
333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Reyna Chabbert

 Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:12:21 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Amy Holland

Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:12:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Over the weekend, the President declared the pandemic over. It's time we as Oregonians get
back to prioritizing our kids and allow all volunteers back into the schools for both academics
and athletics, including youth sports. I'll get to the academic aspect shortly, but the impact this
has had on youth athletics also impacts our children. Athletics and competition help develop a
child for their future and preparing them for challenges that they'll face in the everyday world
as a young adults and those "skills" (interaction, team work, rising to a challenge, handling
defeat) that they learn are life skills that will carry well on into their adulthood. I’m also
concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children all
over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. It's time to end all "COVID" rules, mandates and executive orders here in Oregon and
get back to life.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Walter Kennedy

Banks, OR 97106 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:12:04 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Karlee wright

Canby, OR 97013 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:11:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Cari Miller

Portland, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:11:32 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

For the best interests of children and teachers alike, I encourage the removal of requirements
for vaccine mandate especially now that we see changed CDC guidelines. I myself lost my 11
year job due to the mandate and it was devastating. Please don’t do this to our children, or put
our teachers in that hard place. Thank you so much, Kirsten Groener

Sincerely, 
Ms. Kirsten Groener

West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:11:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. The CDC has changed their guidelines - Oregon needs to do the
same. There is no need for mandates about vaccines. Thank you. It’s time to get rid of OAR
333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our
classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. joann wonders

 Eugene, OR 97405 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:44 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jim Mitchell

 Prineville, OR 97754 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:37 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Susann Logue

illsboro, OR 97123 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:30 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Amy knittel

Milwaukie, OR 97222 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Amanda reyna

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Amanda reyna

salem, OR 97301 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:10:12 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Meryl Roberts

 Ashland, OR 97520 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:55 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Suzanne E Minshew

Terrebonne, OR 97760 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:50 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. jenn Woodward

 Turner, OR 97392 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:27 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. April White

 Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:20 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Erica Griffin

 Portland, OR 97205 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:09:09 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Pamela Sohler

 DAMASCUS, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:31:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Martha Eslinger

 Salem, OR 97306 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:30:22 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. In addition I’m concerned about the student class size to teacher availability.
With our kids behind and less teachers we are setting the next genera up for failure. Schools
should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and math.
Especially being the worst ranked in the United States. Parent volunteers should be in schools
helping with learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated
policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-
1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Kendal Pelton

 Fairview, OR 97024 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:30:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Miss Brianne Johnson

Winston, OR 97496 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:29:52 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Kaley Sweet

. North Bend, OR 97459 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:29:41 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. The CDC is no longer differentiating between vaccinated and unvaccinated and is no
longer advising asymptomatic testing regardless of vaccination status. Schools are still
singling out unvaccinated parents and testing them upon arrival when they come in to
volunteer in front of other staff and parents! This must end.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Erin Fankhauser

 Durham, OR 97224 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:29:38 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Anna Cherry

 Redmond, OR 97756 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:29:23 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

As a school psycholgist i am very concerned about the two years of learning loss that children
are facing. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of reading,
writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and short
staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030
and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on
our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Many
people like me refuse to work in the schools due to these medically unnecessary requirements.
Not only are you losing helpers but your also losing out on staff and teachers that refuse to
work under those conditions. Please change these policies and help get our children's
education back on track

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Brittney Waugh

 Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:29:19 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. John Grim

Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:29:03 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Hanna Harrison

Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:28:53 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. This rule only hurts the classrooms, teachers, students, and
schools by excluding parents who are willing and able to contribute to their children’s
classrooms and support teachers and students. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and
allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless
of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. rachel verhaalen

eaverton, OR 97005 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:28:15 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Janice Rintalan

 Beaverton, OR 97003 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:28:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Please end the vaccine mandates everywhere!

Sincerely, 
Ms. Ursala Beattie

Albany, OR 97321 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:27:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The shots are bioweapons. You're in danger from taking them. Don't try to make other take
them.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Jerit Fourman

Ashland, OR 97520 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:27:44 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Melissa Kegel

unction City, OR 97448 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:27:38 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Deborah O'Kelley

McMinnville, OR 97128 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:27:19 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status. Lindsay Churella

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Lindsay Churella

Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:27:15 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Stephany Taddeo

Tigard, OR 97224 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:27:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nancy Grinnell

 Fairview, OR 97024 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:27:01 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Joseph Roberts

 Prineville, OR 97754 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:26:50 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Stephen Klemmer

 Eugene, OR 97404 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:26:38 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Judy Brown

 Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:26:33 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Sara Davidson

Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:26:26 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Andrew Havens

 Milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:26:12 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent/caregiver volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. Substitute teachers are in short supply, and they
are a crucial support to education occurring without interruption. They don't need another
hoop to jump through by attaching a vaccination status to their ability to manage a classroom.
We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids.
Even the CDC guidance no longer differentiates between vaccinated and non-vaccinated
individuals, Please get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kim Satterthwaite

Portland, OR 97266 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:25:56 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. April Hutcheson

 Medford, OR 97504 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:24:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Tracy Waterman

 Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:54:23 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I’m concerned about the two years of learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children
all over Oregon. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of
reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and
short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-
1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to
focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination
status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Christine Braunstein

Clackamas, OR 97015 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:03:48 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Retire teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Im contacting you to voice my opinion on removing the vaccine requirement for volunteers
and staff. This does not follow current cdc recommendations and is entirely unnecessary at
this time. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and short staffing to
help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR 333–19-1030 and
prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mr. Melissa Coy

Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Unvac.Volunteer needs
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:25:11 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: Unvac.Volunteer needs

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I am an unvaccinated part time preschool teacher and stay at home mom. I quit my career so I
could be involved in my young kids' lives. Last year, I wanted to help the schools by substitute
teaching or even driving a bus but came up against the vaccination requirement. I have so
much time and resources to give to my kids' schools. I am an art major and have big, creative,
fun ideas. I never expected to be forced to sit on my hands while needs were being presented
at the PTSO meetings. I have been ostracized for my choice in not being vaccinated and my
kids have been hurt by this. Every student and teacher has been hurt by this requirement. Staff
have quit due to the vaccinations and tough teaching conditions. I know of an instance where
classes were combined and sent to watch a movie in the gym because those classes did not
have teachers or even subs. We could have worked together. The vaccine requirement is
discriminatory and outdated. I can be unvaccinated in the tight bleachers at a school basketball
gym, cook and serve your kids food at a restaurant, sit next to you in an airplane, be a
preschool teacher, but NOT instruct art projects in my daughter's classroom. I can NOT
volunteer at a booth in the gym for the school's Fall Carnival festival. I can be a parent but
NOT help in any way as a volunteer in the WLWV district. The CDC, science and logic does
not support the vaccine requirement. I ask you what are the reasons that support it? Please
study the science and facts like an educator should. Take the emotion and political strings out
of the equation. I know many parents who have walked away from their responsibilities in
their school communities due to this requirement. It's hard not to cringe when inclusion is
preached as a pillar of our school. Getting the vaccine would be the easy solution for everyone
but unfortunately, there are thousands of reasons it's not a one shot fits all. The schools have
been boxed in too long. Please take the help and be a progressive, united community where we
can work together all once again. With gratitude, Paige Huggins

Sincerely, 
Ms. Paige Huggins

West Linn, OR 97068-3433 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: way past-due - Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:26:08 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: FOR PUBLIC COMMENT: way past-due - Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in
alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers
forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It
will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Our local hospital is hiring
openly - no longer segregating - (and is still illegal) to discriminate!

Sincerely, 
Ms. Sepan Dist

 OR 97709 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: Ruth Dusky Price
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Fw: attention Administrative Rules Coordinator ~repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 22, 2022 7:30:07 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Ruth Dusky Price < >
To: publichealth.rules@odhsoho.oregon.gov <publichealth.rules@odhsoho.oregon.gov>
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2022 at 11:18:43 AM PDT
Subject: attention Administrative Rules Coordinator ~repeal OAR 333-019-1030

We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish
Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the
general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity,
do ordain and establish this Constitution For the United States of America.

Experimental covid jab Requirements for Teachers and Staff are dangerous, wrong,
against free choice, 'general welfare' and tranquility and NOT justice.

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: debra lowell
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: I don"t think anyone should be forced to put anything into their bodies especially vaccines that haven"t been

deemed safe or useful. I"m with education personnel for dropping the mandatory mandate, also for medical
staff. Debra lowell

Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:46:55 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Ashley Corey
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: I support repealing OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 3:56:09 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Good afternoon,

I support the petition to repeal this rule that requires teachers to be vaccinated against covid
19. 

The CDC has clearly stated that there should be no difference in how the Covid-19 vaccinated
and unvaccinated are treated and employment discrimination based on a vaccine clearly
contradicts this guidance. 

Please repeal this rule to come in compliance with CDC guidance.

Thank you,

Ashley Corey, RN
Portland resident 

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Jerry Willett
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: I
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:36:39 PM

You don't often get email from Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

do not support the pending restriction of teachers and staff freedom by requiring a
vaccine injection to continue their employment, based on the facts concerning the
vaccines as currently understood. <>< Jerry

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: Phil Fieweger
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: ILLEGAL MANDATES
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 4:04:48 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

You have no choice but to withdraw your illegal mandates. It is against federal law and
international agreements to mandate experimental "vaccines" and you know this.
Lawsuits are already underway and you may be named as a defendant in one if you continue
your illegal actions.
Sincerely, 
Phillip 

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Heather Kertchem
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: IN FAVOR: Petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030 Vaccination requirements for teachers
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 11:47:49 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

This a public comment on the petition to repeal the Covid-19 vaccination
requirements for teachers and school staff.

The vaccinations have been proven not to stop transmission of Covid-19. Thus there
is no reason for this requirement to be maintained.

Please repeal this regulation.

Heather Kertchem

 

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Rep Goodwin
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Letter in response to OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2022 2:14:37 PM
Attachments: Repeal OAR 333--019-1030 Letter.docx

You don't often get email from rep.christinegoodwin@oregonlegislature.gov. Learn why this is
important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

 
 
 

Representative Christine Goodwin
________________________________________________

Oregon House of Representatives
House District 2
503-986-1402
900 Court Street, H 386 | Salem OR,97301
http://www.oregonlegislature.gov/goodwin
 
Please note that all emails sent to and from this email address are shared
among Representative Goodwin and her staff, and may be subject to
disclosure under Oregon public records laws.

 
 

mailto:Rep.ChristineGoodwin@oregonlegislature.gov
mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.oregonlegislature.gov%2Fgoodwin&data=05%7C01%7Cpublichealth.rules%40odhsoha.oregon.gov%7C225da71c44ca433d513208da9b4d16c8%7C658e63e88d39499c8f4813adc9452f4c%7C0%7C0%7C637993052762628547%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=tXZ2yiYTySu0JfOEndBgkEBvJOMEnWmcMIlWPoJyBks%3D&reserved=0

September 20, 2022



TO:  OHA, Public Health Division

        Administrative Rules Coordinator

        800 NE Oregon Street, Suite 930

        Portland, OR  97232



RE:  Support for the repeal of OAR 333-019-1030



I adamantly support the immediate repeal of OAR 333-019-1030 that requires the vaccination of Teachers and School Staff.



The number of COVID patients has significantly decreased, and based on the most recent data, overall COVID cases in the state of Oregon have also significantly decreased.  Since March 2020, when the crisis first came to light, most Oregonians have either personally opted to be vaccinated, or have already been exposed to the virus and have developed natural immunity.  There is also 0% evidence that suggests that the vaccine limits or stops the transmission of the virus.  Therefore, there is no reason to enforce mandated vaccination in order to secure a job.



In the school setting, we already know that many students are not vaccinated.  These students participate in extracurricular activities such as sports, clubs, and other community organizations, as well as spend time together socially and in the community shopping, going out to eat, etc.  Yet, we do not mandate students to be vaccinated, nor should we as that would take away a parent’s right to make choices for his/her own child.  If  students are not required to be vaccinated, it is not rational or reasonable to require only one group of people at a school to be vaccinated.  That is not only discriminatory, but unreasonable because the students have as much, if not more, risk of contracting COVID from their peers than a staff member.



Even more importantly, we all are familiar with the burn out rate of teachers and school staff and the subsequent loss of these professionals in our schools.  We have a crisis in our public schools right now with not having enough teachers to educate our children.  It is not good policy to push out highly qualified teachers and support staff just because they have strong opposition to being vaccinated. (It is unethical to require vaccination of individuals when there is no long-term data regarding the effects of the vaccination on the human body.) We need these teachers and staff more than ever right now to help resolve the high level of educational needs being experienced by our Oregonian students.



I implore you to repeal this discriminatory rule, and make it possible for our excellent teachers and school staff to have a positive impact on our students’ educational goals and well-being.



Respectfully submitted,



Rep. Christine Goodwin



From: Kate Brehm
To: Public Health Rules
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:26:48 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear Rules Coordinator,

The CDC has changed its guidance, which now states that the agency does not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR
333-19-1030 out-of-date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, we
should repeal this rule to allow qualified teachers—forced to leave their jobs as a
result of personal medical decisions—to return to the classroom to provide support
for burnt out staff.
 It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of
learning loss.
Oregon’s children have already paid a high cost for the pandemic; it is time to
repeal OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Thank you,
Kate Brehm
-- 
“Behold thy mother...”
John 19: 27 

Salve, Regina, mater misericordiae;
vita, dulcedo et spes nostra, salve.

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Deborah Nunn
To: Public Health Rules
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 2:11:04 AM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Sent from my iPhonei wi ll be blunt this Play Covid that was created in the lab where the shots were things and that
should never been I’ll just say it straight you guys are full of crap lies and if you don’t stop this you’re gonna see a
pissed off patriots we already are we’re not Sheepal and that’s a fake government not the one that God wantedYou
keep pushing this is it going  time for judgment you will be judged and you’ll have to pay the price for what you’ve
done.this is a time For Judgement

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Anthony Flores
To: Public Health Rules
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 7:58:03 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The whole covid thing is a lie from satan. He and all who keep pushing this lie will be sent to Gitmo and
will be hung by the neck until dead. 

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Kim Parsons
To: Public Health Rules
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:14:29 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

NO VACCINE MANDATES!!

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Jeff A. Paschall
To: Public Health Rules
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 8:20:35 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear Public Health Rules Division Coordinator, (or to whom it may concern)

It is discriminatory & unlawful to require a person to have a shot, especially one that is neither
safe or effective. It is also unlawful to inquire regarding a persons genetic information. I
recommend that you repeal your Covid-19 requirements for teachers & school staff. 

Title II of the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA), which prohibits
genetic information discrimination in employment, took effect on November 21, 2009.
Under Title II of GINA, it is illegal to discriminate against employees or applicants because of
genetic information. Title II of GINA prohibits the use of genetic information in making
employment decisions, restricts employers and other entities covered by Title II (employment
agencies, labor organizations and joint labor-management training and apprenticeship
programs - referred to as "covered entities") from requesting, requiring or purchasing genetic
information, and strictly limits the disclosure of genetic information.
Genetic information includes information about an individual's genetic tests and the genetic
tests of an individual's family members, as well as information about the manifestation of a
disease or disorder in an individual's family members (i.e. family medical history). Family
medical history is included in the definition of genetic information because it is often used to
determine whether someone has an increased risk of getting a disease, disorder, or condition in
the future.

https://www.eeoc.gov/genetic-information-discrimination

Jeff Paschall

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eeoc.gov%2Fgenetic-information-discrimination&data=05%7C01%7Cpublichealth.rules%40odhsoha.oregon.gov%7C01d9661e94e8438e526708daa164faf9%7C658e63e88d39499c8f4813adc9452f4c%7C0%7C0%7C637999752346134601%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5aUCSk6jHg9kzupcVaypy9MPwiOR0jsbsBoCdOd%2FaoA%3D&reserved=0


From: pamela dennen
To: Public Health Rules
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:59:35 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Repeal OAR 333-19-1030 it is out of date!!!

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Michael Berkley
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: mandates
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 12:22:56 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Please remove ALL mandates. 

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Pamela Post
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Mandates
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 8:34:39 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Stop the mandates. No more death by vaccines please. These COVID 19 vaccines are
dangerous and ineffective!

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.onelink.me%2F107872968%3Fpid%3DInProduct%26c%3DGlobal_Internal_YGrowth_AndroidEmailSig__AndroidUsers%26af_wl%3Dym%26af_sub1%3DInternal%26af_sub2%3DGlobal_YGrowth%26af_sub3%3DEmailSignature&data=05%7C01%7Cpublichealth.rules%40odhsoha.oregon.gov%7C2df6cd47b05346279f7908daa1cb8864%7C658e63e88d39499c8f4813adc9452f4c%7C0%7C0%7C638000192790936023%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=V1OeA1N8Z%2FUzT0qlBzbeq1S0V%2BNZspvuTtf6H68%2FGz0%3D&reserved=0


From: Caren Dancer
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: mandates
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:14:20 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

These mandates for shots or masks are totally illogical and unethical considering the vast
amount of evidence showing their ineffectiveness and harm. Caren Liebman

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Bethjohansen
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Mandatory COVID vaccination
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 8:35:08 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

I am against mandatory vaccinations. People should make their own choice. Should not be forced in order to keep
their job.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Jason Demicheli
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Mandatory Covid Vaccinations
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 6:05:35 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

This is ILLEGAL!! The minute there is a mandate for this farce of a vaccine, I’m slamming on
the brakes. NO ONE has a right to put ANYTHING in my body that I don’t want there! To
affect my livelihood based on this nonsense, is ridiculous!! You will never force me to take a
fake vaccine for a disease that has no vaccine! You will simply force me to do things I don’t
want to do, in order to live. A Covid vaccine does not exist and will never exist until they can
cure the common cold, as Covid-19 is a derivative of the common cold. DO NOT PASS A
MANDATORY “VACCINE” for Covid. 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
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From: Louise McGuire
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Mandatory vaccines for teachers and staff
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 10:03:15 AM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

To Whom It May Concern,

I would sincerely ask that you you repeal the covid vaccine mandates (OAR 333-019-1030) for teachers and staff in
Oregon schools. I believe any sort of medical treatment, vaccine should be an individuals decision/choice.

There is plenty of evidence the Covid vaccines are not effective at stopping the transmission of Covid. There is also
plenty of evidence that Covid vaccines can cause dangerous side effects.

No one should be forced to take a vaccine that has not been sufficiently studied.

Louise McGuire

Sent from my iPad
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From: Terri McAllister
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Medical/Religious Objections OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 9:56:11 PM

You don't often get email from l  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

RE: OAR 333-019-1030 - In Support of Repeal
       

Date: September 29, 2022

Public Comment

Asking medical questions or mandating medical treatments for employees violates 
numerous laws. Therefore OAR 333-019-1030 should be repealed.

659A.136 Medical examinations and inquiries of employees. (1) Except as provided in this 
section, an employer may not require that an employee submit to a medical examination, may 
not make inquiries of an employee as to whether the employee has a disability, and may not 
make inquiries of an employee as to the nature or severity of any disability of the employee, 
unless the examination or inquiry is shown to be job-related and consistent with business 
necessity.
   (2) An employer may conduct voluntary medical examinations, including voluntary medical 
histories, that are part of an employee health program available to employees at that work site. 
An employer may make inquiries into the ability of an employee to perform job-related 
functions.
   (3) Information obtained under subsection (2) of this section relating to the medical 
condition or history of any employee is subject to the same restrictions applicable to 
information acquired from medical examinations authorized under ORS 659A.133. 

The above Oregon statute prohibits employers from “making inquiries” of employees 
concerning their medical care, treatments, status, etc. This would include prohibiting 
employers from requiring employees to provide proof of having taken certain medical 
treatments. Employees have the right to keep all of their medical information private. 

The law permits exceptions that are associated with “business necessity”, which have 
never included vaccinations. 

An employee is not required to declare any disability, and the asking of medical questions 
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is considered by the law as a means of providing a way for employers to find out about 
disabilities which an employee has chosen NOT to disclose. This is explained in the 
following statute: 

ORS 659.104(1)(c)
 (A) An individual is regarded as having a physical or mental impairment if the individual has 
been subjected to an action prohibited under ORS 659A.112 to 659A.139 because of an actual 
or perceived physical or mental impairment, whether or not the impairment limits or is 
perceived to limit a major life activity of the individual.

OHA has directed local districts to question contract teachers about whether they have or have 
not received a particular medical treatment (2 doses of COVID-19 mRNA injections). Further, 
OHA has directed local districts to classify their employees based upon their medical status 
and to discriminate against employees who do not fall into a certain medical status. This 
violates the above cited statute against employment discrimination. 

42 U.S.C. 126, sections 12102, 12103, 12111, and 12112, is the federal law that contains 
nearly the identical language as the above cited Oregon law, and also forbids discrimination in 
employment based on medical status or disability.  

Constitution of the United States, Amendment I, IV and XIV

The First Amendment protects the rights of citizens to freely exercise their religion, the Fourth 
Amendment guarantees the privacy of citizens and the Fourteenth Amendment prevents the 
States from denying those rights.

OHA has directed, through OAR 333-019-1030, that certain teachers may avoid the 
requirement to provide proof of vaccination by having a declared and approved religious 
belief. This gives favored status to teachers having particular religious beliefs, but denies the 
favored status to teachers who have different religious beliefs or no religious beliefs at all. 
This results in the State of Oregon, through one of its administrative agencies, the OHA, 
establishing a religion or particular set of approved religious beliefs. 

The Oregon Constitution, Article I, Section 3 states that no law “shall in any case whatever 
control the free exercise, and enjoyment of religious (sic) opinions, or interfere with the rights 
of conscience.”

The Oregon Constitution, Article I, Section 20 states, “No law shall be passed granting to any 
citizen or class of citizens privileges, or immunities, which, upon the same terms, shall not 
equally belong to all citizens.” 

Oregon law, as well as international law, including the Nuremberg Code, prohibit forced 
medical treatments. Force includes coercion. When a teacher is told to take a particular 



medical treatment or to be fired from his/her job, this is coercion. Oregon law requires that 
informed consent be given by competent, adult persons before undergoing medical treatments. 
Informed consent implies that a person may also, after being informed, refuse consent. See 
ORS 127.567

The COVID-19 vaccines on the market in the United States are experimental and are being 
used under emergency authorization. Because of the experimental use status, the 
manufacturers, distributors, and administrators of these vaccines are completely immune from 
any legal claims flowing from injury or death caused by these vaccines. 

It is unethical and illegal under international law, to force or coerce participation in medical 
experiments. The Nuremberg Code, clause 1, states the following:

“The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. This means that the 
person involved should have the legal capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be 
able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, 
deceit, duress, overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have 
sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter involved as to 
enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision. This latter element requires 
that before the acceptance of an affirmative decision by the experimental subject there should 
be made known to him the nature, duration, and purpose of the experiment; the method and 
means by which it is to be conducted; all inconveniences and hazards reasonably to be 
expected; and the effects upon his health or person which may possibly come from his 
participation in the experiment.”

From the time the vaccines were first given until the time that OHA promulgated its Rule, less 
than one year had passed. It is absolutely impossible to know, in that period of time, what 
potential ill effects could arise from the vaccine, particularly on the fertility and child-bearing 
capacity of men and women, and potential future defects in children born to those who were 
injected. Not only does forcing or coercing the acceptance of such a medical experiment 
violate the law, it should shock the conscience. It is immoral and unethical to expect teachers 
to choose between taking untested, unproven drugs with unknown midterm and long term 
consequences and losing their jobs. 

OAR 333-019-1030, in an earlier form, stated this in section (1), “There is emerging evidence 
that people infected with the Delta variant have similar viral loads regardless of vaccination 
status suggesting that even vaccine breakthrough cases may transmit this variant effectively.”

By its own admission, OHA stated that vaccination status has little or no effect on 
transmission of the disease it is attempting to control. If the COVID-19 injections do not 
prevent infection or transmission, they are, by definition, merely a treatment which may 
prevent serious illness or death in the injected person. This takes the injections out of the 



realm of “public health” and into the realm of private medical choices. 

If that was the case in the fall of 2021, how much more is it the case now, a full year later, in 
the fall of 2022? The target of the COVID-19 injections, the original circulating variant, is not 
the primary circulating variant now, and may not be circulating AT ALL, due to the well-
known ability of corona viruses to mutate. Continuing to subject teachers to injections that are 
not useful in any way against the current circulating variants, and which were never effective 
at preventing disease or transmission, is to deny the most basic scientific principles. 

OAR 333-019-1030 violates numerous laws concerning medical privacy, religious privacy and 
free exercise, medical freedom and informed consent and are scientifically unproven and 
obsolete. For these reasons, the Rule should be repealed. 

Theresa McAllister

Mapleton, OR 97453



From: Darrel Lee
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: My request that COVID-19 vaccine requirements be reversed
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 2:59:36 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear Public Health Division Rules Coordinator,
 
My request that the COVID-19 vaccine requirements be reversed is based upon two issues, in
no particular order.
 
First, when I was a child, my science teachers taught the value of natural immunity. While I
am not opposed to vaccines in general and have benefited from them over the years, I do
acknowledge that an individual must be free to choose regarding their own personal health
decisions, whether I agree with their choice or not. Especially in the case of an unproven
vaccine with unknown long term consequences, one must be allowed the freedom to choose. If
one feels the potential benefit of natural immunity outweighs the risk of potential damage, the
freedom to choose must be allowed. Parents, not government schools, must be allowed to
make choices for their minor children.
 
Second, if a school teacher, highly regarded by students, peers, and superiors alike, chooses
not to comply and refuses to use the religious exemption as a matter of conscience, punitive
action should not be employed against that teacher. I am a pastor of a large church that will
not provide grounds to parishioners to use a religious exemption. Simply stated, vaccines are
not “against our religion,” nor do we find scripture to forbid them. A teacher I know, badly
needed during a time when so many choose not to teach, refused to use a religious exemption
and was terminated for not disclosing whether or not she had been vaccinated. It was a matter
of conscience – she would not lie by claiming a religious exemption because her faith does not
forbid a vaccine. The children in her school district has lost an exemplary teacher. She has
been punished for being one of high character.
 
I do not criticize the initial efforts to “flatten the curve.” We did our best. It did not work. With
the benefit of hindsight, let us now correct what can be corrected. Let us reverse the mandates.
The cost of experimenting with vaccines, face coverings, lockdowns, and other measures has
been extraordinarily high for the children of our state. We have robbed them of high quality
teachers. We are not better off. Please respect each person’s personal risk assessment and
healthcare choices. If you do, our children, and all of us, will be better off.
 
Respectfully submitted,
Darrel D. Lee
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From: Heather Kaeo
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: No Covid Vaccine Mandates
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:22:02 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

I feel we should abolish any covid vaccine mandates for schools, healthcare and anywhere else it is still required.

Heather Kaeo

Sent from my iPhone
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From: To
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: NO Covid vaccine require for volunteers
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 2:19:31 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

PPS students need parent and community involvement. Please start accepting Covid Vaccine
exemptions from volunteers.

Terra Pham
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From: Molly Lawrence
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: No mandate
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 11:22:57 AM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

I do not believe the Covid vaccine is necessary to be mandated,   Make it optional.  Thank you. Molly Lawrence

Sent from my iPhone
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:19:54 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: No more outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Our students are facing the largest learning loss in 30 years. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Let parents be
involved without having to get the vaccine.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Renee Cain

Rainier, OR 97048 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: William Tice
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: No more vaccines
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 11:03:16 AM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Please spare teachers and students from the useless Covid vaccines which don’t work anyway.  At least give them a
choice.

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Carol Cooper
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: no vaccine mandate
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 8:37:41 AM

You don't often get email from Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

please repeal all vaccine mandates regarding covid 19

-- 
Carol Cooper DC
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From: Mark Collier
To: Public Health Rules
Cc: Rep Morgan
Subject: OAR 33-029-2030
Date: Friday, September 23, 2022 3:17:58 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Dear OHA, regarding the petition to repeal subject OAR, i note that Assante Hospitals has rescinded their mandate
that all nurses / tech’s be vaccinated.  My daughter is in her 3rd year as CNA-2 and was forced to receive the Covid
Vaccine.  she painfully regrets that she got the shot, and now Assante has reversed themselves and now welcomes
back those employee / tech’s / nurses that left because they did not want to be forced to get the shot.

If Assante Hospitals can reverse this decision, so can you.  please repeal the rule.

r/ mark collier
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From: Joan Holbrook Payne
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 137-001-0070(3)
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 12:19:05 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

PLEASE DO NOT MAKE VACCINES MANATORY FOR TEACHER AND
CLASSROOM VOLUNTEERS.

I am a substitute teacher as well as a volunteer in my local school district and have been
in the classroom for the last 30 years.  I am not always able to take the current vaccines
for health reasons and some for religious reasons.  I never go into the classroom unless I
am healthy so please do not penalize me for using good medical judgement related to my
own health.
The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This
makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC.
Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to
leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out
staff.
 It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two
years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION IN THIS MATTER.
Joan Holbrook Payne

Vernonia, OR  97064
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From: Luke Weiss
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 137-001-0070
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 8:04:51 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Hello

I just wanted to share my voice that I don’t think teachers or anyone should be required to be vaccinated to have a
job.

I believe that OAR 3330191030 should be repealed.

Thank you
Lucas Weiss

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Kristen Anderson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 137-001-0070(3).
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 11:44:06 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Comments on the petition to  repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination
Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.

I am in favor of repealing this rule. It's time to support medical freedom. We are no longer in
an emergency regarding COVID-19. We also know that the COVID19 mRNA vaccines do not
prevent transmission or infection. The only reason to mandate a vaccine for the public is if it
prevents transmission and infection. These vaccines do not do this. Therefore the only benefit
for this vaccine would be for personal protection, therefore it should be a personal decision
regarding one's own medical history and one's doctor if he/she should get the shot for his/her
own protection. 

There are still studies and papers coming out about the effects and dangers of this novel
mRNA vaccine. Even Denmark has stopped giving these vaccines to everyone under 50. 

Please repeal the requirement for teachers and staff to have the COVID shot.

Thank you.
Kristen Anderson
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From: jim loose
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 137-001-0070(3)
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:27:58 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Please repeal those rules. Citizens are wise to the problems with the virus. They do not need
unproductive, anti-growth regulations for them to use their common sense.

Regards, 

Jim Loose

This e-mail is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Sections
2510-2521. The information contained in this e-mail is confidential and intended only for use
of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended
recipient, or the employee or agent responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are
hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error or there are any problems please
notify the originator immediately.
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From: Becky Dubrasich
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 137-001-0070(3)
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2022 1:04:59 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear OHA,

In my observations as an ER RN who has worked through the pandemic the Covid 
vaccines do not prevent transmission of the virus. That has become clear to even non 
medical people as almost all of my friends and family and patients have had Covid whether 
they were vaccinated or not. I continue to have patients come into my ER concerned about 
covid vaccine injuries. The most recent was a woman who was 40, which is my age and 
she told me she had a stroke and was in the hospital for 5 days, shortly after her booster 
shot, she had no medical problems prior to the booster and she believes it's related. I have 
concerns as well. I have lost track of the number of patients who have come in concerned 
about covid vaccine injuries.

Joe Biden recently announced the pandemic was over which has been obvious to us healthcare 
providers for a while now. The mandates are ineffective because the vaccine doesn't prevent 
transmission. No need to require it any longer. Please see the truth and do what's right!

Thank you,
Becky Dubrasich ER RN
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From: Angie Young
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333 019 1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 8:31:49 AM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Repeal this requirement! It is ridiculous. Covid is akin to the flu. Teachers have been exposed to viruses and bacteria
for millennia. Humans immune systems are strengthened by exposure!
Also, everyone has a right to decide what goes in their body!
We don’t want to teach fear! Which is what has been going on for two and a half years. It sickens me to see children
wearing masks and recent research has shown the ill effects of these mandates, including lower IQ and test scores.
Wake up!

Angela Pastore Young
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From:
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333 19 1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 9:55:22 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear Administrative Rules Coordinator
                        Oregon Health Authority, Public Health Division,
 
The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate
between Covid vaccinated and un-vaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-
1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be
repealed to allow qualified teachers, forced to leave their jobs, to return to the
classroom to provide support for over worked staff.
 It will also allow volunteers and parents to come in and help catch out kids up on
two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.
 
As we see more and more young people, and adults too, die of "sudden and
unexpected" causes, and the soaring suicide rate of young teens, it is time to void
this vaccination policy.
 
Sincerely and scientifically,
Stephen Hunter
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From: Katherine Green
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-103
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 4:39:55 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Administrative Rules Coordinator,  OHA, Public Health Division, 

In reference to OHA OAR 333-019-1030 I would like to bring your attention to a recent article
published in the Journal of Insulin Resistance, entitled "Curing the Pandemic of
Misinformation on Covid-19 mRNA vaccines through real evidence based medicine," by
Aseem Malhotra, published Sept., 26, 2022.

In this article he argues forcefully that the mRNA Covid-19 injections are responsible for the
sudden increase in heart related events, including but not limited to pericarditis, myocarditis,
heart attack and stroke that all countries which have pushed these experimental products
witnessed, post Covid-19 mRNA vaccine roll outs and which all nations that mandated them
continue to experience. 
His own father, who's heart health was well known to him, as Dr. Malhotra is a top British
Cardiologist, was completely normal, previous to his recieving Pfizer's Vaccines, died
suddenly. Once autopsy was performed this former deputy chair of the British Medical
Association was found to have suddenly developed, inexplicable severe cardiovascular disease
which resulted in his untimely demise.

These injections and the force and coercion with which they have been administered by
reckless governments and governmental agencies are undoubtedly responsible for 100,000s of
deaths, world-wide, when you consider the actuary information detailing 40% to 163%
increases in all cause mortality and disability,  in working age groups,  post Covid-19 vaccine
rollout.
Their safety data is utterly appalling. A simple analysis of VAERS or the European yellow
card system will leave no doubt to this fact. And the underreporting factor in VAERS is
anywhere from 41 to 99 times, according to Harvard Pilgrim Health Study and PhD
Biostatician Jessica Rose.
Please do not continue down this dangerous path mandating products to Oregonians which are
both fully indemnified and deadly far, far too often.
The public is aware that "SADS" is associated with the "JABS." Soon the public will see the
government as actively working to destroy their health and their lives.
This is not how a Health Agency should be perceived. 

Finally I suggest you seriously consider the precautionary principle especially for our students,
our teachers, and all inside Oregon schools. It is much safer to treat Sars-cov-2 with the early
treatment strategies devised by practicing physicians than it is to inject the experimental
mRNA Covid-19 vaccines. 
They have proven themselves the most deadly pharmaceutical products ever devised and at the
same time prevent neither infection nor transmission. 
Repeal all mandates. It is the only legal and appropriate path forward given your charter and
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responsibilities to the people of this state.

Thank you for your time and attention to this most important issue,

Katherine Green
President, Children's Health Defense, Oregon Chapter



From: Jessica Seyfer
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1015 & 1030
Date: Thursday, September 22, 2022 1:41:17 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To OHA:

I am writing today to voice my frustration with the fact that both Administrative Rules
OAR 333-019-1015 (Masking Requirements in School, and OAR 333-019-1030
(Covid-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff), are still being
enforced.  

In regards to the Masking Requirements OAR 333-019-1015; new data has
suggested that these requirements were detrimental to our children's mental health,
and made it even harder for our younger students learning to read and write.  I do not
like that the OHA has the control to determine arbitrary rules at anytime that could put
our children back in masks.  There has been study after study that continues to show
that masks do not slow the spread unless we are all wearing N95 masks.  Which is
not the case.  This OAR needs to be removed, or end dated, whatever the process
is.  I will not put my children back in a mask.

In regards to Vaccination Requirement for Teachers and School Staff OAR 333-019-
1030, it is time we realize that everyone has the most recent information available to
them.  If they feel safe taking the vaccine they can or they can choose not to.  I feel
safe with my families decisions. I do not need school staff and volunteers to prove
anything to me, unless it is that they can teach my children core subjects for school. 
Again, the data continues to show that if you are vaccinated, you can spread it and
you can catch it which makes this mandate even more ridiculous. 

In addition, this rule does not make any logical sense in that I can attend a school
sporting event, choir concert, band concert, etc...with no verification of a "vaccine."
Yet, when my children's school requested volunteers for year end events, I was
unable to sign up because of this requirement.  To be clear, I am not saying that I am
or am not vaccinated, I am saying that it is none of your business.  We should not
have to prove anything to volunteer in our school districts, and teachers should not
have to show proof of vaccination to teach our children. I do not care about the
vaccination status of my children's teachers or classmates.  I feel safe with the
decisions that our family has made.  I will not disclose my personal decisions to
anyone, and I do not need to defend my decisions for or against this vaccine.  

We need to move forward and give back our individual rights to do with our body as
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we feel comfortable.  

Thank you,

Jessica Scott
Jackson County



From: Terri McAllister
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030 - Repeal/Public Comment
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 7:46:40 PM

You don't often get email from l . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

RE: OAR 333-019-1030 - In Support of Repeal
       

Date: September 29, 2022

Public Comment

There is no statutory authority for OAR 333-019-1030

The authority cited for OAR 333-019-1030 (Hereinafter “the Rule”) is: 

ORS 413.042, ORS 431A.010, ORS 431.110 & ORS 433.004

ORS 413.042 merely states that OHA can adopt rules for administering laws. It provides no 
authorization for making law, nor does it provide statutory authority for the specific 
regulations of the Rule here. OHA can only make rules “necessary for the administration of 
the laws that the Oregon Health Authority is charged with administering.” The question is, 
what specific “law” is OAR 333-019-1030 attempting to “administer.”?

“ORS 413.042  Rules. In accordance with applicable provisions of ORS chapter 183, the 
Director of the Oregon Health Authority may adopt rules necessary for the administration of 
the laws that the Oregon Health Authority is charged with administering.”

ORS 431.010, like the statute cited above, is a general statute granting enforcement authority 
to OHA. The law states that OHA “shall have the power to enforce public health laws.” Again, 
which LAW is OAR 333-019-1030 “enforcing”? 

ORS 431.110 is another general statute designating the powers of the OHA. Subsection 7 says 
that OHA shall have “full power in the control of all communicable diseases.” This cannot be 
interpreted to mean that OHA can make law, or that OHA has some sort of plenary power over 
every other branch of government or even over every other government division within the 
executive branch. That interpretation would violate the Constitution of Oregon, which invests 
law writing authority exclusively in the legislative branch. This single subsection of a single 
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statute is not overriding, superseding, or canceling all of the other statutes that clearly state the 
rule-making authority of OHA is limited to enforcement and administration to laws 
established by the legislature which designate their enforcement to the OHA. Additionally, 
other areas of law, such as employment, and more particularly the employment of public 
school employees and contract teachers, is delegated  exclusively to other entities, such as 
local school boards. This subsection of the ORS does not change that. 

ORS 433.004 is a statute that describes how OHA should go about investigating disease. The 
statute is titled, “Reportable diseases; duty to report; investigation; effect of failure to 
report; rules.” Absolutely nothing at all in that statute authorizes OHA to either investigate or 
regulate completely healthy people or to mandate any sort of  medical treatments for healthy 
people. The entire statute rests on “reports” of certain diseases. That is, there is a report that a 
person has a communicable disease, and the OHA can write rules for how the person, and 
persons exposed to that person, can be investigated, including evaluating the likelihood that an 
exposed person might contract or spread the disease. Nothing gives the OHA any authority to 
investigate persons outside of a reported disease, or to initiate investigations of the likelihood 
of a person contracting a disease outside of a report that a person has been exposed. 

In fact, the OHA Rule is written entirely about HEALTHY people. It gives no instruction to 
school districts about how to treat employees who actually have a disease. It does not restrict 
school districts from employing teachers with COVID-19, it only restricts districts from 
employee teachers who have not provided proof of having taken certain medical treatments, 
completely apart from any “report” of disease. 

OHA has created a Rule which attempts to control the hiring and firing of school district 
personnel, including teachers, with no legal, statutory authority for making such a rule. 

For the reasons stated above, that OAR 333-019-1030 was not made lawfully, as it has no 
statutory authority, it should be repealed. 

Theresa McAllister

Mapleton, OR 97453



From: Terri McAllister
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030 - To Be Repealed
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 8:13:45 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

RE: OAR 333-019-1030 - In Support of Repeal
       

Date: September 29, 2022

Public Comment

OAR 333-019-1030 Violates ORS 342.805 - ORS 342.974 ACCOUNTABILITY FOR 
SCHOOLS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY LAW.

ORS 342.895 vests the authority to dismiss a contract teacher EXCLUSIVELY in local 
school district boards, upon recommendation EXCLUSIVELY by the local district 
superintendent and based EXCLUSIVELY upon grounds which are set out in OAR 
342.865.

The law, the Oregon Revised Statutes, do not delegate any power, authority, or jurisdiction 
to the Oregon Health Authority (OHA) to recommend dismissal, to enforce a dismissal, or to 
create any grounds for dismissal, for Oregon public school contract teachers. 

None of the statutes cited by OHA as being its statutory authority for OAR 333-019-1030 
grant or suggest any role for OHA in the employment of anyone, and definitely no authority 
over the employment of contract teachers. By writing a rule that prohibits school districts 
from employing contract teachers for any reason, the OHA is attempting to usurp a power 
granted exclusively and unambiguously to local districts, by law. 

The grounds upon which a contract teacher can be dismissed by a local school district 
board are enumerated specifically by statute and OHA cannot amend or supersede these 
enumerated grounds for dismissal by the promulgation of an administrative rule.  The 
enumerated grounds are as follows:

342.865 Grounds for dismissal or contract nonextension of contract teacher. (1) No 
contract teacher shall be dismissed or the teacher’s contract nonextended except for:
   (a) Inefficiency;
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   (b) Immorality;
   (c) Insubordination;
   (d) Neglect of duty, including duties specified by written rule;
   (e) Physical or mental incapacity;
   (f) Conviction of a felony or of a crime according to the provisions of ORS 342.143;
   (g) Inadequate performance;
   (h) Failure to comply with such reasonable requirements as the board may prescribe to show 
normal improvement and evidence of professional training and growth; or
   (i) Any cause which constitutes grounds for the revocation of such contract teacher’s 
teaching license.

None of these grounds include taking medical treatments, revealing medical treatments, or 
disclosing private medical or religious information.

By directing local school districts to dismiss contract teachers, OHA is acting outside of its 
own statutory authority and is usurping a power granted exclusively to local school districts.

Because of its violation of ORS 342.805 et. seq., OAR 333-019-1030 should be repealed. 

Theresa McAllister

Mapleton, OR 97453



From: Jen Bradley
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030 My comment
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 11:02:02 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Under the Administrative Procedures Act, the Oregon Health Authority
(OHA), Public Health Division has received a petition to repeal OAR 333-
019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School
Staff.

In accordance with state law, OHA is inviting public comment on the rules,
including whether options exist for achieving the rule's substantive goals in a
way that reduces the negative economic impact on businesses.  OAR 137-
001-0070(3).

My comment is, these are not vaccines, they are experimental mRNA gene
therapies.  No one should be getting this stuff as it's has proven to kill and harm
people at a rate never seen before.  Stop this now.  This is just one of many videos,
showing people dying from these shots.  Not sure how anyone can keep doing this to
people.  Stop the experiment, it's inhumane and doing more harm than good at this
point.  Stop the madness.

 
� � People are Dying in Massive Numbers ~ Time to Connect the Dots and Stop

the Genocide. Stop Letting Them Kill You and Your Loved Ones!

� � People are Dying in Massive Numbers ~
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Thank you,

Jen

Time to Connect the Dots and ...
If this isn't a wake up call I don't know what is... ♥♥♥♥ � Dr. Zev
Zelenko's New and Updated Detox Product...
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From: Rita Lapp
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030 public comment
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 9:56:32 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Good morning,

As Covid ceases to be the major health concern it once was, requirements for vaccination for
teachers and volunteers should be lifted. All Oregonians have access to vaccination, and those
that do not choose to vaccinate pose no greater threat to vaccinated students, staff and
teachers. The burden of managing vaccine requirements is too great for school districts, while
not providing any significant benefit to the schools. This rule should be repealed.
 
Thank you.
 
Rita Lapp
Forest Grove, OR resident

 
 
Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Melissa Lapp
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030 public comment
Date: Monday, September 26, 2022 9:18:36 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Good morning,

As Covid ceases to be the major health concern it once was, requirements for vaccination for teachers and
volunteers should be lifted. All Oregonians have access to vaccination, and those that do not choose to vaccinate
pose no greater threat to vaccinated students, staff and teachers. The burden of managing vaccine requirements is
too great for school districts, while not providing any significant benefit to the schools. This rule should be repealed.

Thank you,

Melissa Lapp
Sherwood, OR resident

Sent from my iPhone
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From: CAROL HOWE
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030 Vaccine mandate for educators - public comment
Date: Friday, September 23, 2022 9:46:14 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hello - 
I am writing to request that you immediately end the vaccination requirement for
teachers and school staff (OAR 333=019-1030).

President Biden recently stated that the pandemic is over. 
After more than two years, this can no longer be considered an "Emergency." 
CDC has admitted that they mishandled the covid pandemic response.
The winter of 2022 showed that the vaccination was not effective in keeping staff in
schools as most staff ended up getting covid and many schools throughout the state
in fact closed due to staff being out sick with covid.
You are discriminating against people for refusing to accept an experimental medical
product without adequate safety testing into their bodies. What about "my body, my
choice," which was so recently popular around another issue?
Some districts are still requiring unvaccinated staff to test weekly, despite the fact that
the CDC itself no longer recommends testing asymptomatic people. How is this fair or
ethical?
Schools are short staffed and you are eliminating a group of potential staff and
volunteers who could help students regain the lost learning due to school closures.
Have you seen the recent state testing scores and how poorly students are doing now
thanks to your lockdowns?
These vaccines are neither safe nor effective. Have you looked at the VAERS data?
or the all cause mortality statistics for 2021-22?

It is time for you unelected bureaucrats to stop imposing your will on certain segments
of the population. No one is "safer" because of your mandates. Please let individuals
once again make their own health decisions with their medical providers and stop
make someone's ability to earn a living contingent on a pharmaceutical. 

Thank you for listening,
Carol Howe
Central Oregon
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From: Suzanne
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030 Vaccine Requirements
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:08:17 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Good evening,
Please include my comments to repeal these requirements for our School Educators and
Volunteers.
Thank you,
Suzanne Messer
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From: Sunil J Unadkat
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 11:43:34 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Under the Administrative Procedures Act, the Oregon Health Authority
(OHA), Public Health Division has received a petition to repeal OAR 333-
019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School
Staff. 
 
Per CDC guidelines now all these mandates must be withdrawn and CDC
has even said there is no difference between vaccinated and unvaccinated.
 
Thanks
 
Neal
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: C Hess
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2022 7:43:08 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To the Public Health Division Rules Coordinator,

I am a retired Stanford Critical Care Crisis Nurse (who also did 4 years of neuroscience research at
University of California, Irvine) and I strongly feel that OAR 333-019-1030 should be repealed.  

One of the fundamental rights a person has is sovereignty over their body, including being able to
choose whether or not to have a medical intervention--this was codified at Nuremburg.  

It is manifestly clear that the SARS COV2 vaccines are "leaky"--not sterilizing, which is why so many
quadruply-vaxxed people have come down with Covid (including President & Mrs. Biden, and Dr.
Fauci).  

And now, the Infection Fatality Rate for Omicron is LESS than that of the flu!  

There is no reason to force people to get an outdated vaccine (there have been at least 30 mutations
in the spike protein since the original Wuhan strain, which does not exist outside of a lab anymore). 
The so-called "bivalent vaccine" has been tested on 8 mice, yet they are saying "safe and effective" for
humans.  Wny take a vaccine that targets an illness that I have a greater chance of surviving than my
next influenza?  

This places an undue burden on an already-struggling educational system.  Please repeal this poorly-
conceived rule.

With respect,
Carla Hess

Roseburg, OR 987470
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From: Angela Ricciardi
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2022 8:20:02 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Whom it May Concern,

I write to you today to again urge the OHA to drop this ridiculous Covid Shot
Mandate it has implemented on our educators and those that volunteer at our schools. This
never should have been put into place, this should have been overturned when the first 2 petitions
were submitted months ago. Our own president has stated in  a 60 Minutes interview just last week
that “the pandemic is over” yet here in Oregon we continue to ruin peoples careers and keep
volunteers out of our class rooms all for a shot that does not stop the spread nor stop an individual
from contracting the virus. Our CDC, you know the ones we’re supposed to go to for guidance, has
come out and stated that they no longer differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals in terms of Covid. They view those that have tested positive the same as those that have
gotten the shot.
JUST STOP! 
We know the risks, we know the means to protect ourselves and our families. Your job is to educate
and encourage, not mandate and force compliance.
JUST STOP!
 

Angela Payant
Medford, OR
97501

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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From: Michelle Armstrong
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 12:47:32 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because
of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their
jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff.
 It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two
years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.
 
In light of the evidence that the gene altering injections for covid do not
prevent one from getting the disease or from spreading it and people who
are injected may even be causing the mutations it feels important to adjust
our actions accordingly, which is why this mandate needs to be eliminated. 
Now President Biden has declared the pandemic over!  There are also
many court cases in motion that completely challenge many aspects of the
coercive actions from our government agencies and even our president. 
The "safe and effective" sticker is coming under some serious scrutiny as
the CDC has ignored the harm being caused.  This illness was always
99.99% survivable by most healthy individuals and children are naturally
immune as they have different immune systems from adults and also they
do not have fully developed ACE II receptors.  

We are no longer in an emergency if we ever were outside of all the
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draconian measures our governments implemented against set science. 
We should never have locked down society!  Emergency use powers need
to end!  Coercion needs to end! We have the right to not be experimented
on and where there is risk there is choice, when it comes to one's own
body!  Enough already, please apply the current information coming out of
the CDC, etc. and end these mandates that are harming our communities,
especially our children.

Thank you for your time.

Respectfully,
Michelle Armstrong



From: Tivona
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 7:51:29 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

People should not be required to wear masks or get vaccines against their will. This is a free
country. My body, my choice. If the masks and vaccines are effective, then people who are
concerned about the virus can choose to use those things on their own bodies, and are under no
threat from people who choose not to use them. Covid has a 99% survival rate, plus most
people who have gotten the vaccine have caught covid. It is foolish to require a product with
low efficacy for a mostly harmless virus. Every drug, including vaccines, carries risk of side
effects, some very serious, which outweigh the risks from catching the virus. Where there is
risk, there must be choice. Masks too, carry risk. It is not healthy to cover the mouth for 8
hours a day, five days a week. Let people make their own health choices.

Sincerely,
Tivona Johnson

-- 
Sent with Tutanota, enjoy secure & ad-free emails. 
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From: Diana Hobgood
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 6:26:48 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because
of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their
jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff.and
It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch kids up on two years
of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Diana L. Hobgood
Portland
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From: Vickie Ryder
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:22:37 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Please repeal OAR 333-019-1030. It's no longer needed. Covid is now a part of
life. We need to learn to live with it, not destroy the future generations because
of it. 

People who have never been in a classroom are now substitute teaching in
classrooms that have no teachers. We need to stop hurting children and provide
them with a quality education. That means bringing teachers back into the
classrooms. Please drop the mandates in schools. 

Sincerely,
Vickie Ryder
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From: Joe Kniser
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 1:12:03 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

It is so hard for me to believe that people are still promoting the Vaccination Requirements for
anyone, let alone Teachers and School Staff. 

Please consider the facts.

It is not a vaccine.  It takes 10 to 14 years to develop a vaccine.  Vaccines prevent you from
getting the virus, replicating the virus and transmitting the virus.  The "Vaccine" does none of
these things.  It is instead Gene Therapy, which did diminish the severity of COVID for some
people, but it should be their choice if they want to add RNA that is not theirs to their system.

The "Vaccine" for COVID has caused many deaths, 44,000 that I know of.  It goes straight to
the ovaries and the liver.  It interferes with your own immune system causing it to not be as
effective as it should be.  It has caused cancer to come back in a vengeance on people who
have been cancer free for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 years.  It has caused some new cancers to be so
out of control that the Doctors would normally be able to help the person, but these are like
wildfires and not controllable.  Ask any embalmer what they have seen in the blood of people
who took the "vaccine" versus those that have not.  The "vaccinated's" blood is not the least bit
normal.  Their blood is full of clots, 6", 12" and 2 to 3 foot long clots.  They are wondering if
people are dying prematurely as the spike protein causes inflammation in the lung, the brain,
the liver, the kidneys, the heart, essentially causing the same damage that the virus was
causing.  And for the real corker,"Vaccinated" people got COVID at a higher rate than
unvaccinated people. There are so many people that will never have the good health that they
had prior to the "vaccine", among them are my brother, his wife and my brother-in-law.  There
are a myriad of "vaccine" injuries, too numerous to list.  

No one should ever be forced to take a vaccine of any sort without first signing that they
understand the possible side effects and complication, which no one has ever provided for this
"vaccine".  Anyone that forces a person or coerces a person to take the "vaccine" or lose their
job should be prosecuted.  The State of Oregon definitely needs to repeal OAR 333-019-1030.

Sincerely,
Dorothy Kniser

Canby, Oregon
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From: Wilma Johnson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 7:44:17 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am asking you to repeal OAR 333-019-1030 requiring teachers and staff to take the
Covid 19 vaccination.

With all the subsequent data on these vaccines since the onset of Covid I do not feel
that this requirement is any longer valid.

Also, each teacher and staff member should have the right to choose whether or not
they are vaccinated.  

Our human rights according to the constitution are being taken away.

Please repeal OAR 333-019-1030.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Wilma Johnson
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From: Robert
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 7:32:51 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and
School Staff!!!!!

Sincerely,
A registered voter
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From: Cori Stephens
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:24:06 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,
I Cori Stephens Long time Salem Resident and registered voter is writing in today to ask that
OAR 333–019–1030 be repealed. It is government overreach it is unnecessary and it is un-
American. Stop pushing unnecessary orders to the people who employ you. Vaccines are not
for everyone and it should never be forced upon anyone. We live in America we have rights
and freedoms stop taking those away from us and repeal this disgusting tyrannical and forced
vaccine onto working Americans. Vaccine mandate the mask mandate they need to end
everywhere. Enough is enough. Be an American government and not a tyrannical one

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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From: Connye Corey
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 3:17:38 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Please please do not mandate covid vaccines. They have not proven to be effective, and may
do harm.
Protect our young children, let their immune systems build strength to protect them.
Thank you for reading this  
Connye Corey
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From: Brooke Warner
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 11:43:26 AM

[You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

I am respectfully requesting to repeal OAR 333-019-1030 requiring Covid-19 vaccination of teachers and school
staff.
There is a less than sufficient safety profile for the vaccination, considering it hasn’t completed full clinical trials
yet. In addition, it does not prevent spread of the virus, hence it is not an issue of public safety, rather it is an issue of
personal safety, which should be left up to the individual and their personal feeling of risk versus benefit to taking
the vaccine.

Sincerely,
Brooke Warner
Bend, OR
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From: Lyle Warner
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 12:12:33 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am respectfully requesting to repeal OAR 333-019-1030 requiring Covid-19
vaccination of teachers and school staff. 
There is a less than sufficient safety profile for the vaccination, considering it
hasn’t completed full clinical trials yet. In addition, it does not prevent spread of
the virus, hence it is not an issue of public safety, rather it is an issue of personal
safety, which should be left up to the individual and their personal feeling of risk
versus benefit to taking the vaccine. 

Sincerely,
Lyle Warner
Bend, OR

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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From: D&K Nelson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 22, 2022 10:14:33 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I would like  OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for
Teachers and School Staff REPEALED. No vaccination required for
teachers and school staff.
Kristine Nelson
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From: Lori Koozer
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030,
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 1:08:52 PM

[You don't often get email from Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,

I strongly support repealing vaccine requirements for teachers and school staff. It has had a huge effect on our
economy and has greatly effected school aged  children.
These requirements has caused us to lose excellent teachers and school staff.
In an effort to give children quality teaching and care, the teachers and school staff need to be reinstated with no
vaccine requirements.
Thank you,
Lori Koozer.
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From: mj red
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030,
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 1:18:12 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.



Dear Oregon health Authority public health division,

I fully support abolishing OAR ruling 333-019-1030!  This inequitable rule forced me to loose my job.
This ruling was imposed without evidence or valid proof of Covid-19’s dangers on children. All stats at the time
stated that the disease wasn’t effecting children very much. Very few children statistically died from the disease
but numerous children were reported maimed or life altering & death from the Covid  vaccine.
  Forcing adults to take a unverified, experimental, not fully documented vaccine with actual documented negative
adverse effects. The vaccine has caused my aunt to die!! And many others to die. Let the truth be known the
vaccine is not helped anyone, quite the opposite! And the research trials proved that before it was rolled out but it
was not revealed to the public. 

 Your ruling does not honor tried and proven history of natural immunities. 
This ordinance is a year old and not keeping up with the true science. 

Revoke it as soon as possible!! 
J. Hamilton 
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From: Charles Stephens
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030, Comments
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 4:39:05 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside 
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the 
sender before opening it.

For OHA’s consideration:

There are many reasons why OHA should repeal OAR 333-019-1030, any one of which 
should be sufficient in itself:

--[if !supportLists]-->1)    <!--[endif]-->it’s against federal law to mandate an FDA Emergency 
Use-Authorized medical product.

--[if !supportLists]-->2)    <!--[endif]-->The “vaccines” don’t work, except to degrade one’s 
immune system, and so one’s defense against any and all diseases. They don't prevent 
infection, they don’t stop transmission, and the “vaccinated” are as likely or more likely to 
have serious illness, hospitalization or death. The CDC says so. The latest studies, from many 
countries, prove this. And millions of people know this. How is it that the health authorities in 
my state don’t know this?

--[if !supportLists]-->3)    <!--[endif]-->The virus variants that the “vaccines” target will be long 
gone by the time the shots are administered, just as in the case of annual flu shots.

--[if !supportLists]-->4)    <!--[endif]-->The manufacturers’ own data, such as that pried from the 
FDA in recent lawsuits, prove that the risks from the shots are far greater than the risks from 
contracting COVID. Millions of people, including a lot of lawyers, know this, too.

--[if !supportLists]-->5)    <!--[endif]-->The shots have killed or seriously injured hundreds of 
thousands of people. Even though the CDC’s VAERS system undercounts the actual adverse 
reactions (according to a Harvard study commissioned by the CDC), the number of reports of 
death and injury are staggering. By the time next week begins, the CDC will have had to turn 
over to the court its V-Safe vaccine injury data – consisting of 137 million or so reports. 
Perhaps you should wait to see that data before making your decision. The fact that the data 
had to be extracted with a law suit suggests that the data won’t be favorable to the “vaccines.”

--[if !supportLists]-->6)    <!--[endif]-->It’s likely that if OHA attempts to enforce such rules, it 
will be subject to a flurry of lawsuits, like those that have ended other “vaccine” mandates 
around the country. Why waste precious taxpayer resources on defending the indefensible:?

It’s long past time that the OHA gets itself on the right side of history. The longer this 
continues, the more drastic the accounting will be

Charles Stephens
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From: Dickson Pamela
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 3:53:52 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

September 29, 2022

Honorable Rules Coordinator,

It has come to my attention that there is a comment period during which I may express my opinion on the matter of
OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.

I have never been in favor of this mandate and would thoroughly support the repeal of the above-mentioned rule. I
think the Vaccine Requirements for Teachers and School Staff was wrong in the first place. The science supports the
facts that children are resilient and at such a small risk at getting the virus, let alone their ability to survive it is about
99%, that this was unnecessary in the first place.
Also, the survival rate for the Covid 19 is over 97% survival therefore the vaccine and masking mandates were an
overreaction and caused more destruction and loss than the virus itself.

Please repeal OAR 333-019-1030.

Respectfully Submitted,
Pamela Dickson
an Oregon resident, retired teacher, mother and grandmother
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From: Mike Armstrong
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 4:07:10 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,

It is discriminatory & unlawful to require a person to have a shot, especially one that is neither safe or effective. It is also
unlawful to inquire regarding a persons genetic information. I recommend that you repeal your Covid-19 requirements for
teachers & school staff. 

Title II of the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA), which prohibits genetic information
discrimination in employment, took effect on November 21, 2009.
Under Title II of GINA, it is illegal to discriminate against employees or applicants because of genetic information. Title II of
GINA prohibits the use of genetic information in making employment decisions, restricts employers and other entities
covered by Title II (employment agencies, labor organizations and joint labor-management training and apprenticeship
programs - referred to as "covered entities") from requesting, requiring or purchasing genetic information, and strictly limits
the disclosure of genetic information.
Genetic information includes information about an individual's genetic tests and the genetic tests of an individual's family
members, as well as information about the manifestation of a disease or disorder in an individual's family members
(i.e. family medical history). Family medical history is included in the definition of genetic information because it is often
used to determine whether someone has an increased risk of getting a disease, disorder, or condition in the future.

Mike Armstrong

https://www.eeoc.gov/genetic-information-discrimination

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Pilar Hernandez
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:14:42 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hello,

I am writing regarding OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School
Staff. I ask that the OHA updates its rules to reflect the federal mandates. The CDC changed their
guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated
individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this,
it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to
provide support for burnt out staff.
Please allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

 Respectfully,

Maria Hernandez

Portland OR 97219
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From: Vickie M. Westbrooks
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 11:18:19 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because
of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their
jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff.

It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch kids up on two years
of learning loss.

It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

In God We Trust!  
Vickie M. Westbrooks

Eagle Point, Oregon 97524

NO Vax 4 Kids
Precinct Committee Person (PCP), Republican Party, Precinct 8
Never give up your rights and freedom.

Sent with Proton Mail secure email.
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From: Nancy Cooper
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030,
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 6:22:16 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Good morning,

I urge you to repeal this. I believe that it is not right to require teachers and school staff to have a Covid
vaccine. At this point, even the President of the United States says the Covid pandemic is over. It is time
to move on.

I work in a school and I have seen that even people with the vaccine get Covid, so what's the point.

Thank you.
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From: annejory
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 8:59:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Whom it May Concern:
As a health care provider of 35 years and a mother and grandmother..I support the repeal of OAR
33-019-1030.  Covid 19 is now endemic and none of the evolving strains are increasing
hospitalizations or health care costs.  Employment should not be based on vaccination status for
Covid 19.  We have other measures to identify cases..and as we all know the vaccinations
provided do not cover the current strains..including the bivalent vaccine..It will not provide
protection in 3 months.  Schools can implement access to testing and guidelines for not working
with symptoms.
Thankyou
Anne Ryland P.A.
Sent with Proton Mail secure email.
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From: kemosaby@mind.net
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-019-1031, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff"
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 2:12:21 PM

You don't often get email from Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Mandating experimental  shots with unknown ingredients is criminal! Oregon does not need fascist, pseudo "health care" that violates both the law and spirit of the Nuremberg principle.  "Safe and effective" has been a corporate, for-profit lie right out of Hitler's play book. The below has been
known for well over a year, ignorance is no longer an excuse for illegally mandating  deadly clot shots.  Mandating these deadly shots at this point is malfeasance at best and in reality criminal.
Tom Clunie D.C. Ashland Or.

Evidence of harm
A short collection of key pieces of evidence showing the COVID vaccines are not "safe and effective." Not even close. They are the most deadly vaccines we've ever produced.

 

Steve Kirsch

Sep 22

 

▷   LISTEN SAVE
 

What is evidence-based practice?

Executive summary

Here’s a high level collection of some of the most compelling pieces of evidence I’ve seen to date. This is not an exhaustive list, but just the key pieces of data that are impossible to explain if the vaccines are safe and effective.

I’ve divided the collection into sections and I’ve tried to limit each section to the most compelling data points. So don’t be disappointed if your favorite item isn’t mentioned in this article; I wanted to keep it short enough to be read..

I’ll try to keep this updated over time. It can be found in the Reference section of my Substack.

The phase 3 clinical trial data

1.  The Pfizer trial 6 month report showed absolutely no all-cause morbidity or mortality benefit. There were no benefits at all. It was all negative. Ask your doctor why you should take a new, unproven medical intervention that is not shown to have an overall benefit. 

2.  The Pfizer trial 6 month report showed that more people died (and were injured) who got the drug than who got the placebo. It’s supposed to be the other way around. More importantly, none of the people in the vaccine group were judged by the drug manufacturer to have been killed by
the vaccine. They do not reveal the tests they did and how they were confidently able to make that assessment. Why the secrecy here, especially in light of the study by Bhakdi and Burkhardt showing that trained medical examiner missed the causality link in 93% of the cases they looked
at?

3.  The Pfizer trial 6 month report showed that at best, the drug saved only 1 COVID life per 22,000 recipients. This means that at best, after vaccinating 220M Americans, we might save 10,000 lives from COVID. But the VAERS reports show an excess death toll of well over 10,000 people
and that’s before applying the minimum estimated under-reporting factor of 41. So there isn’t a mortality benefit: it’s actually the reverse. Furthermore, VAERS only considers the short term deaths and is highly unlikely to report those deaths happening 5 months after the shot which
appear to be the bulk of the deaths. This makes the comparison even worse.

4.  The Classen paper analyzed the clinical trial data for all three US vaccines and confirmed the lack of a benefit (there was an increase in morbidity which was highly statistically significant in all three vaccines): “Based on this data it is all but a certainty that mass COVID-19 immunization
is hurting the health of the population in general. Scientific principles dictate that the mass immunization with COVID-19 vaccines must be halted immediately because we face a looming vaccine induced public health catastrophe.”

5.  The paper by Christine Stabell Benn entitled, “Randomised Clinical Trials of COVID-19 Vaccines: Do Adenovirus-Vector Vaccines Have Beneficial Non-Specific Effects?” confirmed that there was no mortality benefit by taking the COVID mRNA vaccines. “Based on the RCTs with the
longest possible follow-up, mRNA vaccines had no effect on overall mortality despite protecting against fatal COVID-19.” See this article by Daniel Horowitz for more information. In other words, these vaccines have no death benefit. Period. Full stop. This is just like the Canadian
analysis below showed.

6.  Serious adverse reactions, including paralysis, were not reported to the FDA and there were other serious discrepancies in the trials. For some reason, nobody seems to be interested in exploring or explaining these very serious issues. Some are very clear cut such as the case of Maddie de
Garay who was one of 1,000 kids in the clinical trial. She’s paralyzed now and has to eat with a feeding tube. The FDA and Pfizer never investigated, but reported her results as mild abdominal pain in the trial results.

7.  Pfizer admitted to clinical trial fraud in federal court. Their defense was that the FDA was in on it.

Official government data

1.  The VAERS data, which is the official adverse event reporting system used by the US government, shows that an estimated hundreds of thousands have died and millions have been injured. If these weren’t caused by the vaccine, what caused them? Why are there more adverse events
reported for these vaccines than for all other vaccines in history combined? Nobody can answer that question. See this tutorial and this recent confirmation and this article on VAERS and causality. Here’s how these numbers were calculated. Here is independent confirmation of the
estimates by Dr. Naomi Wolf who used different datasets. No fact checker was interested in contacting me to challenge the facts since I insist on recording the call. Also, the causality of events was confirmed by the Israeli safety studies, but nobody wants to look at those.

2.  Can you spot the unsafe vaccine? People at the CDC don’t see any problem with this mortality chart: all the vaccines look perfectly safe.

3.  The US Social Security Death Master File showed a 60% increase in death rate in September 2021 vs. September 2020. According to the insurance companies, it wasn’t COVID. A five month delay in death vs. vaccination was discovered in multiple countries, not just the US. Different
studies found nearly identical delays.

4.  US disability rose dramatically soon after the vaccines rolled out (Y axis is Z-score). A 3 sigma increase is hard to explain.

5.  As of Sep 2, 2022, the vaccination rate in Israel is now just 2.4%. They used to be one of the world’s most vaccinated countries. Today, very few people in Israel are considered to be vaccinated. If the vaccines are so beneficial, why has nearly the entire country shifted from extremely pro-
vax to extremely anti-vax in such a short period of time?
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Statements from government officials

1.  The Israeli Ministry of Health revealed in a confidential meeting with scientists that the reason that they never notified the people of Israel about the safety issues from the vaccines was because of budget/staffing issues. Apparently, while they had millions of dollars to promote the
vaccines as safe and effective, they forgot to budget for the possibility they were wrong.

Independent expert reports solicited by government officials

1.  The Israeli vaccine safety data showed very clearly the side-effects are serious, long-lasting, and caused by the vaccines. Secondly, it showed that the Israeli authorities and the worldwide mainstream media are covering it all up. It also showed that US officials were not interested in seeing
credible COVID vaccine safety that didn’t go along with the narrative. I tried to find out why, but nobody would talk to me. Harvard Professor Martin Kulldorff, a widely respected authority on vaccines, when asked why these people wouldn’t want to see the data, replied, “I don’t
know.” This is the single most damaging report in the history of the COVID vaccines. Nobody wants to talk about it. They are hoping it will die. It won’t.

2.  The Canadian report prepared for the Liberal Party of Canada (Trudeau’s party) showed no benefit for infection, hospitalization, and death for those under 60. “The empirical evidence investigated in this report from PHO and PHAC does not support continuing mass vaccination
programs, mandates, passports and travel bans for all age groups.” You can’t have a vaccine that doesn’t work in Canada work in other countries. The authors of the report had to hide their identities for fear of retribution. 

Pre-prints from highly credible sources

1.  The Harvard-Hopkins-UCSF study showed it is unethical to mandate vaccination for college students and anyone younger. The clearly said, “University booster mandates are unethical.”

2.  The Thailand study did blood tests before vs. after the jab and determined that nearly 30% of young adults experienced cardiovascular injuries after the jab. How is that safe? And why didn’t anyone in the US ever do such a study? Do we not want to know? This was a simple as a blood
test before and after the vaccine. Why did they not notify parents as soon as the study was published?

3.  The study by Bhakdi and Burkhardt showing 93% of deaths after vaccination were caused by the vaccine

4.  The data showing the vaccines cause prion diseases shortly after vaccination. This is impossible if the vaccines are truly safe. See the paper on ScienceOpen.com (after ResearchGate removed it).

5.  Determinants of COVID-19 Vaccine-Induced Myocarditis Requiring Hospitalization by Jessica Rose and Peter McCullough showing the myocarditis caused by the vaccine have distinct biomarkers.

Papers published in peer-reviewed medical journals

1.  The Fraiman-Doshi paper looked at serious adverse event rates and found that the vaccines may not be as safe as has been claimed, but they cannot do a proper analysis because they are not allowed to see the data. “Full transparency of the COVID-19 vaccine clinical trial data is needed to
properly evaluate these questions. Unfortunately, as we approach 2 years after release of COVID-19 vaccines, participant level data remain inaccessible.” You have to wonder: if the vaccine is so safe, why are the drug companies hiding the data?

2.  The Levi cardiac arrest rate elevation paper showed a troubling correlation between vaccine doses and increased cardiac events from January–May 2021. When they tried to get data after May 2021, they were refused access. This begs the question: if the vaccines are perfectly safe, what
are they trying to hide?

3.  There are over 1,250 papers published in the scientific peer-reviewed literature showing the vaccine cause significant adverse events.

4.  The Walach paper found that the vaccines harm more people than they save.

5.  This news article published in the BMJ showed that at least 10% of the deaths after vaccination were caused by the vaccine. Funny, in America we think the number is 0. They can’t both be right. Someone should investigate why we have different results. This is very important. In fact,
with a deeper investigation, over 90% of the deaths thought by medical examiners not to be caused by the vaccine were shown to be caused by the vaccine. This suggests that the US isn’t looking at the deaths.

Autopsy reports

There are specialized tests required to diagnose a death from the COVID vaccine. 

The CDC has never told any medical examiner in the US about these tests.

So the medical examiners aren’t implicating the vaccine in any of the deaths.

The question is we know what the tests are, we know there is solid evidence from multiple countries that the vaccine causes death, yet we refuse to even consider the possibility that the vaccine caused the deaths. Why?

Retracted papers published in peer-reviewed journals

This paper, A Report on Myocarditis Adverse Events in the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS) in Association with COVID-19 Injectable Biological Products, was retracted because the publisher didn’t like the result. So he unilaterally decided to retract the paper. This is
unethical.

Here’s the “withdrawn” notice. 

Here is the backstory as well as this censorship update.

The publisher hasn’t fixed the problem in over a year despite assurances it would be quickly resolved.

Here is another retracted paper that was correct:

Why are we vaccinating children against COVID-19? by Ron Kostoff
“Compared with the 28,000 deaths the CDC stated were due to COVID-19 and not associated morbidities for the 65+ age range, the inoculation-based deaths are an order-of-magnitude greater than the COVID-19 deaths!”

That is basically what I found: the vaccines kill >10X more people than the number of COVID deaths that they save. The paper passed peer review and was published. The editor of the journal quit after he was over-ridden by the publisher on the retraction.

The reason cited for the retraction:

1.  The use of key terminology, specifically the key terms “inoculation” and “vaccination” diverges from common use and are incorrect, indicating clear evidence of bias.

2.  Publicly available data from the United States Center for Disease Control (U.S. CDC) were concluded by the external reviewers to be misinterpreted to make the erroneous conclusion that the vast majority of reported deaths due to COVID-19 are actually due to other comorbidities. Such
an egregious misinterpretation and misrepresentation are unacceptable.

This is completely bogus for two reasons:

1.  The editor could have easily normalized the terminology to eliminate any perceived “bias.” They simply ask the author to do a quick search and replace. 

2.  The vast majority of COVID-19 deaths were in fact due to other co-morbidities. For example, the New Mexico death records where COVID-19 was listed as the cause of death and 5 out 6 were not consistent with a COVID death. If anyone wants to challenge me on that, I have access to
the death data. In Massachusetts, only 10% to 20% of the deaths listed as COVID were actually caused by COVID. Most people don’t have access to the death data, but I do. So I wonder if the journal is interested in fixing their error?

Hard-to-explain anecdotes

Can anyone explain how these anecdotes are possible? 

1.  The Died Suddenly group on Facebook was adding users at 20,000 per day making it the fastest growing group in Facebook history. They had to throttle the growth rate due to attempts by the British military to infiltrate the group to cause it to be shut down.

2.  The average age of the people reported dead in the Died Suddenly group has been trending younger and younger over time. How can you explain that? The only worldwide massive intervention that goes to younger people is the COVID vaccine.

3.  The embalmer data (such as The Epoch Times article and this interview).

4.  Insurance company data from insurance companies worldwide:

1.      Adults Aged 35–44 Died at Twice the Expected Rate Last Summer, Life Insurance Data Suggests

2.      Millennials Experienced ‘84 Percent Rise of Excess Mortality’ Into Fall 2021: Former BlackRock Portfolio Manager

5.  Wayne Root’s wedding: 200 guests, half vaxxed, half unvaxxed. Only the vaxxed got injured (26%) or died (7%). I surveyed my readers and the readers collectively reported very similar stats. That’s hard to explain if there isn’t a huge effect.

6.  My neurologist stats: 11 years without needing to do a single VAERS report; this year, needs to file 1,000 VAERS reports. How will anyone explain that?

7.  The polling results using third party polling firms (so not my followers) consistently showing more people died from the vaccine than from the virus. The mainstream media refuses to do similar surveys and most survey firms refuse to even ask the questions.
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8.  Ten different surveys I did

9.  The fact that Paul Offit isn’t going to get the latest booster even though the CDC says he should

10.  Google searches show people became interested in topics related to vaccine safety before they became popular on social media

11.  When I ask data/statistics experts such as Joel Smalley and Professor Norman Fenton whether they’ve seen any credible data proving the vaccines are safe and effective, they are unable to cite a single reference.

Books

1.  Turtles all the way down: Vaccine science and myth

2.  Dissolving Illusions

Slide presentations

1.  Vaccine Secrets: a 20 minute slide presentation from CHD

2.  The CCCA presentations: 

1.      Stop the shots, 

2.      More Harm Than Good

3.      Dispelling the Myth

Mitigation measures: masks, vaccines, lockdowns, social distancing, 6 foot rule, …

This was a very well done study, but it is of course attacked by the pro narrative people. We’d love to have an open debate about this study, but the other side doesn’t want to talk about it in a neutral forum.

A LITERATURE REVIEW AND META-ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF LOCKDOWNS ON COVID-19 MORTALITY

Masks don’t work at all. See this article which has plenty of references. If anything, masks are more likely to hurt you than to benefit you.

There is no study at all on the 6 foot distance rule. They just made that one up.

Origin of the virus investigation

Professor Jeffrey Sachs was tasked by The Lancet to lead an independent investigation into the source of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. After he determined it came from US biotechnology, all of a sudden nobody wanted to pursue the investigation any further.

Questions for lawmakers

1.  Why can't we have open forums where our public health officials can be challenged by experts who disagree? Is there proof that having open debate results in worse outcomes?

2.  Why doesn’t anyone want to see the Israeli safety data?

3.  Why isn’t anyone asking for Fauci’s unredacted emails?

4.  Is there a scientific reason that the CDC is ignoring me and all the experts I work with?

5.  Questions I'd love to ask Congresswoman Anna Eshoo... that she'll never answer

Questions I’d like to ask the CDC

1.  Why hasn’t anyone calculated the minimum VAERS under-reporting factor (URF)?

2.  Did the propensity to report change in 2021 vs. previous years. What is the new number in 2021 and 2022 compared to previous years? 

3.  Why do John Su and Tom Shimabukuro never talk about the URF in the ACIP meetings?

4.  I found thousands of adverse events that are elevated by these vaccines compared to all other vaccines combined in previous years. How many adverse events did the CDC find?

5.  There was a dramatic rise in adverse events reported in the VAERS system for the COVID vaccines. How could this not be a serious safety concern? The propensity to report did not increase. If you believe the propensity to report did increase, what data do you have to support that? 

6.  My neurologist has been in practice for 11 years. She’s never had to report a single event to VAERS. With the COVID vaccines, she needs to make 1,000 reports. How do you explain this?

7.  The NEJM pregnancy paper by Tom Shimabukuro noted that the results on safety for pregnant women was preliminary since many of the women were still pregnant. What was the final result and why wasn’t it published?

8.  There was an analysis of the VAERS data by Hannah Rosenblum published in the Lancet. It never goes into explaining why there were elevated reporting rates and also the nature of the reported events are not normal background events. Couldn’t the elevated reporting rates be caused by a
dangerous vaccine? Does she want to look at the Israeli safety data? If not, why not? The Israeli data directly contradicts the conclusion of the paper. Shouldn’t we figure out which conclusion is correct?

9.  Why does Carol Crawford not answer my questions about an open discussion with the top vaccine misinformation spreaders to resolve our differences and reduce vaccine hesitancy?

10.  Why does Martha Sharan ignore my emails and phone messages when I attempted to ask for permission to talk to the authors of the Rosenblum paper? Can’t she reply with the reason questions are not allowed?

The unanswered questions

Questions I’d love to get the answer to. These were asked, but never answered.

1.  Why did the CDC never publish the follow up on the NEJM pregnancy paper by Tom Shimabukuro?

2.  The CEO of Moderna was asked how the 19 nucleotide sequence from a Moderna patent got into the SARS-CoV-2 genome. That sequence is never found in a virus. How did it get in this one? The CEO said he’d look into it, but never reported the explanation. I’d love to know what it
was.

3.  Why hasn’t any Democratic committee chairman asked the NIH for Tony Fauci’s unredacted emails? Don’t we want to know the truth about whether there was a deliberate cover-up? If there was, shouldn’t Fauci be fired?

4.  Fauci wasn’t supposed to be funding gain of function research but he was. How is he being held accountable?

5.  How much is Fauci making every time someone gets a Moderna shot? He’s a public official… why is this a secret?

Debates

People who disagree with the mainstream narrative are rewarded with censorship, permanent bans on posting on social media, demonetization of your YouTube account, revocation of your medical license, revocation of your medical certifications, loss of hospital privileges, loss of job, loss of
funding, loss of friends, and a Wikipedia entry labelling you a “misinformation spreader” and/or “conspiracy theorist.”

This is a problem. I am not aware of any paper published in the medical literature that shows that such tactics result in better health decisions.

Should we use the same rules at the UN when nations disagree? Do you think that will result in better outcomes?
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The way people resolve differences is by confronting the issues and talking through them. But we are not doing this:

1.  Why can't we find anyone who will defend the CDC, FDA, and NIH on camera?

2.  Dr. Byram Bridle and 2 colleagues challenged Canada's health authorities to a debate

3.  Vinay Prasad's most important op-ed

Articles about the corruption of science

1.  The head of the CDC's outside committee on vaccine safety does not want to see the safety data collected by the Israeli Ministry of Health.

This is objective proof of a broken system. It is indefensible. Caught on video camera. There is no reason that anyone in a position of authority on the COVID vaccines would refuse an opportunity to see the most thorough post-vaccine safety study ever done: one that shows causality of serious
adverse events. 

Professor Grace Lee should be removed from her position by the CDC. Why isn’t she? Does anyone care?

Meta-collections

If the above isn’t enough, there are hundreds more “hard to explain” data points.

1.  List of over 1,200 papers published in peer-reviewed scientific journals

2.  The safe and effective narrative is falling apart

3.  Think we got it wrong?

4.  How the authorities can INSTANTLY stop the spread of "COVID misinformation"

Using all the available evidence

There is an excellence article written in August 2020 by Norman Doidge entitled “Medicine’s Fundamentalists” which talks about the “all-available-evidence approach.” It should be read by every doctor in America. This is how medical science should work.

The precautionary principle of medicine

The precautionary principle medicine seems to have been thrown under the bus during the pandemic. It says in the face of uncertainty, one should take reasonable measures to avoid threats that are serious and plausible.

For example, the Pfizer clinical trial showed the vaccine saved only one COVID death per 22,000 injected. That means we might only save around 10,000 lives if we inject 200M Americans. So if VAERS, which is at least 41 times under reported, is showing over 12,000 deaths associated the
vaccine, any reasonable person should say that killing more than 41 people to save 1 life is nonsensical… shouldn’t we put a PAUSE on this intervention until we resolve the uncertainty?

In the current system, questioning the CDC or other authorities results in serious retribution as mentioned earlier.

Is that really the right way to handle scientific dissent?

Summary

Are the vaccines “safe and effective” as claimed?

To answer this, science requires that we look all all the available data and see whether the data is more consistent with the hypothesis of “safe and effective” or “not safe and effective.”

All the data that I and my colleagues have seen end up being placed in the “not” bucket. 

We are open to being shown we got it wrong on the hundreds of pieces of evidence we have examined, but nobody is willing to discuss the data with us to resolve the issue, not even for $1M dollars.

I even went to extraordinary lengths to offer the Israeli safety data to ACIP Chair Grace Lee. Her response: she called the police on me. That pretty much tells you everything you need to know: they simply refuse to look at any data that goes against their currently held beliefs. That’s the way
science works.

Please share this widely.
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From: Susan
To: Public Health Rules
Cc: Sen Sollman; Rep Sosa
Subject: OAR 333-19-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 10:30:14 AM

You don't often get email from Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not
in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt
out staff.

It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two years of learning
loss. This is a major impact to me. I volunteered at my grandson’s school before COVID
and would like to do so again. The fact that all of the emergency measures implemented by
Governor Brown have not been repealed continues to impact my interaction with my
community, friends, and relatives. I still have friends and relatives who will not allow me into
their homes or associate with me outside of their homes. This is discrimination. Maybe that
will come to an end as more of these unnecessary and harmful rules are repealed.

It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and
allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.
 
Thank you for your consideration.
 
Susan Chacko

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Rachel Najjar
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-19-1030 comment
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:29:41 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hello,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate
between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030
out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be
repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the
classroom to provide support for burnt out staff.
 It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two years of
learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

I’m addition to that, it has been evident that these injections and mandates have
caused nothing but harm and go against everything that our nation stands for. 
Thank you for your time,
Rachel Najjar 
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From: Valerie Schadt
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-19-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:31:08 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Whom It May Concern:

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because
of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers, who were forced to
leave their jobs, to return to the classroom and help alleviate the teacher
shortage Oregon is experiencing.  It will also allow volunteers to come in
and help our kids catch up on two years of learning loss and give our
teachers needed support.

It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.  It takes a village to educate our kids and we need all
able hands on deck.
 
Thank you,

Valerie Schadt
Lake Oswego, Oregon

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Alli Hughes
To: Public Health Rules
Cc: COVID19; Rep Dexter; Rep Hayden; Rep Prusak; Rep Campos; Rep Moore-Green; Rep Salinas; Rep Stark;

Droppers Oliver; Nieubuurt Brian; maia.daniel@oregonlegislature.gov; Rep Fahey; Congressman Peter DeFazio;
Senator Jeff Merkley

Subject: OAR 333-19-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 10:38:28 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Please read this new study,
https://insulinresistance.org/index.php/jir/article/download/71/224, and consider that the CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers to return to the
classroom to provide support. 
This will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch up students on lost learning time. 

Thank you for considering,
Allison Hughes, RN
(Eugene, OR)
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From: Joel Kleinbaum
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-19-1030. Repeal it.
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 3:51:05 PM

[You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,

I am a music teacher who gives private lessons to middle- and
high-school students. Until recently, I have not been able to set foot
in public schools to perform for the band students, nor the hear my
students perform at concerts and/or competitions. And I still cannot
enter the schools as a volunteer. Why not? Because I am not vaccinated
**for medical reasons.**

Please repeal OAR 333-19-1030.

Let teachers focus on our students. Let volunteers into our classrooms,
regardless of vaccination status.

If you do not repeal this, please show me the data that you are using,
because I would love to see it. The data that I have at my disposal show
vaccines performing at negative efficacy. Some of my vaccinated (all of
them) students have had Covid. There are multiple studies that show–-at
least for young people--that the risks of these vaccines far outweigh
the benefits (and we have known for a long time that young people are
not a vector in getting serious covid).

My income has been challenged by this policy as I have not been able to
go into schools and generate enthusiasm and interest for my somewhat
rare and difficult instrument (the bassoon).

Joel Kleinbaum

Portland, OR

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Barbie Scott
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-19-1030. Repeal it.
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 3:01:56 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside 
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the 
sender before opening it.

Please repeal OAR 333-19-1030.  

Let teachers focus on our students. Let volunteers into our classrooms, 
regardless of vaccination status.

The vaccines are performing at NEGATIVE efficacy. They have failed to 
preclude transmission and infection.  They are causing injuries; they are 
even causing deaths (some of the deaths are sudden cardiac arrests). I 
don’t need to be the friend of or the family member of someone who is 
vaccidentally injured or killed in order to have compassion for this reality. 

I am not even a parent; I have no children nor grandchildren in schools.  But 
I care, and that is why I am writing. Please, repeal OAR 333-19-1030.

Barbie Scott
Portland, Oregon

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: nicholas marrant
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR 333-19-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 8:44:47 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Greetings,
The CDC has changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. Considering
this, OAR 333-19-1030 is out of date and not in alignment with the CDC.
Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to
leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out
staff.
 It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch kids up on two years
of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.
Although each life lost to COVID is tragic, in this case, the governmental
response to COVID is creating far more tragedy and long term problems.
Thank you,
Nicholas Marrant

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From:
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR petition to repeal 333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 12:06:16 PM

You don't often get email from i  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The Administrative Procedures Act, the Oregon Health Authority
(OHA), Public Health Division has received a petition to repeal OAR
333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and
School Staff. 
SALUTATIONS, by ALL means , THIS OAR 333-019-1030  
determination must be repealed.  Since the foundation for the
implementation of Covid-19 EAU injections  is flawed, un-tested and
harmful [reference VAERS data], NO Unconstitutional, impingement
[mandates] should be allowed to stand.
Thank you.
C. Fortier  
97504

Sent with Proton Mail secure email.
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From: Julianna Forgione
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR/VAX REQUIREMENTS...
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 9:50:01 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Follow the Science...ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!
  I have been an educator for over 30 years.
  This policy is abusive, false and hurting our
  children.
END IT NOW.
Julianna Forgione
Jacksonville, Oregon
-- 
Julianna
www.justjulianna.com
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From: Karen Potts
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR-333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 1:33:10 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Begin forwarded message:

On Friday, September 30, 2022, 10:38 AM, postmaster@dhsoha.state.or.us wrote:

Dear Oregon Health Officials,

I am writing with a deep concern about the continuing use of these experimental
"Vaccines".  Almost everyone I meet now days knows of someone that has died
because of either the original 2 shots, or a booster shot.  My friends husband, a
diabetic, died in bed beside her!  But what is worse almost is the thousands of folks
that have been permanently injured.  Their lives will never be the same!    Do you talk
to people.  Do you not also have the same experience?  How can we go on
mandating that some or out most caring folks, teachers and staff, have to have this
shot to continue teaching?  This time will go down in history as the biggest tragedy in
the history of man.

As to how this lock-downs and mandates have affected, and can continue to affect
society and businesses!  OMG, how sad that so many small family owned have
closed down.  That mainly big box stores thrive for many people.  That families have
become estranged, that children are way below their learning threshold, that their tiny,
growing faces have been distorted from wearing masks all day in school!  Enough is
enough!! 

Please read the attached document.  Dr. Malhotra, the author, has been pro-vaccine
all his profession but after loosing his father to the booster he really started looking
into these current MRNA VACCINES (a very new gene technology) and after in depth
research wrote this paper.  PLEASE, again, read it before approving any more
mandates with this EUA "vaccine".  

Thank you very much for your attention,
Karen Potts

Curing the pandemic of misinformation on COVID-19 mRNA vaccines through real
evidence-based medicine - Part 1 | Malhotra | Journal of Insulin Resistance
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Curing the pandemic of misinformation on
COVID-19 mRNA vaccines through ...
The Journal of Insulin Resistance is a peer-reviewed, clinically oriented
journal covering advances in disorders...
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From: Claire Potter
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OAR-333-019-1030
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 12:23:49 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I support the repeal of OAR 333-109-1030 COVID Vaccination Requirements for Teachers
and School Staff.  The COVID-19 vaccine is only a prophylactic vaccine, it does not prevent
infection or transmission.  I believe it is wrong to mandate anyone take any vaccine or
medication or undergo any medical procedure.  It should always be a choice with informed
consent only.

Sincerely,
Claire Potter

Portland Oregon

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Hugh Ady
To: Public Health Rules
Cc: Jenny Dresler; Janelle Detweiler
Subject: OCEC Vaccine Mandate Comments
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 11:59:38 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Vaccine Mandate Comments.pdf

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Public Health Division Rules Coordinator,
 
The attached comments from the Oregon Christian Education Coalition are being submitted
regarding the Petition to Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, Covid-19 Vaccination Requirements for
Teachers and School Staff.
 
Thank you,
 
Hugh Ady

 
 
 
 

Hugh Ady
Research Manager

Salem, OR 97302
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OREGON CHRISTIAN EDUCATION COALITION 


 
 


September 30, 2022 


 


OHA, Public Health Division 


Administrative Rules Coordinator 


800 NE Oregon Street, Suite 930 


Portland, Oregon 97232 


 


Re: Response to Petition to Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination 


Requirements for Teachers and School Staff 


 


To the Public Health Division Rules Coordinator: 


 


We are writing on behalf of religious private schools throughout Oregon. The vaccine 


requirement for teachers and school staff is impeding the ability of private religious schools to 


function effectively. 


 


Petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, Covid-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers 


and School Staff 


 


Within the last year the Covid-19 pandemic has largely receded in the State of Oregon. The 


Center for Disease Control (“CDC”) has revised its guidelines to eliminate the “test to stay” 


requirement in public schools, and updated the recommended quarantine period for individuals 


that contract COVID-19 to specify that individuals only need to quarantine for five days if they 


contract coronavirus and no longer need to isolate if they’ve been exposed and show no 


symptoms1. Oregon has followed suit, ending the mask mandate in public and private schools. 


The mask mandate greatly impeded the ability of students to learn and socialize. The end of the 


mandate was significant for Oregon’s private faith-based schools. Our students need to be able to 


have face to face communication with teachers, and teachers cannot effectively address the needs 


of students if they can’t communicate without obstruction.  


Furthermore, the Oregon Health Authority (“OHA”) recently announced that it will be shifting 


resources towards other health priorities, such as limiting the spread of monkeypox. The OHA 


also followed federal precedent in acknowledging that the COVID-19 pandemic has now become 


endemic like the common flu, which is a major development and warrants change to outdated 


regulations, such as the K-12 vaccine mandate. Dr. Dean Sidelinger, recently commented 


 
1 https://govstatus.egov.com/OR-OHA-COVID-19  



https://govstatus.egov.com/OR-OHA-COVID-19





regarding COVID-19 in Oregon, “we already are experiencing conditions consistent with an 


endemic, in which the disease continues to circulate in communities, although at very low levels 


and without causing the significant disruptions to our lives that we saw in 2020 and 2021.” 


 


We urge OHA to take up the petition to repeal the vaccine requirement for teachers, school staff, 


and volunteers in OAR 333-019-1030. The state’s current vaccine requirement is no longer 


practical given the conditions on the ground. According to official statistics from the Oregon 


Health Authority, nearly 85% of Oregonians have received a vaccine against COVID-192. In-


person learning has resumed, masks are no longer required, and the infection rate across Oregon 


continues to decrease. The CDC has also dramatically narrowed the scope under which a person 


would need to quarantine; an individual needs to show symptoms as a result of COVID-19 


exposure OR contraction.  


 


We repeat our request from June 2022 that private, faith-based schools be treated like other 


private businesses in Oregon and for the repeal of OAR 333-019-1030 as it applies to teachers, 


school staff and volunteers. The current vaccination requirement is impeding the ability of 


private, faith-based schools to recruit parent volunteers that support our students in the 


classroom. Continuation of this onerous rule deprives our schools of valuable assets that we need 


to function at our highest level. Governor Brown rescinded the mandate for state employees on 


April 1, 2022, and the OHA should follow suit and rescind the mandate as it applies to private, 


faith-based K-12 education providers and the parents that volunteer in our classrooms.   


 


We continue to request that local control be restored to private schools in Oregon.  Local 


decision-making and collaboration have been a cornerstone of private, faith-based schools in 


Oregon for decades, and we do not accept the authority of the state to intervene in our faith-


based operations and practices. OAR 333-019-1030 is unnecessarily burdensome to private 


schools and intrusive to the families that we serve. We respectfully ask that you repeal this rule 


as it applies to private, faith-based schools.  


 


Oregon Christian Education Coalition 
 


 
2 Covid-19 Vaccine Statistics, Oregon Health Authority 



https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/oregon.health.authority.covid.19/viz/OregonCOVID-19VaccineEffortMetrics/StatewideProgress





From: Leonard Ablieter
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: OR333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 9:41:19 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

OR 333-019-1030 is unconstitutional, invasive of personal rights and freedom, burdensome,
ineffective and counterproductive. It must be repealed. These statements are based on facts
published by various governmental, medical and  non-filtered scientific resources.
 
Respectfully submitted,
 
Leonard D. Ablieter

Fall Creek, OR 97438
 
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: Alex Hoggan
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Oregon Liability for vaccine mandates!!
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 6:12:26 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The State of Oregon has already taken on the liability of adverse reactions from the covid
vaccines by mandating the vaccine.   There was no informed consent to people who got the
vaccine.  By the way, the Pfizer documents that they tried to hide for 50 years, reveals there
were massive problems and serious injuries and death would come about.   They totally
ignored the data for profit.   So hell yes stop immediately because you're on the hook!!!!

Alex Hoggan
Director of Business Operations

 W: www.ChemHistory.com

The company accepts no liability for the content of this email, or for the consequences of any actions
taken on the basis of the information provided, unless that information is subsequently confirmed in
writing. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or
taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From:
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2022 8:27:12 AM

You don't often get email from j . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Please reject the petition to repeal the vaccination requirement for school employees.  The
rule was implemented based on science to protect children.  The petition disregards scientific
analysis in favor of wishful thinking.  Vaccination has proved incredibly effective at (1)
preventing serious disease and (2) reducing transmissibility.   The rule was adopted after
consideration of the opinions of public health experts.  The overwhelming majority of those
experts would oppose changing the rule, and any consideration of changing the rule should be
made only after a thorough inquiry that includes a review of current science.  

https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Christine Amen
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2022 7:22:24 AM

[You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Hello,

I understand the public is invited to submit written comments on the on Oregon Administrative Rules referenced
above, concerning the repeal of COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.

The governments excessive involvement in the Covid 19 crisis has been brutal and damaging to our kids, our
families, the job losses and the strife created with our neighbors and families. The governments excessive
involvement in our personal rights has been egregious and detrimental to the sovereignty of this state and nation and
the rights of individuals.

There are no words strong enough that I support the Repeal of OAR 333-019-1030.

Sincerely,
Christine A Amen

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Melissa Norland
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Please end the vaccine mandate for both teachers and volunteers
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 1:13:09 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whomever will be voting on rule 333-019-1030,

At this point there is no justifiable reason to continue enforcing a vaccine mandate on Oregon
teachers and volunteers.

Long ago, CDC determined that both the vaccinated and unvaccinated can both aquire and
transmit COVID.

Holding onto the mandate improves public health and safety not one bit, however has drastic
negative consequences for our children. Some of the best and most active teachers and
volunteers have declined the vaccine. Witholding employment or the ability to volunteer in the
schools is merely punitive.

Please consider the story of this Oregonian and mother, Jessica Berg. She took the vaccine in
2021 just so she could volunteer in her daughter's classroom. She died as a result of a blood
clot acquired after taking the vaccine. 

I have volunteered in my children's schools and sports for almost 15 years. This mandate will
never convince me to take the vaccine but it will leave my son's sport teams and classroom
teachers stretched thin and ultimately hurting the students. 

Thank you for your consideration.

Melissa Norland from district 509J

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Oriana Spratt
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Please repeal forced injections for teachers
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2022 6:55:48 AM

[You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Hello,

I will make this short but emphatic:  no adults, including school staff, in Oregon need any governmental bureaucrats
telling them what to put in our bodies.

There is a high degree of conflict of interest among the individual who are so ardently pushing Covid vaccines and
even the most basic research of Covid-19 injections shows there are many adverse effects, including dangerous heart
issues, strokes and even death -  that may be worse than Covid itself.

Please repeal the draconian mandates that force these injections on our teachers.

Thank you.

Linda Oriana Spratt
Ashland, Oregon

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Ken Oliphant
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Please Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 3:32:21 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am writing to urge you to repeal OAR 333-019-1030 (COVID Vaccination Requirements for Teachers
and School Staff).
 
As our president wisely stated on September 18, 2022, “The pandemic is over.” It’s time to remove
the emergency mandates. COVID has become far less virulent than the alpha and delta variants, and
simply put only poses risks to the very old and very unhealthy. Let the vulnerable continue with the
vaccine and protective masks, and let the rest of us make our own decisions.
 
In addition, the state will be hit with numerous lawsuits if the vaccination requirement stays in place.
We’re seeing vaccine mandate requirements being overturned by the courts in other parts of the
country. It’ll happen here eventually. Let’s save the lawsuit money and put our tax dollars to work
doing something meaningful – roads, infrastructure, and the homeless!
 
Thank you for your time.
 
Ken Oliphant, PE, SE
Advanced Structural Forensics

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Michelle Lee
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Please Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 8:13:00 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing to urge the OHA to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19
Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff. 

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because
of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their
jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff.
 It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch kids up on two years
of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michelle Lee
Portland, OR

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification
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From: David Leventhal
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Please Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 9:47:17 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

As a former college professor and father of two, I believe there is enough damning evidence
that the vaccine has not performed as intended.  Requiring vaccination, in a time when schools
are already hurting for talented teachers, is archaic and completely unnecessary to say the
least.  Forcing anyone to take medicine or inject foreign liquids into their body is unjust and
down right tyrannical.  My family and I ask you to reconsider this "jab or leave" mandate.  It
benefits no one except for the companies pushing this drug.

In solidarity,
 -David Leventhal

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: jeff wilson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: please repeal OAR 333-019-1030,
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 1:16:42 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Let teachers teach without being poisoned by a Gene altering therapy that is Killing more people then it
would ever save,
Jeff Wilson
Mapleton, OR 97453

Those that promoted this crime against humanity WILL BE PROSECUTED, it's just a matter of time.

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: B Wilson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Please Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 10:13:46 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear Oregon Legislators,

I urge you to immediately repeal the Covid-19 vaccination requirements for teachers and
school staff.

Our state has one of the worst educational records in the country. It is unjustified to decimate
the teacher and staff employee pool with unnecessary mandates that require risky medical
procedures for an illness with an extremely high recovery rate. Vaccine mandates are not the
answer and are no longer in accordance with the CDC guidelines. 

You must repeal the requirements at once, or risk being exposed for illegal, unconstitutional,
draconian leadership. It's OK to change course when new information has been revealed. Don't
be afraid to say, "we were wrong" or "what we know has changed". It's time to move forward.

Be a defender of freedom. Medical liberty does matter. Any politician who says the contrary
in the United States of America is not upholding their oath and should not be in office.
Officials do not define "the greater good" because sometimes they are wrong. The overall
death toll is up around the world from non-Covid causes. "Unknown causes of death" are
increasing around the world. It is not impossible, nor unlikely, that these facts are related to
the experimental vaccination rollout. Additionally, the vaccine is not preventing illness or
transmission, and has the highest rate of reported adverse effects compared to all other
vaccines combined since the inception of VAERS. Inform yourself. Do the right thing.

Oregon students need smart teachers and staff. Let them work.

Sincerely,
Bonnie Wilson
Bend, OR

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Erika Glancy
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Please repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 6:37:32 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

There is a lot to be said in terms of public health when good teachers of all types are allowed
and encouraged to work.  Please repeal this Covid vaccine requirement for teachers in Oregon.
 

Thank you. 
-- 
Erika Glancy Better Oils, Better Life doTERRA IPC #239901 Mydoterra.com/erikaglancy

 Texts are great!

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Please repeal OAR 333-19-1030 -Pubic Comment
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:22:21 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: Please repeal OAR 333-19-1030 -Pubic Comment

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Please repeal this rule. I need to be able to volunteer again. It is time to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom and allow volunteers to engage
with students and get back into our schools to provide the support our teachers need. The CDC
changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with
the CDC. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students,
and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Nicole De Graff

Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: S est
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Please Repeal OAR 333-19-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 7:59:01 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The CDC guidance now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. 

OAR 333-19-1030 is now out of date and should be repealed to allow
qualified teachers to return to the classroom to provide support for burned
out staff.

It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two
years of learning loss.

Please repeal OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Olivia Walsh
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Position on repeal of -1030
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 1:22:53 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Our schools NEED help, and the best way to get it is to break down the barriers that are discriminating between who
can and cannot work or volunteer.

I am writing in support of the REPEAL of 333-019-1030, vaccination requirement for all school staff and
volunteers. Making this rule permanent was an overreach from the beginning and not what the majority of the
people of our state wanted, as was very clear by the loud opposing voices in the January meeting. Even if our
current appointed OHA leaders cannot agree with the overwhelming opinion of an overreach, it should be very clear
by now that the science is telling us that this rule is outdated. If you are to continue following CDC guidelines as
you always have, then you would follow the updated CDC guidelines and repeal this unnecessary rule.

Sent from my iPad

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Alec Steury
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: PPS Volunteers and Vaccine Compliance
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 11:24:16 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

I am adamantly opposed to the current Vaccine Mandates and Requirement’s regarding teachers, staff and
volunteers at Portland Public Schools. The Vaccine does not stop transmission, and only (potentially) lessons the
severity of the disease, nothing else. The CDC has openly stated that the vaccinated and unvaccinated should be
treated no different due to the failure of the vaccine to stop transmission of the virus. Why then are you
discriminating against teachers, staff and volunteers who have opted out of getting the vaccine? Your rule doesn’t
protect staff or students and only impairs the ability of good, qualified human beings to help out, teach, work in, or
serve the school district in some capacity. This is flawed thinking.

Thank you,
Alec Steury

P.S. I have two children in PPS, a 7th grader at Kellogg Middle school and a freshman at Franklin High School.

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From:
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Public comment ( these are not vaccines )
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 10:07:08 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern:

These shots are not vaccines just because the CDC says so. With that
please see comment below.

The teachers who were made to either get jabbed or loose their jobs were
unfairly discriminated against. The CDC is part of a communist criminal
enterprise. The public school system partnered with the CDC in hopes of
pushing these shots into the arms of all teachers. I’m so proud of the men
and women who stood firm in the face of tyranny and pushed back against
this even at the loss of their jobs. My hope is that all teachers that want to
come back to work are quickly put back in there original places. Additionally
my hope is that all the teachers that were made to quit sue the pants off
everyone involved. 

Regards,
Joel Hockensmith 

https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: M Ball
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Public comment
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2022 1:59:01 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Dear Oregon Health Authority,
I am an Oregon resident for over 20 years and a former public school teacher in the city of Sandy. You should
ABSOLUTELY repeal OAR 333-019-1030, Covid-19 vaccine requirements for Oregon Teachers. Body autonomy
is of the upmost importance, especially to Women, in this state. Teachers are a majority women and taking away
their right to chose what happens to their bodies going forward is what Oregon stands for!
I personally know excellent Oregon teachers who have been fired for not getting vaccinated. And our schools are
suffering because of it. Bring back teachers, stop discriminating, Stop this Now!

Thank you for your time,
Retired Oregon Teacher

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Public Comment- It"s time to retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 11:12:39 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: Public Comment- It's time to retire outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Vaccination against Covid should never have been a requirement for anyone working or
entering our schools. Maintaining it as a requirement after the CDC's recent change in
guidance is just doubling down on bad policy in a time when our efforts need to be put into
addressing learning loss. Schools should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the
basics of reading, writing and math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with
learning and short staffing to help with this. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like
OAR 333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids. It’s time to get rid of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Cheyenne Love

Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: Stephanie Dorfman
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Public comment OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 7:58:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

To Whom It May Concern,
I'm subming a public comment on the peon to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccinaon Requirements for
Teachers and School Staff.
Children have virtually zero risk of serious complicaons from COVID-19. A large study in Germany which was
posted on medRxiv showed zero deaths for healthy children ages 5-11 and a case fatality rate of 3 per million in all
children without comorbidies. A Johns Hopkins study monitoring 48,000 children diagnosed with COVID showed a
zero mortality rate in children under 18 without comorbidies. A study in Nature Medicine demonstrated that
children under 18 with no comorbidies had virtually no risk of death. Data from England and Wales, published by
the UK Office of National Statistics on January 17, 2022, revealed that throughout 2020 and 2021, only one child
under the age of five, without comorbidies, had died from COVID in the two countries, whose total populaon is 60
million. According to The Lancet, the infecon fatality rate (IFR) from coronavirus in all children age seven and
younger is 0.0023%. Nearly all fatalies in this age group had one or more underlying health condions. With the
emergence of the Omicron variant, the IFR is even lower.
The medical literature also shows that healthy children are more easily able to heal from this virus than adults and
therefore do not need this vaccine. A study in Nature Communicaons from April suggests children’s bodies clear the
virus more easily than adults. A study in Nature Immunology, published in December, demonstrated how children
efficiently mount effecve, robust and sustained immune responses.
In addion, most children already have had COVID and have fully recovered. According to the CDC, at least 58% of
kids already have natural immunity.
Recent studies show waning effecveness of the COVID vaccine. The government of New South Wales, Australia
publishes a weekly COVID-19 Surveillance Report that recently showed that 4 in every 5 deaths from COVID-19
were in the vaccinated. Recent data from the UK Health Security Agency confirms deaths are rising dramacally
among the triple vaccinated populaon while declining steadily among the unvaccinated populaon in England. Their
most recent figures showed the fully vaccinated accounted for 9 in every 10 COVID-19 deaths over the past month;
and the triple vaccinated accounted for 4 in every 5 COVID deaths.
VAERS COVID-19 vaccine data as of September 9, 2022 shows a total of 1,407,409 adverse events, including
257,227 rated as serious and 30,935 deaths. There are more than double the reports of adverse events reported in
connecon with the COVID-19 vaccines than all other vaccines combined in the last 30 years since the VAERS
program was begun. Three out of every four deaths in that system are connected to the COVID-19 vaccines.
Pfizer was ordered by a U.S. District Judge to release the data submied to FDA from its clinical trials in support of a
COVID-19 vaccine license. Prior to the ruling, the FDA planned to suppress the data for the next 75 years which the
agency claimed was necessary, in part, because of its “limited resources.”

This denied the American people access to the informaon that would have allowed them to make a decision based
on informed consent. Pfizer released a 38-page report including an Appendix: “LIST OF ADVERSE EVENTS OF
SPECIAL INTEREST,” that lists 1,291 different adverse events.
This is one of the most dangerous vaccines in the history of the U.S. vaccinaon program.
Therefore, as COVID-19 does not pose a risk of serious complicaons to children, as studies are showing the waning
effecveness of the COVID-19 vaccines, and as the vaccines have also been demonstrated to pose very serious risks,
it is clear that teachers and school staff should not be required to receive them.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Sur
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Daniel Chong, ND
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Public Comment on Covid Vaccine Requirements for Teachers and Staff
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2022 10:21:20 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Even though exemptions are allowed, vaccine requirements for teachers, staff and school 
volunteers are simply no longer warranted and need to be repealed immediately. Not doing 
so would not be congruent with the latest data and research in regards to how this virus 
transmits and infects. The newest CDC guidance for Covid 19 prevention no longer draws a 
distinction for general social activity between people who are up to date on their 
vaccinations and those who are not, clearly stating that the vaccines are not effective at 
preventing infection or transmission. The CDC guidance now clearly encourages 
minimizing barriers to social, educational and economic activity.

“As SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, continues to circulate globally, high 
levels of vaccine- and infection-induced immunity and the availability of effective treatments 
and prevention tools have substantially reduced the risk for medically significant COVID-19 
illness (severe acute illness and post–COVID-19 conditions) and associated hospitalization 
and death (1). These circumstances now allow public health efforts to minimize the 
individual and societal health impacts of COVID-19 by focusing on sustainable measures to 
further reduce medically significant illness as well as to minimize strain on the health care 
system, while reducing barriers to social, educational, and economic activity (2).”  
(Massetti, 2022)

Reference:

Massetti, G. (2022, Aug. 19). Summary of Guidance for Minimizing the Impact of Covid-19 
on Individual Persons, Communities, and Health Care Systems-United States, August 
2022. Center for Disease Control and Prevention. 
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/71/wr/mm7133e1.htm

Dr. Daniel Chong
Portland, Oregon
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From: Aden Nepom
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Public comment on petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 12:44:17 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To the Public Health Division Rules Coordinator, Members of the Committee, and anyone
else who may be reading or logging my comments,

I am of the strong belief that the repeal of OAR 333-019-1030 is long overdue. 
Please repeal this rule. 

There was not enough adequate evidence at any point in time to support such a rule to begin
with and it should *never* have been made a rule in the first place.

You have requested input as to whether options exist to achieve the rule's
substantive goals in a way that reduces negative impact. 

Here are some suggestions (thought to be clear, they do not necessarily need to be made into
administrative rules in order to be helpful)

1) Require, and provide support, for schools to upgrade their ventilation systems. There is a
large body of evidence that you are no doubt aware of, which demonstrates the clear reduction
in viral spread with good and reliable ventilation.
2) Provide educational materials and support in ways that community members can reduce
their risk of negative impact from illness. As you know there is now a large body of evidence
on nutritional, weight, and other health choices that significantly reduce the impact of
contracting current variants. There is no reason currently viable that demonstrates this should
change with new variants.
3) Ask that people who feel ill stay home. 

I look forward to the return of reason to the State of Oregon.

- Aden

-- 
Aden Kirschner Nepom
Art of Change - Skills for Life
Coaching | Workshops | Keynotes
www.artofchange.com
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From: Stacey
To: Public Health Rules
Cc: Senator Manning; rep.nancynathanson@public.govdelivery.com
Subject: Public comment on rule 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 8:58:25 AM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,

I am writing to urge you to put an end to the out dated rule 333-019-1030 which requires all teachers, staff, and
volunteers in Oregon schools over the age of 16 to be fully vaccinated against COVID.

The children have suffered so much and the fact is that your policy is making matters worse, keeping invaluable
resources and opportunities out of our schools.

For year and years my friends and I have contributed countless hours volunteering for our children’s schools: in the
kitchens, libraries, classrooms, on field trips, at innumerable events…  But now because we haven’t been vaccinated
against Covid X amount of times we are no longer welcome?

We now know that getting X amount of Covid shots does not stop the transmission of Coronavirus.

The worst of Covid is behind us. It’s time to put the worst of our rules behind us as well.  Put an end to rule 333-
019-1030.

Sincerely,

Stacey Black
Eugene
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From: Catey Hinkle
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Public Comment on the Petition to Repeal Administrative Rule OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 12:19:44 PM
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sender before opening it.

Dear Public Health Division Rules Coordinator,
 
I sincerely hope that the COVID-19 vaccine requirements will be reversed. It is an outdated rule that
needs to be eliminated.
 
A very close friend of mine was a teacher in a small public school when this rule went into effect, and
she could not comply with it for personal reasons. For years she invested so much time and love into
her students, and it broke her heart to have to step away from them. It was a huge loss for her
students—and at a time when our public schools desperately need good teachers. What a shame.
 
OHA seems narrowly focused on success markers related to COVID, and that has come at the cost of
our students’ education and mental health, and the staff members’ personal freedoms. We are not
better off because of this rule. We need to go back to respecting each person’s personal risk
assessment and healthcare choices. It is the right thing to do.
 
Thank you,
Catey Hinkle
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From: Alexis KELLY
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Public Comment re: OAR 137-001-0070(3)
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 7:57:26 AM
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Greetings Public Health Division,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because
of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their
jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff.
 It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch kids up on two years
of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.
 
The legislation and pending mandates were and continue to be a stain on
Oregon’s governing bodies and will have negative economic as well as
social outcomes if they persist. As a reminder, OHA is NOT an elective
branch of the government and therefore has no place in matters involving
our electorates. 

You are tasked with adhering to Oregon’s past reputation and future well
being, please choose wisely.

With Great Concern,
Alexis Kelly
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Public comment RE: OAR 333-19-1030 Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:25:29 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: Public comment RE: OAR 333-19-1030 Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

I am looking forward to volunteering at Sunset High School. I am unwilling to share my
covid-19 vaccination status to school administrators. There is an assumption if I won't upload
my CDC Covid-19 vaccination card to the Beaverton School District to volunteer than I must
be unvaccinated. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030
out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow
qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for
burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two years
of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. stephanie sargeant

Dr Portland, OR 97229 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: Tami Ege
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Public Comment Submission on the repeal of OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 7:51:10 AM
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sender before opening it.

Children have very little risk of serious complications from Covid 19 and the
requirement for vaccinations for school age children should never be mandated.  With
that said, I am against this bill and the requirements that school age children be
vaccinated to remain in the school settings, this should be decided by the parents if
they want their child vaccinated and mandatory requirements should not be pushed
on families.

President Biden has stated that Covid 19 is no longer an issue in this country and
with the complications from the side effects of the vaccine that can take place when a
child has the vaccine is not worth the risk of mandatory vaccines when the vaccine
doesn't seem to be as effective as previously anticipated and therefore let the childs
natural immune system work for them rather than manipulating their immune systems
at such a young age. 

Please repeal OAR 333-019-1030 to keep further complications at a minimum for
these youngsters.   Teachers and staff should also have the personal right to
determine if they get a Covid vaccine and it should not be a threat to their jobs or
wellbeing. 

Thank you,
Tami Ege
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From: Kathy Small
To: Public Health Rules
Cc: Sidelinger Dean E; Banks Rachael; oha.directorsoffice@state.or.us
Subject: Public Comment supporting petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 2:37:26 PM
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sender before opening it.

I'm submitting a public comment supporting the petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19
Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.

Pfizer was ordered by a U.S. District Judge to release the data submitted to FDA from its clinical trials
in support of a COVID-19 vaccine license. Prior to the ruling, the FDA planned to suppress the data
for the next 75 years which the agency claimed was necessary, in part, because of its “limited
resources.” This denied the American people access to the information that would have allowed
them to make a decision based on informed consent. Pfizer released a 38-page report including an
Appendix: “LIST OF ADVERSE EVENTS OF SPECIAL INTEREST,” that lists 1,291 different adverse
events. This is one of the most dangerous vaccines in the history of the U.S. vaccination program.
Therefore, as COVID-19 does not pose a risk of serious complications to children*, as studies are
showing the waning effectiveness of the COVID-19 vaccines, and as the vaccines have also been
demonstrated to pose very serious risks, it is clear that teachers and school staff should not be
required to receive them.

The Nuremberg Code is a set of ethical research principles for human experimentation created by
the court in U.S. v Brandt, one of the Subsequent Nuremberg trials that were held after
the Second World War. The first tenet of this code, states:

“The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. This means that the person
involved should have legal capacity to give consent; should be so situated as to be able to exercise
free power of choice, without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress,
overreaching, or other ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have sufficient
knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the subject matter involved as to enable him to
make an understanding and enlightened decision. This latter element requires that before the
acceptance of an affirmative decision by the experimental subject there should be made known to
him the nature, duration, and purpose of the experiment; the method and means by which it is to
be conducted; all inconveniences and hazards reasonably to be expected; and the effects upon his
health or person which may possibly come from his participation in the experiment. The duty and
responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon each individual who initiates,
directs, or engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty and responsibility which may not be
delegated to another with impunity.[13]

Based on the first tenet alone, teachers and staff cannot be forced or coerced (e.g. risk loss of job) to
take an experimental medical treatment.

Recently our president announced that ‘The pandemic is over’.  For the reasons above and many
more, OAR 333-019-1030 must be repealed.

Thank you so much for your service, Kathy Small

 

*Children have virtually zero risk of serious complications from COVID-19. A large study in Germany
which was posted on medRxiv showed zero deaths for healthy children ages 5-11 and a case fatality
rate of 3 per million in all children without comorbidities. A Johns Hopkins study monitoring 48,000
children diagnosed with COVID showed a zero mortality rate in children under 18 without
comorbidities. A study in Nature Medicine demonstrated that children under 18 with no
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comorbidities had virtually no risk of death. Data from England and Wales, published by the UK
Office of National Statistics on January 17, 2022, revealed that throughout 2020 and 2021, only one
child under the age of five, without comorbidities, had died from COVID in the two countries, whose
total population is 60 million. According to The Lancet, the infection fatality rate (IFR) from
coronavirus in all children age seven and younger is 0.0023%. Nearly all fatalities in this age group
had one or more underlying health conditions. With the emergence of the Omicron variant, the IFR
is even lower. 
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From: Karen Carman
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Public comment
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 11:17:04 AM

[You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

As a life time citizen of Oregon I would like to add my comment regarding repealing OAR 333-019-1030. Last
week, Joe Biden himself stated that the pandemic is over. Is Oregon Health and Education Departments so out of
touch with reality that this mandate is still even being talked about?.
Freedom of choice. Repeal this and provide teachers, volunteers and children a place to thrive in Oregon.

Karen Calcagno

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:12:01 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Please allow facts over fear. Two and a half years of facts have proven that schools are not
"superspreader" locations; that just like *any* illness in history, the only ones at risk are the
immunocompromised with multiple comorbidities. It's past time to update policies to allow
teachers and volunteers to get back to helping children thrive. Oregon has one of the worst
track records in education and blocking well qualified teachers/volunteers has only made it
worse. The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate
between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date
and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out
staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on over two years of
learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Please,
please pay attention to the needs of our children. Please stop using them as political pawns.
Please allow schools to get back to a place of learning and thriving, not a place of fear and
panic.

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Jennifer Davis

 Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies
Date: Monday, October 17, 2022 2:15:34 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: PUBLIC COMMENT: Repeal outdated teacher/volunteer policies

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Even Joe Biden says "CoViD is OVER" The CDC changed their guidance which now states
that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should
be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to
provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out
kids up on two years of learning loss. It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow
teachers to focus on our students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Michelle McDevitt

 Bend, OR 97703 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: Zan Cook
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Public Comments on OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2022 10:36:05 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The Oregon Health Authority does not have the constitutional right to make laws and mandates
concerning public health. It has definitely overstepped its proper power. The Covid-19 shots have
proven to be unsafe and ineffective in protecting the public from any virus. Anyone who has
researched this topic, or listened to credible health experts knows it is the most dangerous
pharmaceutical product ever distributed to the public at large. No teacher, student, employee,
healthcare worker, civil servant or citizen should be required to take this product. There have been
many injuries and deaths from these inoculations. 

The CDC has recently stated that they "goofed" in their policies and handling of the pandemic,
and President Biden himself is on video publicly stating, "The pandemic is over."  

These mandated shots have been the worst crime against humanity, and there are, and will
continue to be many lawsuits against any agency or persons involved in the decision to approve
use of, production of, and administrative of these products. 

I am serious when I say, I will support the criminal prosecution of any person or agency who
forces this pharmaceutical product on anyone.

The Oregon Health Authority has made Oregon a communist state where we are still subject to
forced medical mandates that are neither warranted, effective or safe.

Zan Cook
Sew Fine Alterations

McMinnville, OR 97128

Sent with Proton Mail secure email.

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Lorraine Jarvi
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Public Health rule OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Saturday, September 24, 2022 8:54:46 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

As a certified teacher, I strongly assert that there has NEVER been a reason to have a CV jab
requirement for teachers and school staff (or anyone else.) The OHA is a corrupt organization
whose mandates continue to put people's lives in danger. Exploding neurological and heart
problems, cancers, etc., are being seen because of this insane effort to turn people's cells into
toxin manufacturing factories and destroying people's immune systems. Read the mortality
data. The vast majority of damage and death is happening to people who have been pressured
or propagandized by YOU and the equally-corrupt  CDC, NIH, NIAID, and WHO into getting
these dangerous injections. And now you want to continue pushing this insanity, and have the
nerve to claim 'substantive goals' for doing so? Are you people malevolent or just useful
idiots? It's one or the other. Go ahead and try to sell your boosters, if you can. Try to sell
people again on the worthless masks and 'social distancing,' and lockdowns. Exploiting group-
think only goes so far. It's backfiring, big-time. You have destroyed whatever credibility you
ever had, and I, for one, hope you all end up paying a big price - dare I hope for jail time? - for
what you have perpetrated, and apparently want to continue to perpetrate on the
Oregon public. 
Very Sincerely, 
Lorraine Jarvi 

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: Matt Cox
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 9:13:33 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear Sir or Madam-

I'm writing to urge you to repeal OAR 333-19-1030 which requires covid-19 vaccination for
teachers and school staff. The CDC updated their guidance stating that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. OAR 333-19-1030 is out of
date and out of step with current guidance from the federal government.

One thing we have all learned during the pandemic is how to adapt.  I personally supported
vaccine mandates when they first came out. However, as it has become clear that they don't
prevent transmission, I have come to believe that this decision is squarely a personal choice.
The CDC agrees.  

We need all qualified teachers and support staff, as well as volunteers from families, engaged
in our schools.  Time to remove this barrier which has become outdated given our current
knowledge.

Thank you for your consideration,

Matt Cox
Hood River, OR 

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Ron Vrooman
To: Public Health Rules
Cc: Charlie White; William Appel; Cynthia Palmatier; Tina Tressel
Subject: Re: #u# Invitation for public comment on OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 12:15:36 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am an interested party.

Where do I file documents into this procedure? and obtain proof of filing? and read
into the record. Including this document.

Living Testimony in the form of an affidavit of truth.
:  I am, I am known as one of the people. Clerk of Civilian Court of record of the Oregon Statewide Jural

Assembly, ron vrooman the common man, private; Ronald Charles Vrooman in cursive on my birth certificate
and as trustee to the Private Membership Association RONALD CHARLES VROOMAN, THE STRAW MAN;

also known as  Ronald Charles Vrooman Private Attorney General by the United States Congress 42
U.S.C.1988 and 18 U.S.C.1510 and 18 U.S.C. 1512 and to be known as “One of the People” also “Qualified
Criminal Investigator” and “Federal Witness” and by Living Testimony without rebuttal... Status identified and

without rebuttal in the City of Beaverton public record, Beaverton Municipal Court and the United States Federal
District Court Portland, Oregon. US Navy veteran 5159365 discharged. The flesh blood and soul, body-mind-

spirit, a man, on Oregon, an Oregonian, a Continuous Traveler, a non-US citizen, born August 14, 1938 Reno,
Nevada, with two ancestors, a father and son direct blood-line, that fought for New York in our Revolution. My

mother’s father born Stockwell-Gonzalez 1876 New Mexico.  General Delivery Beaverton, Oregon [97005]  503
641 8375   ronvrooman38@gmail.com

With full faith and credit governing law is established in this document at this time to be: Declaration of
Independence; Articles of Confederation and perpetual Union; Oregon’s Original Constitutions circa 1859, and
The United States of America’s Constitution circa 1859. And ORCP 20A; Clearfield Doctrine; Accardi Doctrine;

ex Parte Young; ex parte Milligan; McCarran Walters Act 1952; Judiciary Act 1789-Sec 32; Judgment Nilhil Dicit
are all specifically called into this document. They are all governing law, which must be accepted. The current
13th and 14th amendments are bogus and must be rejected. Take Heed of the Blackstone Commentaries. The

DOJ is agent to the entity responsible for the enumerated requirements of Article III, the one supreme Court
that must claim original jurisdiction to be a court I would consider to have jurisdiction when found in conjunction

with Amendment VII Court…  The DOJ has failed miserably in their responsibility. ..We must do it ourselves.
We define the words we use. We decide our method of communication.

 

This communiqué is not intended to mislead, defraud, deceive or threaten in any way and is submitted in “good
faith and with clean hands.”  I do lawful not legal and this is my best effort. 

I close with Love, peace, harmony and a prayer. A US Marshal has determined my prayer is not a threat. He
then reneged on his word, which is only good one time.  "Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition."

 

On Oregon, without the STATE OF OREGON, within The United States of America the Constitutional
Republican form of government.//s// 

On Fri, Sep 16, 2022 at 10:35 AM Public Health Rules
<PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov> wrote:

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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This message is being distributed to multiple mailing lists.  We apologize for any duplicates
you may receive.

 

Date:              September 16, 2022

 

TO:                  Interested Parties

 

FROM:           Administrative Rules Coordinator

                        Oregon Health Authority, Public Health Division

 

RE:                 Invitation for public comment on Oregon Administrative Rules

______________________________________________________________
__

 

Under the Administrative Procedures Act, the Oregon Health Authority (OHA), Public
Health Division has received a petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19
Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff. 

 

In accordance with state law, OHA is inviting public comment on the rules, including
whether options exist for achieving the rule's substantive goals in a way that reduces
the negative economic impact on businesses.  OAR 137-001-0070(3).

 

You are invited to submit written comments on the above referenced rules. Comments may
be filed before 5:00 p.m. PDT on September 30, 2022, to the Public Health Division Rules
Coordinator at publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov.  Comments received after the
deadline will not be considered.

 

Written comments may be mailed to:

OHA, Public Health Division

Administrative Rules Coordinator

800 NE Oregon Street, Suite 930

https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/viewSingleRule.action?ruleVrsnRsn=286290
mailto:publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


Portland, Oregon 97232

 

You may also send comments by fax to: (971) 673-1299.

 

The agency shall, in writing, within 90 days after receipt of the petition, either deny the
petition or initiate rulemaking proceedings. OAR 137-001-0070(4)(c).

 

Please contact publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov if you have any questions.

 

Accessibility Statement: For individuals with disabilities or individuals who speak a
language other than English, OHA can provide information in alternate formats such as
translations, large print, or braille. Contact the Public Health Division at 971-673-1222, 711
TTY or publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov.

 

 

 

-- 

Returning Oregon to a Constitutional republican
form of government this year 2022

There really is an active conspiracy, the
industrial/military/judicial/legislative/executive/banker/

BAR/royalist/nazi/communist/muslim/catholic/Khazarian/UN/conspiracy complex.
Sincerely good ole, laughable, lovable, sweet, easy going, everybody loves him,

charismatic.  ron..
They Lost when they murdered LaVoy. 

Seek your Constitutional republican form of government. this year 2022
By: ron vrooman writing for the Beaverton Oversight Committee , Oregon Statewide Jural

Assembly and it's Civilian Court of Record, Grand Jury, 2nd Amendment Militia.

General Delivery Beaverton, Oregon [97005]

ronvrooman38@gmail.com 503 641 8375 

mailto:publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
mailto:publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
mailto:ronvrooman@frontier.com


I do lawful not legal and put forth my best effort!!!



From: Jill Brandt
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Re: #u# Invitation for public comment on OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 4:32:30 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

OHA *MUST* repeal OAR 333-019-1030. It is profoundly and egregiously unethical to
require anyone to have a pharmaceutical product injected or otherwise taken into their body in
any way in order to participate in any public activity, period. Options absolutely exist for
"achieving the rule's substantive goals in a way that reduces the negative economic impact on
businesses." The options are to encourage people to stay home when they have symptoms of
illness, and to encourage people to stay home if they are concerned about contracting a disease
they do not believe they will be able to tolerate. That's it. Any other option strips individuals
of their God-given, constitutionally guaranteed rights.

On Fri, Sep 16, 2022 at 10:35 AM Public Health Rules
<PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov> wrote:

This message is being distributed to multiple mailing lists.  We apologize for any duplicates
you may receive.

 

Date:              September 16, 2022

 

TO:                  Interested Parties

 

FROM:           Administrative Rules Coordinator

                        Oregon Health Authority, Public Health Division

 

RE:                 Invitation for public comment on Oregon Administrative Rules

______________________________________________________________
__

 

Under the Administrative Procedures Act, the Oregon Health Authority (OHA), Public
Health Division has received a petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19
Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff. 

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/viewSingleRule.action?ruleVrsnRsn=286290


 

In accordance with state law, OHA is inviting public comment on the rules, including
whether options exist for achieving the rule's substantive goals in a way that reduces
the negative economic impact on businesses.  OAR 137-001-0070(3).

 

You are invited to submit written comments on the above referenced rules. Comments may
be filed before 5:00 p.m. PDT on September 30, 2022, to the Public Health Division Rules
Coordinator at publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov.  Comments received after the
deadline will not be considered.

 

Written comments may be mailed to:

OHA, Public Health Division

Administrative Rules Coordinator

800 NE Oregon Street, Suite 930

Portland, Oregon 97232

 

You may also send comments by fax to: (971) 673-1299.

 

The agency shall, in writing, within 90 days after receipt of the petition, either deny the
petition or initiate rulemaking proceedings. OAR 137-001-0070(4)(c).

 

Please contact publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov if you have any questions.

 

Accessibility Statement: For individuals with disabilities or individuals who speak a
language other than English, OHA can provide information in alternate formats such as
translations, large print, or braille. Contact the Public Health Division at 971-673-1222, 711
TTY or publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov.

 

 

 

mailto:publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: shelly B
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Re: #u# Invitation for public comment on OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 11:37:13 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

This should not even have to be asked but automatically done away with.
They don't work
And they've caused millions of injuries & deaths!!

SFC S. BERNIER 

24yr U.S ARMY ret 

OIF Combat veteran

TO GOD BE ALL GLORY!

Jesus is coming soon, are you ready?

From: Public Health Rules <PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov>
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2022 10:34:38 AM
To: Public Health Rules <PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov>
Subject: #u# Invitation for public comment on OAR 333-019-1030
 
This message is being distributed to multiple mailing lists.  We apologize for any
duplicates you may receive.
 
Date:              September 16, 2022
 
TO:                  Interested Parties
 
FROM:           Administrative Rules Coordinator
                        Oregon Health Authority, Public Health Division
 
RE:                 Invitation for public comment on Oregon Administrative Rules
________________________________________________________________
 
Under the Administrative Procedures Act, the Oregon Health Authority (OHA), Public
Health Division has received a petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19
Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff. 

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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In accordance with state law, OHA is inviting public comment on the rules, including
whether options exist for achieving the rule's substantive goals in a way that
reduces the negative economic impact on businesses.  OAR 137-001-0070(3).
 
You are invited to submit written comments on the above referenced rules.
Comments may be filed before 5:00 p.m. PDT on September 30, 2022, to the Public
Health Division Rules Coordinator at publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov. 
Comments received after the deadline will not be considered.
 
Written comments may be mailed to:
OHA, Public Health Division
Administrative Rules Coordinator
800 NE Oregon Street, Suite 930
Portland, Oregon 97232
 
You may also send comments by fax to: (971) 673-1299.
 
The agency shall, in writing, within 90 days after receipt of the petition, either deny the
petition or initiate rulemaking proceedings. OAR 137-001-0070(4)(c).
 
Please contact publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov if you have any questions.
 
Accessibility Statement: For individuals with disabilities or individuals who speak a
language other than English, OHA can provide information in alternate formats such
as translations, large print, or braille. Contact the Public Health Division at 971-673-
1222, 711 TTY or publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov.
 
 
 

mailto:publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Jason Roberts
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] #u# Invitation for public comment on OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 11:16:26 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Please repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School
Staff.  The vaccine doesn’t stop transmission of Covid.  At this point, if people want the vaccine they
can get it – the state does not need to force people to do this.  Public health needs to focus on
getting back the trust of the public – forcing people to take a vaccine that has questionable efficacy,
that has side effects that seem to be hidden or not discussed by public health officials, and that
appears to not have gone through the proper testing in the approval process will not build that
trust.  Forcing people to do things does not build trust – in fact, it does the opposite. 
 
Jason Roberts

 

From: Public Health Rules <PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov> 
Sent: Friday, September 16, 2022 10:59 AM
To: Public Health Rules <PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] #u# Invitation for public comment on OAR 333-019-1030
 
This message is being distributed to multiple mailing lists.  We apologize for any
duplicates you may receive.
 
Date:              September 16, 2022
 
TO:                  Interested Parties
 
FROM:           Administrative Rules Coordinator
                        Oregon Health Authority, Public Health Division
 
RE:                 Invitation for public comment on Oregon Administrative Rules
________________________________________________________________
 
Under the Administrative Procedures Act, the Oregon Health Authority (OHA), Public
Health Division has received a petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19
Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff. 
 
In accordance with state law, OHA is inviting public comment on the rules, including
whether options exist for achieving the rule's substantive goals in a way that
reduces the negative economic impact on businesses.  OAR 137-001-0070(3).

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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You are invited to submit written comments on the above referenced rules.
Comments may be filed before 5:00 p.m. PDT on September 30, 2022, to the Public
Health Division Rules Coordinator at publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov. 
Comments received after the deadline will not be considered.
 
Written comments may be mailed to:
OHA, Public Health Division
Administrative Rules Coordinator
800 NE Oregon Street, Suite 930
Portland, Oregon 97232
 
You may also send comments by fax to: (971) 673-1299.
 
The agency shall, in writing, within 90 days after receipt of the petition, either deny the
petition or initiate rulemaking proceedings. OAR 137-001-0070(4)(c).
 
Please contact publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov if you have any questions.
 
Accessibility Statement: For individuals with disabilities or individuals who speak a
language other than English, OHA can provide information in alternate formats such
as translations, large print, or braille. Contact the Public Health Division at 971-673-
1222, 711 TTY or publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov.
 
 
 

 

**CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization or known app mail
delivery system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and
know the content is safe.**
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From: Sam Priebs
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: RE: OAR 333-019-1030 and OAR 137-00-0070 (3)
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 9:05:57 AM
Importance: High

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Public Health Division Rules Coordinator,

RE: OAR 333-019-1030 I am against mandating COVID shots and boosters for anyone. This
was a bad ruling in the first place and should be repealed. No ones job should be in jeopardy if
they do not wish to take them.  Too many people get the shots, get a false sense of security,
get COVID anyway and are more likely to spread it if they have fewer symptoms to alert them
to being ill.  Due to political/media manipulation so much of the data about COVID is suspect
and like many drugs all the long term side effects from taking these shots/boosters are not
even known yet. Nose swabs can have false negative or false positive results as well, so these
are not all that helpful, but are costly. The strain this has put on the mental health of some
people, ability to educate and keep kids in school and the damage it has done to our economy
also must be considered before any more rules or laws are put into place that make these
difficulties more serious.

The paper masks given out at the hospital and other offices are not of the quality to stop the
virus from getting through, not sure if they have helped squash the common cold and flu,
which we hear nothing about.  Old school stay home if you are sick, cover your mouth if you
cough or sneeze, wash /sanitize yours hands and keep them away from your face, and avoid
crowded places are probably the best protection out there.

RE: OAR 137-00-0070 (3) Too much money has come from the Federal Government (this is
taxpayer money it doesn't grow on a tree in Washington DC) and put in to projects that have
nothing to do with COVID. It is spent on politicians pet projects in all the states. Our Federal
Government is heavily in debt, Oregon has serious problems funding PERS being a huge one.
Our government at all levels needs to operate within a reasonable budget, just like millions of
households in this country have to do every month. It is a hard job and doing the right thing
doesn't always mean you will be popular and get voted in next time around. At some point you
can't kick the can further down the road to be someone else's problem. 

Sincerely,

Ruth Priebs

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Riise Family
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: RE: Petition to Repeal OAR 333-019-1030 (COVID-19 vaccination requirements for teachers and school staff)
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:19:45 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

September 29, 2022

Public Health Division Rules Coordinator

Via Email only: publichealth.rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov

Greetings:

I am writing in support of the petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030 (the rule
regarding COVID-19 vaccination requirements for Teachers and School Staff).

This rule was put into law while the vaccine was still designated by the FDA as
emergency use only. I find that fact alone to have been unfathomable since the
beginning. To MANDATE an inoculation before it has undergone extensive trials and
has had its effectiveness proven to be beneficial (rather than possibly detrimental) to
the health and well-being of the individuals should be a critical criteria before allowing
such orders to become written law.

Instead, this law was put in place before much of anything was known about the
COVID virus, or indeed, about the “vaccines” themselves. In 333-019-1030 (1) it
states:

“. . . Being vaccinated is critical to prevent the spread of COVID-19. COVID-19 variants have and can run
through the state’s unvaccinated population and cause an increase in breakthrough cases for those who are fully
vaccinated. This rule is necessary to help control COVID-19, and to protect students, teachers, school staff, and
volunteers.”

Increasingly, information is coming out about both the virus and the “vaccines” and
the following has become obvious:

1. The “vaccines” do not protect anyone from either getting the virus or from
spreading it on to someone else, regardless of vaccination status. President Biden,
First Lady Jill Biden, and Dr. Fauci are excellent examples of super-boosted
individuals who have gotten the virus more than once despite being “fully vaccinated”
per 333-019-1030 (2)(d), as well as at least two booster shots thereafter. This despite
these individuals being surrounded by and in the company of individuals similarly
“fully vaccinated.”

2. Children have been and continue to be the least likely individuals to get COVID or
be affected by COVID. Many children, perhaps most, have already had COVID. The
majority were likely asymptomatic (i.e. showed no symptoms) and have obtained
natural immunity already. Europe did not close down schools as we did here in the
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U.S. and studies show that European schools were some of the safest places for
people work, as the children did not seem to transmit the disease either.

3. There are currently many studies indicating that the “vaccinated” may be at more at
risk of catching COVID now than the unvaccinated because of compromised immune
systems from the mRNA vaccines. Further, the recent Omicron variants have been so
spreadable, most unvaccinated people have now had COVID and have therefore
gained natural immunity, which is finally being recognized as being as good as, if not
better than, the immunity purportedly provided by the vaccines.

4. While COVID has continued to mutate and become more transmissible over time, it
has not become a more severe disease (as foretold in 333-019-1030 [1]), but indeed
has become more like the flu or a severe common cold. No shots have been
mandated for either of these illnesses, nor should they be. President Biden recently,
while at an interview on 60 MINUTES, was questioned as to where we were with the
pandemic. President Biden stated that the pandemic was over. If the pandemic is
over, there IS no emergency. The CDC has been constantly revising its requirements
regarding the pandemic response and late last week issued a change to its
guidance no longer requiring nursing homes and hospitals to require masking. 

5. Finally, an increasing number of recent studies show that the “vaccines”
themselves may, in the long run, be more harmful to individuals than the virus itself.
Because of the many detrimental side effects becoming apparent, including
myocarditis, neurological disorders, menstrual disorders, etc., particularly in younger
people, many countries are pausing, stopping, or banning vaccinations for those
under 18 years of age. Denmark has, in fact, halted its general COVID-19 vaccination
program for people under 50, and will not be offering the “vaccine” at all to children
under the age of 18.

I feel that the “substantive goals” set forth initially in this rule are not realistic in that
mandating “vaccine” status in a world that no long requires it is deleterious. Invalid
reasons for taking away constitutionally protected rights of freedom of choice, firing
people or refusing to hire teachers and others for non-compliance of no longer
necessary injections or other COVID-19 requirements all have an extremely negative
impact, both socially and economically, on society and on any business that has to
follow those directives – particularly our schools. Non-complying but valuable
teachers are critical workers necessary for the health and well being of our children.

Obviously, those who believe that COVID “vaccinations” are beneficial to their health
should be free to continue their own regimen of COVID boosters, but I respectfully
ask that this rule be repealed/set aside as it no longer constitutes a necessity for the
well-being of the educational system as a whole.

Very truly yours,

Pamela Riise

The Dalles, Oregon 97058



From: Sierra Smith
To: Public Health Rules
Cc: Sen Courtney; Rep Alonso Leon
Subject: RE: Petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 10:43:55 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whomever it may concern:

I fully support the petition to REMOVE the Covid-19 vaccine requirement for teachers,
school staff, volunteers, etc. It was criminal and invasive to force a medical procedure
on anyone in the first place, and a direct violation of the Nuremberg Code which
states "1. The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential." A
mandate to receive an experimental pharmaceutical product is a direct violation of
consent and those who imposed it should be held accountable in a court of law. It's
important to note that this rule also does not equally affect district staff and members
since the school boards are exempt. It is also a violation of religious freedom.
Furthermore, there is credible information that these shots carry a high risk and low
efficacy rate. (https://insulinresistance.org/index.php/jir/article/view/71/224) It's time to stop
lying and lobbying for Big Pharma and give people their power back to make
decisions over their own bodies. 

Regards,

Sierra Smith

Please consider the environment before printing this email.
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From: Carolina Rook
To: Public Health Rules; Public Health Policy; Allen Patrick
Subject: Re: Repeal of mandatory COVID-19 vaccinations for teachers and school staff
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 3:31:43 PM
Attachments: Letter to OHA repeal COVID-19 vaccinations in schools 092922.pdf

Some people who received this message don't often get email from  Learn
why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Good afternoon,
You are receiving a letter approved by the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners.  Please let me
know if you have difficulty with the attachment.
 
Thank you.
 
 
Carolina Rook
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office

McMinnville, OR 97128
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From: Sister Krista
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: RE: Repeal of OAR 3330019-1030
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 2:25:30 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

CYO/Camp Howard is in favor of repealing this rule regarding COVID
19 vaccinations.  It has served its purpose.
Our organization feels it is time to move forward and get back to
business and allow workers to return to the work force.
While the rule was necessary at the time, we have moved on as a
population to a more stable situation.  Thank you
For the invitation to weigh in. 
 
Sister Krista von Borstel
Executive Director
CYO/Camp Howard
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From: Cindy Fisher
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Re: Vaccination Requirements for teachers and school staff
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 1:01:30 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am completely opposed to the Covid 19 vaccination mandate for anyone in any field. It
should be up to the individual to decide whether to get the covid 19 vaccination, particularly
since it has not prevented infection in large numbers of people and has serious side effects for
males under 30 years old.

Sent from Samsung Galaxy smartphone.
Get Outlook for Android
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From: jacquelyn sauriol
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Reasons to repeal OAR 333-19-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 6:20:50 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

ODHSOHA-
The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because
of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their
jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. 
 It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch kids up on two years
of learning loss.  
Repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 now and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of covid
vaccination status.
Sincerely,
Jacquelyn Sauriol North Portland

Sent with Proton Mail secure email.
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From: CATHERINE GENTLE
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Remove the permanent vaccine rule currently restricting who can work and volunteer in Oregon schools
Date: Thursday, September 22, 2022 1:43:23 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

As a Portland Public School district parent, I’m concerned about the two years of
learning loss that my kids are facing, along with children all over Oregon. Schools
should be focusing on getting our kids caught up on the basics of reading, writing and
math. Parent volunteers should be in schools helping with learning and short staffing
to help maximize learning. We need to stop enforcing outdated policies like OAR
333–19-1030 and prioritize our kids.

Currently, according to OHA rule OAR 333-019-1030, school volunteers are still
required to be vaccinated. This rule can only be repealed by OHA or by a ballot
measure.

The CDC guidance states that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and
unvaccinated individuals. This means that the OHA rule is no longer following
CDC guidance and “the science” and should be repealed.

And while some school districts may be offering religious and medical exemptions
which allow parents and family members to volunteer in classrooms, many aren’t
allowing volunteers at all or are only allowing those who have proof of vaccination.

We must allow parents, family and community members to return to our schools as
volunteers, regardless of vaccination status! Not only to help students meet the
proficiency levels needed to get and stay on track for academic success, but to end
discriminatory and criminal practices.

Sincerely,
Catherine Gentle
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From: KarenDAustin
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: REPEAL OAR 333-019-1030, Covid-19
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 10:12:47 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Our entire family strongly  urges the repeal of OAR 333-019-1030, Covid-19 . It is
unconstitutional, expensive, and a completely inane mandate given the fact that Joe Biden just
declared the "Covid Pandemic OVER". One in our family is a former beloved public school
teacher here in southern Oregon who decided to QUIT rather than be forced into taking an
experimental  vaccine (not fully approved by the FDA) that is proving dangerous and causing
horrendous side effects amongst friends and relatives. 

Do the right thing and repeal this overreaching, unnecessary ruling.   

Sincerely,
The Austin Family
Grants Pass, Oregon
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From: 7ilf1
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 8:08:10 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

OAR
333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
As an educator at two community colleges I urge you to repeal this requirement. You are
forcing the best of the best to leave Oregon. Look at the latest test scores: some of the lowest
in the nation. 
Students advance from public high school to Community College. What are we going to do as
educator, when you force public teachers to flee Oregon because of overreaching mandates?
Please get this right. 
Sincerely,
Loretta Johnson RDH, BSDH, EPP 
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From: Lisa Plymale
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal 333-019-1030 COVID Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 11:33:05 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,

It is time to repeal 333-019-1030 COVID Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and
School Staff. The pandemic is over and this policy ultimately hurts school employees,
students and volunteers. Staffing schools is currently difficult enough without exclusions like
this. Classrooms are in dire need of qualified teachers and substitutes. 

The COVID vaccination does not stop infection or transmission, which makes this policy
outdated and harmful. 

Thank you for your time.

Best,

Lisa Plymale
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From: Colin Farnsworth
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal 333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:58:06 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Whom It May Concern:

As an Oregon resident, I support the the petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, the
regulation requiring COVID-19 Vaccination for Teachers and School Staff. The
regulation proved to be arbitrary and capricious because of the vaccines’ inability
to prevent or even diminish the spread of the virus. 

Beyond the failed reasoning behind the regulation, the regulation itself created a
discriminatory atmosphere in the schools where countless religious and personal
belief exemption applications were broadly denied. The resentment and distrust this
has created will take years to correct.

 Additionally, in era where quality school staff are at a minimum, the burden on
teachers and class sizes are a maximum, this regulation put an huge unnecessary
strain on an already fragile education system. Shame on all those who advocated for
its passage, and it’s continuance despite all the data that’s has long been released
showing the vaccines ineffectiveness, and dangerous side effects.

There is no legitimate reason to continue the vaccination requirements. Repeal them
now.

Sincerely,

Colin Farnsworth 

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone
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From: C Turnbow
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: REPEAL 333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 10:00:23 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The vaccines do not prevent you from catching, carrying or passing the COVID virus to
others.
OAR 333-019-1030 should be repealed!

-Cammi Turnbow
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From: c.hervert
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal Cov*d Vax for Teachers & School Staff
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2022 10:08:13 PM

You don't often get email from Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,

As a nurse & educator, I am very concerned about the path that institutions are currently
following.

PLEASE look at the scientific evidence, & finally the CDC admits to it- that the vaccines do
NOT stop transmission of the virus!!!
And it does NOT prevent severe illness or hospitalization. In fact (a fact)- currently, the
majority of people in the hospitals are those who have received multiple vaccines & have
become sicker because their immune systems have been damaged by the vaccines (Israel data-
90% of ICU patients are vaxxed 4 times, & these people have 5x's higher chance of
contracting cov*d).  AND, the current variants are NOT causing severe illness- it is compared
to having a "cold".

The vaccine actually has a negative efficacy, which means it is causes more harm than benefit!

And there is plenty of scientific evidence that shows young kids do not infect others & are not
carriers of cov*d, & not one healthy kid has died from cov*d, in the world! About 200+ kids
die from influenza every year.

There is not one reason/justification to mandate the cov*d vaccine at this time!

I am happy to send links of scientific data regarding the above information- just let me know.

Thank you for your time & consideration,
Carla Hervert, RN, MS
Eugene, Oregon

Sent from my Galaxy
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From: Shelly Hess
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal Covid 19 vaccination requirements for teachers and school staff.
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 11:14:10 AM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Dear Oregon Legislators,

I urge you to immediately repeal the Covid-19 vaccination requirements for teachers and school staff.

Our state has one of the worst educational records in the country. It is unjustified to decimate the teacher and staff
employee pool with unnecessary mandates that require risky medical procedures for an illness with an extremely
high recovery rate. Vaccine mandates are not the answer and are no longer in accordance with the CDC guidelines.

You must repeal the requirements at once, or risk being exposed for illegal, unconstitutional, draconian leadership.
It's OK to change course when new information has been revealed. Don't be afraid to say, "we were wrong" or "what
we know has changed". It's time to move forward.

Be a defender of freedom. Medical liberty does matter. Any politician who says the contrary in the United States of
America is not upholding their oath and should not be in office. Officials do not define "the greater good" because
sometimes they are wrong. The overall death toll is up around the world from non-Covid causes. "Unknown causes
of death" are increasing around the world. It is not impossible, nor unlikely, that these facts are related to the
experimental vaccination rollout. Additionally, the vaccine is not preventing illness or transmission, and has the
highest rate of reported adverse effects compared to all other vaccines combined since the inception of VAERS.
Inform yourself. Do the right thing.

Oregon students need smart teachers and staff. Let them work.

Sincerely,
Shelly Hess
Bend, OR

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Tami Kanning
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal Covid vax requirement
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 4:24:41 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

I believe you should repeal the vaccination requirement for teacher and staff because there was not informed consent
for the mRNA injections nor has there been proper safety studies and the risks outweighs the benefits with
myocarditis, pericarditis  and heart related conditions (clotting) stokes, sudden death, as well as autoimmune issues
amoung many others. Most people have now had Covid and there is no state of emergency. There should always be
informed consent and this whole thing is against the Nuremberg code as well as a hippa violation.

Tami Kanning
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From: Luke Yamaguchi
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 1:01:47 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am writing to ask that you please repeal COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and
School Staff.
 
According to a recent article in NPR, revised guidance by the CDC: “brings the recommendations for
unvaccinated people in line with people who are fully vaccinated – an acknowledgment of the high
levels of population immunity in the U.S., due to vaccination, past COVID-19 infections or both.
‘Based on the latest ... data, it's around 95% of the population,’ Massetti said, ‘And so it really makes
the most sense to not differentiate,’ since many people have some protection against severe

disease.” https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2022/08/11/1116991600/with-new-guidance-
cdc-ends-test-to-stay-for-schools-and-relaxes-covid-rules
 
It’s past-time to end the division and discrimination against those who are unvaccinated.
 
Sincerely,
 
Luke Yamaguchi
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From: Lynnette Hofler
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal Mandate
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:42:53 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

OHA,

You must repeal all mandates regarding Covid vaccines and masks on anyone, especially children and all
employees, volunteers and parents in the public school system. You are destroying our children with your
unfounded ideology and there is scientific evidence, in abundance, that shows these vaccines are dangerous and
masks are useless.  You are going to be faced with statewide lawsuits if you keep this up. All the students will leave
the schools and you will ruin our public school system. The poor and the most at risk students will suffer the most!
What are you thinking? Are you thinking?

I am a registered BSN nurse of 40 years OHSU, a  PSU - BS health science teacher K-12. And a chaplain with
M.Div. from GFU ministering to the needy and dying.
You must cease and desist immediately this statute restraining school personnel and volunteers.!

Lynnette Hofler

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Stefanie Miller
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal mandatory vaccines for volunteers
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 2:34:09 PM

[You don't often get email from Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

This outdated rule needs to go. It hurts schools and kids that an unvaccinated parent can not volunteer. At this point
there is no difference between vaccinated and unvaccinated spreading and getting covid. Follow the updated science
from cdc and let all parents volunteer.

Pps parent with a child at sellwood middle school. My young daughter was kept out of pps due to this
discriminatory rule.
Stefanie Miller

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Patricia Krikorian
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 33-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 4:17:16 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Whom it May Concern

Vaccination requirements for teachers and school staff is not necessary and should be repealed.  First of
all, the vaccination does not even prevent the disease nor the transmission if the disease.  Even the CDC
does not recommend the vaccination.  The efficacy of the vaccine and boosters is not what it was once
believed to be. I suggest you look into the studies and writings of Dr. Robert Malone, Naomi Wolf and Dr.
Peter McCullough to name a few.. 

thank you,

Pat Krikorian
Medford, Oregon
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From: MB Rosenstiel
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 33-19-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 5:26:57 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because
of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their
jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff.
It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two
years of learning loss.

In addition, research shows (and CDC & FDA confirmed) these injections do
NOT prevent infection or transmission of said virus. All this rule is doing is
putting individuals at risk of known and unknown adverse reactions, and
nothing else. It is truly long lasting time for Oregon to actually FOLLOW the
science that is readily available to anyone.

It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely,
Dr. Mary Rosenstiel
 

Always stand for freedom. Always advocate for truth and honesty. Never give up hope…
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From: Tamara Snaith
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 137-001-0070(3)
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 8:57:50 PM

You don't often get email from s . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?
l=EWc34&m=hwIFOwW.xjXtcRw&b=2_IeUEqOEv4kHAsNHYStTQ
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From: Nancy Bolhuis
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: REPEAL OAR 137-001-0070(3)
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 3:54:28 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Whom it May Concern:

Please repeal the COVID-19 vaccination requirement for teachers and school staff.  In my
opinion, this should NEVER have been a requirement for any person to hold a job, whether
employed by a public or private employer.  It is our right to choose what we put into our body
and to not be required by the government to do so.  The division and hardship that this
requirement has created is unforgivable and will take years to repair.

Also, businesses are hard pressed to find employees and many are choosing not to work due to
this requirement.  School districts throughout the state have had very qualified, seasoned staff
resign/retire due to the requirement and still have many unfilled positions as well.  

PLEASE REPEAL THE VACCINATION REQUIREMENT FOR SCHOOL STAFF!!!

Please take your time and read and listen to the comments from the people of this great state.
Let your good conscience be your guide.  

Thank you for your consideration,
Nancy Bolhuis
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From:
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2022 12:50:59 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear Sir or Madam,
 
Please repeal OAR 333-019-1030, the rule requiring teaching staff to have the COVID-19 vaccination.
  As more and more information comes out about the vaccines there are more health problems
being discovered than first thought.  Teaching Staff should not be required to get a vaccine that
could actually impact their health. 
 
Teaching Staff are there to help children and already give so much.  In addition there is such a
staffing shortage that anything that might impact someone’s interest in a career in education needs
to be examined closely. 
 
As COVID is on the wane OHA should move forward with removing this rule.
 
Sincerely,
 
-Eric Wagner
Sheridan OR
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From: M Hammerson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Sunday, September 25, 2022 2:48:02 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Of course OAR 333-019-1030 should be repealed. This discriminatory rule is a stain on the
history of this great Nation. Thanks to this and other horrible rules imposed on United States
citizens, our children have received substandard education and may be impacted for the rest of
their lives. 

I have no faith that our government will do the right thing. 

Michaela Hammerson
Lifelong Oregon Resident

Michaela Hammerson
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From: Leah Ballew
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: REPEAL OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 2:32:02 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

I am writing to express my disgust that such a rule as this was ever put into place to begin with and I will not be able
to suggest anything that could “achieve the rules substantive goals” because the vaccine does nothing to stop
transmission and never did anything to mitigate any risk of Covid whatsoever. The vaccination campaign morphed
over time into, alright it doesn’t control spread but it keeps you out of the hospital and keeps you from having a
serious case. Oh really! Show me one study that proves that. There aren’t any. The most vaccinated countries are
experiencing the most cases of Covid and death. This vaccine is ineffective. Nearly all of the people I know who
have been vaccinated have had Covid after vaccination and the people who have not been vaccinated have not.
Furthermore, this vaccine is not safe. It is extremely dangerous. Since the vaccine role out I have witnessed in
vaccinated people or in babies vaccinated in utero, Bells Palsy, something I had never seen before, sudden onset of
seizures, extremely aggressive and extremely rare and late stage cancers one with two cancers in one prostate never
before seen by his oncologist, babies born not breathing within three months of each other, miscarriages and a
miscarriage due to an extremely rare chromosomal abnormality, hives in children, a numb leg immediately
following vaccination and continuing for months, a Parkinson’s-like neurological disorder documented by a
physician as a Covid 19 vaccination adverse event, brain tumors, vertigo, tinnitus, neurological disorders of all kinds
and multiple deaths in young people. I was speaking with a dentist this evening and he has seen such an
extraordinary amount of damage from the vaccines that he lost count and had to start writing them down, as have I.
The suffering these vaccines have brought on is a crime against humanity and you are not only complicit in this
crime you are responsible for your share in it through holding people’s jobs hostage. I know 4 educators and school
employees who lost their jobs due to the vaccine mandate and I know one who narrowly missed being fired. This is
an unfair application of the rules. These rules were never evenly applied as some districts allowed exemptions and
some did not.

Pfizer wanted 75 years to release their data, but thanks to a FOIA request we have the data listing all of the
mechanisms for damage that they knew about.  It is some of the worst “science” I have ever seen. The control group
was switched to the vaccinated group after only two months so the only long term studies will be in those who are
vaccinated. It is clear they knew the harms and wanted to hide the fact they knew by releasing the data after nearly
every person alive today was dead. It was also just admitted that breastmilk from vaccinated mothers is
contaminated. The vaccine affects both male (quantity and motility of sperm) and female fertility. According to a
study in Japan the spike protein enters many areas of the body accumulating in large numbers in the ovaries. It never
stayed in the arm. The gig is up. The data is coming out and it doesn’t look good. All cause mortality for 2021, not
due to Covid, was way up and I know it’s the vaccines. I have seen the damage first hand in my own family
members.

To require teachers and other school personnel as well as volunteers to have this experimental “vaccine” and in so
doing damage their health and fertility is unethical. It was never acceptable and is less so now. Follow the science
and end this authoritarian treasonous policy immediately.

Leah Ballew
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From: Dori
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Monday, September 26, 2022 7:46:51 AM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

To Public Health Division Rules Coordinator,

This rule needs to be repealed immediately. It has caused great harm to countless numbers of children and workers
by forcing them to get medical intervention they don’t need or want in some cases.

In addition, most people in the USA have already had Covid and have natural immunities and/or have been
vaccinated. So this rule is outdated and unnecessary.

As the following personal example shows, the vaccine does not PREVENT Covid 19 in any way:

40of 45 of my coworkers have been vaccinated and they have all had Covid except one. I have heard this same story
from friends, family and acquaintances across this nation.

There is scientific proof that the risk of vaccine side effects is more dangerous than getting Covid in the under 55
population.

Out of 40 vaccinated coworkers, there was one severe reaction to the vaccine, one moderate reaction and several
mild reactions.
The unvaccinated workers all acquired Covid as well but did not end up in the hospital with severe illness as was
widely purported would happen.
I know 4 elderly (65+) that died of Covid and were vaccinated.
I know of no one under 65 who was unvaccinated, contracted Covid and died.

The teachers and kids are safe. To force a vaccine en masse is unconstitutional and opposed to everything America
stands for as a beacon of freedom to the world.

Please repeal this tyrannical rule and let individuals make their own personal medical decisions without force or
coercion involved at all.

Thank you,

Dori Bossard
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From: Mgab
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: REPEAL OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 5:27:31 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am so opposed to continuing to uphold Covid injection mandates for parents, teacher and others
who work in the schools.
#1  THE COVID INJECTIONS are not vaccinations as vaccinations prevent infection.  These do
not do that.  
#2 The pandemic is waning and now everything is endemic.
#3 The covid mRNA and DNA injections are dangerous and without safety or proper studies. 
THEY ARE ALSO EMERGENCY USE AUTHORIZATION against the Nuremburg Code to force
anybody to take those. 

THIS IS NOT ETHICAL 
More and more information is coming out about the covid vaccine injuries and it cannot be hidden
any further

Mary Gabriele
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From: Karen Shrader
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 9:20:44 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Oregon Department of Health;

Thank you for inviting public comment on the petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030.

I am reaching out to voice my support of repealing OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination
Requirements for Teachers and School Staff. 

There should not be the requirement of having the teachers and staff vaccinated. I believe, this is
blackmailing or coercing educators who have spent time and money to reach a self-sacrificing goal of
teaching. For teachers and staff to be ejected from their professions and employment, because they choose
not to get a vaccination is unconscionable. No consideration has been given for a strong immunity system or
a deep religious conviction. The vaccination has not even proven that it keeps you safe from getting
COVID-19. A strong immunity will protect against COVID-19 and stronger variants far better than a
COVID-19 vaccination. 

I request that you consider my reasons and repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination
Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Karen Shrader 

Phoenix, OR 97535 
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From: kat51woman
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 11:52:08 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Submitting for public comment to Repeal OAR 333-019-030 requiring the Covid vaccination
for teachers and school staff.   This requirement needs to be repealed.  It is criminal to take
away anyone's own medical choices. And now we know that the injections didn't stop
transmission and have serious life threatening side effects.  There are now significant teacher
shortages and students have been ireputable affected.  I urge you to stop requiring Covid shots
or any boosters for teachers and school staff. 

Kathy Wilmot
30+ year Oregon Resident
Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S7, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone
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From: William Burt
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 10:29:44 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside 
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the 
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern:

By all means, please repeal and nullify the COVID-19 vaccination requirements for teachers 
and school staff. According to President Biden, the epidemic is over. Moreover, the vaccines 
have been proven ineffective against the newer strains of COVID-19. Finally, the vaccines and 
their boosters have also been proven to cause severe (and sometimes fatal) reactions in some 
individuals.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

William Burt
Aurora, OR
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From: mari greenly
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 9:09:24 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

public comment:
Following CDC guidance and real world data indicating that there is no longer a need to
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals in the case of Covid-19
vaccines. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and out of alignment with the CDC.
Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs and
their classroom to provide support for Oregon schools and students. It will also allow
volunteers to be able to be reinstated to do what they do best, support children, their
communities and help educators with daily tasks, field trips and participate in their children's
school related activities. It is also imperative to inform Oregon's public colleges and
universities to follow this guidance and bring back educators at all levels as well as students to
colleges across the state regardless of vaccination status. 
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From: Debbie Shaneyfelt
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 5:58:57 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

It is well past time for OR to repeal OAR 333-019-1030 that required the Covid 19 vaccination for teachers
and school staff. Health care decisions are not one size fits all. Teachers should have been able to make their
own health care decisions and not lose their job based on such a short sighted administrative rule. Weeks
ago the CDC said there should be no differentiation between the vaccinated and unvaccinated. The CDC
also acknowledges that the Covid 19 vaccination does not prevent transmission of the virus, and does not
prevent the illness. Thus, repealing OAR 333-019-1030, is the right thing to do.  

Our children have lost so much these past two plus years with the loss of educational time and test scores
have plunged. There aren’t enough teachers or substitutes, and how many experienced teachers have left the
education field based on this rule and other decisions made by the State of OR? There has been an explosion
of social and mental health issues, that may well affect our youth for years to come. 

Our children deserve so much better than what the state of OR has provided them. It’s time to repeal this
administrative rule and allow teachers, staff, and volunteers to give students their best, regardless of their
vaccination status. 

Thank you, 
Deb Shaneyfelt 
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From: Jonna Pahlisch
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 5:09:10 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Oregon schools are struggling. Teachers are being additionally burdened by vaccination requirements, even though
it is now common knowledge that they don’t prevent COVID or stop transmission.

Good people have left the profession and parents have been locked out of classrooms for choosing to not take this
experimental product. Where there is risk, there must be choice. Please look at the latest VAERS (vaccine adverse
event reporting system) data and recognize this is not a safe product for everyone. Therefore it should not be
required in order to teach children. Especially at a time when we need all the best teachers in the classrooms making
up for the lost learning from the last 2 years.

Please repeal OAR 333-019-1030.

Thank you,

Jonna Pahlisch
Bend, Oregon
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From: Stefanie Garber
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:06:20 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear Public Health Division Rules Coordinator,

My name is Stefanie Garber and I have been an administrator for Culver School District for 22 years.  I
was serving as both the elementary principal and the district superintendent the past 14 years.  Since
March of 2020, never have I been through a more challenging time as a leader in public education.

The Vaccination Requirement for Teachers and School Staff was an extreme overreach that destroyed the
morale of our profession.  We have 110 employees and this mandate had people quitting, it pitted
employees against each other, we have 3 employees who have been long term injured by the vax, and it
made the school district now in charge of personal health decisions of staff.  

While the intent of this mandate may have been safety, the result is not even close.  Students and staff still
got COVID.  Vaccinated staff in our district were sicker than those that were not.  

NEVER should personal decisions for one's own health care ever be a mandate.  Especially when the
vaccination is the greatest human experiment in decades.   

Educators and school districts need to stay in the lane of educating children.  The state needs to support
educators and school districts in doing so and stay in that lane, rather than decide if someone will be a
good educator by their vaccination status.

Finally, the pool of educators is decreasing.  I know several that left due to the vaccine mandate and now
people won't go into the profession because of the mandate.  Please don't hamstring us by continuing this
awful mandate and discourage people from going into education.

I won't even go into the efficacy studies of the vaccine.

Please repeal this mandate and let educators educate our children, free of this unproductive requirement.

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions.    
Sincerely,
Stefanie Garber

Stefanie Garber
Superintendent
Culver School District
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From: Brenda McCool
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 3:25:27 PM
Attachments: Scan Aug 16, 2022 at 1.57 PM.pdf

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

OHA,

I am writing in support of repealing OAR 333-019-1030. 

At this point in time know two things for certain:

1) these vaccines do not stop transmission of SARS-CoV-2

2) these vaccines do not prevent infection of SARS-CoV-2. 

I have attached 3 studies showing the efficacy of povidone iodine nasal rinse at eradicating
SARS-CoV-2.  This is just one of many strategies that are inexpensive and work! 

Teachers, staff, students and all Oregonians have suffered greatly with these mandates.  Time
to roll back these antiquated mandates and let us all get on with our lives. 
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From:
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:32:13 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

This SPECIFIC virus was NEVER isolated.
 
The virus that was used to create this pandemic, was from the standard flu strain, and had to be
pushed out to 40 cycles just to pick it up. The creator of the test himself stated that it was NOT
designed for picking up this strain.  
 
Although we all know there is Coronavirus out in the world, always has been, always will be, there
was no need to FORCE vaccinations on anyone. This violates the Nuremberg code as well.
 
This needs to be repealed immediately.
 
Regards,
Mitch.
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From: Kentin Hosley
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 8:40:35 AM

[You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

To Whom It May Concern,

In accordance with state law, OHA is inviting public comment on repealing OAR 333-019-1030.

In an email I received it was written that you are "trying to find options that exist for achieving the rule’s substantive
goals in a way that reduces the negative economic impact on businesses.”

I do not believe that any option that forces people to be vaccinated against their will, when the vaccine has no long
term data, is proven to be mostly ineffective, and was made to combat a disease with an overall 98% survival rate (I
am rounding down), has no place in Oregon state law. OAR 333-019-1030 fired some of Oregon’s best teachers,
and with our school system already struggling (our school system ranks 44th in the nation) that is an absolute
travesty.

Either ban such discrimination or at least leave the decision up to school administrations and local governments
instead of pressing your authoritarian, anti-science, political agenda on Oregon residents. The Oregon government,
like all governments in this nation, is by the people, for the people. You are not in power so you can do what you
want and run over our rights, you are in power to make sure that our rights are NOT violated and that we have the
freedom to live our lives without government control.

Thank you,
Kentin Hosley
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From: christine fiordalis
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 10:46:00 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I urge you to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, which currently requires that
teachers, school staff, and volunteers be vaccinated in order to continue
working.  This rule is very much out-of-step with increased findings that
the Covid vaccines carry a high risk of adverse effects and a very low
effective rate.

In fact, the Danish government how prohibits children under 18 from being
vaccinated, while Great Britain passed a similar ruling prohibiting
vaccination of children age 12 and under.  Dr. Aseem Malhotra, a highly
respected British physician who initially - and publicly - supported
widespread vaccination, now advises that the Covid vaccines be withdrawn
from use by anyone at all, citing the unacceptable risks occurring with the
shots.  Attached is a link to his recent comments in the Journal of Insulin
Resistance titled "Curing the pandemic of misinformation on Covid-19
mRNA vaccines through real evidence-based medicine."

It is time for Oregon to catch up with the rest of the world!  It is frankly
embarrassing to live in a State clinging to fear and misinformation.  Please
do the right thing!

Christine Fiordalis

https://insulinresistance.org/index.php/jir/article/view/71/224
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From: GQ4U
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2022 2:04:16 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Just a few reasons why mandatory COVID-19 vaccines should no longer be mandatory for
anyone, including teachers, healthcare workers, police, firemen, shop owners and shoppers...
not even politicians should risk the jab.

1)  “Fortunately, our understanding of the virus is growing. We know that vulnerability to death from
COVID-19 is more than a thousand-fold higher in the old and infirm than the young. Indeed, for
children, COVID-19 is less dangerous than many other harms, including influenza.
The most compassionate approach that balances the risks and benefits of reaching herd immunity, is
to allow those who are at minimal risk of death to live their lives normally to build up immunity to
the virus through natural infection, while better protecting those who are at highest risk. We call this
Focused Protection.”
https://thepulse.one/2022/01/17/more-than-60000-doctors-scientists-have-signed-the-great-
barrington-declaration/
 
2)  Earlier this year, the European drug regulator sent a dire warning to the world.  The agency was
concerned that repeated boosters every four months could weaken a person’s immune response to
the coronavirus. Marco Cavaleri, the agency’s head of vaccines strategy, said that regular boosters
might be “overloading people’s immune systems and leading to fatigue.” I spoke with Cody
Meissner, an FDA advisory member, ahead of the agency’s April 6 meeting, during which experts
were to discuss the evidence for a fourth dose.  He told me that he was not convinced by the data at
the time.
Meissner blamed socio-political interference for many of the questionable covid-19 strategies. “I
think that the politicians and certain groups within society, such as the teacher’s union here in the
United States, have driven a political agenda that is certainly not based on science. People like to say
it’s based on science. It’s not. It’s based on emotion and generating great fear,” said Professor Cody
Meissner, FDA Advisory Member.
Petrovsky says not only do too many shots of the mRNA vaccines increase the risk of immune
imprinting, but they also seem to be uniquely pushing the immune system into “tolerance” against
the virus. “People who’ve had three or more doses of mRNA showed a change in their antibodies to
IgG4 which is not a normal antibody seen produced after infectious disease vaccines, it raises a red
flag that repeated doses of the mRNA vaccines might be driving immune tolerance against the virus.
Maybe this could explain why the more doses of these vaccines, the less they seem to work, and
more and more people are getting breakthrough infections,” said Professor Nikolai Petrovsky,
Flinders University.
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https://thepulse.one/2022/09/07/a-5th-jab-implications-for-the-immune-system/
 
3)  Researchers from The Fraiman Analysis focused on analyzing serious adverse events – specifically,
they narrowed it to serious adverse events of “special interest” which were derived from a
predefined list by the Brighton Collaboration, an established framework for vaccine safety used for
over two decades.  The upshot of the analysis was that mRNA vaccines were associated with an
absolute risk increase of serious adverse events of 12.5 per 10,000 vaccinated people (95% CI 2.1 to
22.9) over placebo.
Put another way, 1 in 800 people experienced a serious adverse event following either one of the
mRNA vaccines (95% CI: 437 to 4762).That is very high for a vaccine.  No other vaccine on the
market comes close. 
The way that the FDA and CDC have fumbled with the covid-19 vaccine, I think has had extremely
bad consequences on the trust in other vaccines as well as in public health generally. “The right thing
to have done at the time was to authorize the vaccines for older people who are at higher risk of
dying from covid-19, people in their 70s, 80s and 90s – not for younger people. says Martin Kulldorff,
professor of medicine at Harvard University.
The Fraiman analysis has revealed that the FDA and the CDC underplayed the harms of the mRNA
vaccines in Dec 2020. By authorizing and recommending a population-wide vaccination campaign,
authorities neglected to focus on protecting the elderly, and exposed many younger people to
unnecessary harm. As the pandemic progresses, and new variants emerge, the benefits of the mRNA
vaccines will continue to diminish, while the harms are likely to compound.
https://thepulse.one/2022/08/29/the-serious-adverse-events-of-mrna-covid-19-vaccine-trials/
 
4)  “The term “vaccine” traditionally refers to a product that provides “prophylactic protection
against an infectious disease,” said Dr. Malone, a physician and research scientist who was part of
the team that developed the mRNA technology used in several brands of the COVID-19 injections.
“We now have clear documentation that these products are not protecting against infection,
replication, or spread of the virus, and the multiply-inoculated actually are having longer periods of
infection. The COVID-19 injections don’t meet the criteria for a vaccine,” said Dr. Robert Malone,
developer of mRNA technology.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/covid-19-vaccines-didnt-work-so-cdc-changed-the-definition-of-
vaccines_4701875.html?
 
5)  In the U.S., the Frontline COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) is now calling for widespread
adoption of ivermectin, both as a prophylactic and for the treatment of all phases of COVID-19.  “The
data shows the ability of the drug ivermectin to prevent COVID-19, to keep those with early
symptoms from progressing to the hyper-inflammatory phase of the disease, and even to help
critically ill patients recover.” ~ FLCCC Alliance. 
December 8, 2020, FLCCC president Dr. Pierre Kory, former Chief of the Critical Care Service and
Medical Director of the Trauma and Life Support Center at the University of Wisconsin, testified
before the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs… “The data shows
the ability of the drug Ivermectin to prevent COVID-19, to keep those with early symptoms from
progressing to the hyper-inflammatory phase of the disease, and even to help critically ill patients
recover.
Dr. Kory testified that ivermectin is effectively a ‘miracle drug’ against COVID-19 and called upon the
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government’s medical authorities — the NIH, CDC, and FDA — to urgently review the latest data and
then issue guidelines for physicians, nurse-practitioners, and physician assistants to prescribe
ivermectin for COVID-19.”
https://www.theepochtimes.com/can-ivermectin-help-prevent-covid-19-deaths_4164036.html
 
6)  Comirnaty is the only FDA-licensed monovalent COVID-19 (coronavirus 2019) vaccine.  Under US
law when a licensed treatment for any disease exists then all EUA treatments, therapies, and
vaccines are no longer allowed to be used.  According to the FDA Comirnaty is currently unavailable
in the United States, however it is the only licensed treatment for COVID-19 and that licensing makes
all other experimental EUA oral or injectable concoctions illegal.  The coerced illegal administration
of EUA therapies, treatments, and vaccines may result in future lawsuits against any private or
government organization that compels an individual to consume or be injected with any EUA drug /
vaccine without 100% informed and signed consent by that individual. 
https://www.drugs.com/comirnaty.html
 
7)  Starting in 2021, a new epidemic; SADS – Sudden Adult Death Syndrome: (Vaccine related?)
https://www.survivethenews.com/39-year-old-police-officer-in-minnesota-dies-suddenly-at-home/
 
https://www.survivethenews.com/41-year-old-singer-and-theater-actor-darius-campbell-danesh-
dies-suddenly-at-home-cause-of-death-remains-unknown/
 
https://www.survivethenews.com/former-missouri-state-representative-cora-faith-walker-suddenly-
dies-after-attending-tishaura-jones-birthday-party/   

Best Regards,
Gary Quinn
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From: Rosemary Alden
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 7:26:21 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Yes, repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for
Teachers and School Staff. 
I'm upset when government interferes in individual health choices.  
Repeal that rule!
Rosemary Alden

Florence, OR  97439

Rosemary Alden

www.rhalden.com
Practitioner and Self Help Instructor, Jin Shin Jyutsu, The Art of Getting
to Know/Help Myself
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From: Milo Juenemann
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 8:03:43 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Multiple peer reviewed studies have now been widely disseminated increasingly sounding the alarm
about grave cause for concern with mRNA vaccine safety, for example:
https://insulinresistance.org/index.php/jir/article/view/71/224
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4206070
 
Continue to ignore them at your peril.  Mandating what was inarguably an experimental injection
(since no long-term data could possibly be available) was morally reprehensible and illegal policy in
the first place, and those who stood up against it are (unfortunately) becoming vindicated.  Your
willful ignorance in continuing to stand behind CDC advise is inexcusable, especially at this juncture.
 
Repeal the mandates immediately.
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From: Sharon and Earl
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 9:16:42 AM

You don't often get email from Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

By at least 6 months ago we could see that the Covid vaccines provided no protection
against any of the Omicron variants of Covid 19. For a while we got the narrative that
"although the vaccine provides no protection from catching the virus it helps keep you
out of the hospital". Now we are getting data from Britain that shows that narrative is
not true: apparently the more shots you get the more apt you are to die of Covid. 

We are long overdue to remove Covid 19 vaccination requirements from our school
system. If the requirement ever made sense it certainly does not make sense anymore.

Thank you for considering my comments,

Charles McKinney

Prineville, OR  97754
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From: Matt Woods
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 5:51:46 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hello,
 
I would like to suggest that Teachers and school staff be allowed to have the choice to receive the
COVID-19 vaccine.
 
Children are at extremely low risk from COVID-19.
 
The vaccine is under emergency use authorization, only. The actual FDA authorized Vaccine is not
available in the USA.
 
The vaccine has not been properly tested (EUA).
 
The vaccine may be more harmful than COVID-19 itself (server independent studies and Pfizer
released papers explain this).
 
The FDA has warned against giving the vaccine to children under the age of 5.
 
The mRNA vaccine has been found in mother’s breastmilk.
 
There has not been informed consent. This violates the Nuremberg code and at the least the first
  amendment.
 
Since the virus emergency is over and you don’t want to get sued by We the People, you just might
want to drop this vaccine mandate totally.
 
Truly,
Matt Woods

Senate District 22
House District 44
 
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: Kathy Johnson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 6:38:48 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

   Since you are asking for input on the above subject, I
would like to offer mine.  Since recent deaths from Covid
19 are not occurring in the age groups that frequent our
schools and the vaccines have not lessened the
occurrences or severity of the cases that do occur, it
seems foolish to continue to require teachers and school
staff to be vaccinated.
    There is also a shortage of personnel in our schools
which could be lessened if non-vaccinated people were
able to apply for those jobs.
    Kathleen Johnson, , Salem OR
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From: Dr. Brenda McCool
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 3:17:30 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

OHA,

I am writing in support of repealing OAR 333-019-1030 which requires vaccines for teachers
and school staff. 

At this point in time we are certain of two things: 

1) the vaccine does not stop transmission of SARS-CoV-2

2) the vaccine does not prevent infection of SARS-CoV-2

Oregon students, teachers, staff, volunteers and the general public have all suffered greatly
with these mandates that persist despite the evidence that these vaccines have done nothing but
prolong this pandemic and cause much harm - both physically and psychologically.  

It is time to roll back these mandates and do the right thing - provide informed consent and
choice to all Oregonians.  

-- 
Dr. Brenda McCool

Clackamas, Oregon, OR 97015

https://www.drbrendamccool.com
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From: Steffen Massie
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 7:08:25 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am writing you to urge the 
repeal of OAR 333-019-1030, the COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers
and School Staff.

As an Oregon resident, I feel it is important to preserve all person's right to bodily
autonomy.

It is important to remember the incredible loss in academic gains hard won over the
years that seem to have disappeared during the pandemic. Also, with a teacher
shortage it is counterproductive to turn away qualified teachers due to their refusal to
take an experimental drug for a illness that has an incredibly low morbidity rate in
healthy adults and a statistically zero impact on child deaths.

Thank you for considering personal liberty over medical tyranny which caused my
problems than it solves.

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Michael Framson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 4:43:44 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern:

The vaccination requirements for teachers and school staff, never made sense.  It didn't make
scientific sense when the OHA administratively decided it did.  Now you have the political
cover to listen to the current CDC guidance which says, do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals.  

These are my recommendations: 

Declare OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC.
Apologize to the teachers and school staff for ever using coercion and loss of their job
for declining an experimental injection.
Re-analysis of randomised controlled trials using the messenger ribonucleic acid
(mRNA) technology suggests a greater risk of serious adverse events from the vaccines
than being hospitalised from COVID-19
https://insulinresistance.org/index.php/jir/article/view/71/224
Come to terms with the fact that the OHA response to a novel respiratory, lab created
virus, SARS-CoV-2 caused more morbidity and mortality than the virus itself.  Our
students, economy, families will pay dearly for decades for the havoc OHA (Oregon Ill-
Health Authority) has wrought.

Its time for the OHA to come clean; sooner rather than later.

Calling a spade a spade.

Michael Framson
Medford, OR
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From: myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 11:54:02 AM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Re: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and
School Staff

Dear Submit Public Comment to OHA,

Please accept this as a public comment to urgently repeal OAR 333-019-1030.  Besides
infringing on the basic human right of bodily autonomy, and assaulting people with a private
experimental medical treatment - a horror that by global consensus was decreed verboten
during the Nuremburg trials after the unthinkable events of WWII - the premise of the Rule as
listed in item (1) is proven false: FALSE: Being vaccinated is critical to prevent the spread of
COVID-19. The shots do not prevent infection or transmission. Even the CDC has publicly
admitted this since at least July of 2021 saying that the shots do not prevent infection or
transmission. ABSURD: COVID-19 variants have and can run through the state’s
unvaccinated population and cause an increase in breakthrough cases for those who are fully
vaccinated. I can't believe this sentence is in Oregon law. If the shots stop infection, then how
can someone without them have an influence on those who got them?  And if there is "an
increase in breakthrough cases" then that means that the "variants" can "run through" the
VACCINATED population too, prima facie. The convoluted false logic and base ignorance in
this sentence is an embarrassment to thinking people and Oregon. You want people to get
something that doesn't work to protect those who it didn't work for.  Priceless. FALSE: This
rule is necessary to help control COVID-19, and to protect students, teachers, school staff, and
volunteers. As pretty much every one around the world in the highly "vaccinated" nations can
attest, the shots, and the boosters, have done nothing to control COVID-19, because nearly all
shot-recipients are getting COVID. This embarrassment and failure of our formerly trusted
health institutions - especially of OHA - is evident to every family in Oregon. Even as you
desperately try to keep up the charade that the shots protect people from hospitalization and
death, the data from around the world continues to flood in about the carnage from these shots,
not to mention our tragic personal experiences. In all good conscience please repeal this
outrageous, illogical, fraudulent dictatorial Rule immediately.

Sincerely, 
Ms. Kris DiPaola

Beaverton, OR 97075 Constituent

Prepared by OneClickPolitics (tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. OneClickPolitics provides online communications
tools for supporters of a cause, issue, organization or association to contact their elected officials. For more
information regarding our policies and services, please contact info@oneclickpolitics.com
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From: H W
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 2:46:33 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern:

ODE/OHA don't have a leg to stand on when it comes to requiring a covid shot for 
teachers, staff, and volunteers. Mid Aug, CDC stopped differentiating between vaccinated 
and unvaccinated (see below). Oregon is failing our students miserably. Stop the outdated 
mandates and get back to focusing on educating our children and working through their 
learning gaps caused by unnecessary drawn out covid policies. 

"It also brings the recommendations for unvaccinated people in line with people who are fully

vaccinated – an acknowledgment of the high levels of population immunity in the U.S., due to

vaccination, past COVID-19 infections or both. "Based on the latest ... data, it's around 95% of the

population," Massetti said, "And so it really makes the most sense to not differentiate," since many

people have some protection against severe disease.

The changes could have some of the biggest impact in K-12 schools. The guidance eliminates the

strategy known as "test-to-stay" – a schedule of testing for people that were exposed to the

coronavirus but not up to date with their vaccinations – that allowed them to continue in-person

learning, so long as they continued to test negative and showed no symptoms."

Thank you,

Heather Watson
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From: Nicole Person
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Sunday, September 18, 2022 10:05:40 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

In favor of repealing the forced injection of experimental drug therapies that are proven to be
ineffective against Covid.

Nicole Person
Seal Rock, Oregon
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From: Mark Gibson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: repeal OAR 333-019-1030,
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 11:51:14 AM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Yes, repeal this law since accumulated information shows that vaccines are 1) far less effective than was expected 2)
continuing research is showing that mRNA vaccines, are harmful in many ways to the human body, and 3) it is
against the Nuremberg Code to force anyone to submit to experimental medicine without their consent.

Thank you,

Mark Gibson
Talent, OR
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From: Nicholas Boyd
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: REPEAL OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2022 8:38:47 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

There is no public benefit for mandating covid vaccines.  This is evidenced by OAH's own
reporting in the last three months, vaccinated individuals represent the majority of COVID
cases in Oregon.

Because vaccines provide only an individual benefit, there is no justification for mandating
groups of people be vaccinated.  As a result, OAR 333-019-1030 must be repealed.  

Thank you

Nick Boyd
Eugene Oregon
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From: Stefani Barnett-Principal Broker REALTY EXECUTIVES So Oregon
To: Public Health Rules
Cc: Chris Barnett PC Principal Broker-REALTY EXECUTIVES So Oregon
Subject: REPEAL oar 333-019-1030
Date: Monday, September 26, 2022 8:51:12 AM
Importance: High

You don't often get email from  Learn
why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am writing to support and demand the repeal of oar 333-019-1030.  At
this point in the pandemic, all of the vaccines available are still only
EMERGENCY USE AUTHORIZATION.  Everyone knows that EUA’s are not
FDA APPROVED – there is a differenece between those statuses that
comes down to years of investigation.  Not only is it immoral to require our
public servants (teachers, staff, volunteers, etc) to subject themselves to a
preliminary medication with unknown long term effects, but it is also
beginning to show itself as illegal.  We have seen courts across the country
reverse states mandates and require restitution and return to
employment.  For many reasons, it is necessary to repeal this oar
immediately!!
Thank you,
Stefani Barnett
 
 
E-MAIL CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:
The information contained in this E-mail message and its attachments, if any, may be
privileged, confidential and protected from disclosure. This information is the property
of Realty Executives Southern Oregon. If you are not the intended recipient, any
disclosure, copying, distribution, reading, or the taking of any action in reliance on or in
response to this information (except as specifically permitted in this notice) is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this transmission and you are not a named recipient or a
person authorized to receive email and email attachments on behalf of a named recipient,
or if you think you have received this E-mail message in error, please reply back to the sender.
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From: Ashley Melin
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 11:49:41 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hello,
 
I am writing in regards to a petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030
 
PLEASE STOP ALL Covid-Vaccine mandates!
 
The vaccines have proven to not be effective, and actually quite harmful. Countless people have died
unnecessarily as a result of this experimental injection that has only done more harm than good.
Children with myocarditis, young people having heart attacks, so many people getting cancer,
women miscarrying…the list is endless! Pzifer docs are out. 9 pages of adverse effects.
 
There are lots of early treatment medications that have more than proven to work. Ivermectin &
hydrochoriquine to name a few.
 

 

 
I encourage you to instead promote healthy eating, exercise, vitamin D, boosting your immune
system, sleep, connection with HUMANS. So many better ways to spend tax payer dollars. I feel so
sorry for the people who had to do this injection or else be fired. What a HORRIBLE position you
have put them in!!
 
This must STOP. You have overstepped your boundaries telling people what to put in their body.
 
My body, my choice.
 
Regards,
Ashley
 
 
A S H L E Y  M E L I N  //  // POINT3-DESIGN.COM 
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From: Martin E. Millard
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: repeal OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2022 12:17:03 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Oregon Representatives, State Employees, and fellow Oregonians,

Repeal your unlawful OAR 333-019-1030 and stop violating our rights. We consider your
actions in violation of the international Nuremberg Code. You are not our rulers or our kings.
You violated the basic rights of millions of Americans by pushing propaganda, fear, and
misinformation for the profit of pharmaceutical companies and individuals like Bill Gates. Joe
Biden, who stole the POTUS position with help from foreign governments, declared the
pandemic over. We know it was political and it was used as a depopulation scheme for profit.

I'd like to point out that while we were forced into a pandemic status, told to avoid people,
stay home, get vaccinated with an experimental mRNA shot, wear masks, prevented from
using public spaces, fired from jobs, and more the Oregon government continued to tax us
and violate our rights. Government employees continued to profit while we had our services
and rights unlawfully removed. We will not stand for your unlawful behavior any more. Your
actions resulted in the physical harm and deaths of Oregonians. Many of you are criminals
who need to stand trial for your crimes.

Oregonian,
Martin E. Millard

CC/BCC: Interested parties and other government agencies
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From: Kara Schmidt
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-19-1030 Now!
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:54:08 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Whom It May Concern:

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because
of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their
jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff.
 It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two
years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely,
Kara Schmidt
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From: Bonnie Cox
To: Public Health Rules
Cc: Rep Kuechler; Sen Thomsen
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-19-1030 requiring covid vaccine for school staff
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 8:17:57 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear Sir or Madam-

I'm writing to urge you to repeal OAR 333-19-1030 which requires covid-19 vaccination for
teachers and school staff. The CDC updated their guidance stating that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. OAR 333-19-1030 is out of
date and out of step with current guidance from the federal government. Oregon needs to stop
needlessly discriminating against qualified staff and volunteers who have chosen to remain
unvaccinated. Students have faced significant impacts from covid and the learning disruption
that it has caused. We need all qualified teachers and volunteers back in the classroom,
relieving exhausted staff and working with students who need additional support. It is beyond
time to repeal  OAR 333-19-1030, and return schools to an equitable place for learning.

Thank you for your consideration.

Bonnie Cox
Hood River, OR

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Gwen Vilches
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-19-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 5:20:52 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To members of the OHA:
The CDC has changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because
of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their
jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff.
This will also allow volunteers to come in and help our kids catch up from
their two years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Thank you, Gwen Vilches-concerned parent and Portland public school
volunteer. 
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From: Tod Jones
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-19-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 5:06:05 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To the Commissioners of the Oregon Health Authority:

The CDC has changed its recommendations which now state they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals.
Consequently, OAR 333-19-1030 is outdated, superfluous, and not in
alignment with CDC guidelines. It should be therefore repealed, allowing
qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to
provide support for burnt out staff.
 Repeal would also permit volunteers to come in and help children catch up
on two years of learning loss.

It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Sincerely, 
Tod Benton Jones

  
Eugene, OR 97402
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From: Wealth Within
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-19-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 10:12:04 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. 

This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of
this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the
classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and
help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.

It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Ray Krulic

Bend, Oregon
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From: Patti Browning
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR 333-19-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 6:53:19 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I urge you to  repeal OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status. Because of the high risk and
extremely low efficacy of the Covid Injections, vaccine mandates are not only obsolite they
are violations of public health and personal freedoms.
Thank you,
Patricia Browning

.
Ashland, OR 97529 
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From: Vivian Battjes
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR...vaccine mandates
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 8:30:52 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Please give the teachers and staff their freedoms back and allow them to choose if they want
the vaccinnes.    We each need to be responsible for our own health!

Thank you.

Vivian Battjes
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From: Austin DeVille
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 5:06:49 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

OAR 333-19-1030 should be repealed to allow unvaccinated teachers return
to work, and to discourage discrimination against plainly healthier,
unvaccinated people.

-Austin DeVille, Jackson County
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From: Sarah Brown
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR-333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 10:16:22 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hello! I am submitting a comment in regards to OAR-333-019-1030. Please repeal this
draconian administrative rule, the science does not support it. It is time to let those individuals
that have been wrongfully dismissed based on an unwillingness to participate in the world's
largest experimental injection campaign back into the classroom. Whether they are teachers,
volunteers or students. It is past time that we treat those individuals equally as per the CDC's
latest recommendations. Please read the attached study for more information regarding the
myriad of reasons to discontinue Covid-19 injection requirements for anyone anywhere. 

Regards, 
Sarah R Brown 

https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?
l=ClKZ4&m=hwIFOwW.xjXtcRw&b=2_IeUEqOEv4kHAsNHYStTQ

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Chris Mayou
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR333-019-1030.
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2022 4:33:44 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am writing in FAVOR of repealing OAR333-019-1030.

My bachelor's degree is Health Education.  I am the mother of four
children.

The personal health decisions of school employees should NOT affect
their legal right to maintain their job.

Oregon's children need to be learning in person, at school, with adequate
staff.

Chris Mayou

Silverton OR  97381
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From: Angi Gunther
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 11:24:34 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Please repeal OAR 333-019-1030 the rule requiring school teachers, staff and volunteers to be
vaccinated against COVID-19. 

This rule no longer makes sense, nor does it follow current CDC guidelines. Our schools are struggling
with teacher and staff shortages. Repealing this rule would allow more staff to return, as well as more
parents to volunteer. Our kids deserve adequate staff and support in their schools.

Thank you!
Angela Gunther
Forest Grove, OR
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From: Marvin Mandel
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR-333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2022 6:58:21 AM

[You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Please repeal based on current CDC guidelines and current VAERS data (in particular, consider the events
registered since COVID vs the total of all other events for all other vaccines)

Best Regards,
Marvin Mandel
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From: Diane Luck
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: REPEAL OAR-333-019-1030
Date: Sunday, September 25, 2022 8:16:13 PM

[You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Greetings;

I strongly urge you to repeal OAR-333-019-1030. It has become clear that the COVID vaccinations do not prevent
illness nor do they prevent transmission. Additionally, forcing a medical procedure, especially one that has had
inadequate testing (no human trials on the latest booster), and one that has caused deaths, cases of myocarditis, and
other significant health problems is totally unjustified. No person should ever have to choose between accepting a
forced medical procedure or losing their job. This is an infringement on basic human rights.

Thank you.

Sincerely,
Diane Luck
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From: Charles Moresi
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OAR333-19-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:19:33 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because
of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their
jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff.
 It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two
years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status.

Thank you,
Eileen Moresi
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From: Marcia Garland
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal of OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:10:24 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

OAR 333-019-1030, which requires COVID-19 vaccinations for teachers and school staff
needs to be repealed as it is ineffective for the following reasons:

The vaccinations do not prevent individuals from getting COVID, and do not prevent people
who although vaccinated and have gotten COVID from passing it on to others. 

We have been told that the vaccinated will get a less severe case, but because of the
tremendously varied responses of individuals to the COVID virus, this is a difficult thing to
define, much less prove.

 

Marcia Garland

Portland, Oregon
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From: Jana VanAmburg
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal of OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 6:56:36 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern:

To preserve the human right to choose medical treatment and prevention, I believe that OAR 333-019-1030 should
be repealed.

I am a retired general surgeon and have never known of an mRNA-based vaccine until 2020.  Because the mRNA
vaccine is an experimental technology, I am compelled to ask two questions which have never been answered to my
satisfaction.  What exactly happens to the extra genetic material that is introduced to the human genome?  And what
do studies show about the effects of the extra genetic material on humans after 5, 10, or 15 generations?   For
previous vaccines, these questions have had to be addressed by doing studies, at least in mice, that took time and
careful analysis.  I have not found references for any studies such as these for mRNA vaccines.

Please repeal OAR 333-019-1030.

Sincerely,

Jana VanAmburg, MD, FACS
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From: Sandra Davidson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal of OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:38:55 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

After re-reading the contents of OAR 333-019-1030, I agree with those who wish to repeal
this rule. According to many, the vaccine did limit the impact of COVID-19 on many people
but it did not stop the spread, or protect a vaccinated person from getting the disease. President
Joe Biden declared on September 18th that the pandemic was over.  Thus it is ridiculous to
continue requiring teachers and staff to show proof of vaccination before being able to work at
the schools.  This rule should definitely be repealed.

Sincerely, 

Sandra A. Davidson 
Florence, Oregon 
9/28/22
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From: Sandra Tivis
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal of OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 7:18:07 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

This letter is being sent to voice my beliefs for the repeal of this OAR 333-019-1030 Covid-19 Vaccine
Requirement for Teachers and School Staff
 
Good morning,
 
As a former Oregon resident. I would like to voice my opinion of why this regulation should be
repealed.  The number one reason for me is that you are picking and choosing who is allowed to
teach our precious children according to some administration rule that has nothing to do with how
well trained a teacher is, but everything to do with a so-called “mandate” to be followed by a chosen
selection of people in our country.  We are being told that in order to use our skills in teaching
children we must have a covid-19 “experimental” vaccination for an “emergency” order that has no
end date.  There has been no scientific proof that these vaccines either prevent covid-19 or it’s
spread, or that not getting them guarantee that those who refuse will get covid-19 and spread it to
others.  Getting 2 doses of an experimental vaccine with ingredients that are possibly detrimental to
our health, and taking these vaccines because we are told we must, in order to teach in the
classroom by way of a state mandate, not a state law, IS both morally and more importantly
unlawful. 
 
We have established HIPPA regulations that are supposed to protect us from others knowing about
our private health information.  It seems like an apparent violation of our RIGHT for anyone to know
whether we have, or have not, had an experimental vaccination or any other health concern…
especially that you find necessary to have made public in order to teach. 
 
Our freedom does not come from our government.  Our freedom comes from our creator, God.  Our
Declaration of Independence clearly states that “all men are created equal” “endowed by their
creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness.”  It does not state that anyone else gives us these rights or can give us these rights. 
 
Furthermore, a mandate is not a law.  A mandate is:  an official order or commission to do
something.  A law is:  the system of rules which a particular country or community recognize as
regulating the actions of its members and which it may enforce by the imposition of penalties.
 
Unless or until we have scientific evidence that covid-19 vaccines keep us protected from ever
getting this disease, we have no reason to make the distinction between those who have and those
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who have not.  Thousands of examples can be noted that prove this thinking.  President Biden got
the vaccines…and got covid-19  Many in his administration pushing this emergency mandate also
did.  There are just as many that have chosen to not get the vaccine and have also not gotten covid-
19.  Who gives anyone the power to know what is right or wrong for any one person.  Individual
choice and liberty to have that choice should be the “mandate.”
 
Lastly, I note that in #{11) of this OAR, it is stated that “visitors and SCHOOL BOARD members do not
have to show proof of vaccines as they are exempt…again choosing the categories of people who do
not have to comply!
 
I urge you to use merit in choosing who we let teach our children and not have it based on an
“emergency” mandate.  All “emergency” policies have an end date….and I urge you to end this one.
 
Sincerely
 
Sandra L. Tivis

Polk City, FL 33868

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: Suebeth Ram
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: repeal of OAR 333-19-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 4:35:08 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not
differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes
OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because
of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their
jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out staff.
 It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch out kids up on two
years of learning loss.
It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our
students, and allow volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of
vaccination status
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From: Richard Gyuro
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal OR 137-001-007
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 9:12:08 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

If U have done unbiased research re: vaccinations they 1. Don' t work and 2.  Potentially cause
reduced immunity plus other issues.

Get rid of this ridiculous rule now!!
Richard Gyuro
Alpacas  at  Lone Ranch

www.alpacasontheweb.com
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From: Kari Simons
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal vaccine mandate
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 2:07:48 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern, 

I'm writing to ask you to please repeal the mandate for workers in schools to be covid
vaccinated.  The first strain of the virus was very concerning & indeed needed scientists
attention.  However the current strains, are not presenting major risk of death to the majority
of our population vaccinated or unvaccinated.  It would be overreacting to continue mandating
staff to be vaccinated at this point in time in my opinion. 

Thank you,
Kari Simons 
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From: mark elliott
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal vaccine mandates
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 5:33:17 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Okay, where should I start? Let me preface my comment by stating that I'm skeptical that this mandate
will be repealed based solely on the comments received. Nevertheless, I will not decline the chance to
share my opinion on the matter. 
 
Why were mandates required in the first place? For the safety and well-being of our school staff and
children during the Covid 19 pandemic. I will not go into a lengthy discourse of graphs and links showing
statistics of the success and failure of the vaccine, and masks as well. If I allude to the fact that the
vaccines are not effective to the point of terminating the virus or that masks themselves do little to impede
the spread of the virus, understand that I have at my disposal countless statistics, articles, and even
sound bytes from numerous physicians, infectious disease doctors, and even Dr. Fauci himself. The latter
stated at one point that if you received the vaccine, you would not get sick. Again, if you desire proof of
this statement, I will gladly share it. 

I am in no way downplaying the seriousness of the virus, and I'm aware of the deaths from the virus,
which number around 6.500,000. That is according to Wikipedia, September 2022. I will not bore you with
my theories and observations centering around the number of deaths attributed to covid 19 while patients
had pre-existing, underlying conditions at the time of death, yet many of the deaths were filed as death by
covid. This isn't a witch hunt; this isn't an impromptu investigation by an armchair PI. I merely wish to
point out that the narrative directing the decisions and actions taken during the pandemic lacked
consistency, bordering on incompetence. You don't have to agree with me. Nevertheless, refusal to agree
with me does not make my assumptions any less accurate.

Why should the mandate be repealed?

If there ever should have been a mandate, that time has come and gone. Is there still a health risk? Yes.
Are people still getting sick? Yes. Here's where your decision to keep the mandate based solely on the
vaccine's effectiveness comes into question. I will not give you exact figures as to how many people have
not only contracted the virus after receiving some, if not all the vaccines/boosters. You are welcome to
look these numbers up for yourselves. If you intend to give these comments proper consideration to help
facilitate a fair and logical decision, I hope you will investigate the matter further. 

I believe the mandate should be repealed as the vaccine itself isn't prohibiting the contraction of the virus,
while masks are even less effective at stopping the spread of the virus. Fully vaccinated people who also
wear masks are still getting sick and, in some cases, dying. Enforcing the mandate will not increase the
effectiveness of the vaccine, nor will it stop the spread of the virus. Although the numbers vary, most
people have had covid 19 at least once, that includes fully vaccinated people. Many, like myself, who
have never been vaccinated, have had it more than once, but I'm still alive and in my mid 50's. 

Let me give you a couple of scenarios you may or may not have heard of. If I give you a jar of 1000
M&M's but tell you that in that same jar, there are five of them that are poisonous and will kill you if you
eat one, will you still take one of them? Or, what if I give you a bulletproof vest and tell you that it's not
entirely bulletproof? Would you still wear it? In fact, would you wear it if there was a mandate requiring
you wear it to keep your job? What did the mandate do besides cost countless Americans, including
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teachers, their jobs? If 12 teachers are masked and vaccinated, why fear the one who isn't? Ask yourself
what you distrust more, the vaccine and mask to protect you or your unvaccinated associate from making
you sick. 

Repealing the mandate will not make the situation worse, and those in positions of influence and authority
know this. Keeping it will only encourage division in an already hostile working environment that
encourages friends and coworkers to distrust each other. We will never be rid of the virus. It appears that
covid 19 will take its place beside the (not so) common cold and the flu. The flu has many notches in its
belt of lives it has taken. People are still being vaccinated, and people are still dying. 

Ask yourself what the benefits are to keeping the mandate. If you can't answer that yet fully vaccinated,
what are you afraid of? Do you trust the vaccine? Are you motivated by politics and political parties,
multiple definitions by multiple scientists, and even doctors who themselves did not always practice what
they preached? What about the countless local, state, and federal employees who disregarded their own
rules and mandates yet required their constituents to adhere to them strictly? On many occasions, our
government failed to adhere to its rules. 

In closing, if you decide to keep the mandate, understand your decision will not be based on logic and
reason, nor will it carry any sense of morality. People have a right to choose what goes into their bodies,
as much as anyone has a right to decide what leaves their bodies.

If you (correctly) decide to repeal the mandate, you are taking the first step in the right direction to unite a
nation poised on the verge of collapse, pitting family against family, neighbor against neighbor, friend
against friend. Don't make this about politics; make it about humanity. We're all human before we are
anything else. 

Thank you, 

Mark Elliott 



From: Jennifer Margulis
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Repeal vaccine requirements in Oregon for teachers and school staff
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2022 10:06:28 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To Whom it May Concern:

I am writing in FAVOR of repealing OAR333-019-1030.

I am an educator and an award-winning writer based in Oregon. I have taught in both public
and private school here, and have also been the director of a homeschool collective.

It was a terrible mistake to try to force vaccination on educators. Educate people about the
importance of vaccines—yes. Force them—no. Doing so is un-American and anti-Oregonian.

A teacher’s personal health decisions should not put their job in jeopardy.

Our children need to be learning in person in the classroom. 

All best,
Jennifer
*****************************
Jennifer Margulis, Ph.D.
www.JenniferMargulis.net
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From:
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: rule 333-019-1030
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 5:17:14 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

This must not be mandated. Vaccination is a personal medical decision that must not be coerced.
Firing teachers and staff for declining vaccination, as well as barring unvaccinated parents and
volunteers, is unconstitutional and will harm students and schools. It has already been scientifically
proven that COVID-19 vaccination does not prevent transmission nor infection.
 
Marti Hill

https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Jaime Nelson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Rule 333-019-1030
Date: Monday, September 26, 2022 9:23:02 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Hello,

I am writing today to request this rule not be implemented. I have read what the intentions are with this and it does
not make sense. We have been living long enough with Covid to see and know that a medical freedom choice is
necessary. Trying to make all parents and teacher ands volunteers take an injection that is continuing to prove it does
not stop the spread makes no sense. There is enough data out there that spells this out clearly.

Not to mention the freedom of medical choice that is being abused. Also, this will only punish our children even
more because you will aid in the ability to lose more caring teachers and support staff then already has taken place
due to the forced vaccination requirements.

People who have been vaccinated are getting sick, they are spreading it and those are facts. Forcing this on people is
not the answer and we all know that by now.

Make the right choice to help our kids have access to caring teachers and support staff and volunteers. And DO
NOT implement this.

Thank you.
Jaime

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Breanna Jarmer
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Rule 333-019-1030
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 9:46:43 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,

I am writing you today to urge you to remove the rule requiring teachers, staff, and parents to
be vaccinated for Covid-19. This rule is not only unconstitutional on the Federal and State
level, it was also put into place without any input from the citizens of the state of Oregon.

We need the ability to choose whether or not we want to inject a foreign substance into our
bodies. Give us back that choice!

Breanna Jarmer
Executive Director 
Oregonians for Medical Freedom

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Sue Staehli
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Rule 333-019-1030
Date: Monday, September 26, 2022 8:14:10 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dear OHA;
It is my understanding that Rule 333-019-1039 requires the Covid-19 vaccination for all school
volunteers, teachers, and staff, and that many schools are not allowing unvaccinated parents to
volunteer and firing teachers who refuse the injection. 

As a grandparent who has not had any vaccination for over 50 years, and raised three healthy
children without vaccinations, one of whom, at 32, has still never opted for any vaccine, I still
abide by masking and hygiene protocols. I worked with the public and did weekly grocery
shopping and outdoor activities all throughout the pandemic, including escorting my 87 year old
mother to all her vaccine, medical and hospital appointments,

I am very concerned that the vaccine requirements in rule 333–019–1039 go beyond Public
Health safeguards to create a sub-class of citizens, discriminated against both in their
employment, and in their ability to participate in their children’s education, and in their community.
 Please reconsider. 

Respectfully yours, 
Sue Staehli
  Portland, OR 97225 

 

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Paul vanWaardenburg
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: rule 333-019-1030
Date: Monday, September 26, 2022 8:35:58 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Please rescind the rule for the Covid-19 injection for staff and volunteers in school. 
Our schools are more harmed than helped with measures like these. Our community needs
parent volunteers more than ever. They need a larger pool for staff to support as well.

-- 
Paul van Waardenburg BSN, RN-BC

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Mary Buck
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Rule regarding vaccine mandates
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 10:33:58 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Regarding the rules about requiring covid vaccine administration to school teachers and staff.

I feel that the pandemic is over and this vaccination is no,longer required and should now be
an individual decision between a person and his/her physician.

Mary Buck

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: tonie lough
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: School vaccinations
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 12:07:30 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern, 

I'm speaking as an unvaccinated parent that is no longer able to volunteer in my son's school. I
believe that this will fall under the school staff vaccine requirement.  As a I have 

I chose not to get vaccinated with any of the
Covid 19 vaccines.  As such,  I have not been able to volunteer in my son's school,  something
that I did regularly previously.  

As a parent, I should be able to be involved in my child's school regardless of medical status. 
I have also noticed a rise in the number of volunteering requests coming from the school.  I
think we have all been aware of the added pressure to teachers post covid and the fact that the
pool of volunteers that they have for help has diminished,  I think that we can do better.  

The statistics are now showing that vaccination status is not an accurate indication of one's
ability to contract or spread covid 19. I don't even feel the need to attach the data as I'm sure as
the health authority in the state is Oregon, the information is readily available to those of
concern for this vote. This being the case,  there does not appear to be a reasonable
requirement for teachers,  staff or volunteers to be vaccinated. 

I hope that you will carefully and thoughtfully consider all data regarding these vaccines prior
to making your decision in this matter.  

I would be happy to discuss further.  Phone #  

Thank you for your time and consideration, 
Tonie Lough 

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: TJ Kohler
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Statment
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 11:35:19 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

We need to repeal the vaccine mandate due to all the cardiac ris cardiac risks associated with
the vaccine.

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Mark Bordcosh
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: STOP THE VACCINES
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 7:23:10 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Curing the pandemic of misinformation on COVID-19 mRNA vaccines through real evidence-based
medicine - Part 1  https://insulinresistance.org/index.php/jir/article/view/71/224
 
STOP THE INSANITY
Thank you for your time.
Mark Bordcosh
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From:
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Stop vaccine requirements
Date: Tuesday, September 20, 2022 8:33:34 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

We have lost so many teachers because of this requirement to have the covid vaccine. Which
has been proven not to be a vaccine at all, and it should be a personal choice. We need our
teachers! Stop with the requirements. Biden said the pandemic is over. Let it die. 

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Mickie Carpenter
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Stopping forced vaccinations
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:59:57 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

The government should not dictate anything that has to do with your body if its not
unconstitutional it should be. If forced chipping or the like should ever occur. In the case of
vaccines they dont stop the virus whether it be spreading or catching. They say it helps the
severeness once your sick. That harms no one but you if you refuse the vaccine its your body
your choice. Since vaccines reduce only symptoms once sick its your choice. Have them sign
waivers explaining this and leave them alone.
 

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
Get Outlook for Android

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Stevecluj Hawkins
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Subject: OAR 137-001-0070(3)
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 2:46:12 PM

You don't often get email from Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Repeal this entire package of Dictatorial garbage.   ANY UNCONSTITUTIONAL Mandate
that FORCES UNPROVEN DRUGS on unwilling subjects or existing mandates that
PHYSCIALLY and EMOTIONALLY Harm and Eventually DESTROY children, young
adults and Teachers.
   The governor ?  ? O.H.A. and the Oregon board of education hold illicit powers over every
individuals health  and ZERO Legal precedent to do so.
   State Education institutions are Granted permission TO INSTRUCT, NOT BRAIN WASH
and Corrupt.
,

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov


From: Donna Bleiler
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Testimony on OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 11:08:36 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I support the petition to repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination
Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
The latest news from CDC is that the vaccines are not effective. If things
prove out OHA and the state could be liable for adverse reactions to
vaccines.

Donna Bleiler

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Ellen Karas
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: The need to repeal OAR 333.019.1030 covid 19 vaccination requirements for teachers and school staff
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 4:43:20 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

This measure should be repealed immediately as it’s outdated and discriminatory in nature.  It will bring the best
possible outcomes for all involved, especially for our children who have suffered the most and will bring much
needed relief and goodness to the schools.  Thank you   Ellen Karas

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification


From: Wealth Within
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 10:28:03 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030. The CDC changed their guidance which now states
that they do not differentiate between vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. 

This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not in alignment with the CDC. Because of
this, it should be repealed to allow qualified teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the
classroom to provide support for burnt out staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and
help catch out kids up on two years of learning loss.

It’s time to repeal of OAR 333-19-1030 and allow teachers to focus on our students, and allow
volunteers into our classrooms, regardless of vaccination status.

Anne Zysk

Bend, Oregon

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Gizelle Luccio
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Updating Mandates
Date: Thursday, September 22, 2022 10:30:40 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not
in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out
staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two years of
learning loss.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter and for putting the well-being of our children
first. 

Sincerely, Gizelle Luccio

-- 
--
Gizelle Luccio
RavenLight Consulting, LLC
"Bringin  & Out of the Darkness"
Phone:   (call & text)
RavenLig

---

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Jani Rollins
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Updating mandates
Date: Monday, September 19, 2022 6:14:29 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,

The CDC changed their guidance which now states that they do not differentiate between
vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals. This makes OAR 333-19-1030 out of date and not
in alignment with the CDC. Because of this, it should be repealed to allow qualified
teachers forced to leave their jobs to return to the classroom to provide support for burnt out
staff. It will also allow volunteers to come in and help catch our kids up on two years of
learning loss.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter and for putting the well-being of our children
first. 

Sincerely,
Jani Rollins

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Lisa Mellinger
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vac mandate
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:48:41 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

To whom this may concern:
The courts have already voted they are unconstitutional! CDC and others have stated they don’t work! All they are,
are shots for depopulation!!! Wake up!!
Sent from my iPhone

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Sue Polzel
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccinating teachers & staff
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 6:35:21 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Teachers & staff have the same freedoms as other citizens and should not be expected to give
up those rights concerning sovereignty of one’s body.

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: LARRY WILCOX
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccination requirement.
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 6:36:28 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

I believe that the vaccine requirement should be eliminated for all school teachers and employees.
Having the requirement is an over reach by the district and I believe unconstitutional.

Sent from my iPhone
Larry A. Wilcox

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Melissa Siegel
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 6:38:04 AM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

OSHA:

We require students to receive vaccinations prior to being enrolled in
school. We do this for multiple reasons to keep them safe AND each other.

Why would we not require the same for all staff working in a school?

I truly believe that all staff and teachers should continue to have to be
vaccinated for COVID.

We are already struggling with low staff numbers.  I believe that that
number will continue to grow if we take out this one other safeguard for a
disease that has been plaguing our society for a couple of years.

Please stand strong for the safety of all.
Vaccinations do save lives.

Melissa Siegel

-- 
Melissa Siegel
OSEA AFT Local 6732, Chapter 12
Lake Oswego School District - Technology
Proud OSEA Classified Staff Member

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Steven Rebischke
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 7:11:59 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Vax Mandates are medical tyranny. The damage to kids, adolescents is irreparable and largely unnecessary. 
Eliminate the mandate immediately. Risks are minimal. There are effective protocols on the outside chance
somebody catches the virus. Since co-morbidities seem to be the driver, inform accordingly.

Steven Rebischke

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Matt Culver
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 7:53:48 PM

[You don't often get email from Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Please allow the teachers to make their own decisions regarding vaccine choice.

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Jeff Speder
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine mandate for teachers and school staff
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 9:13:24 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,

So many things, in normal times, wound seem unnecessary to have to say, but necessity in this post-COVID world
prompts even the most obvious to have to be said.

The COVID “vaccine” has been so grossly misrepresented by the CDC and in the mainstream media as the answer
to the Covid-19 virus.  In the past, 50 deaths resulting from an approved vaccine would result in its being pulled
from the market.  The VAERS data on the Covid shots is in the stratosphere compared to all other vaccines
combined since VAERS database was established.

How on earth can supposed health authorities continue to push these Covid-19 shots on people and to make their
livelihood contingent upon being subjected to receiving them?  It makes me question the competence, qualifications,
and even the motives of the agencies charged with looking after public health.

It is time that science, in the true sense and tradition of open minded scientific inquiry, be remembered by those who
claim to represent science.  The scientific method, when I was in school not so long ago, considered any and all data
produced from experimentation whether it confirmed or contradicted the original hypothesis.  Scientists, at least in
those days, were willing to reconsider and/or rework their hypothesis in the face of data that revealed something
other than what they expected.

I hope that you will possess the integrity, as individuals and as a decision-making body, to look at the VAERS data
as well as the soon to be released CDC V-safe app data before putting upon anyone else this draconian COVID-19
shot mandate.

Thank you for your time,

Jeff Speder
Redmond, OR

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Irene Vora
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine mandate for teachers, etc
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 2:27:41 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Dr. Aseem Malhotra,  a highly respected cardiologist who had been in favor of the vaccine,
pointed out in a recent article, that after studying the shots in depth, he concluded that they
have an unacceptable risk profile for anyone and should be withdrawn from use entirely.

Please refer to the link below for details.  
https://insulinresistance.org/index.php/jir/article/view/71/224

There is no reason for any vaccine mandate!

Sincerely,
Irene Vora
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Dennis Bresciani
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine mandate for teachers
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 8:39:21 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

First of all this is not a vaccine it's an experimental shot 
Second of all there have been a lot of side effects in different people 
Third, my body my choice everybody should have a choice 

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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From: Cathey Morgan
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine mandate
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 7:09:51 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

This mandating stuff is like telling a teen to clean his room! It had the opposite effect! (The
teen moves out)
This should be a CHOICE for people. If the government had presented it as "hey, we finally
have a vaccine if you don't want to get this stuff" it would not have felt like "control"  but as a
life-saver freely offered. 
Make it a choice.

Cathey Morgan

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Chuck Wells
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine Mandate
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 9:46:26 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Nobody should be required to have a vaccine required under any circumstances.  Government
needs to stay out of our personal lives. We are thinking people who are totally able to make
these decisions on our own. Repeal all requirements for a vaccine mandate. Thank you. 

Charles Wells.  
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From: Terry Cook
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: vaccine mandate
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 9:12:27 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Repeal OAR 333-019-1030, COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and
School Staff. This is not science driven—it’s political and should have no place in
public schools. The evidence is clear: this vaccine does not prevent contracting
Covid. A true vaccine like that for polio, does. If the Covid vaccine actually did what a
true vaccine was intended to do it would be reasonable to require it. This requirement
is unreasonable and therefore should be rescinded.  

Terry Cook
Cook Development Corp

web: www.cookdevelopment.com

 on Instagram
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From: Becky Rogers
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine mandate
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 9:02:40 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

OHA has to have the dimmest rule makers in the USA. You all have NO PROBLEM with
abortion at any time because it's "a woman's body" and her right to choose but you want to tell
thousands of people to take a shot that has proved to be marginally effective at best.  Do you
really need to be EDUCATED YOURSELVES?  SHEESH.  

Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device
Get Outlook for Android
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From: Alex Hoggan
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine Mandates comments
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 5:44:48 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and might not
be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Why is it that in other countries they have completely banned the vaccine??  Answer you have been lied to from the corrupt
pharma in bed with FDA and NIH. Watch this 4 minute video.  To learn more go to https://childrenshealthdefense.org/

https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/chdtv-exclusive-interviews/8H5dl9Coxw?
utm_source=salsa&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=chdtv&utm_term=chdtv&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=cd19529a-
61e2-4985-8740-4cf62dc78910

https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/chd-friday-roundtable?
utm_source=salsa&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=chd_tv&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=5478f850-753e-4a34-
9b18-f838cfe2f5ba

Alex Hoggan
Director of Business Operations

 W: www.ChemHistory.com

The company accepts no liability for the content of this email, or for the consequences of any actions
taken on the basis of the information provided, unless that information is subsequently confirmed in
writing. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or
taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
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From: ï»¿rhoda
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine Mandates
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 10:28:54 AM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hi,

There is no need for vaccine mandates or any mandates.  According to medical doctors around the world
who are currently calling for a pause on vaccine distribution, it seems logical that all mandates should
cease because of the inherit dangers posed by the vaccines.  Additionally, the economic strain imposed
by vaccine mandates contributes to the demise of the economy as well as the well-being of the people of
this state. I therefore urge legislators to use common sense and logic and cease all mandates.  It should
be a choice for each individual.  Stop the madness, you have the ability to stop it. Sanity needs to return
for the sake of everyone.

Thank you,

Paul and Rhoda Cheney
Salem Oregon 
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From: Jules
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine mandates
Date: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 9:55:25 AM

[You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important at https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

You are committing genocide!

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Sara Freeman
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine mandates
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 11:44:41 AM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,

The handling of Covid 19, from the federal level on down, will go on record as the most heavy-handed non-sensical
display of medical tyranny in history. We are well beyond the necessity of requiring masks and vaccines. Those who
choose to employ either of these precautions should feel free to do so, but it’s time for OHA to step away from
mandates (and apologize to those who lost their jobs because of your rules).

We all now know (as many of us recognized from the start) that vaccines work only as a therapy to reduce some
symptoms of Covid but they DO NOT prevent the infection nor the spread of the virus. I have many boosted friends
who caught Covid to prove the point. With that in mind, mandates make no sense and simply reinforce the message
that government agencies are reluctant to give up the power grab they assumed through the pandemic.

Natural immunity is what is ultimately ushering Covid out so it’s time to recognize that most of us have had
Omicron and don’t need boosters and masks. As an anecdotal example, my almost 70-year-old husband and I 

 

I know it hurts to walk away from controlling your fellow Oregonians but please know you are being judged by your
actions and have already lost much of your credibility. Please respect the science and drop all mandates.

Sincerely,
Sara Freeman
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From: Brian Keller
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine mandates
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 8:48:28 AM

[You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Government overreach to the extreme, I will never succumb to Government tyranny!

Sent from my iPhone
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From: E L
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine mandates
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 5:20:47 PM

[You don't often get email from Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Please vote to eliminate all vaccine mandates, particularly as Its was said by the President, this is over.

Mandates are unconstitutional since the shots are only approved by an emergency order.

Need your help, to correct this situation.

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Ryan Brown
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine mandates
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 3:17:34 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

There is no scientific basis for these ridiculous required shots.  If you get or do not get the
vaccine you can still spread covid-19 and contract Covid 19...  This nullifies any collective,
community good possible by getting the vaccine or boosters.  Not to mention side effects!! 
Free choice etc.  The charade is over. Do the scientific thing and end this now.
Ryan Brown, Lebanon Oregon
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From: Heidi Hopkins
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine mandates
Date: Monday, September 26, 2022 8:48:39 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hello
I think you all need to be done with this ridiculous mandate. You should not deny people from
participating in regular activity because they don’t want to inject themselves with this “shot”. I
cannot even fathom how anyone can think it’s ok to tell anyone what to do with their body to
be a part of society. You are all on the wrong side.  The shot doesn’t work and it actually does
harm to many. It’s so wrong. End it now!
Heidi Hopkins
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From: David Brown
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: vaccine mandates
Date: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 7:33:51 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Respectfully, there should be no vaccine mandates.  The pandemic is pretty much over and has
become an endemic.  The vaccines are experimental and do not fit the actual definitions of
vaccines.  There are many examples of people who have very bad side effects of the shots.

David Brown
Professional Accounting and Consulting Services
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From: Alex Hoggan
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine Mandates
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 5:48:18 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and might not
be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

One of the world's leading Cardiologists from England calls to ban Vaccines!

https://live.childrenshealthdefense.org/shows/chdtv-exclusive-interviews/8H5dl9Coxw?
utm_source=salsa&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=chdtv&utm_term=chdtv&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=cd19529a-
61e2-4985-8740-4cf62dc78910

Alex Hoggan
Director of Business Operations

 | W: www.ChemHistory.com

The company accepts no liability for the content of this email, or for the consequences of any actions
taken on the basis of the information provided, unless that information is subsequently confirmed in
writing. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or
taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
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From: Jamie Griffin
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine requirements for public school and staff
Date: Friday, September 30, 2022 4:59:39 PM

You don't often get email from  Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

To whom it may concern,
I would agree that the mandate for Covid 19 vaccinations is no longer relevant or productive to the
success of our schools. I have been a classified employee, a substitute prior and during the pandemic
and a licensed employee this past spring. I have seen the stress that not only the pandemic has
caused to school employees but also the lack of qualified personal continues to cause. I am
unvaccinated and choose to stop subbing last fall when the mandate was announced. I was later
approved by my district to operate under an exemption and took on an emergency position for the
remainder of the year. I saw days where teachers were being shuffled up to the final bell, where
classified employees stepped into licensed positions or where Administration from our district office
were called to handle elementary classrooms. All though fully able to handle these jobs, this is not
the work they trained for and there for not the best case situation for our children.
This fall I tried to return to subbing and could not meet the exemption qualifications for the sub
agency. So now teachers are still shuffling, even when qualified people are available. Yes, the
pandemic was real and a real threat to many people. We now know children were not one of the
highest threatened groups. We need to put them first and get the most qualified people back to
work. Vaccines should not mandate how qualified a person is to teach.
I appreciate you taking the time to review my letter, if you would like to chat more please reach out.
 
Jamie Griffin

 
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From: Karen Meier
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: vaccine requirements for teachers
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2022 8:59:38 AM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

Enough is enough.  The adverse effects of these vaccines is becoming
well known.  No person should be subjected to an experimental vaccine in
order to maintain their job.  It is well known that the so-called
"vaccine" neither prevents anyone from catching covid or prevents anyone
from spreading covid.  This negates it from being a vaccine at all.  The
"vaccines", however, have shown in testing to actually increase chances
of death and hospitalization from covid because the "vaccine" weakens
the immune system.

Myocarditis is proven to be an adverse reaction to the "vaccine".  To
force someone to submit to an injection that could very well damage
their health is no less than criminal.

Thank you for your consideration.

Karen Meier
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From: Judith Anderson
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccine requirements in schools
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 12:13:33 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

I am writing to urge that there be no requirement for vaccination for Covid-19 in public
schools in Oregon. 

There is dwindling protection from the virus and ever increased boosters without proof of
efficacy or safety. 

People of all ages should have personal autonomy and freedom of personal choice in this
decision. Ever increasing injuries are occurring and as earlier stated, dwindling protection.

I urge you to let personal choice rule, whether that applies to teachers and staff or students and
children.

Sincerely,

Judy M. Anderson

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Ronnie Wilmot (HotRodRonnie)
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccines for Educator’s
Date: Sunday, September 25, 2022 3:47:37 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

I am opposed to mandatory COVID  vaccinations for any of our State Educators and or Students.

Educational professionals can certainly think for themselves; if they can’t; something is wrong with our education
system

We don’t need the dictates of State Government to tell us how or what to think, say or do as long as it’s not a moral
or safety issue.

Our bodies should not be subject to State or any Government control; that is un American

Youth have a wonderful God given immune system & they are the least vulnerable; common sense tells you that.

If a Professional Educator feels they need the Covid vaccine; good for them, but the State Government should never
tell grown adult professionals how to manage their own personal health issues

Thank you

Ron Wilmot
Canyonville, Oregon

Sent from Ron’s iPhone
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From: holdemanvickie
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Vaccines
Date: Friday, September 16, 2022 12:50:11 PM

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Absolutely no Mandates on vaccines for anyone!! Choice only

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device
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From: Ceta Kelley
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: VAX mandate for teachers and staff
Date: Monday, September 26, 2022 3:40:53 PM

[You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important at
https://aka.ms/LearnAboutSenderIdentification ]

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside our organization and
might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the sender before opening it.

There should be NO MANDATES forced on the schools teachers or extended staff. In Reference to the C19, that
kids have little to no symptoms and it should be the choice of the ADULT on how to individually treat.

The VAX has proven not to stop spread nor treat C19.  Mandates will only show the public, parents and kids how
idiotic your school district/board is.  And let’s be honest, your district could use some help in gaining the trust back
from the public.

Ceta Kelley
Bend, Oregon
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From: Terri McAllister
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Violation of ORS 183 by OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 10:34:21 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

RE: OAR 333-019-1030 - In Support of Repeal
       

Date: September 29, 2022

Public Comment

OAR 333-019-1030 Violates ORS 183.413

Oregon law (ORS 183.310 et seq.,The Administrative Procedures Act) sets out the 
procedures and processes for rule making and enforcement by Oregon administrative 
agencies in the executive branch of the Oregon state government. The Oregon Health 
Authority (OHA) is an administrative agency and is subject to ORS 183.310 et seq. 

ORS 183.413 provides for persons who are affected by the actions of state agencies to 
have rights and remedies against the agency in a contested case hearing. 

OAR 333-019-1030 (hereinafter “the Rule”) violates the above cited law. Although the effect 
of the actions of OHA’s Rule is felt directly by teachers, teachers are unable to contest their 
harm from OHA’s Rule. 

OHA accomplishes these unopposed, uncontested actions against teachers by directing 
local school districts to terminate the employment of teachers. Thereby the OHA by-passes 
having to defend their actions or provide any due process to fired teachers. 

Teachers who are terminated are limited by ORS 342.905 to an appeal before the Fair 
Dismissal Appeals Board. But the Fair Dismissal Appeals Board (FDAB) has no jurisdiction 
over the rules of Oregon administrative agencies, so a teacher cannot even make an 
argument under ORS 183.400 as to the validity of OAR 333-019-1030 in a hearing before 
the FDAB.

The FDAB is limited to findings based upon the grounds for dismissal of a contract teacher 
found in ORS 342.865. If a teacher is terminated based upon non-compliance with OAR 
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333-019-1030, the teacher literally has no avenue for appeal. 

By not providing a way, administratively, for persons harmed by the enforcement of OAR 
333-019-1030 to appeal the actions of the OHA, the Rule violates the Administrative 
Procedures Act and should be repealed. 

Theresa McAllister

Mapleton, OR 97543



From: Scott McGraw
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Written response re: possible repeal of OAR 333-019-1030
Date: Thursday, September 29, 2022 12:48:59 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Regarding the efforts to effect a repeal, public comment has been invited per other
OAR's.

1. By now, it is clear that one can become infected with COVID-19 despite initial
"vaccination" and subsequent booster shots.  So, while I believe best efforts have
been made to find a true vaccine for this virus, what has been produced is not a
vaccine, at all - and efforts to re-define the term are only an insult to the public.

2. There are now clearly noted risks of substantial harm which can come from being
administered the shot, and boosters - quite notable as the greatly vast majority of
those who have become infected have minimal symptoms regardless of injection
status.  That risk of harm from the injection(s) knows no bound of age or gender.  So,
requiring one to have been injected as part of being permitted in school - a very public
place where exposure and transmission can certainly occur - is to forcibly place
people at risk of these potential results when the initial risk to the person from the
virus is actually miniscule.  And, yes, I note that actual deaths have occurred,
including a close friend of our family.

3. The reported numbers of those dying from Covid-19 have been purposefully
skewed to include any person who died while infected - regardless of whether that
virus was actually the cause of death.  In fact, it is also strongly shown that many
people are reported to have died from the virus solely to increase designated federal
dollars being sent to the medical facilities involved.  

4. While the intent to provide greater public safety through the "vaccination" process
appears a true and beneficial motive, it has thus been shown to not provide any
meaningful positive result in comparison to the risks involved.

Therefore, if the individual wishes to take the risk of injection(s), that should be their
personal choice and encouragement to do so by our government, plus provision of
the shot(s) should be the limit of government intrusion in their private lives. Thus,
repeal of that OAR versus continued imposition of injection requirements should be
the present outcome.  Thank you for your time.

Scott McGraw

mailto:PublicHealth.Rules@odhsoha.oregon.gov
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(503) 371-4746
NOTE: we can receive a fax at this number as well - but must be present to do so.



From: Dan Altman
To: Public Health Rules
Subject: Yes, please repeal OAR 333-019-1030, the COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements for Teachers and School Staff.
Date: Wednesday, September 21, 2022 2:53:23 PM

You don't often get email from . Learn why this is important

Think twice before clicking on links or opening attachments. This email came from outside
our organization and might not be safe. If you are not expecting an attachment, contact the
sender before opening it.

Hi - 

I am writing to support repealing OAR 333-019-1030, the COVID-19 Vaccination Requirements
for Teachers and School Staff.

I think at this point we know that vaccination does not prevent Covid infection nor
transmission, so it is not fair to require individuals to be vaccinated. There is evidence that
there are risks with vaccination and very little, if any, benefit for the community.

Thanks much,

 - Dan Altman
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